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OVERSIGHT HEARING ON THE MISSING
CHILDREN'S ASSISTANCE ACT

MONDAY, AUGUST 4, 1986

Housz OF REPRICONTATIVICS,
Suzcombirrras ON HUMAN Rzsouzczs,

CORDITITRE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, De

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10 a.m., in room
2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Dale E. KiIdea (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present Representatives Ki Mee and Tauke.
Staff present Susan A. Wilhelm, staff director; S. Jefferson

McFarland, counsel; Thomas Kelley, clerk; and Carol Lamb, minor-
ity legislative associate.

Mr. &was. The hearing will come to order.
The Subcommittee on Human Resources convenes this morning

for an oversight hearing on the alissing Children's Assistance Act.
The role of Goveznment is to promote, defend, enhance, and pro-

tect human dignity. Certainly, you can judge the humanity ofa so-
ciety bT how it cares for its very young and its very oldthose in
our society who are most vulnerable.

For this reason, we cannot turn our backs to the needs of abduct-
ed children, of children trying to survive in the streets, or of their
families.

The need for a Federal response is obvious. During the time we
spend in this hearing, a child can travel from one end of our coun-
try to another, crossi:Ig State lines many times.

Indeed, within a scnoolday, from the time the child leaves and
returns home in the evening, that child could travel or be trans-
ported from one end of the country to annther. Our Nation's great-
est resource, is also our country's gretv

The Missing Children's Assistano .e enacted in 1984 as title
IV of the Juvenile Justice and Delinqt. _nog Prevention Act, was
truly landmark legislation. For the first time, the Congress recog-
nized the seriousness of the problem -nd sought to provide assist,
awe to find solutions.

The act authorizes a range of activities, including the establish-
ment of a National Resource Center and Clearinghouse, periodic in-
cidence studies on the numbers of missing children, and grants to
public and private agencies to support recovery efforts, prevention
programs, and vital research on such subjects as the psychological
consequences of abduction.

(1)
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This morning's hearing is a continuation of the committee's
effort to examine the imp ementation and operation of the act. We
are soliciting information on bow well the act has served the need
and what needs to be done to improve it.

At an earlier oversight heariog, the subcommittee heard from a
number of excellent witnesses representing many points of view in-
cluding parents tout law euforcement officials.

Today, we hope to build on that record by hearing from wit-
nesses whose involvement in missing children's issues brings addi-
tional perspectives.

We olo not want to hear solely from people representing one
point of -view, but from all who have experience and concern. We
would be remiss if we did not do this.

It is the subcommittee's intention that today's hearing be an
oPen and candid forum to 'constructively assess our progress. Valid
criticism CW1 be made of every human endeavor, including the Con-
gress. The longer I am here, the more I realize that.

Since our laws are made here on Capitol Hill and not on Mt.
Sinai, we welcome suggestions on bow the Missing Children's As-
sistance Act can be improved.

We are all here becouse of a deep and unabiding concern for the
safety of our Nation's children. There may not be complete agree-
ment. In fact, there mey be sharp disagreement on certain points.
Nevertheless, \ee must not lose sight of why we are here, to protect
children.

I would like to welceme all of our witnesses this morning. We ap-
preciate your concern end cooperation, especially in bete the re-
peated rescheduliag of this hearing. In the mterest of utilisingthe amount of time available for questions and d;Scusaions, we
would appreciate your briefly summarizing your written state-
ments. Your written statement; will be printed in the record intheir entirety.

I would now like to recognize Mr. Tauke, the ranking Republican
member of the subcommittee. Mr. Tauke from Iowa.

Mr. TAME. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, it is good to bring this
hearing before us 811c1 to have an opportunity to evaluate the 1Wiss-
ing Children's Assistant* Act and the National Center for Missing
and Exploited Children, which were created by Congrcies some time
ego to address a natioewide concern about the missing children's
issue.

As you indicated in tour opening remarks, Mr. Chairman, we did
have to reschedule thel hearing several time& I might just sa,y to
the witnesses and those other present that that rwchuling doesnot in aey way indicate a lack of commitment to the issue, but in-
stead indicates a strong desire on the part of both the chairman
and myself to be able to schedule a hearing at a time when we
could W.h be in attendance, and at a time when our witnesses
could be here, ee that we ceuld have the best hearing possible.

Since the tune that the Missies Children's Assistance Act was
approved by Congrees, there has been a great increase in the recog-
nition of the miming children's problem by people across theNation.

No matter where yoli go, what billboards you see; what maga-
zines you opens there is some reference to the missing children's
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issue, and indeed, in terms of increasing public awareness, we have
made greet progress in addressing the concerns of all of us relating
to the missing children's problem.

However, at the current time, there is still some question about
the implementation of the Missing Children's Assistance Act, and
the accomplishments that have been made to date.

Certainly, it is fair to say that much hat been done, but as the
chairman indicated, there is no act that is perfect, arid we are here
today to see how we are doing in the implementation of that act,
whether or not changes should be made in the law, and what more
can be done in order to improve our efforts to fmd and locate all
missing children.

The missing and exploited children issue remains an extremely
emotional and traumatic problem facing this court +ry. Whether the
child is 'aiming, voluntarily or involuntarily, theru is a great deal
of concern about the welfare of the child.

There will undoubtedly be some difference of opition expressed
here today ae representatives of various aspects of the Issue will
testify. However, in talking to many of the witnesses already, and
in communications that I have had with a number of others, I have
become convinced that everyone who is here today is here because
of their great concern about our Nation's children.

I am hopeful a constanctive dialog will provide information to
further improve our ability to meet the needs of all missing and
exploited children and their families.

Mr. Chairman, I again thank you for your outstanding leader-
ship on this issue, for your willingness to hold a hearing, and I look
forward, as you do, to the testimony that we will receive from our
witnesses.

Mr. Kama. Thank you, Mr. Tauke.
At this time, we will formally begin the presentations. The fir*

panel consists of Mr. Verne L. Speirs, Acting Adminietzator of the
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preventiot, Department
of Justice; Ms. Michelle Easton, Missing Children Program Direc-
tor, Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Depart-
ment of Justice; and Mr. Ellis E. Meredith, president, National
Center for Missing and Exploited Children, Washington, DC.

Please introduce those persons accompanying you.
Mr. MEREDITH. I am accompanied this morning by Robbie

Callaway, Washington representative for the Boys Clubs of Amer-
ica; and Mr: Jay Howell, our executive director, atd he will be
available for questions also, sir. We are accompanied by some other
folks, and I will introduce them at the appropriate thee.

Mr. Klima. Mr. Speirs.
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STATEMENTS OF VERNE SPEIRS, ACTING ADMINISTRATOR,OFFICE OF JUVENILE AUSTICE AND .DELINQUENCY PREVEN-TION, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, ACCODVANIED BY MICHELLE
EASTON, MISSING CHILDREN PROGRAM DIRECIOR, OFFICE OFJUVENILE JUSTICE ANDVELINQUENCY PREVENTION; Num E.MEREDITH,' PRESIDENT;NATIONAL CENTER FOR KISSING ANDEXPLOITED CHILDREN, WASHINGTON, DC, ACCOMPANIED BYROBBIE CALLAWAY, WASHINGTON REPRESENTATIVE, BOYSCLUBS OF AMERICA; AND JAY HOWELL, EXECUTIVE DIREC-TOR, NATIONAL CENTER FOR MISSING AND EXPLOITED CHIL-DREN

Mr. &MRS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for inviting OJJDP'sMissing Children's Program Director, Michelle Easton, and me totestify this morning on the activities of the Office ofJuvenile Jus-tice and Delinquency Prevention in implementing the Missing Chil-dren's Assistance Act.
I have submitted to the subcommittee a prepared statementwhich I would ask be placed in the record and which I would nowlike to summarize.
As you are aware, the President and his administration havebeen extremely supportive of efforts to recover missing childrenand prevent the abduction and exploitation of children, and wefirmly support Federal involvement in these efforts.As evidence of the administration's continuing concern for thewelfare of these endangered children, the President has requested$4 million for the OJJDP Missing Children's Program for fiscalyear 1987.
Although I have been Acting OJJDP Administrator for only alittle more than a month, I believe that OJJDP has made signifi-cant efforts to launch this new program responsibly and as expedi-tiously as possible.
As of July 1, 1986, all but slightly more thas $1 million of themillion appropriated for the program in fiscal year 1985 and themillion appropriated for the program in fiscal year 1986 eitherhave been obligated or will be obligated in the near future. Most ofthe remaining $1 million will be spent for the national incidencestudy.
Mr. Chairman, the act outlines the steps OJJDP must take inimplementing the Missing Children's Program, and we have beenconscientious 111 following its provisions. In accordance with theact, the Advisory Board on Missing Children was appointed by theAttorney General, and after being sworn in in ?Larch 1985, metwith the OJJDP Administrator to establish funding priorities forthe program.
Because there is so much that we do not know about the magni-tude e the missing children problem, the first of the seven pro-gram priorities announced last year was a national incidence studyto determine the actual number of missing children.
This study, which was mandated by the act, is being carefully de-veloped to assure that it will provide the most comprehensive, reli-able assessment of the problem possThle. Based upon the recom-mendation of a panel of experts, OJJDP is undertaking three pilotteats to determine the most reliable method of conducting the

, 9



larger study which will, in turn, provide the most accurate esti-
mates possible of miesing children incidences, information on the
circumstances aurroundim the incidences, and data on the charac-
teristics of the victims. This mejor study is scheduled for comple-
tion in 1988.

The second priority is to identify the most effective law enforce-
ment methods for haedling reports and investigating, identifying
and recovering children who might be missing or homeless. OJJDP
is undertaking a national stndy of law enforcement agencies' poli-
cies and practices for handling missing children and homeless
youth.

A review panel seleeted the best application from among those
submitted in response to an An, and we plan to make an award
by the end a this fiscal year.

Under the third priority, fending has been provided to the Feder-
al Law Enforcement Training Center at Glynco, GA, to help Feder-
al, State, and local law enforcement personnel both to gain a better
understanding of the problems of missing and exploited children
and to improve their Ail% in handling these cases. More than
2,000 officers have completed this training.

Preliminary studies show, Mr. Chairman, that the trauma suf-
fered by missing and sexually exploited children and their families
does not end when a child returns home or a case is successfully
prosecuted. Reactjustment arid reintegration into the family and
community can be &Meta.

The fourth fUrding lull:wit/A therefore, is research on these com-
plex issues. fly the mid of this week, OJJDP will deliver to the Fed-
eral Register for publication an RFP on the psychological conse-
quences on missing and exploited children.

I would like to stop at this point and make a correction in the
written testimony. We bad indicated that that RFP had been deliv-
ered to the Federal Register, Last week, I held that up because
there is a question on the statistical portion. We reaolved that last
Friday with the Bureau of Justice Statistics in the Department and
that is cleared now and will be published in the Federal Register
probably by Wednesday.

In a related area of research, OJJDP recently issued a solicita-
tion for applications for a study of the child victim as a witness.
This study will desigo, implement, and test new strategies to
change court licies and makes for handling child victims who
must testify ut their ordeals.

OJJDP ie exploring strategies to launch the fifth priority: Train-
ing for practitioners asid a public awareness program on the miss-
ing and exploited children Nene. We have heel ongoing discussions
for over a par with representatives from the Ad Council about the
possibility of a major campaign on this issue. We envision a CS1M-
paign that could be structured toward prevention and education on
the runaway iesut4-

OJJDP and the National Center for Missing and Exploited Chil-
dren are opereting, under the sixth priority, a program that will
make at least 22 awards to States that have legislatively estab-
lished clearieghouses for missing children information. The Center
has announced all RPP soliciting State applications for these
awards.
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The final priority is assistance to private voluntary organize-time. Through this program, the Institute for Nonprofit Organize-
tion Management is providing training and technical assistance inorganization and administrative management for these private, vol-untary organizations.

INPOM will provide grants to these organizations for trainingand management support through a subcontractual agreement.The Aden, Walsh Resource Center is providing approximately 25percent ot the training effort.
Mr. Chairman, OJJDP also supports the rnal Center forMiasing and Exploited Children. Mr. Bud MereC4i and Mr. JayHowell will fully describe the Center's outstanding accomplish-ments over the past 2 years, so I will say only that we are proud ofthe Center's efforts in assisting in the recovery of more than 5,000children.
The Center has become a valuable resource for all those working

to reduce the incidence of crime against children and to deal moreeffectively with these tragedies when they occur.
early this year, OJJDP published two reports required by theact. The first annual summary of Federal, State, and local pro-grams and research relating to inissing children was distributed inJanuary, and copies were sent to this subcommittee and to other

Members of Congress.
IA March, the Attorney General's Advisory Board on MissingChildren published ita first report It attempts to clarify the issues

surrounding missing children and their families, and recommendsappropriate actions for facilitating cooperation and coordinationamong all agencies with responsibilities relating to missing chil-dren.
We expect that its 24 recommendations will lead to further ex-ploration of the most effective methods for combating the abduc-tion and abuse of children.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, through the programs I have dis-cussed today, the Office of Juvenile Justice imd Delinquency Pre-vention is working to meet the mandates of the Missing Children'sAssistance Act I can assure you that the Office, the Department,

and the administration will continue not only to meet these man-dates, but to do everything possible to help protect our Nation'schildren.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman Ms. Easton and I will be glad to re-spond to any questions you or members of the subcommittee might

have.
(Prepared statement of Verne Speirs followsl
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Thank you, Nr. Chairmen, tot inviting myself anA OJJOP's

Missing Children's Program Director Michelle taahon to testify

this morning on the activities of the Office of 4uvemlle Justice

and Delinquency Prevention in implementing the Missing

Children's; kesistance Act.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the President end hie

Administration have been extremely supportive of efforts to

recover missing children and prevent tbe abduction and

exploitation of children and firmly support Federal' involvement

in these efforts. Tbis,AAministration believes that s Federal

response to the problem of missing and exploited children is

both critical and appropriate. The ever-increseing mobility of

our society results in local law enforcement's inability to

follow missing or exploited children cases that otteo move

beyond their own jurisdictions. Therefore, thie Adelaistretion

believes, and Congress, as evidenced by its passage vf the

kissing Children's Assistance Act, concurs, that there is a need

for national coordination and dissemination of tmformation about

cases of missing and exploited children that only the Pederal

government can provide.

As further evidence of the Administration's contlening

concern for the welfare of these endangered children, the

President hme requested $4 million for the =OP MietstAg

Children's Program for Fiscal Tear 1987 in what Otbetmise ie

very lean budget.
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Congress, too. recognized the need to devote resources to

the proPlem of missing children and consequently appropriated

86 Lillian each year for the first two years of the progree.

The Office of Juvenile Justic and Delinquency Prevention boa

endeavored to spend these funds wisely and in accordance Vith

the mandetes of the hissing Children's Assistance Act. £5 of

July 1. 1986. all Out a little over $1 million of the funds

approprieted for this program have been obligated or will Oe

obligated within the near future. Most of that remaining $1

million will be spent to continue support for the National

Incidence Study cn the Numbers of Kissing childrert, which I 011

talk more.about later.

Although t have been OJJDP Acting Administrator only A

little mere than a youth, I am aware that there has been WOO

concern APout the Utile it is taking to obligate the funds

appropriated for this program. in my review of this sittstion,

Nt. ChairOan, I wish to report that OJJDP has made every effort

to launch this nem program as quickly as possible, while At the

same time, ensuring that the funds support the best programa

possible. In accordance with Congress' desire that OJJOP Wide

be awarded competitively, OJJDP is funding Roar of the eiOsing

children's priority programs through a competitive process.

Nbile this ensures objectivity in making grant awards, it is,

however, s more tite consuming process. Nevertheless, I believe

that the program hes tade considerable progress in addressing

the problets related to missing children in a relatively short

time.
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Ars you know. the Missing Childtain's keeistance het sets

forth point-by point the steps 01449 knot take in implementing

this program and the Office of4aVettile 4nettie* and Delinquency

Pteoettion has teen conscientione AO !alloying its provisions.

the first requirement was that teem Actoxaey General appoint an

Advisory Board on Kissing Children Vithin 90 dttYs oX the

effective date of the Act. The Ove044 requirement vas that the

03JD9 Administrator. in consultAtInn with rbe Advisork Board.

eittatolish priorities for funding under the program and publish

tbeas Priorities in the-fedsral saJst,r. Alleviug GO days fox

public comment.

in accordance with these mandates. An Advisory board on

Wisaing Children was appointed la DentuttY 1.085 tied, After Doing

*worn in on March B. 1089. met with the 02$01) Administrator to

eotaplish funding priorities. the proposed funding Priorities

were published in the federal itadlArASX on OsY 10. 1905, and.

after the period of public comment elapsed, seven final

priorities were published on July 20, 198S. Subsequently, tbe

boatel Agreed that 001Det would continue support for these

priorities during Fiscal Tear 19O6. Put announcement concerning

this Vas published last week in the tetiotA/ EsallItek.

Ptiarity -PrOgrams

fhe problem of missing children has become a focus of

nittinnAl concern because it is A ptoblee of national

proportions. While no one is certain of tag exact magnitude of

the problem. even the most conserlenGive estimates would place

tag ottOber of children missing each year froM their

homees'elther voluntarily or invollintarily--in the hundreds of



thousands. Althoagh Mosk of tOese children are runaways and

eventoally return home, %Any Itissy become victims of physical or

sexual abuse and. in Wee caste. even homicide.

Because there is ao mach that we do not yet know about this

problem. Congress, through the Act, has mandated 'national

incidence studies of tPe ctual number of missing children

reported in a give% yeer.° Therefore, to respond to this

eandate and the need fat sore accurate information on both the

extent And the natete Oe the Riesling children problem, the WOOF

/fiestas Children's Program annoUnced last year a national

incidence study as its first priority.

k significant Prohlee in metes available statistics on the

number of sassing children in the Onited States annually is teat

none of the confireed ',Estimates vas derived from studies-

designed to provide a cooprehenlive, verifiable assessment of

the missing childtea proOlem. Iterefore. =he's National

Incidence Study to Oetereine the Actual Numbers of Kissing

Children is being carefully developed to assure that it will

provide the most caspreheesive, reliable assessment of the

probles possible. To plae for this study. 0,7.7DP solicited the

expertise of researchers from verious fields who had designed.

funded, or conducted studies with similarly complex problems. A

panel of these resseemchere met last August to advise 0.1.7De on

issues that should be considered in designing the study. !Wed

on the advice of this panel. 043ele is undertaking a number of

initial pilot tests to determine the best approaches for a later

series of larger studies; that mill provide reliable estimates of
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the incidence of missing children, information on the context of

the events, and data on the characteristics, of the victime.

Information also is being collected about recent*, assessment of

their children's fears of being abducted And their feelings

concerning news media attention to the problem. The national

incidence study is scheduled for completion in 1986.

To identify the most effective law enforcement methods for

handling reports and investigating, identifying, and recovering

children whe may be missing or homeless and at risk of

exploitation, MIJDF is undertaking, am the second ptiority, a

Rational Study of Law Enforcement Agencies' Policies and

Practices for Handling Missing Children and timeless loath. A

review panel selected the best application from among those

submitted in response to a Request for Proposals, and we plan to

sake this award by September 1, 1986. The study rill provide

batter estimates of the number of cases of Missing children

reported to law enforcement agencies annually. The study should

be completed in 30 months, and we expect to have Some

preliminary data available within a year.

Under the third priority, funding hes been provided to the

federal Law Enforcement Training Center at Glynco, Georgia, for

a training program on handling missing and exploited children.

The program is intended to help Federal, state, and local law

enforcement personnel gain a better anderstaniang of the problem

of missing and exploited children and improve their Skills in

handling these cases. In the two and a half pests since the

program began, more than 2,000 officers have completed this

training.

16-
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Tbe trauma that missing and sexcally exploited children sod

tOvit families suffer does not end when a child returns home or

A 011ie is successfully prosecuted. Readjust:Rent end

reinteg.'4tion into the family and community Can be difficult,

eith easy recurring problems. Peychologists uggeet that

horrifying semories and confusing esotinna, Ouch AA guilt and

actually missing the abductor or abuser, OaV trouble children

'Tot years after an experience ham ended. Guilt alOo can consume

the iamiliss, with parents becoming overprotective and siblings

Tet/ing jealous of the attention the victims receive. The

ToUrrh funding priority, therefore, is research on these conpleS

isenes.

OODP has delivered to the fedsial aniu for publication

ists Arth on the psychological consequences on stilling and

exPloited children entitled 'Pamilies of NIOSing Children:

ftyGbological Consequences and Promising Intetventions.° In A

related area of research. OGJDP recently issued A solicitation

for cospetitive grant applicatione for a study of the child

"'torte as a witness. This three-year study will design,

iMpleeent, and test new strategies to be used to Change court

policies and practices.for handling child victim Witnesses.

The fifth funding priority is training foe practitioners and

public awareness progras on the issue of miesing and exploited

children. OGJOP currently is exploring strategies to launch

this program. Me have had discussions with representatives fret

The Ow:aiming Council for over A year concerning their

consideration of a major campaign on the problem of missing

children.
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OJJDP and the National Center for Missing and Exploited

Children are operating. under the sixth program priority, an

assistance program that will make more than 20 awards to states

that have legislatively established. state-operated

clearinghouses that serve as central repositories of information

on children believed to be missing in the state. To date, 22

states have such legislatively-established clearinghouses.

including Iowa. Kentucky, Ohio, Illinois. and Missouri, and we

expect other states to establish clearinghouses in the near

future.

The National Center has announced a Request for Proposals

soliciting state applications for these awards, which are

ineended to encourage States to operate uniform data collection

systems. States selected to receive OJJOP funding will be

responsible for coftpiling accurate and relevant statistics and

collaborating with the National Center for Missing and Exploited

Children and OJJDP-sponsored research initiatives.

The final priority is assistance to private voluntary

organisations working on the problem of missing and exploited

children. A cooperative agreement has been made to provide

training and technical assistance in organization and

administrative management for these private voluntary

organisations. The Institute for Nonprofit Organization

Management was selected through a competitive process to conduct

this program.
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through this program. MOM is holding training sessions at

16 sites around the country during the next two years. In

addition, a national conference of missing childran's agencies

is scheduled and five exemplary programs will be selected to

serve as host sites for training and technical assistance.

TbroUgh a subcontractual agreement, the Adam Walsh Child

Resource Center in Port Lauderdale, Florida, is providing

approximately 25 percent of the training.

4 supplemental award of funds was made earlier this month to

enable INPON to provide grants to private voluntary

organisations for training and management support. This

competitive grant program is designed to help Private voluntarY

missing children's organisations apply the management principles

learned at training seainars, obtain matching funds from

nongovernment sources, and expand their capacity to serve

missing and exploited children.

exploited

The OJJDP Missing Children's Program ale° supports the

National Center for Missing and exploited Children, which was

established with 00JOP funds in April 1984. I know, Mr.

Chairman, that Bud Meredith and Jay Howell from the National

Center are scheduled to testify before the Subcommittee this

morning and can fully describe the Center's tremendous

accomplishments in assisting in the recovery of missing children

and in increasing public awareness of how best to protect
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children. So I will say only that the Department of Justice is

satisfied with the progress of the Center in only two short

years and is extremely proud of its efforts in assisting in the

recovery of more than 5.000 children. its toll-free telephone

hotline has received more than 181.000 calls since it began

operating in October 1984. averaging about 276 per workday. The

Center bas become a valuable national resource for law

enforcement agencies, parents, grass-roots missing children's

organizations, and others working to reduce the incidence of

crimes against children and to deal more effectively with these

tragedies when they do occur.

PablicatiODS

The Missing Children's Assistance Act requires OJJDP to

prepare two reports about the problem of missing children. The

first is an annual summary of recently completed research,

research under way, and Federal, state, ind local'demonstration

projects related to missing children. The first annual summary

was prepared and distributed in early 1986. rt includes a

discussion of OJJDP projects in this area, other Federal

initiatives, and state, private sector, and private/public

missing children's programs. It is my understanding. Mr.

Chairman, that copies of the summary were sent to the

Subcommittee and other Members of Congress shortly after

publication.
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The Act also requires the Advisory Board on Hissing Children

to prepare wan annual comprehensive plan for facilitating coop-

eration and coordination among all agencies and organisations

with responsibilities related to missing children.' This

report--wAmerica's Kissing and Exploited Children: Their Safety

and Their Puture--was released by the Board on Ketch 7. 1986,

almost exactly one year from the day the Board was sworn in.

Through this report, the Board attempts to clarify the issues

surrounding missing children and their families, enlighten the

public about the problem, and recommend necessary. appropriate

action. The 24 recommendations contained in the report apply to

child-serving agencies, law enforcement, Federal and state

governments, courts, legislatures, schools, and families. We

are impressed with the Board's report and anticipate that its

recommendations will lead to further exploration of the most

effective methods for combeting.the abduction and abuse of

children.

In conclusion, Kr. Chairman, through the programs I have

discussed today. the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

Prevention is meeting the Mandates of the Kissing Children's

Assistance Act. I can assure you that the Office. the

Department, and the Administration will continue not only to

meet these mandates, but to do everything possible to help

protect our Nation's children and to advance the laudable

purposes Congress expressed in the Kissing Children's Assistance

Act.

Thank you. Kr. Chairman. Ks. Easton and I will be happy now

to respond to any questions you or Kembers.of the Subcommittee

may have.

21
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Mr. Kum& Mr. Meredith.
Mr. Mouttant. Thank you. I, too, appreciate this opportunity to

testify before you and the subcommittee thiS morning. I have al-
ready introduced Mr. Robbie Callaway, and he will give the bulk ofour testimony.

We have Mr. Jay Howell, our Executive Director, and I would
like to introduce john Rayburn, deputy director fat technical as-
sistance; and Carla Branch, our communications supervisor at the
Center; and we aim have with us today Jererny WW1* insPector
general for the State of tllinois, a gentleman who your staff and
you are trying to accommodate us as a witnevs; and Ilebbie Carlson
is also with us this morning, the mother of Vicki Lynn Hoskinson,
a little girl kidnaped and murdered in 'racoon, AZ, in 1984.

Since the time of her daughter's disappearance and death, Mrs.
Carlson has become quite active in issues pertaining to missing or
exploited children.

We truly appreciate this opportunity to ailiCABES with you and
your colleagues on the subcommittee the implementation of the
Missing Children's Asaistance Act of 1984, and our role in the im-
plementation of that act.

Since I have only been on board since May 19, I felt it would be
more useful if the committee heard directly AVM the participants
who shape the National Center and have given it the primary di-
rection it is taking to date,

It is for this reason I would a like to prevent Mr. Robbie
Callaway, a member of our board, to speak on behalf of the Nation-
al Center, and after his comments, I would appreciate it if Mr.
Howell could assist Mr. Callaway to answer any questions you mayhave, or Mr. Tauke.

I am at the total service of the subcommittee to provide any ad-
ditional information this subcommittee may want now or at anyfuture time.

Thank you again, Mr. Chairman.
[Prepared statement of Ellis E. Meredith follows:I
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PligtARID ST4.21MAINT or Zia's E. Manbini, PlUotrogNr, NATiorf4L Calm pag
Dittaa0140 ANS Itrznorrio WAsittNarox, DC

My. uhairgan. we nporeciato the optiortunitv to discuss with Int; and the
eabevo of the Subcommittee on Human Resources the isPlementation of tho
NisSIng Chidren's Assistance Act of 004 end the role of the National Center
for Missing and Exploited Children in the implementation of that act.

The Notional Center for NisSing and fseloited Children was established in
APril of 1004 and entered into a cooperative agreement with the Office of
Tuveni)e Justice and Delinquency Prevention 103.10nl several months prior to the
Passage of the Mitsing Children's Assistance Act. The Center was e5tablished
to initiate programs to protect children and to provide assistance in handling
cases of missing children. child olesttion. child Pornography. and Child

'be center's staff includes a select group of former criminal/jOvetile
Justice. social sereiceS. and Youth systems professionals as well a5 educators
who tvie worked at the state and local levels around the country, fhese
le-f.viduals bring to the Center a broad expertise in handling cases of missing.
abused, or exploited children.

The center is a nonProfit corporation chartered for the Purpose of
ooerating a national reSource and technical asdi-tance center to desl with
issues of missing or exploited children. the C. ter officially began operation
in mid-lune of Pada. Thereafter. in October 1984. the Congress Pasfed the
Missing children's AsSiStsnce Act, which wandated that the fffic, of AlvenIle
JP5tire and Delinquency Prevention perforw certain tasks sperified in the act.
sh, National Center for hissing and EsP;,ited Children has rontracted with the
Atie of Juvenile ;u5tice and Delinquency Prevention to perform certain of
those specified tasks. The Office of Jueenile Justice haS entered into
x[10045410,0 agreerient5 with other agenCies. cO/Danigo. and institutions to
perform other functions aandated by tha att.

The Centel agreed to establish and oPerate the national toll-free telephone
line otostlant to Section sOS (b) (I). ge also furnish information derived from
the national toll-free telephone line tt tforriorinte lio-enforcement agencies
Porsoaht tO Section 404 Is/ (5) . The Center has contracted with OJJDP tO
establi5h and op PPPPP national resource center and clearinghouse prirsuane to
Section 404 (b) (2) (A-0. The Center provides technical assistance to state
and local governments. law-enforcement aPencies. elements of the criginal
oustico system. and Public and private nOnProfit agencies. individuals. and
families.

Forttlep/Ore. the Center coordinate5 Certain public ond private programs
wnirh sepact upon the child Protection effort. the campaign to Protect Our
Children is an example of a Public sector-private sector program. Forty-two
states are working with funds obtained frtm private-sector contributions to
tecure the passage of better legislation to proIect children and to develop
thild safe)), Programs within the nation'S Schools. Another is the National
Confer's ctnsultation with the National Education Association to develop an
in-service training Program for teachers,

the Center is not chartered to analife. comPile. publish. nr disserminate an
donoal suromary of recently coanleted rester:h. )(Pr is the Center chartered to
perform tne National Incidence Study. he nave not been designated to prepare
the comprehensive Pian to froiiit,'r :nd .11
Agencief as specified in section 404 (alter nor to administer the Attorney
tieneral's Advisory Dnard (Section 405). turther, we have not been delegated
the authurity to sake the grants delineated in Section 40y.

HOTLINE

since the date that the National Center entered into the cooperative
agreement with the office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention and
opened its doors, the Center has responded to an unanticipated demand foot.
Americans concerned about WOPS Pertaining to missing or exploited Children.
Calls to the National Center's nationwide toll-free hotline, which began
Operating in ctobex of vos. totalled 1131,20' through the end of 3une logr-
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During the ninth quarter of operations. APTC, 1. OSA. to 3uee O, l42e,
(alit mere received on the hotline. averaging 276 ter workday. Additional
calls on the Center's business lanes also contribute significantly to the
center's call volume. The breakdown on those calls is as follows:

Caliv, (Pr Types) totals Since

1121,141.1.e._44.0
Reports of (possible) Cases

Parental Wilnappings
5.8E44

Voluntary Missinos 5.753
Abducted ba Unknown Individual 279
'Other' hissings (includes lost and taken by foils

member other than a Parent) 1.042
Sexual Exploitation 524

Citizens Leads (Sightings) 25.984
Information 4 Assistanu

Total Hotline Calls 01.201

The majority of the calls received on the hotline are fro, totiatnS.
agencies, and organizations requesting information. Over 141,090 of the
callers reguested information and assistance. The Center has eighteen
publications for distribution St nO charge. These :ublicationE include
material on state legislation, books for parents on Parental kidnapping, and
manuals for law-enforcement on investigating Aissing child cases and cotes Of
child sexual er.oloitation. Publications also include brothure5 On reasonable
and effective safety information for families end children On Stich tOpitS as
runaways, child sesual abuse, missing children, selecting a babraitter. safety
taps. and preventing parental kidnapping. A general information brochure and
lists of support groups are also available. In the fall of this year a
detailed study of the runaway mill be released, entitled )314.1..,LALIAI.L...4.
Vndeestanding amnawav_and_EsPleited Youth. Infestation of this nature ts
available to the Public upon request at no charge. Since these publications
first became available in January of 1985, the Center has diEtrOuted more than
Ammo copies. Additional publications have been developed through fonds lade
available to other Youth-serving organizations be the Center.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

When a lead or a sighting is given to the National Center's hOtline staff.
Information regarding the complete circumstances surrounding the child's
disapozarance is elicited from the caller. The 'sighting' lov used by the
boffin,' staff was developed in consultation with Professional law.enforcement
agencies to ascertain the kind of information needed to effectively follow up
On a load.

Tfe 'sighting' or lead is reviewed by the Technical Advisor assigned to the
case. All the Technical Advisors at the National Center are former
law-enforzement. criminal Justice, or social service. professionals. The
Technical Advise, then sends the lead information to the appropriate
law-enforcement agency working the case and Provides additional assistance at
the request of the law-enforcement agency. Information regarding the number of
iew rece4,1 a,d tha avoc, rec,iviug rn trOs

is available to nonOrofit
0,9aNitatiOnS and to tne famair.

ThP National Center is not an inreStigative agency. The function of the
Center's Technical Advisore staff in a cage being actively worked be local
law-enforcement agencies is to Provide that agency with infOraation -oncerning
srerial investigative techniques that have proved of value in missing child
cases, suggestions as tn additional action that might he of benefit.
CnofdlnatInn with other agencies upon request, or inforaation about
stzte-of-the art technology.

The Cfnter'S Technical Advisors say provide information to the local
lavvvnforcement agencies concerning grid searches and the tendency Of
kidnappers to participate in search efforts in order to monitor the progress of
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the investigation. C.r. the Technical Advisors i,,Y d6ise on the v:e and
availability of sophisticated technological devices that can ass:1Ft in locat,ng
misSing liersons. n occasion, the Center has provided on-site technical
aSsistance.

In the event that the center receives inforeation aboUt a child kn,on to
hove been kidnapped by a non-faeily ember, the Center way suggest to the I.
law-enforceeent agency that a nationwide picture display of the chi:4 co...14
result in lead,. Following disolaf p:lotus and a child's story os
tflelli0011, the Center often receive. xnformation froe a hotl;ne tip rev.rtino
the child's location- This information is then passed on to the
law-enfoaceeent agencies working the case for performance of the actual field
work. The Center mar also assist the parentS in obtaining transportation to
and lodging in the city in which their child has been located.

PARENTAL KIDNAPPING

In I reported case of a parental kidnapPing, the Technital Advisor mar
begin 12! advising the family concerning how to get appropriate law-enforcement
agencies involved in the case. In the event the criminal parental kidnapping
lawS in that state are not applicable (as in a case in which the kidnapping
occurs Prior to the issuance Of court orders or, in some cases in which the
Parents have joint custody). the Technical Advisor will Provide the families
with information concerning civil law remedies. The Technical Advisor will

'advise the featly on how to make a poster and arrange the widest Possible
Poster distribution. Technical Advisors also refer the family to private
voluntary organizations that Provide assistance to faeilies in that
geographical area. Technical Advisors are assisted in case handling by the
Assistant Technical Advisor and a cadre of trained volunteers.

In the event that the case is appropriate for law-enforcement involvement,
the Technical Advisor will help the family secure law-enforcement assistance.
This oily seen providing the family with the legal and law-enforceeent system
inforaation thee will need in order to effuctively Pursue action. As a service
to both families and to private nonprofit organizations servicing these
families. the Center will run a check on the NCIC to ensure that the child is
properly entered. (However, the Center does not have authority to enter a child
into thiS systes, either on its own or at the request of a fully.)

Further, the Center will Provide information concerning child recovery
techniques tO both law-enforceeent and the faeilies. This includes the mse of
search aaaaa nts, subpoenas, mail covers, photo displays, and obtaining
inforation concerning the transfer of school transcripts, medical records,
coPieS of birth certificates, as well as information on how to access the
federal Parent Locator Service Of utilize the services of the State Department
in international cases.

Realizing the system-wide demand for effective procedures, the National
Center staff. working with the aaaa ican gar Association, developed a
Publication entitled pairlialLjiipapming. wge Prevent tn_Abdustion and NtiAL
to_p_k_at...tillukills...Maka.eg.. This book is a step-by-step guide detailing
the exact measures a family should follow in n wide aaa i a ty of circumstances.

This publication is available to fasilies, law-enforcesent officers, and
attorneys upon request and is sent to any parent or custodian reporting a
Parental kidnapping to the Center. The Center has distributed over $0.000 ofsh. "'" f"" -0 u5s. Tt, scik w.; o,coared a, . JOAei proiecr cer..en
the American Par Association National Legal Itesource Center for Child Advocacy
and Prntection and the National Center for hissing and Eyploited Children. It
also contains an annotated bibliography that has been especially useful to
attorneys and a list of nonprofit groves that may be able to provide additional
assistance to lb* fealties.

Families, law-enforcement officers, private voluntary organizations,
pri,ate attorneys, and district attorneys seek information from the
National Center's legal Technical Assista. neportment. Many of these cases
involve international kidnapping; others involve advice concerning state laws
and PrOCedares to recover the child once the abductor has been arrested. Other
questions involve legal remedies in the event that conflicting custody ordershave been issued in different iurisdirtions.
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lo .oditioo to the arejlrblittv ot the Lgal
leehnical essistance staff,

the national center tws Nadf r! the butlication
he the Motional legal 140000.

Center For CA111 Adwn[Ary old Potpttivr, of Ltsigjapjetaitja,..2.xxiala
tlyALLguansL,C4jel- A Sollp,ittzkit.o...41.etaitL Th1 popljtatiOn it atAllAblethrough the American Bar AstPietinn.

Another Oileuiir mobl,,catton OtOtiot,4with raids provided by the tent?,
is YA4Arel Court ber.dieS in Interstatechild custody and Parental kidnapping

Cases,'" ohich is available directlt fine
the Center ohd details legal remediry jh the Cruet of conflitting Custody
or,SPO:,

the Center maintains a COAtraCt
fOI CI:Afghan services moth the Aeefironpar AssnciAtinn. The Center staff NO develoffed a nee brochure designed 1/

nnSuer the Questions of airent5 tontorolho
hoe to Orniiptit A PottntAl

AldnoOpiog.

10001Agt 41S1NG$

In the ',went that the NetiOnal Center reffives a call fro a child who hesvoluntarily lptt hit or hee hole. infOoaatioh
Mill be Provided about the three

national runaway hotlines, nd 0 I-eft/rat ill
be ade to thee or in a mail

pOOth terViteo provider in the thild'd geographical area. If necessary. thechild mill be beat on the hotlme mhima
arrangeeents eat Aadt. by th0 CeMer

staff with the local service procider,

If A voluntarily "Nosing child °ingests
assistance in retutning hoop, Feel%tin be obtained w;a thr frajlner5 ruheypy erWile

or greyhound Bus Lines
Missing Children tratsportation progrea. fhe National Center's hotline staff
has been instrumental in imoleeentiol both programs. Oyer 10,000 children hem,been returned to their hoes through these Orogrols.

In the event that a family of A voloeterilv
eissiog child calls to rattiest

assistance, the hotline staff %Ill ffrtt take a toll report ot the
circumstances surrounding the cbild'i ditipiteatence end then Mill Provide
inforleation concerning the systre: aeollatale to thee in thew local eomunity.
this includes a referral to local nonproUt oruanitations that provide help to
fesilies experiencing this kind of crisis, ft also includef advising the
falsity to contact xhe three national ritotptot hOttiots and all local youth
service Providers to leaver o OPSOOP far the child,

Further. the tenter stiff aill arrange to Send the family information
cottoning SOAp Ot the steps thee nay tale to look fOt their Child. this
includes checaing mith friends and relatives, rePorting fht child to the
Police, and advice on salting and diffp.ibOtiba $ potter, if the child is
b,liewed to be In danger, the case ail/ be hiSigned to a Technical advisor et
the center oho will Provide the tawilO mith additional atsiftahie along the
lines of that rendered to ogrpnto in OPrentO1 eidnapoing cedes.

Technical AdviSors (Of the MitiOpid Cantpf For dIrmino and Einloited
Children have assi5ted in the foliating cases:

rlat.kag_SILLIW,L.tzi

Voluntari hossihe
1,,,aorpt

Abducted by Unknown Individual
Mthe,' nosfings tinclOde5 iOtt Aptl token by

a famlly meaner other than a

total Mi song

151

Arl

Cases n,055

(hp center has Provided assietance in over 5,000 cases in mhich the Chlld
S AD esontially located or rettiverOO. OeciOne thp National Center dots not
O 4intain fASIO Offices, dee; not beTtOria the actual orsits investigation. and
does not sake the necessary court 400arencoS for the nareptd, the Center Aronot 'recover' children, Instead, the tinter prOvideS peril:reit services to
individuals, toontzations. and /menthe iv the recovery of children,
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thy National center provides advice nd assistance to those who are having
difficulty eaking 'the systee work for theo. 'Assistance' can range from
inforeation about whether a family can obtain the help of the cyieinal justice
system in locating the child to arranging transportation and locking for the
faeily to travel to pick up the child. The level of effort eat be as minimal
es opening a case, counseling the family, referring the family to local
nonprofit support groups, and sending an appropriate publication, or, it can
be as complex and involved as prolonged active consultation with the family,
several law-enforcement agencies, and attorneys for all parties.

Nan! faailies have expressed their appreciation for the assistance of the
National center in locating their children.

OF ASSISTANCE IN RECOVERY

11.45-1.119-421WLIZO. I21115. Pagiell

Voluntary Hissing 3,780 5

Parental lidnepping 1.086 0

Abducted by Unknown Individual 131 ef

'Other' Nissings (includes lost
and taken by a family

292 10

'weber other then a parent)

'Totals 5,289 55

SEXUAL EXKOITATION

Although ouch attention has been focused on the nationwide search for
missing children, the National Center for Hissing end Canloited Chidren also
offers services to faeilies, agencies, nonprofit organisations, and criminal
justice and youth services professionals in cases of child seseal exploitation.

The Center has initiated a series of projects and services designed to
assist faellies and professionals in the investigation and prosecution of cases
of child sexual exploitation. The National Center hes published s behavioral
analysis of child inalesters for lam-rinforceeent investigators written by FBI
Supervisory Special Agent Ken tanning. The Center is engaged in a joint
project with the National District Attorneys' Associttion to OW! Olivine
sector funding for developeent of training videotapes end eanuels for the
investigation and prosecution of child sexual assault cases.

The Center has assisted the pots Clubs of Metric% in the developeent of
education and Prevention programs for the children and evaluetion Procedures
for the meabers and staff. These programs ace Currently being iepleeented
nationwide. The Center has also corked with the Mei-icon Medical Association
to develop guidelines for participation by the iledicei colownitY and has
initiated training and education v roorties with the Florida Medical Association
to train sedical professionals on child sexual exploitation.

One series of publications developed by the Center is specifically directed
at the prevention, detection, and toesteent of child foStial erOloitation.
The'', publications contain advice to famiiies concerning safety inforeation for
0,..ovn duo perents.

/n a joint project with the Aeurican Camping Association. the Center is
developing O series of publications for camp directors and Ctilti counselors.
These publications are designed to provide cello directors 4Pd counselors with
information concerning abuse-reporting reguireeents and appropriate ways of
responding chin a child reveals to the COM Counselor that he or she has been
abused. Aaerican Camping Association members re4009ted over 20.000 of the
initial brochure in a two-week tie* neriod.

In July 1986. the National Center end the National fictie Advocate Resource
center orchestrated an organisation and training Steiner for s ((((( 1 nonprofit
organizations devoted to serving the needs of the faeilies of child victies of
sexual xploitition. This seminar inks held in Los Angeles, California.
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cnte, employees ass,sced the 0:1dren's HOSP,tal National hegira; Centei
in planning and Preparing for the Fourth National Conference nn the Se.Al
vict iei ;tat on of Children. Other %embers of the Center's Staff Served as
presenters At tnat Conference. In addition. the Center hosted an evening 'meet
the Professionals' seminar for concerned professiona:s and the parents of
children abused in the daycare/sass serual abuse rases.

A5 3 further effort tn provide assistance in cases of setae( exploitation.
the Netional Center entered into a contract with the American Bar Associar:ro
Manor,: Legal Resource Center for Child Advocacy and Protection for the
develoopent of model legislation pertaining to courtroom reform. WS volume,
now Available through the American Bar Association, is entitled Protecting
chi14,114.tiM/RitneSses: Sample Laws andAlterials. Also. the National Center
is cosPonsoring a judicial training conference in Cook County. Illinois, that
will forus on the discretionary Power of judges to fashion a less hostile
onvironekent for a child witness. This judizial training conference is
scheduled far September 1986.

The center's Technical Advisors and Legal Technical Advisor% also serve the
families and the Professionals who investigate and Prosecute cases of child
sexual eiPlnitation. Further, the Center Provides technical assistance to the
social Service and youth systems providers who assist the victims of these
cases.

The Center's Technical Advisors have provided technical assistance to
familieg. agencies, and organizations in the following types of cases of sexual
escalOitotion:

1:1131,tins1l Exploitation_Casel

Child Pornography 172
Child Prostitution 263
Child Ses-sing 166
Inter-fiajlt,SeL Cases 402

lottl Cases. Exploited Children 1.003

TRAINING FOR PROFESSIONALS

The National Center for missing and EsPloited Children Provides training
for professionals who service the families and child victims. Crimes committed
against children are among the aost difficult challenges facing the criminal
iuStice end social service systems. Coupled with the dramatic increase in the
reporting of these crimes, these challenges have created an unprecedented
deelind for training of professionals in these fields.

Investigators need training concerning appropriate search techniques.
innovative techno 109r, use of federal and state resources, and the coinslex of
lawS delineating their authority in voluntary missing and Parental kidnapping
cases. Curther, they need information concerning interviewina technigues.
anatomically correct dolls, and child development. To avoid insensitive
handling of the victims' emotional crises. they also need information relative
to the psychological impact of these crimes upon the victims and the famine'.
Social service professionals, mental health professionals. medical
Professionals, victim advocates, and others need similar guidance.

vl 4,S auuake fur tecnnicai assistance, Inc National Center nas
Provided training directly to over 14.000 law-enforcement, criminal/Juvenile
justice, and social service personnel in 17 states. The training focuses on
child sestiel exploitation and missing child case identification and
investigation.

The Center iS regularly invited to participate in the law-enforceeent
training prograes offered through the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center
ffLETC/ of the Treasury Department. FLETC offers professional training progiam
offered to the state and local law-enforcement agencies through an interac. ry
ag ***** nt with the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention. :he

Center developed the curricula now adopted by FLETC and OJJDP on missing and
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exPlosted child inve,tigations. These agencies also require the use of Center
investigative manuals in training sessions for local and state law-enforcement
agencies*,

The Center has provided courses to state and local law-enforcement through
colleges and state criminal justice training Programs. Additionally, special
session< for training Programs are provided to individual law-enforcement
agencies. the center has provided training to state police officials and
district attorneys, and aas invited to participate in the recent Bureau of
Indian Affairs Law Enforcement Conference.

The Center s outreach effort to improve understanding and awareness about
the issues of missing Or esoloited children has included presentations to
cb;:d-serving organilations, education organizations, victim-assistance grouPs.
medical conferences, and law-enforcement and judicial conferences.

In addition to the on-side training by the National Center's Technical
Advisory staff. the Center has written The Investigator's Guide to Missing,
child tJoØ.,$ -1-A11,019tSeeent Officers Locatino Missing Children,. this
guide deals with znvestigative techniques for children kidnapped by nonfamily
members, parental kidnappings, and voluntary missings. and contains suggestions
for handling those baffling cases in which there is not enough evidence to
decide why the child 15 missing (unknown miasings). Over 35.000 of those
Publications have been distributed to law-enforcement officers.

As px,viously mentioned. the Center has published Child Molesters: A
h v r- n igating

exual Exploitation, written by FBI Supervisory Special Agent len Lanning.
Over 25,000 of those Publications have been distributed to law-enforcement
officers nationwide. kork is underway for a new technical manual for
law-enforcesent officers investigating cases of child sexual exploitation.
Completion of this work is Projected for the fall.

The Center spill SOO Complete Publication of a new book be Dr. Ann N.
Burgess of Boston City hospitals. School of Nursing. entitled Youth At RiskL
griderstaOdIngsAlinnaaryld_Erploited Youth. This Publication explores some of
the relationShips between sexual abuse in the hope. sexual exploitation on the
streets, and children rho voluntarily leave home.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

the I-SEARCli unit of the Illinois State Police and the National Center for
Missing and Exploited Children cosponsored the National Conference on missing
and Exploited Children in Chicago in March of 1986. This was a national
training conference attended by lam-enforcement officers, criminal justice.
social service. and youth systems professionals, as well as faailies and
representative0 of nonprofit organizations. More than 700 Parsons attended the
Conference. The evaluations of the Conference materials indicated the
importance of conducting further conferences, and the Center is planning the
recond annual Missing and Exploited Children Conference for June of MY.

LAMS TA PROTECT CHILDREN

One of the %fist Aportant of the National Center's tasks has been the
Vr.nOinaic, ,1 ,n.s.m,:.,

0Oggi hiiO etotection legislation. The Center identified thirteen areas of
concern to professionals: missing children; sexual abuse and exploitation;
criminal code provisions; the child in the courtroom; Protecting the Privacy of
the child victje; ducation and prevention: school programs; licensing and
criminal history information; training for youth system, social services, and
criminal justice Professionals; treatment and rehabilitation of the child
victim; court,appointed advocates: parental kidnapping; and child pornography
and prostitution. The Center published Wetted 5tate Legislation: A Guide
f r If ue to encourage changes in policy and
law that lohact on the criminal/juvenile justice and social services systems'
ability to handle cases involving children. Over 70.000 of these books have
been distributed. upon request, to legislators, government officials,
professionals. and citizens.
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The effort to initiate more effective legislation at the state level has
seen draeatic success. Twenty-seven states have enacted legislation to
prohibit law-enforcement agencies from establi5hin4 an arbitrary waiting period
before the agency mill accept the report of a missing child. Wineteen'states
require that law-enforcement initiate a Proton investigation into the
circumstances of a child's dis aaaaaaa nce so that reasonable decisions
concerning follom-up can be made based on the facts of the individual case.
Tronty-three states hove enacted legislation to establish a state ci aaa inehouse
to serve as a state resource center.

Thirtv-one states have enacted legislation requiring that local
law-enforcement enter aissing children in the National Crime Information
Center's Missing Person File (NCIC-WPF). These laws, when obeyed bY
lav-enforcement authorities, have resulted in an increase in the number of
children listed in the NCIC-HPF from 100,000 in 1981 to over 332,000 in 1995.
NC1C officials have estimated that entries in 1986 will top 400.000.

The Cnter has received a significant increase in inquiries concerning
Parental kidnappoing legislation. A great deal of this interest is expressed
by lan-enforcegeni agencies beginning to grapple with inadequacies in state
lams and expressing interest in enacting enforceable state laws in this area.
Of concern are issues pertaining to greater Penalties for concealment of
children, confusion over the effect of a joint custody order, and clarification
of law-enforcement's role in the recovery of the child following the arrest of
the abductor.

The Center is also receiving many inquiries concerning Senate ratification
of the Hague Convention on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction.
The Center has suloeitted testimony and advice and counsel in support of
ratification end Serves on the Study Group on International Child Abduction of
the Secretary of State's Advisory Committee on Private International Lam and
Organizations and Persons Concerned about International Child Abductions.

Other areas of legislative interest across the United States include
courtroom reform to reduce the trauma to the child witness and criminal history
record screening of persons working with children to reduce the chance of an
employer hiring a convicted child molester. The Center has recently printed a
legislative update entitled 'State Legislation to Protect Children: An Update
on the Nation's Progress to Implement Effective Lars P aaaaa ting Child
Victimizatinn.' Further. the Center has subeitted comments to the United
States Sentencing Commission concerning sentencing Policies directed at child
molesters.

STATE CLEARINGHOUSES AND INTERSTATE NETWORKS

With the develovent of a significant nueber of state clearinghouses, the
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention has entered into an
additional cooperative agr t with the National Center to coordinate these
agencies. Twenty-two states have enacted legislation to establish a state
clearinghouse. Other States have established state resource centers as all
struggle with questions concerning conflicts in state laws relating to parental
1idnaPping and voluntary missing cases and other difficult issues pertaining to
coordinating Progress *cross state lines. State clearinghouses also are
Providing focus for suite training programs.

luv nL5l nee nosted thu State clearinghouse Training Conferences, the
first in Washington. D.C.. in September 1985 and the second in Louisville,
Kentucky, in April MA. A State Clearinghouses Liaison Group has been
established by the Center and 1 state clearinghouses to provide direction
in the dissemination of OJJDP state clearinghouse funding, assistance in
networking between state clearinghouses, and developing common data bases.

Several states have banded together, forging rogionel groUPS to exaeine
issues of interstate cooperation. These !es are addressing difficult issues
of coordination of programs across state eS and sharing of information and
resources. the Center has Played a role in the developoent of these interstate
agreements and the igPlementation of their grovel's.
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EDUCATION AND PREVENTION PROGRAms

The National Center for Missing and Exploited Children has assembled a
multidisciplinary educational task force made up of leading professionals in
the field of child Protection. Chaired by Dr. Vincent Fontana,
Pediatrician-in-Chief at the New York Foundling Hospital. the task force has
initiated a program intended to improve safety education and Prevention
messages through policy statements, educational materials, 4nd articles in
professional journalS.

ley to developing improved prevention strategies is s realistic
understaiding of how end why children becose victies of these eilltS. For this
reason the National Center has used its capabilities as s clearinghouse to
compile and evaluate information concerning the circumstances surrounding the
crime of kidnapping bY nonfamily members. Although the research continues, the
initial findings indicate strongly where areas of many prevention programs need
to be changed or additional issues addressed.

Analysis of 1.299 cases confirmed a direct link between kidnapping Ind
exploitation. Seventy percent of the child victims studied were not only
kidnapped but also victims of sexual assault, Physical assault, or murder.
These serious crimes can be significantly reduced by the prevention of the
kidnapping. In addition, a significant number of kidnappings re preventable.
With almost half the children in the study being lured, it is clear that
alerting children to cosmos lures would significantly reduce these crises. We
also found that older children are much more vulnerable than Previously
believed. The most victimized age group was 10-14 Years, yet most prevention
programs cre d toward Younger children.

In the Process of gathering the data. the Center found 211 cases of
kidnapping in two cities' law-enforcesent records in one year. Because
virtually all these children had been victims of sexual assault or murder. Cost
mere classified in the records only under these subsequent crises. Yet. all
these cases mere actually criminal kidnapping cases as well.

In addition to the many Publications generated from the Center, the
National Center has worked closely with other national and regional programs in
the developnent of sound educational eaterials. The Center has been working
with the National Education Association to develop an in-servite teacher
training Program and has consulted in the developeent of the Rocs Clubs of
America prevention Program. The Center offers, on an ongoing basis,
Professional expertise to text and script writers, documentaries, and public
service announcements. As an outreach Program in education, the National
Center also offers a Speakers Bureau to Professionals, legislators, and
community organizations. A wide variety of expertise is offered to the various
audiences through this program.

CAMPAIGN TO POTECT OUR CHILDREN

The National Center has eebarked on a nationwide Campaign to Protect Our
Children. The Campaign is an effort to encourage states to enact needed child
Protective legislation. A second goal of the Campaign is to encourage the
Stets to develop .n4 innti.timali,e -Irritate within their school
systems. At the present time, forte-two states and the District of Columbia
have elected to participate in the Campaign. Many states have already
addressed the issue of safety curricula, and shared their experiences and
insights with officials from other states at the Alexandria. Virginia, Campaign
zickoff in May of 1986.

PRIVATE SECTOR PARTNERSHIP

Although the National Center initially received 100 percent of its funding
froe the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, the federal
funding for the National Center will cover only two thirdS of the National
Center's budget for the grant year 1986-1487. The National Center's federal
fund:ng for grant Year 1986-1987 is 1.87 million dollars. (The National

31-
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Leter recel.e :n rrr tools to V.:Curve tn v.t.vre
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eir: nee: Ta :r ,rtasned from :ha zr,vate

Ito .onter oA, r,en fort,nate to ve,., e %boort from the orrvate :ertot In
or.tor ensure that essential orogra: continue. this suegort nas come from

corporate gond citizens as Worlds of 0noder. fevize. PoIe. waiell.
other .-oreerned t,-;nesses. Private .ssctor support clearly miqe; difference
in the effort I:. f.nd and protect children. An eramble is thr case Of a
nine-rear-old girl who had been hood in foster care for more than five
verrs. the little girl had been ts:n from her mother in Phoenmr. Arisona, in
Pecember nf 1,430 be a bat/sitter. in lq80. a social Services professional
called the hotline to inquire whether this little girl. who wh, insisting that
she wanted to find her mother. could tr. a 'missing chill.' Hotline staff
recognized the eirst And middle names and date of birth as being identical to
those of the missing Arizona girl. and f...rther investigation identified her as
the Arjzsaa child. through the generous support of the private sector. the
Cower was able to arrange a flight and lodging for her mother to travel from
tiorida to California to recover her da.ghter.

Another ercmple of the support the National Center has received from the
Private rector IS the development of the liftnet system. A conortium of
Jomputer hardware atd software companies have donated their time, equipment.
and amortise to the development of a system to use image-processing technology
to instantaneously Vransmit and receive pictures of missing children among
m:ssing Jhildren organizations, state clearinghouses. and police Agencies.
this technologA Iv currently being tested.

the Center receives fundraising Proposals directed at the development of
financial resources to assist in our efforts. The Center has referred over
of vt.ese proposals to community-based groups in the geographic area of the
fundraiser. In addition, thr Center has participated in fundraising activities
to a7sist otners among the wide variety of child-serving and nonprofit
organizations.

the Center has Participated in private resource development Programs with
nonprofit crime Prevention organizations. coomunity runaway shelters, a Serual
assault treatment center. a state-based juvenile crime corimisSion, and a
rational youth-serving organliation. In addition. the Center has Prnvidei
sechn:sal assistance in fundra'ing activities to several nonprofit
child-orving organizations. Finally, the Center is planning additional
resourie development projects with various nonprofit nrganizations.

the Center has :0,0 worked with service providers for the voluntarily
missing, child abuse prevention Groups, victias' organizations, rave crisis
nrganizations, domestic violence groups. sexual emlnitation organizations. and
crime provontion groups as well. as the larger national group% Such as the Solis
Clubs of America. the 'MCA, and the 'PTA.

the Center provides a variety of services to the nonprofit missing
rhildron's groups. such as technical assistance on cases, written Publications.
fundrar'ing assistance, Participation in state legislative efforts, end
Instit4te fnr Nonprofit organization Management (TNPOMI training. The Center
will chock NCIr entry of rases worked by missing children organizations onon
request and has formed a steering committee of these organizations to solicit
th

the Center has also secured a commitment from a national software company
f.:.r the donation nf a software package ro Provide computer assistance in case
opening, case activity records. newsletter mailing labels, financial records,
and contribution files. the Center has also received i pledge from a national
computer distributor for installation and servicing of equipment and training
of nonprofit missing ch;ldren organization Personnel in the use Of this
computer package. this donation is earmarked for use to the private nonprofit
missing :hildren organitations,

While the National Center for Missing and ErPloited thildrPn has
wc.,mplished a great deal in its short time. steps are now being taken to
Provide continuing support programs for the families and Professionals involved

in ilses of missing or semally exploited youth. Our ultimate goal is to
11, titutionalize the systems that will better protect children lugs
victimization by crime and to change law and Policy to better enable the
rusti,e rod human service SyStemS to handle cases of crimes against children,
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Mr. Kann. Mr. Callaway.
Mr. CAUJAVAY. As Bud has told_you, I am Rabbie Callaway. I am

the national director for the Boys Clubs of America.
The National Center for Missing and raploited Children was es-

tablished in April 1984, and entered into a cooperative agreement
with the Office of Juvenile Justice, and Delinquency Prevention,
aeveral months prior to the passage of the Missing Children's As-
finance Act.

The Center was established to initiate programs to protect chil-
dren, and to provide assistance in handling cases of missing chil-
dren, chi.14 molestation, child pornography, and child prostitution.

Since the date that the National Center entered into the coopera-
tive agreement and opened its doors, it has responded to an unan-
ticipated demand from Americans concerned about issues pertain-
ing _to miming children or child exii!--itation.

Mr Chairman, our written statement is provided for the record
in its entirety, but I would appreciate the opportunity to highlight
briefly, some of the areas mentioned, in an effort to outline for the
subcomniittee both the magnitude of the demand for information
and assiatance on these issues, an.d the Center's role in servipg as a
national clearinghouse pmviding technical assistance, coordinating
public and private programs, and diasemitiating information.

Marcella IDavis, age 7, went to the park in sacramento, CA, with
her brother, and a neighborhood friend, when a man approached
her and offered her a baby duck, if she would go down to the pond
with him to get it. He took her to a secluded area and raped and
sodomized her. To stifle her screams, he nulled her shorts, two
plastic bags and another piece of plastic down her throat. She suf-
focated when she inhaled the Iblastic.

In Herndon, VA, police still are looking for a man who lured an
11-year-old boy from the school grounds of a local elementary
school by telliM the boy, "My four-wheel-drive is stuck in the
woods, help me. ' The man -1 now wanted on indecent liberties
charges.

ZOeha Pickat, age 21/2, was kidnaped from her bedroom in her
own home June 27, 1986, while she and her parents slept. Someone
had pried open the bedroom window and cut a hole in the screen.
Her body was found 5 days later. She had been stabbed. This oc-
curred in Tucson, AZ, where five similar cases occurred between
1982 and 1.984.

Psychietrists and psychologists advise parents in Tucson to talk
to their children about Zosha Pickett and what happened to her.
They give advice to parents on how to discuss the tragedy, without
increasing their children's alarm.

Calls to the National Center's nationwide toll-free hotline, which
began operation in October 1984, totaled more than 180,000 calls
through the end of June 1986. More than 25,000 of these calls con-
cenied specific information about the possible location of a missing
child. The Center was able to provide technical assistance in over
10,000 individual cases of missing children or child exploitation.

Let's talk about the real people, because I know you are con-
cerned, Co . A 10-year-old girl, newly enrolled in a Cali-
fornia schoo , was returned to her father after her teacher became
curious following a creative writing project in which the girl re-
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peatedly expressed her desire to see her father and her brother
The girl told her teacher and her mother had told her that

"Daddy moved away, but Daddy had just gotten custody cf me?'
The teacher called the National Center's hotline, and the Center's
technical advisors. a group of extremely dedicated people, who care
about kids and do work that I couldn't do every day, were success-
ful in locating the father, even though he had never reported his
case to the National Center.

The girl told her teacher, "I prayed and prayed I would see
Daddy agaia, and I got my prayer."

anne SO, 194, a few daysago, a social worker in Texas who
had recently received a training presentation by the National
Center, received information on a child abuse case that included a
tip that the child might have been abducted

She called the hotline, and the technical advisor was able to
locate the mother end provide her with advice on how to recover
her child They arranged aseistance in transportation and lodging
whea the mother went to Texas, and to recover ller child.

Another caae to the hotline, a trucker 111 Virginia called the hote
line to report, that he was concerned about the safety of a very
young-looking teenage runaway named Dianne, who said she was
from Omaha.

He described what she looked like and what she was wearing.
Prom the descriptun of her Wgh school jacket, a technical advisor
was eble to track down her mother in Omaha, although the case
hal; never been reported to the National Center bY the local Ma'thorities.

The Virgittia State Police reeponcleol to the request of the techni-
cal advisor and located the girl on the highway, and the girl re-
turned to her family in Nebraska. And arrangements were made,
with the help e the National Center aud friends in the private
Elector.

Area two: A large part te the Center's service as a national clear-
inghouse concerns the 31asemination of information. The Center
has 10 publicatioris that have been distributed at no charge to the
public, 'Oat materials include information on effective State legis-
lation, es well /18 Vidal:WI for parents, and law enforcement 11013.-
cies, le 081340 of missing children and child sexual exploitation.

We also publieb en exteneive list of written materials on reaaon-
able, and effective safety information, for families and children, onouch topics as child sexual abuse, missing children, runaways,
chooeiag a babYsitter, and preventing certain crimes againat chil-
dren.

I took it to where I get my haircut, sad the woman called me,
and said it wee tbe hottest ticket that they put out there, common
sense advice given to parente, not a Cvovernment publication rocas-

fall, we will publish a detailed atucky of runaway youth, enti-
tled "Youth at Rusk: Understanding Runaway and ExploitedYouth,"

Mr. Chairman, since these publications first became available in
January 1905, the Center has distributed more than 800,000 copies
nationwide. In addition, one of our roost significant outreach pro-

$4
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grams is the training of profeseionale in . the investigation, and
prosecution of erbnes, agairtet children.

As a part of its mandate for technical aseistance, the National
Center bat provided training directly to over 14,000 law enforce-
ment, and social as ejiareomiel, in 87 States. Is it necessary?

A fellow named John vid Norman, he operated a child sex
ring in Chicego, IL, until 1018. This operation was ran through a
travel afireecy end customere would call wad put in an order for the
type of boy and type of sex ect that they desired.

John Davkl Norman also publiehed several publications, amongthem Male Call, Bard Timee and Teenage Matturbation.
Is this man in prison? Ile was convicted of eight counts of child

molestation in 1978 and sentenced to prison. He woe paroled in
1980, with ootiee to the StaWs attorney or the Chicago Police, end
he has since violated parole Aixa attyrred

In 1985, he was rearrested for moleetstion iii Gettysburg,
PA, 45 Wee from my house. Ile peeted bail awl disa

The National Center is coordinating the efforts of local, State.
Federal and international IA* enforcement in the search of John
David Norman.

The third arm One of the most important teaks has been the na-
tional diseemination of illftft111114011 concerninff innovative and
model child protection legisletion. Our guide to e Wive State laws
to protect children concerns iteelf with such issues as sesual abuse
and exploitation, criminal code provisions, the child in the court-
room, miming children, protteting the privacy of the child victim,
education and prevention, school eromms, training for profession-
als, the treatment and rehabilitation of the child victim, and child
Pornography mid wosUtution,

More than 20,000 of these books have been dietributed to legisla-
tors, government officials, professionals and citizens. Thie advocacy
and education ptogram has resulted in dozens of laws which have
been passed at the State level to protect children.

In my borne State of Maryland, the Center was helpful in the
passage of a criminal records check bill, which the Boya Club
strongly supporta, and the runt %A Club livek created 125 years
ago.

We want to be able to check out our employees and volunteers.
Area four, with the development of a significaet number of State

clearinghousea, the National Center has been charged hy the Office
of Juvenile Justice and Delieeueney Prevention with Ms responsi-
bility to coordinate and assiet them agencies. Twenty-two Statee
have enacted legislation to eatablish a State clearinghouse.

A dozen other States have esteblished some form of resource
center to safest the citizens in such eetivities Ito education and pre-
vention, coordination and shering of information, and the establish-
ment of a State clearinghouse function.

The Center haa also embarked an a nationwide campaign to pro-
tect our children. The focus of this effort is to encourage States to
enact needed child protection legislation and to encourage them to
develop institutionalized child safety pregraws, not programs that
scare kWh

At the preeent time, 42 States aed the District of CiAtimbia have
elected to participate in this eampei&n.
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Atka five, the National Center for Mieng and Exploited Mil-
dren has assembled a IflultidiaciplihaTy educational task force
wade up of leading professionals m the &id of child protection.
Chatted by Dr. Armcent Fontana, pediatrician-in-chief at the New
York Foundling Hospital, the task force has initiated a program in-
tended to improve safety and educatIon And prevention messages
through policy statements, educational materials, and eurrieula.

Area eix, the C,enter has worked directly with dozene of nonprofit
organizetions te develop private-eector resources, and to provide
techuical assistance, organizational skills, and prevention and edu-
cation programs.

We have participated in resource development programs with
nomytoat crime preventation organizations, runaway shelters,
sexuel assault treatment centers, juvenile crime organizations, and
aa interaational youth-serving organizatioL

In addition, the National Center has worked together with re-
aponeille leaders from the businese and corporate community to
provide resources to searching families in the form of traesporta-

ehelter, food and lodging. A lot of these parente couldn't do
that AA their own.

Mr. Chairman, there is a new spirit of teamwork beieg brought
to beer upon the issue of child exploitation. An eumple of this
kind vf teamwork is the case of a 4-year-old erl who had been
living in foster care for more than 5 years.

The little girl had been taken from her mother in Phoenix, AZ,
in December 1980 by an individual posing es a babysitter. In 1986,
a social fierviceattrofeasional from the weet coast called to inquire
whether this li e girl, who was insisting that she wanted to find
her mother, could be a missing child.

National Center hotline staff recognized the first and middle
Pewee and date of birth as being identical to thooe of the missing
Arizona girl, and further investigation identified her as that child
through the generous support of the private sector. The Center was
able to arrange a flight and food and lodging for her mother to
travel from Florida to California and reture in the procees of reco'q-
erzng her child.

, Maegoriet. I would like to add a personal statement as to
why 1 eta so involved in missing child en Iwas a chairman of the
Ad Rec Coalition for Juvenile Justice in 1980. At that time, the Ju-
venile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act was being reauthor-
ized, and the hottest issue was the validation of the Valid Court
Order Amendment, as you recall. We worked closely.

Yoe were a champion and came to the fore on that iseue, and
your commitment to Id& came through loud ana clear at the time.

Throughout that reauthorization, / worked very closely with
your eW and spent a lot of time and I helpW lead the Advocacy
charge against that amendment, and we fought the good fight,
4cultfl1ed hard on that one, and we lost in the 1980 huneduck ses-
sion.

Why was I so supportive of you on this issue? I3ecause, as you
mey recall from our discussions at the time, I began my career
working in a shelter for runaways and abused kids, that is how I
got started. I didn't start out as a Washington representative for
the filers Club.

37
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I knew thew runaway kids did not belong in jaiL They needed
shelter end we needed to let their parents know where they were.

Mr. altlif0194, I, like you, genuinely care about kids and their
familiek I was later approached to become in the Missing Chil-
dren's Assistance Act battle. Many of my youth advocate friends
were critical of iny support for this original Missing Children's As-
sistance Act, bemuse there was no money attached to this original
bilL

Mr. Chairman, Pat as in the case of the valid court order fight, I
was involved because it was the right thing to do for America's
children and familiee. Since that time, I have talked with many
parents whose children have been exploited by some of the scum in
this country that_ preye on children.

I have also talW with the parents of many miming children,
and Mr. Chairman, these cases help keep me involved in the issues,
because it is the right thing to do, just like the valid court order
was the right thing for us to be involved in, it is the right thing to
do.

Rather than have me sit here and recite the facts of an actual
case, I would to have Debbie Carlson take a few minutes of my
time, bemuse I can't do it as well as she can. I can recite cases, but
let me give 4 fe* minutes of my time to her and tell her real-life
case to you..

Mrs. autumn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for allowing me to
speak. My name is Debbie Carlson from Tucson, AZ. On September
17, 1984, at 1:50 p.m., is when our life-shattering experience oc-
curred.

Our daughter, Vicki Lynn Hoskinson, was 8 years old. I sent her
on an errand to mail a letter two short blocks from our home. She
got to the mailbox and on the way home, she stopped by a friend's
house to

She Rad, IhavetogohomeandaekmymotherfirstifIcan."
Vicki never made it home. She was riding her bike and was hit,
knocked off her bike and kidnaped by a stranger.

It is when this devastating clay began, her whole life was shat-
tered in seconds. For 7 very, very long months, we never knew
where our daughter was, whether she was alive or dead. Was she
alive? If she WS4, was she being fed? Was she all right?

The unknowing was overwhelming. We became involved with the
National Center, and within the first week of her disappearance,
the Center callea the local law enforcement. We had been aware of
the National Center, which we called them right back and at that
time, I became very involved.

She helped us in a tveat many ways, and without their support,
without b wing some help beyond our city, beyond our State, I
could not ?vagina going through it.

Ott April 12, 1986, Vicki was found. A man who went to find his
dog came across the skull of a chilcL He called the law enforce-
ment They came out, and they began a search. At that time, along
with the skull, 6 vertebrae, 11 ribs, 1 chin bone, 1 arm bone and
miscellaneous bone fragments were found.

Two days later, she was positively identified as Vicki. I can't
begin to tell you, my child is no longer missing, but it just as real
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today as it was on Snitember 17, of 1984. We live it, we sleep it, we
eat it, we walk it every minute ofour life.

It never goes away, never.
My heart goes out to the families, that their children are still

missing, because the not knowing is the absolute worst. We have
comfort in knowing where Vicki is, and it is my determination to
keep on fighting for missing children and the issues that the Na-
tional Center work so hard for, the dedicated, caring professional
people, because without them, I would have been lost. Our family
would have been lost.

I owe so much to the National Center, as far as to say they saved
my life. On three occasions, with a bottle of pills sitting in front of
me, devastated, ready to throw in the towel, I couldn't take it any
more, I was able to be able to reach out to the National Center and
call our technical advisor, who kept me on the phone for hour on
end until he knew I was OK.

Without them, I wouldn't be here today to be able to testify in
behalf of our missing children and their families.

Keeping the National Center is of utmost importance, and keep-
ing the funding for the Center is of utmost importance Failing todo so would be irrespontele to the missing children, their &mines,
and the rest of the people of this Nation.

Thank you.
Mr. MUMS. Thank you very much, Mrs. Carlson.
Your testimony certainly will help us in reaffirming and

strengthening our commitment to missing children and their fami-lies, and I personally appreciate your testimony this morning.
Thank you very much.
Mr. Howell.
Mr. Howxu.. We would be happy to answer any questions re-

garding any of the activitiee that have come under the administra-tion of the act.
Mr. &Lim. Mr. Speirs, I will start with you.
You state that all but approximately $1 million of fiscal year

1986 funding has been obligated, all but $1 million have been obli-
gated. Yet, the fiscal year 1986 program priorities have not yet
been published in final form.

I realize that you are rather new aboard the Agency, but this
seems to be a little bit of putting the cart before the horse, because
we did require comments on the priorities, and after that comment
period, then the funds be obligatecl.

What would happen, Mr. Speirs, if say, overwhehningly the
public does not agree with your program priorities? Will you have
the necessary funds to support the changes that may come as a
result of the public comments?

Mr. SPNIRS. Maybe I could give you a little bit of background and
then answer the specific question.

The program priorities were published for 1985 with the advice
of the Advisory Board as called for in the act The Board was again
advised at their last meeting last November that we would need to
go out and again publish the priorities. Those were published, Ithink in the -0:* ter of June 24, if I am not mistakenI am sorry,July 30, 1986.
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The program priorities again went out indicating that basically,
the money for Oacal year 1986 was by a major part follow-through
on what had been established the first year.

Now, if there is major comment, or if there are recommendations
that come back, we do have some money that we could use to ad-
dress other issues. But as you look at the seven priorities and what
we have done, basically, we are following through on those same
major elements or issues that we looked at when the Board gave
their advice and input into the Administrator's program and
looked at what we would do again in 1986.

Mr. Kumla. Look forward to working with you on this, as far as
the Federal role is concerned.

It is extremely important that we solicit it and indeed, welcome
input from people out in the field. I have been here 10 years, and
the longer I have been here, the more I am convinced that all
wisdom does not reside here in Washington.

It is very important that we follow t.he proures, get as much
input, information and ideas from around the country before we
obligate funds and move down a path. Regarding Federal invoke-
went, we are in our infancy right now. Therefore it is very impor-
tant to reach out and try to get as much information, ideas and
sensitivity as possible to determine where these very limited dol-
lars should go.

I am embarrassed at the limited amount of dollars that we set
aside for our chrldren in our country in general, and it is very, very
important to provide assistance to our children.

I keep trying to push for more dollars. At the same time, I think
we have to make sure that each dollar is spent as carefully and inas informed a way as possible. Early input from the field, from par-
ents, and from advocates, would be very, very helpful and a great
improvement in the program.

That was the congressional intent.
Mr. SPEW. I would like to assure you that our intent is to be

sensitive to that input. We have an agenda item for the next Advi-
sory Board meeting corning up 'in 3 months, to look at the prioritiesfor 1987 funds, and we will be very sensitive to that, W. Chair-
man.

Mr. Kamm Before I turn to Mr. Tauke, one of the most impor-tant tasks given the Department was to conduct a periodic national
incidence study to determine, for certain years, how many children
are missing, and how many of these children are recovered. It is abit discouraging to hear that not a great deal of progress has been
made in conducting that first study.

The results of that study will not be available until 1988, which
means the Congress in the next reauthorization will not have that
available to guide us in how to make this law work better.

Ms. Easton, since that was mandated in the act of October 1984,
why will so much time have elapsed before we see any results ofthat incident study?

Ms. BAsrox. It was a mammoth task. As we approached it initial-
ly, we sat down with research staff and thought of different ways
we could do it. Then we gathered a group of experts together,
people who had done this kind of surveying of rare and sensitive
phenomena, and met with them for 8 hours 1 clay. What came out

4 e
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of that meeting was that they soggested we start with a series of
pilot studies to determine the bmt way to conduct the national inci-
dence study, and that is what we are in the process of doing right

We funded one. The second one is about to be funded, and the
third one will be coming along ehortly. Thia is to test the different
methods of surveying the incidences of missing children.

There have been studies done previously. I think it is pretty fair
to eay, there is not a lot of confidence in the numbers that are
quoted from previous studies, and so we are doing this rith great
care and dehleration.

It is taking a long time, but we feel confident that when we have
our methods selected and finally embark on the national incidence
study, based on the results of the pilot studies and the advice of
survey experts on these pilots, we will have a very reliable set of

Mr:for the first time, not only on incidences, but the character
incidences and other details about the phenomenon of miss-

ing _children.
Mr. Krum. I don't want to rush a study and then not have a

good study, but we must try to get the study as soon as possible
and still have a study with great validity. One of the reasons I am
concerned is this, that while one child missing is of great concern
to all of us, including the Federal Government, the more we know
about the nature of the problem the better we can determine how
our resources should be obligated.

When we go before the A.ppropriations Committee, it is very hn-
portant to be able to show them the size of the problem, and how
much of the resources are necessary to address that problem. So
while we urge youand I will continue to urge youto complete
that study, because I wish we would Wive it ready for our reauthor-
ization, at the same time, I want a study that is going to be credi-
ble.

Mr. Tauke.
Mr. TAMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a series of specific questions that I would like to ask, but

let us begin with a more general question which I am not sure was
answered in the course of the testimony, and that question is, quite
simply, are we making any progress?

Howeu.. As the chairman indicated, we are in the infancy of
Federal involvement in this issue, in fact, this society is in its in-
fancy. There are articulable areas to look at for progress, and that
is State legislation to protect children.

In the ABA's assessment, they look at the last 2 or 3 years as
having been more productive in those great% than the previous 10,
and that is significant. Whether it is the kind of courtroom reform
being looked at and approved at the State level for childhood wit,
neasee, or individual laws that impact upon the prevention of vic-
timization, or resources to help families, that is No. 1.

You have got to look at the training of thole) professionals who
are on the frontlinu3 out there. These easels normally fall into the
lap of social services and law enforcement professionals nation-
wide, and they have got to have that information.

That training is now coming from tbe Federal Law Enforcement
Training Center, from the National Center, and a host of State
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agencies. Is the battle won? No; it is a good barometer of what is
hew done.

The third is prevention education, and we are finally starting to
look at some of the long-range impacts of the things we have done
In the past, telling kids about exangers, watch out for them, and
some real mistakes that have been made that have left kids unpre-
pared to deal with the world.

Thoee three areas are worth looking at in terms of* barometers
and they show a lot of activity and progress, but a lot ?maim to
be done.

Mr. TAMIL Are we any closer to getting a handle on the problem
than we were a few years ago?

Mr. Ilowiaz. This issue has suffered clearly from a lack of infor-
mation and understanding. To look at a few examples, we can shed
aurae light on this.

What do we see? We see general acceptance at the Pederal level
about a population of runaway or homeless children at 1 million or
higher. We see incidence studies about parental kidnaping, and
numbers of that that rub across the board.

The number of children who are kidnaped by unknown persons
in this country, you regularly will see reports of people indicating
usually based upon the FUN Federal numbers tbat this may be
less than 100 or 900, Nothing could be further from the truth, and
we got written testimony to provide, but I have seen countless ac-
counts of this, rellarm3 upon the Bureau's statement about Federal
investigations to suggest that is some kind of incidence level. It is
not.

Ken Lanning, the initnary expert from the OBI, spoke at a na-
tional conference in May to try to clear this up a little bit, and SO
Oeconds of this would help this issue significantly.

(A transcription of the tape presentation follows.]
Mentioning a couple of etatiatice, one thing that I would him to clarify ie that nu-

I/YrOUB recent ileviehapar siticlea about this problem. and the natOte of it aod the
mze of it, have quoted Me FBI ietatiug and mplying that there aro only 69 sizanft-
er abductions in a particular pear, &pMding on which newspaper you raed, its
either tik 69 or 67. I would lUse to clarify thatbe FBI never stated that there were
69 stronger abductions la ony given year. What we said was that, in a given. year,
theta how many came thst we had enough information to open upa federal kidnap-
Oft case. And what that wean* is the child had to either be abducted and found la
onether Kate, or abducted end not found at all, and that is what is included in that
Ovate. Now, if a child is abducted and found in the same state, that number is not
111 the 69. If the child bi alsincted by a parent, that number fa not in the 69. If the
child is abducted and the owe is not reported to the FBI, that is riot in the 69. $o,
the rot is not aorta that there is only 69 stranger abducted children.

Mr. llowELL. That is news right there, Mr. Tauke, to a lot of
people. That is the facto. In looking at police record data, we exam-
inW two studies for all crimes against children la 1 year, and
found 211 cases of kidoaping and 56 attempts.

What is not often understood is where those statistics really lie,
and bow to accurately get them out.. Some people believe you can
look. at State elearingl3ouse records at a given time and find kid.
!loping cases of children, and you can't. They are not cataloged and
claosified that way, so what do we know?

We know that the iacidence of that crime is much different than
a let of people would unagiae, and the last thing to say about it is
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the scenario is much differeat Unfortunately, a lot of the children,
whether it is AdittA Walsh, Vicki Lynn, a lot of the kids that arewell known in *hie coantry were lolled in a very ehort period of
time s o yen typically have a scenario where one peraon kidnaps achild, takes them te a would location, usually somewhere in thatpowaphic area, usually assaults them and releases them hoursWen and sometime they are murdered.

That is the danger children really face from_ kidne, ping in thincountry. We believe that incidence to be aomewnere between 4,000
arta 20,000 per yeAt, mpg the State statute of the crime of kidnap-ing as a rude, that will accurately put some flesh onto wbat isoften a ausanderstood crime agfiost cWldren and was often a mis-
understood Area of cluld prutectsoo.

Mr. Tem. What ift the priority of the Federal Government in
this area, the ehild who is kidnaped by a third party, is that the
priority of the Cotner, and the Pectoral Govennaent generally?

Mr. §peire or Mr. Rowell, any ?f You.Mr. *4 gidnaped by a thud person?
Mr. Tann. A etranger.
Mr. ttowelk. That is often mieinterpreted. It isn't. This is a

much broader iaeue than that.
Mr. Ulm*. Sozee of your crfts will say, and I am going to mos-

sionally mho whet your critics are saying, since you come first and
some of those other questions will be raised later, some of your crit-
ics will say that, all the attention is focused on that issue, which is,
as I nnderstand it, a relatively small percentage of the cases withwhich you ere involved.

Would you like te speak to that question?
Mr. Bayou. That is an excelleat point, exactly right. Most of

the attentimt that we have done that we have seen iA this society
has found ito way to orte particular aspect of that.

Most of thy work is AOt concerned with that. Most of the workthat is coping is conorning State laws to protect children, the
training of prefeeeioaalo, the-haAdltng of all hada of missing chil-
dren Mee, A lAtAre fp the ladder of parental kidnaping, and the
risk to voluntarily meting childreo.

That has reeeived aa undue mama of attention, AO doubt about
it. It is unfortunate, but it is a reality we all face, mid it is vm.
simply this: /A the exposure and discussion of any issue, we wifl
8100 visit our _attention most frequeetly OA the most dramatic partof that blow That doeen't mean the work that is doing OA is direct-
ed toward that end, but it means the attention is, and that is un-fortunate.

Mr. Tame. Do you think the overall cause has been hurt he-cathieagain I would ask any of the members of the panelfor a
while, one of the popularly.suoted statistics in Congrese and else-
where wan there were 2 Milian children that were /Wailing every
yeAr, and the impreasion certainly was left that most of them were
abducted by atrangere, Has the cause been hurt by that kind ofmisunderstaodmg?

Mr. Rovatt.v. No doubt about it. There was a misconception that
found it8 way iAtA IAA only the Congress but the public; if you say
missing child, you are automatically talking about kidnaned
if you talk about a kidaaped child, you axe talking about a Mild
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gone forever. Neither of thole statements is true. I think we have
come a long distance in gethng around that in an accurate under-
standing, but it hurt, and it was some of the growing pains we ware
forced to go thro=" these issues. Their are not as simple as they
appear on the

Mr. Thum You indicated 4,000 to 20,000 who you would classify
as kidnaped children during the course of a year. Then perhaps
there is another category, I am not sure how we should define it,
but let's say. kidnaped ana missing for an extended period of time.
How many children fill into that category?

Mr. Howsu.. I think you can look at two studies that have been
done. The State of Missouri looked at all its cases. They looked at
the cases pnd made a determination as to how long the children
were mimg, as far as long-term missing cases. What they found
in that population in 1 year, 1984, was about 25 percent of the chil-
dren remained missing for longer than 1 week, 10.5 percent of the
population remained missing for longer than 30 days, and that I
think is to my knowledge the best reasonable statewide summary
that has been done on long-term missing&

Mr. Musa. Can we apply that nationally, and if we do, what
does that mean terms of numbers?

Mr. Howsu.. There is an answer, although it is a partial answer,
that when we started to look at this in 1981 at the Federal level, it
took in about 100,000 cases of missing children annually, last year
132,000. This year it will probably be over 400,000 cases of missing
children into that system. That is a partial listing because only
about 29 States mandate it be used. But it is jumping up not be-
cause of an epidemic but because of increased use.

If you looked at it last year and said of the 332,000 cases report-
ed, how many were taken out the same year, removed as missing?
It is about 9,000 less than that. There is a gap. It is about 321,000.
It is a gap of about 9,000 cases that remained unaccounted for. It is
difficult to look at it because that is a yearly analysis of something
that is a fluid file. It gives you some idea of what the magnitude of
the long-term missing is.

Mr. Minutorm. Can I comment on that? A lot of things have sur-
prised me about this issue. I don't think anything has surprised me
more than this preoccupntion with numbers, and the only "only 67
or only 68 or only 69." These are Americans being held hostage by
tsrronsta. When we lose an American in the Middle East or when
our Embassy in Iran is closed down, we don't say it is only so
many. These are little helpless citizens of this country being held
hostage, scared to death, totally unable to take care of themselves,
being held hostage by terrorists. What is it with the "only," sir?
Isn't $4 million a modest sum? How much has gone into the
effort--

Mr. Thum I think the problem we run into, however, if I can be
so bold as to say so, is that we can all run up the cloak of indigna-
tion when the numbers issue is raised, and I will tell you, as the
chairman did, one is too many. But the fact is that you bmibard
the American people with information that they then find out to
be false, suddenly there is a negative reaction against the support
for the whole program, and what I believe the chairman and I both
have felt very strongly is that it is important for us to be as accu-

4 c.
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rate as possille and remove as much as possille from any of the
Federal ;programs any taint of misinformation that may have crept
in somewhere along the way.

I don't ask the -questions in a hostile way, no one is certainly
threatening the funding, but I think it is important we get on therecord what the statistics am.

Mr. Msaunrrn. We understand that fully, sir, and we are as anx-
ious as 3,ou are to get those numbers right. I hope the balance is
coming back a little bit, though.

Mr. Howau.. The issue on statistics was one more of definition
than it was of raw numbers. I think you will be able to see general
agreement about certain kinds of human behavior, crimes being
committed and their incidence, but there has been a big misunder-
standing about the nature of kidnaping. What is the nature of a
mussing child? Again our State statutes govern that. They say veryclearly in 80 States now what that means. And it has commonthreads to it.

If we can look to that guidance, you would find a whole lot less
problems I believe. That is one of the growing pains is to iget people
mto effective statutorily based guidelines that tell you what a miss-
ing child is and that tell you what a kidnaped thild is. Those guide-
lines are in place, we just got to start looking at them more.

Mr. Tama. Mr. Spews, could you comment about the status of
cooperative efforts between the Office of Juvenile Justice and De-
linquency Prevention, the National Center, and the MIS Runaway
and Homeless Youth Program?

Mr. SPZIRs. I would let Michelle Easton answer that, if you don't
mind.

Ms. Eaerort. We met with them at some point, it was quite a few
months ago, to discuss for starters the coorclination of the hotlines.They have a rumway hotline, and we have a national hotline at
the National Center. 'We were interested in exploring the possibili-
ty of connecting them. You know, you call the wrong hotline, the
operator pushes a button and sets you on the right hotline.

The IMS hotline was in somewhat of a state of flux. We were
aeked by them to wait, if we would. They recently put out a solici-
tation to have a new applicant come in and run that hotline, and
that was just over the summer, I believe. So that is one area where
we are working at coordination, and it is on hold somewhat.

We have also worked with 111I8 on their advisory committee
Mr. TAINOC. Let's just stop right there on the hotline, if I may

pursue that. Main, it is on hold, meaning that we still have twohotlines?
Ms. EASTON. That is right. They have a statutory responsibility

to have one, as do we.
Mr. Vance. Is there a good reason to have two hotlines?
Mr. Howilm. They provide different services. If it is OK, Car'.

Branch is here, who is a supervisor of our hotline, who is the .
every day. She can give you a brief summary of the differences h.:
tween those two hotlines and how our referrals wot k there, if that
would be all right.

Ms. BRANCH. Thank you very much.
There are several el!fferences between the two hotlines. The na-tional .unaway switi.. ard, funded by HILS, primarily takes mes-
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sages from children who have voluntarily left home or takes mes-
sa,ges from the parents to leave for children. It is a switchboard.
They do not take reports on miaiing children, nor do they, to my
knowledge, take sightings of any kind of a missing child.

When we take calls on the hotlines from parents who are report-
ing their children they believe to have voluntarily left home, we
refer them as well to the natienal runaway switchboard and say "If
you would like to leave a message for your child, there is a chance
the child will call there." A parent reporting a child as voluntarily
having left home is referred to the national switchboard and to the
other hotlines which exist, one which is ran in Austin and the
other run by Home Run in San Diego.

We also refer parents and children who have voluntarily left
home and who do call the hotline to HITS-run shelters, should they
call us rather than calling the HHS hotline. We will, if necessary,
keep the child on the line and help to arrange this kind of trans-
portation to a shelter or a system in getting transportation to
return home.

We take calls of various other natures the HHS-canded hotline
does not take as well, including requests for publications the
Center provides, prevention and educational materials, how to pro-
tect your child from various types of being missing and molesta-
tion. The list, I believe, has been provided for the record of the pub-
lications the center provides. We take all sorts of calls on the line.

We took a call recently from a young child who was 5 years old
and who had been locked out of a hotel room. She had been left
there with her 7-year-old brother by her mother. She had been
given drup and alcohol while her mother and mother's boyfriend
went to Ocean City. The child got out of the hotel, couldn't get
back in, dialed the operator, and the operator put her through to
the hotline. We could get a citizen standing near a phone to wait
with the child until the Fairfax Police arrived and transported the
children to foster care.

Mr. TAMIL If you received a call more properly directed to the
HHS runaway ancl homeless youth program, what do you do?

Ms. BRANCH. It always depends. They are alwa.ys referred to the
switchboard. Some of them are reluctant to iniike another phone
call. We take the information they are requesting we take and get
it to the p r law enforcement agency or the parent or the pri-
vate non . t organization to which it should be appropriately
channel: . If the person is willing to call the national runaway
switchboard, they are given that number and encouraged to do so.

Mr. Timm Now, you were indicating just a moment ago you are
in negotiations with HHS on having a system, I take it, where if
you had an indication a call was made to the wrong hotline, you
could switch to the other one. Is that correct?

MS. EASTON. Yes; theoretically a child with one quarter, could
only make one call.

Mr. Mum. What is the problem?
Ms. &Brox. HHS recently brought in a new organization to op-

erate their hotline. They were disappointed with the way the previ-
ous operators were answering the calls that came in. We weren't
going to hook up with a hotline that was working out problems at
the tune.
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Mr. Tatum They have a hotline it is still going.
Ms. &Brox. Yes, they do.
Mr. MUHL IS it functioning now?
Ms. &arm. I believe they have selected another applicant to

run it. And as it gets going, we will continue to meet with themand talk about it. It is one area of logical coordination.
Mr. TAUS& It SVOUld Seem that way. You were going to talk

about other areas of coordination.
Ms. Emmet. The other area I would mention, for example, is

Miffs NCAN, the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect
and its advisory board, we participated with them in that. I believe
some of them have come to our missing children's advisory board
meetings. We share our solicitations, our research propovals, with
HHS regularly to avoid duplication, seeking their advice, their
comments, seeing what they are doing. Those are some generalareas of coordination.

Mr. Tau= Whichever one of you wishes to answer, why is theState clearinghouse money being passed through the National
Center?

Mr. SPsins. I think, as I reviewed the program, that having the
money through the National Center, WAS decided upon for anumber of reasons, No. 1, looking at the coordination of the
networking the State clearinghouses will have with the National
Center, the Center is very familiar with the type of protocols for
reporting, the type of networking to deal with transfer of informa-
tion, and the quality of information. In looking at how the statis-
tics and the collection needs to be uniform, the rationale was that
the National Center could advise and be the lead in helping theStates as they put their legislatively mandated centers up on line.
The Center could contract with the States much faster than if the
money came through our office.

So the Center is in a position for master coordination plus the
expediency with which the money could be moved from the Center
to the States was a very big plus.

Mr. TAMS. Will the Institute for Nonprofit Organization Man-
agement make subgrants to private volunteer organizations?

Mr. SPURS. Yes.
Mr. Thum What criteria will be used, do you know?
Mr. Smuts. IMPOM has been selected to_pass through the dollarsto the private nonprofits. Again, one of the reasons for that was

the expediency with which they could pass that money through. I
don't know all of the criteria. I could have Michelle answer, or if
you want that in a written statement, I could provide that for you.

Mr. TAMIL I would be happy to have it in a statement.
Ms. EASTON. They are going to be looking for two things. First to

assist the organizations in developing administrative operational
and fiscal capabilities, and, second, to help develop especially good
programs to laelp not only the issue, but to make the pavailable to other organizations working on the same bawl:Rmases
are the two areas of focus that IMPOM will be looking for in termsof funding.

In terms of the specifics of the applications, IMPOM's attitude,
which reflects ours, is to be as inclusive as possible in soliciWig and
reviewing the applications. There is not intended to be any kind of
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rigid criteria, but rather to select the groups that are doing the
work, that are doing good work. We'll try to enhance their capabili-
ties by a small amount of assistance.

Mr. TAMER. One of the witnesses suggests you have never pub-
lished an annual report for 1985.

Ms. EASTON. An annual report?
Mr.

1985
TAUKR. That you haven't published an annual report for

.
Ms. EASTON. I believe we have a legislative mandate for two re-

ports, both of which have been published.
Mr. Tatum I think it was released in December 1985.
A question for you, Mr. Howell, I guess. Could you tell us who

has decisionmaking authority at the National Center?
Mr. Howw.. The Center itself is administered by a Board of di-

rectors that has the ultimate authority over the policy and admin-
istration of the Center and that has been regularly exercised over
the last 2 years by that group, made up of many different disci-
plines, many different areas of expertise.

Mr. TAMER. So the Board has primary decisionmaking authority
and they pass it to you, some to you, to run the day-to-day oper-
ations?

Mr. flowzu.. That is exactly right, as is typical of most organiza-
tions like that. They take a very active role, though, because so
many people, like Mr. Callaway here, are directly involved in what
is going on, Howard Davidson of the American Bar Association,
people like that that are right here in town; Bud Lawrence of the
ikmerican Gas Association is here; those people are all on our
board and work so often with us that that influence is rather regu-
larly applied.

irktnat. I don't know exactly how to phrase this question, but
how many active cases, currently active cases, do you have?

Mr. norm.. The Center, since its inception, has given technical
assistance in about 10,000 cases of chil&en who are missing in
some way or children who have been the victims of exploitation.
The cases, the totals that come through in an individual quarter
will give you some idea of that. In a given quarter, for instance, the
last time you were looking at about 1,600, ;,700 cases of the differ-
ent types of missine children which came in, about 65 cases of
sexual exploitation of children that came in in a 3-month period.

Mr. Ts.tnta. Now, do you have a backlog of cases, or do you feel
that you are up to date?

Mr. Howittz. There is a backlog because many of the cams
remain worked for an extended period of time in tachnical assist-
ance. Some, I think, feel in looking at. that that the goal of the Na-
tional Center was to be able to provide case work axe:stance in all
cases, and, of course, we can't. There is too much out there. But we
do give assistance to the cases that come to ILI; we give assistance
to the law enforcement or social services people who are working,
the families, private voluntary organizations, public agencies, and
many others.

Mr. TAUKE. Are you overwhelmed?
Mr. Howitu.. We were overwhelmed by the calls. At one time we

were receiving over 1,000 calls a day for several months, and we
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were overwhelmed. It can't be handled as a caseload function at
the Federal level.

Mr. TAMER. So you refer to the State level.
Mr. Hownt.. We sure do.
Mr. TAME. III my office, we have this mail report, and eachweek we have to check catching up, falling behind or holding yourown. Are you catching up, falling behind or holding your own?Mr. Howsu.. Catching u.p...
Mr. TAUICIL Thankyou, mr. Chairman.
Mr. Haan. I think I will inaugurate that in my office. It soon&like agood idea. All analopes limp, but let me use an analogy, if Imay. I look upon the nataonal center, and perhaps other Federalagencies, like the Office of Civil Defense, and I look upon the pri-vete voluntary organizations like the Red Cross. When we have atornado in Michigan, we generally find the Office of Civil Defense

very deeply involved, doing a very good job. We also find the Red
Cross very deeply involved and doing a very good job. There is gen-
erally good cooperation between the Civil Defense Office and theRed Cron.

And in our bill we, of course,require that the nayonal reeotircecenter and clearinghouse coordinate public and private programsto ,provide services to these children, and also for the Center to pro-vWe technical assistance to private voluntary organizations.
How is that working outr Describe thegational Center's effortsto meet those requirements.
Mr. Howitu. There are severui parts of that. One concerns thereferrals that take place over the hotline. Almost all the cans weget, the people who call are referred to appropriate private volun-tary organizations. Sometimes people call us and want to give usmoney, and we refer, I think we have over 50 cases where we havereferred those people to private voluntary organizations to giveithem funding n their area. We have provided technical assistance

in a wide variety of formats.
To give you an example not often considered, we have been work-ing with private voluntary organtutions in seven States whosechildren have been victimized in sexual exploitation institutional

cases. We try to provide training and information to them on howto become effective advocates and get together. The situation nowis that in all of those, we say we trained over 14,000 social services
and law enforcement personnel in how to handle crimes againot
children and interview techniques and looking for child sex rings.Private voluntary organizations all over the country have partici-pated in those efforts with us. It is a very broad-based relationship.

I think what is often misunderstood is the number of individual
agencies involved. When you talk about the sexual exploitation of
daildren and missing children, you are talking about private volun-tary organizations or nonprofit organizations that number in thethousands nationwide. If someone will call us up, as they_did re-cently, and said, "Listen, we want to do a fundraiser." We said,
"Give the money to the Children's Crisis Center in your tow,n andthe runaway shelters, Nie will be glad to participate with you.But I think many people would look at this issue and say that is
a children's crisis center. That is the center in that town, the non-profit organization that treats kids sexually abused. It goes into
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schools to educate children, and those kinds of involvements arevery critical.
Technical assistance, handling parental kidnaping cases, we pro-

vide information on what to do, we provide information in Use-pub-lications we put out and hands-on technical assistance in actual
cases. It runs a wide gamut, and I think, if anything, we have
learned, Mr. Chairman, there is a lot of people out there who need
certain different kinds of liaison.

Mr. CAMAWAY. Let me respond to the question by reading a
couple passages from letters from people in the field. The executive
director of the child care, the Society for Young Victims:

The profeesionaliam that exudes from the center has reigned supreme throughout
inception mid now daring the center's tenure. It is with utmost importance the Na-tional Center for Missing and Exploited Children continue with their necessary
functione in order to achieve the goals toward the freedom of America's missingchildren and to constantly be available to orgenizations in offering the center's ex-pertise in all areas to keep better informed t.tie Nation's missing children organiza-tions.

Prom Child Help USA:
My staff responds to how we network with other agencies across the country, and

your 'Piaci alwass is at the top of the list
Prom the DA's office in California:
I find your publications useful rather than mere publicity.
Prom the National Victim Advocacy Center:
Our center recognises the importance of networking with victims' rights organize-tiona at the national level in order to improve our efforts to serve local groups. Wehave found a friend and an ally in the national center. You should be extremelyproud of your organisation's contributions to America's victims' rights movements.
And, finally, from Michigan:
We have evecially found the series of publications for investigators to be usefuland timely. Your ability to provide this resource on such a largescale has increased our effectiveness in our field investigators better in-formed on the issues of missing and exploited

That is from the Department of State Police in Michigan.
Mr. KUOliat. Thank you very much.
By the way, I do remember our battle on the valid court order

and yolir work with me. We lost that one, but we will battle togeth-
er again on many issues affecting children. I guess the reason I
asked the question about working with the PVO's is whatever the
size of the problem, there is enough work for both government and
the private voluntary organizations. The amount of work is enor-
mous. So whatever the amount, whatever the numbers mdy be, Ithink we want to encourage people and the government and pri-
vate sectors, to complement rather then just compete.

It really cati complement one another very, very well, and I do
think maybe the analogy of the Office of Civil Defense and Red
Cross may be an appropnate one. They tend to have a great history
of working well together and respecting one another and recogniz-
ing that both are needed. So perhaps with that in mind, you canwork with those groups.

Mr. Mgesavni. It is a very high priority. We share your concern.
We are going to do better and better and work at it harder andharder.
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Mr. Swim I appreciate that.
One last question, and I will be submitting, without objection,

some written questions for incluaion in the record before we com-
plete the printing of that record.

Mr. Hume. The National Center states that they have been of
assistance in the recovery of more than 6,000 children. So we can
have meaningful figures, what does that term "of assistance"
mean? What would that include? Perhaps, Jay, you could help us
on that.

Mr. Howina.. We have addressed that in our written testimony,
exactly what it means. It runs a wide gamut of examples. When we
get contacts at the Center, it can renge from information provided
in a step-by-step manual to a family or agency involved in a par-
ticular case. It can also involve long-term advice, counsel, and as-
sistance in what to do.

We try to be very careful in how that is articulated, because all
we do is provide services like that 800 line, Ince our publications,
like our technical assistance and advice that allow other people to
actually recover children, law enforcement agencies and public and
private organizations that are involved in this.

The services that we provide, though, we do keep track of what
has happened. That is, when a case is reported to us and that case
is resolved, it may be something like one case where we counseled
a family on how to put out something as simple as a good poster
for their child. The child saw the poster in another State and came
home. Sometimes it runs all the way up the line to long-term tech-
nical assistance and assistance of a case that is very difficult.

I think the point to be made is that the advice and counsel that
is there is not responsille for the recovery of a child. Of assistance
is what that means. That is, it hes been provided in a case where a
child was returned. And I don't think anybody would be telling the
subcommittee that means that we have recovered children or that
we can take primar3 credit in every case for that. We cannot.

Mr. Mum. And again, I am embarrassed as to the amount of
money we assign for this very very important issue. The degree to
which you can break that down for us, would be helpful in our ca-
pacity as advocates within the Congress as we go before the Appro-
priations Committee.

I want to show how the money you received was used to reach
out and touch a child someplace directly, but also on this Hill,
knowledge is power. There is no question about that. So the more
precise knowledge we have, the more powerful we can be es advo-
cates.

Do you have any further questions?
Mr, Thum Just one question, following up on the money issue.
Mr. Speirs, one of the comments that has bftn beard is that the

National Center receives too big a chunk out of the moneys that
are appropriated and that the hotline receives too big a chunk of
those ftinds. Do you have any observations that you would care to
share about the apportiomnent of dollars?

Mr. SPEIR13. I cannot respond to the budgetary breakdown within
the Center, and maybe staff there could talk al3out that allocated
to the hotline. What I can tell you is for fiscal year 1986, $1.8 mil-
lion was the grant to the Center. There was a supplemental also
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paid in fiscal year 1986, about $1.163. So those two pieces of moneywere the grant, two grants, t.he supplemental and the 1986 grant tothe Center.
How that is broken down for the hotline the Center would needto address.
Mr. Twuxx. Let me ask you then, again, do you think that too

much of the money is going to the Centermaybe put it another
way: Why should that much money go to the Center rather than toother resources?

Mr. Smogs. I would like to take this tack with you in looking at
the budget, and the time I have had to look at the budget, the ac-tivities, not only with the resource Center but the other activities
that have been programuned, looking at the dollars that have gone

. to the Center, looking at the money they have generated from pri-
vate s,urces, looking at the number of calls, the almost 1 million .brochures, looking at the staffing, looking a the volunteersI
think they have a cadre of over 100 volunteers that come into that
organizationlooking at the expansion of our dollars. At this point
in time I would have to say that we have a very good investment in
that Center for the return on the dollars spent.

Mr. Thu= That may also be something you would want to
elaborate on in any written comments that you would submit afterthis hearing.

Mr. Howell, do you wish to comment on the hotline?
Mr. Howw.. About half of the
Mr. TAMER. And do 3rou think that is an appropriate priority that

you are setting, giving half the money to the hotline?
Mr. Howw.. We originally budgeted for about 1,000 calls amonth, then we learned we were getting 10,000 calls a month in

some cases. If vie are going to meet the need, that was simply a
creature of demand and will always remain that. We expand it inits hours and its abi1i4 to take incoming calls if necessary. And wedecrease it. We have seen both phenomenon. It is a question of lit-
erally supplying demand for information assistance that is still
coming in at about the rate of 300 calls a day today.

Mr. nu= Let met just express to you my appreciation for your
work and for your commitment to this very important cause.

Mr. Cm.t.wwwir. Mr. Chairman, before we close, could I respond
to one thing Mr. Tauke had said about the numbers?

You did mention the figure of 2 million. The National Center, to
my knowledge, has never ever used a figure of 2 million on any-
thing. There is a 1.5 million figure that comes from the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services on runaways and homeless
youth. Quite honestly, we would like to be able to control some of
the people who use some of those wild figures because it has causedus a problem.

Mr. Mitaztuni. I would like to express our appreciation, our grat-itude. We feel very sincerely fortunate in having you and Mr.
Tauke in leadership of the oversight committee. I think this cause
is well served admirably. Your outstanding staff, we commend you,
we thank you, and I think those concerned with that cause wouldjoin us in an expression of that gratitude. We are glad you arethere.
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Mr. &mix. We look forward to working with you. We are work-
irg to serve children, and it is important that we have this open-
ness and cooperation between the two branches of Government and
look forward to doing this on a regular basis.

I thank all the panelists for your testimony this morning.
Mr. SPUR& Thank you for the opportunity to be here. Our office

is open to you for information that you need. We will make sure
that you get it.

Mr. KILDEZ. Our next panel consists of Mr. Steve Clark, presi-
dent of the National Association of Attorneys General, Little Rock,
AR; Ms. Naolette Thoman, executive director, Services for the
Missing, Gthbaboro, NJ; Mr. Gaylord Walker, executive secretary of
the National Association of Missing Children Ortions, Jack-
son, MI; Ms. Ann D. Collins, copresident, the American Missing
Children's Foundation, San Francisco, CA; Mr. Doak Blow, Missing
Children Program coordinator, Michigan Network of Runaway and
Youth Services.

I would like to announce on the next panel we will have Mr.
Jeremy Margolis of the State of Illinois as part of that panel.

I will take you in the order in which I announced your names.
Again, if you could summarize your testimony, your entire writ-

ten testimony will be included in the record.

STATEMENTS OF STEVE CLARK, PRESIDKNT, NATIONAL ASSO-
CIATION OF ATTORNEYS GENERAL, LITTLE ROCK, AR; NMO-
LETrE THOMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SERVICES FOR TIM
MISSING, GIBBSBORO, NJ; GAYLORD WALKER, EXECUTIVZ
SECRETARY, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MISSING CHILDIUN
ORGANIZATIONS, JACKSON, MI; ANN D. COLLINS, COPRE3I-
DENT, AMERICAN MISSING CHILDREN'S FOUNDATION, SAN
FRANCISCO, CA; DOAK BLOBS, MISSING CHILDREN PROGRAM
COORDINATOR, MICHIGAN NETWORK OF RUNAWAY AND
YOUTH SERVICES, LANSING, MI
Mr. CLARK Mr. Chairman, I am Steve Clark, the Arkansas attor-

ney general. I am pleased to be here. I have heard some discussion
that has gone on before, although taking a wrong train kept me
from being here on time. Not lots of trains run in Arkansas, but
more run around here than I discovered I could comprehend, I sup-
pose.

I am not sure what the fuss is about all the numbers, frankly. I
got involved in this missing children's issue because of a mother
who came to me whose child was missing. When she came, she said
to me, "I am out of money, I am really out of hope, and maybe I
am out of luck."

It was the first time anyone had visited upon me the fact what it
meant to have a missing child. I have heard all the discussions
about the numbers, anyw ere from 1 million to 2 to 15 million, but
I think the point is this, these children are indeed missing.

I go back to the law, that is my training. I am a lawyer. I go
back to the statutes and look at the definitaons of what the States
have said are missing people, and those are yoters under the
age of 18 who are not where they are suppd to be. Simply
stated, they are not with the people who have the legal responsibil-
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ity for their care and custody. To me, that simply means they are
in trouble, and certnli:my at risk.

I also happen to k that just one missing child is too many, asoI know this committee feel&
My comments are those in support of the National Center, be-

cause of my experience in working with that Center. When thismother came te me in January, or actually November 1984, the
Siete of Arkansas had no missing services program at all. We had
114 progntm for missing children, services neither in education nor
in training or actual assistance to a family. This mother, Valetta
Mertin, touched my heart when she talkM about Jackie. We found
Jackie was not abducted, Jackie ran awax. But Jackie didn't know
how to get back here. While Jackie was in search of getting backhome, Vedette Martin, my office and with the help of the National
Center, began a program in the State of Arkansas of which we arequite proud.

Vecause of that program, two other children, Brandy and Misty
gem, are with their mother today in Topeka, ICS. They would nothave been there but for that program and but for the National
Center.

i8 mypinion that if you raise an issue and fly the flag, if you
will, Mr. Cbairmøn, then you have a responaility to support it
with services and with understanding and with a foundation. We
raifted this bane in Arkansas. In January 1985, if you looked in the
NM, there were 17 children listed as missing under the age of 18.
'rainy there are 96. That is not that we have had that many chil-
dreu run away or disappear or be missing from their parents or
to9e4 ones, it Is just that we raised the issue. When we decided to
ilsis10 the issue, we knew we needed,some help.

The National Center was a place that I went asking for training.
Over 100 law enforcement offiftrs in the State of Arkansas have
beau trained through the assistance of the National Center, made
better aware, become more skilled investigators, and more willing
t41 participate in the issue that is a national problem with the com-
umnity solutions.

Further, however, that National Center gave me some insight asto educational programs in which we could be involved and how we
eouid coordinate with private voluntary organizations successfully.
lkeause, as you said, Mr. Chairman, this is a combination of work-
ing band in lutnd. It is a combination of taldng private voluntary
organisations who want to do something to help in this area and
coordinating those efforts.

Our effort is not big, it is rather modest in Arkansas, two people,
and that is it, and a commitment to do right. We found that the
National Center was just almost invaluable in helping us under-
stood the mistakes others had made, directing us on a course that
would allow us to have the high degree of professionalism we de-
sired but also the opportunity for great success.

You asked a minute ago about that hotline. Brandy and Misty
Perry would not be home but for that hot line. Brandy and Misty
Perry were not found by myself or my staff. They were found by a
eixth grader. They happened to be in a school where she sold milk
at lunch. She recognized one of the children's pictures from a flier
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that fell out of a magazine at home on the weekend. She took it to
her teacher, and they called the National Center.

In spite of everything I -could do to sensitize the people in my
State, they didn't know eno to call the attorney general, but
they, knew if you called this I I number, someone wotild respond.
Because of that call, other calls were made in coordination with my
office, and we returned those children to their rightful mother.

One of the things I think which is the benefit of the National
Gutter is it keeps us from reinventing the wheel. The attorneys
general of this United States are not all that involved in missing
children. Many of us are. As we became involved, particularly
those who have not done this in their previous service in public
office, we find that we share one with the other, but most impor-
tantly we can share through the National Center, and that has
been very very productive and extremely helpful.

One other comment I would make, Mr. Chairman, deals with the
fact that, as you raise the level of attention that deals with chil-
dren and the issues surrounding children, particularly those who
are missing, you raise the level of awareness that provides and pro-
duces the opportunity for fraud. I am pretty tough talking in Ar-
kansas. What I tell them is that I don't like people who make
money at the expense of children. If you are in it for a profit, I
don't think too highly of you, although it is not illegal.

I think those services ought to be provided for free, and they are
in most instances. Those people who misrepresent the facts about
what they are going to do to hel children I called dirt bags. I
make no apologies for that, Mr. Chairman. It is not a term of en-
dearment, it is a term to be descriptive and to be accurate about
how I feel about people who misrepresent what they will do for
children. I have seen some of that in my State.

I filed two la*suits against two organizations, one called Missing
Children USA, one called National Calendar Co. Each said they
were not for profit, and each said their goal was to help children,
and each whose goal was to make a buck. They no longer operate
in Arkansas. They paid a $10,000 civil penalty, and they better not
come back.

I think for all of us who raised the issue and the awareness of
the concern for children, we have a legal, as well as a moral, re-
sponsibility to assure those who are involved as private voluntary
organizations do so factually, honestly and fairly. It is the attor-
neys general who most often police this area of the law, because it
deals with solicitations and charitable contributions.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would say this, I thought about how I
would like to direct my thoughts to this committee this morning. I
had an uncle who was president pro tempore of the Arkansas
Senate and he died back in the spring. And I was asked to deliver a
eulogy at his funeral service. I had never done that before. In fact,
I went to the dictionary to look up the word "eulogy" to make cer-
tain I would do what was reciuir, and it is a statement of praise.

On my mother's side of my family, Mr. Chairman, men who are
extraordinary, who are different than all other men on that side of
the family are called papas. It simply means a person who can
make it better, a person who can make it right, someone you go to
who will help you to help yourselves. If I had to describe the Na-
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tional Center, what I think they do in A.aierica today, I would call
them a papa. They help make it better, they help make it right.
They help people like me who want io work in my State find a way
to do it. They show us a way to participate. I think it is an invalu-
able org;anization, one whIch this country cannot do without.

I don't always agree with Jay Howell. I think he solnetimee is
pretty stubborn, and I kind of 10Te John Babun boatuse he has a
good quick annse of humor. They don't elwayn do the things I think
they ought to do. When I call, they rometimes raiii on my parade.
But all that being said, this orgraization is a papa. It does sonie
real good.

Thank yru, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Bums. Thank you very much, Mr. Clark.
[Prepared statement of Steve Clark followsl
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PESPARSO STAISIONT o SIZVS CLAM ATTORNIT GiNSRAL, &FATS OF ASSANSAS
Arm Plummer, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF Amman GSNSRAL

Mr. Chairman. and Members of the Subcommittee on Human
Resources. I AM honored to appear here today. As Attorney
General of the State of Arkansas and President of the
Rational Association of Attorneys General, I am fully aware
of the problems of child exploitation and missing children.
I am also fully committed to finding solutivns to these
problems.

January. 1965, the State of Arkansas and the Office of
the Attorney General in particular, entered into the arena of
the missing children issue. The plight of a constituent.
Mrs. Verletta Martin of Dennard, Arkansas. first brought the
tragic realitiee of this issue to our attention.

In August, 1964. Verletta Martin called my office
requesting an appointment with me to visit about her 16 year
old daughter, Jackie, who at that time had been missing for
over via months. Mrs. Martin explained that Jackie
disappeared while the Martins were residing in Midland.
Texas. Mr. Martin, a carpenter, had found temporary
employment in the area and the family had moved to Texas to
join him.

January 24, 1964, Jackie did not come home from school.
Jackie had left her savings account untouched and all of her
possessions undisturbed. The Martins doubted that Jackie had
run away. They reported Jackie missing to the local police
force. The police discouraged the Mattins from seeking
outside assistance on the investigation. They said it would
interfere with their investigation of the case.

The weeks turned into months and the Martins returned to
Arkansas. Mrs. Martin explained that the thouOt crossed her
mind that Jankie was.dead but she didn't want to believe it.
Mrs. Martin kept Jackie's bedroom in the Martin's Dennard
home exactly the way it was before her disappearance. Her
clothes, her Walkman. her Teddy bear, all waited for her
return. Mrs. Martin explained to us that when you loSe
someone to death you dispose of their things, or pack them
away. She couldn't give Jackie's things away.

The Martins bought a telephone answering machine to
capture any word from Jackie, in case she had run away, in
case she could, or would call home. The machine contained an
emotional message to Jackie from her mother.

The Martins also eventually contacted nearly 70 national
child search organizations, and printed reward posters,
complete with a photograph, a description of Jackie, and a
Biblical reference - the sixth verse of the 43rd chapter of
Isaiah. Tta verse is "I will say to the north, Give up; and
to the south, Keep not back; bring my sons from far, and my
daughters from the ends of the earth . . ."



Because the National Center for Missing and Exploited
Children vas not fully operational, they had to print their
home telephone number on the posters. This exposed them to
prank callers and unscrupulous organizations who hoped to
profit from their fears and their never ending quest to
locate their daughtpr.

December 2, 1984. ten months and one week after her
disappearance Jackie Martin was found. It wasn't the police
that found Jackie. Jackie was located from a photograph in
an ad placed in a national magazine by a private organization.

Jackie Martin is at home with her family today because of
the strength and fortitude of her family. Not all missing
children stories have ended on such a positive note. Now.
however, as a direct outglowth of the Missing Children
Assistance Act and the subsequent creation of the National
Center for MiSsing and Exploited Children, parents of missing
children can look toward a future with greater hope than they
could at the time of Jackie's disappearance, a mere two years
ago. No longer are parents such As the Martins searching
alone and without guidance and support. The *chances that a
parent may find his or her missing child have improved
greatly due to the existence of the National Center for
Missing and Exploited Children. No longer does information
sharing and investigation have to stop at state borders.

Just as we in Arkansas began searching for solutions to
the problems of child exp]oitation and missing children, the
focus of the National Center for Missing and Exploited
Children was beginning to take shape. We have looked to the
National Center for leadership as we have cleated our state
program. Rather than to recreate or attempt to duplicate the
excellent quality of activities undertaken by the National
Center for Missing and Exploited Children, our Missing
Children Services Program has adopted the Center's
professional Materials as well as utilized their trainers,
particularly in the technical area of law enforcement. We
believe this to be a national problem with a community
solution, yet there is no need to re-invent the wheel in 50
states. Uniform procedures and definitions for effectiveness
in communication have been instrumental in understanding the
problem. Something as fundamental as defining "missing
child" was a necessary first step for government in
addressing the needs of our youth. Now, both in fact and in
state law, in discussing the issue of missing children we
know we are identifying those who are runaways, throwaways or
abandoned, accident victims, parental abductions and
abductions by nonfamily or unknown persons.

The National Center for Missing and Exploited Children
and the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
have assisted in the training of over one hundred law
enforcement officers in Arkansas during the past year. They
have also provided training for juvenile judges and juvenile
officers, as well as for social services workers throughout
the entire state.

In the past year the number of children in Arkansas
listed as missing on the NCIC computer has increased from 36
in July of 1985 to 97 July 1, 1)86. This increase in
reporting can be attributed to the training of both private
citizens and the law enforcement community. Rather than an
actual increase in the number of missing children, it
signifies a change in attitude on the part of law enforcement
and a willingness to deal effectively with missing children
cases.

v.
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Additionally, the educational services and public
awareness programs provided by the National Center for
Missing and Exploited Children have enabled state and local
governments to monitor the activities of those who would prey
on the fears of parents in order to Make money in the name of
missing children. This is an area which is ripe for fraud
and deceit by both profit and not-for-profit groups.

My office has no objections to legitimate businesses
which profit from the provision of valuable services and
goods as long as the public is in no way deceived regarding
the value or purpose of their products. In the past two
years, however, the Consumer Protection Division of my office
has entered into Consent Decrees with two companies, National
Calendar and Missing Children USA, for a full refund of money
unlawfully obtained from Arkansans who gave with the
sincerest desire to help the families of missing children.
My office now employs the network of state clearinghouses,
which is an outgrowth of the passage of the Missing
Children's Assistance Act, to notify others of the existence
of such companies and they do likewise under similar
circumstances.

Those of us in government and private business both, have
a moral obligation not to exploit child safety issues. When
one raises the public conscience it is imperative to provide
a blueprint or plan of action designed to create positive
change. To raise the public awareness to this issue, and
then walk away would be destructive and irresponsible. lt
would certainly not be in the best interest of.our young.

The National Center for Missing and Exploited Children
and Arkansas Missing Children Services Program will continue
to maintain their high standards in the areas of child safety
and assistance to families. This poSitive partnershiP which
has developed between the states and the National Center for
Missing and Exploited Children must continue in order to
assure effective child safety education and' legislation.
This partnership has resulted in significant accomplishments
in the most cost effective manner both in terms of manpower
and actual dollars spent and we, therefore, plan to maintain
it and foster its continued growth.
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Mr. Hamm Ms. Thoman.
Ms. Tnoiarr. I am Nikolette Thoman, founder and director of

Services for the Missing, Inc., a private, not for profit New Jersey
based conioration. Given that I am a newcomer to this type of
hearing, I wV. give you a little of my personal background. Prior to
founding this agency in 1983, I workecl as an advocate on behalf of
disenfranohis:, populations at a Camden based social service
agency. I bolo an associate's degree in Early Childhood Education
and Child Dew. :foment.

In 1983, I w. I elected to the International Association of Out-
standing Achievers and was a member of the National
Honor Society. I have been recognized for my efforts in the intro-
duction of several bllls in the New Jersey State Legislature regard-
ing awarenees of the plight of missing children and adults and the
upgrading of penalties for parental abduction. I am a registered
lobbyist in the State of New Jersey and a member of the American
Public Welfare Association and the National Council for Children's

'Vices for the Missing, Inc. provides aid to families with a miss-
ing family member, regardlees of the age of the missing individual.
We also provide nonthreatening educational programs to parent
groups, businesses, and social service agencies, as well as school as-
semblies. Our services to &millets are offered free of charge. We
have provided direct services to 5,000 people and through programs
like the Donahue Show have provided valid information to mil-
lions. We have been involved in the location of more than 200 chil-
dren, youth and adults.

We accomplished this level of services on less than $15,000 in the
3 years since our inception. In these 8 years, my family has made
financial mcrifices to allow us to continue our work on behalf of
the missing. For much of the 3 years I have worked for this agency
I have received absolutely no salary. I say this not to earn jour
sympathy, but to illustrate the financial burden that most private
agencies suffer. This financial picture is still true of all but a few
private agencies in our country. Almost all of us go without pay,
our families go without some creature comforts, but we continue to
trust that the Missing Children's Assiotance Act will some day
work for us too.

That trust was one of the reasons I requested this hearing of the
chairman in February. I had learned enough about the field serv-
ing the missing to chafe at the waste and inefficiency of the imple-
mentation of the Missing Children's Assistant Act to data, but
there was another much more important reason. I had been asked
to make a noise in Washington, a loud noise, about the pain and
suffering of parents whose children are missingparents who, for
the most part, are completely ignored. This group of parents in-
clude those of parentally Abducted children who are falling
through the cracice of the present huplementation of the act and
parents of young adulta who are told to disguise the true circum-
stances of their children's disappearance or to lie about their ages,
as if the truth of their case were something to be ashamed of.

These parents know better than any the sad fact that their miss-
ing children are seen as less important than the more publicized
"stranger abducted" child. A father whose abused and neglected
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children were recovered after a harrowing 7-month wrental abduc-
tion related disappearance said to me recently, "You have to tell
the public that parental abduction can happen to anyone, tell them
that if it can ',peen to them, their kids are second-class citizens in
the world of nuseing children." When I shared this sentiment with
the parent of a mming 3,oung adult, she added, "If the child is
older than 17, he or she 12/38 no place in that world at alL" Count-
less parents have echoed these statements, and all of them have
said, 'Tell them, Nildti, because our kids and our families are suf-
fering, and no one is listening yet."

That is what I am here for, to tell you this The emotions of only
a few individuals rt lie course for this issue's growth, or lack of

ffthhyinwenting guesstimates" as testimony before the legis-
touwrein the early 1980's. In the report of the Committee on the

Judiciary of the Senate in 1984 regarding the Missing Children's
Assistance Act, it stated that, "201000 to 50,000 [children] disappear
each year and their cases remain unsolved, some forever, while
about 100,000 are feloniously abducted in violation of custody
orders. Each year at least 8,000 individuals are buried unidentified,
hundreds of these are children." Most of the publicized testimony
which led to these types of conclusions was given by individuaU
who were victims, not statisticians, not social workers and certain-
ly not research experts.

The actual facts are plain and well documented. I know we heard
atatei of a tape from an FBI official, I have read and heard and

to FBI officials. I have been told there are less than 200
active cases on the roster, not 68 or 69, but less than 200. This
number is an accumulation, not a yearly number. According to Na-
tional Crime Information Center, there are 3,000 individuals who
are buried unidentified in our country. However, about 10 percent
of those are minors, that is hundreds.

Although information released to the public and the media by
the National Center differs greatly, it is most interesting to note
that the Center's own internal numbers reflect statistics amazingly
close to those released by authorities. I refer to the Center's most
recently available Quarterly Report Summary, dated April 1, 1986,
which states: `Technical assistance was in only 325 actual
cases of 'abduction by unknown indi uals' between October 19,
1984 and March 81, 1986."

My goal today is to imeress_iipon you the true impact of the im-
plementation of the Missing 'iUren's Assistance Act upon the in-
dividuals, agencies and children it wss designed to aid. We don't
serve a cause in this field anymore; we serve an effect. We cannot
continue to allow this field and the_public's opinion to be guided by
the emotionalism of one or two individuals, no matter how sad or
shocking their story or how charismatic their presentation. Being a
victim does not give me or anyone the right to mislead the mMis
and the public. There are not E10,000 cases of unsolved child disap-
pearance in our country a year. Twenty thousand children are not
stolen by strangers in our country every year, and contrary to pub-
lished opinion, our country is not littered with the broken mutilat-
ed body of stranger-abducted children. There has been a great deal
of injustice perpetrated in this issue: on the taxpayers, on law en-
forcement, on service providers, on families of the missing, but the
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biggeet injustice of all has been done to our children. It is time for
the private victims in this iseue to be represented to our legislators,
to the public and to the pram

The eensatiouslism of the issue of missing children is old news.
Public mvareneas has become public hysteria. Yes, there is a prob-
lem. Unfortunately, the crux of the problem is that we have ig-
nored the real needs j the issue in favor of emotional tyranny.
The time bay come for the tyranny and the misrepresentation to
stop. It is time now to turn the page, to direct our attention to the
realities of the issue of missing persona

In most instences, the goals of the Missing Children's Assistance
Act of 1984 have not been fulfilled. To a grave degree, the deeply
seated needs of families in crisis are being overlooked. The service
providers are etretching already thin resources to meet a greater
local service need. Legislators are confused about which laws nuke
seem in their States. Parents of safe children don't know what to
believe. Many of our children are convinced that their world is no
longer a safe place to live in. We believe that the intent of Con-
grew in the passage of the Missing Children's Aesistance Act was
to provide adequate aid and services to all of their constituents, in-
clucling parents and service providers. We know that if this intent
is to become a reality, many changes in the path we are on must be
made and made expediently.

Our written tesbimany outlines 15 recommendatione for changes
in the implementation of the act. Among others, they include the
development of a valid referral file by the OJJIW for use by the
National Center in referring to private voluntary organizafions; de-
velopment of after-care programs for reuniting families; develop.
went of stronger Federal and international parental abduction
laws; the changing of the responsthility for "stranger abduction"
intakes to the Federal Bureau of Investigation; the removal of pho-
tograph projects from public &splay; a provision for aid to families
of missing young adults; the creation of a new field within the Na-
tional Cnme Information Center to be utilized for the input of
young adult disappearances in order to effect a cross reference for
the approximate y 2,700 unidentified bodies of adults between the
ages of 18 mid 26; and the opening of the Endowment Fund for the
Protection of Children to competitive bid process.

We have also included a lengthy recommendation - arding the
serviette presently provided by the Ilational Center for and
Exploim Children. The Center was to have been a ouse
of information for use by various public and private sources. It has
become an inefficient duplication of already existing services. In
order for the mandate of the Missing Children's Asinstance Act to
be met, in order to create the national clearinghouse that the act
called for, the center'a earvices muet be reevaluated and repriori-
tizet

The Center should provide informational services and technical
assistance services, along with coordination of existing services.
Presently the Center is duplicating the services of many long-
standing agencies in the field and has served to dilute aid to fami-
lies iet many realms. Funds have been spent unwisely, salaries pre-
viously unheard of in this field are being paid to their staff. We
ague strongly with E$Y1120 Donee, a member of the Missing Chil-
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dren Review Board, that the Center has evolved into a bureaucracy
end is supplanting nonprofit groups and charities.

If the field serving the missing is to survive, if parents are ever
going to have their needs met, if children are to be consistently
found and successfully reunited with their families, then we must
move to change the course we are on. I speak for the private vic-
tims of this issue when I say we are counting on our elected offi-
cials to ensure this change of direcfion so that families of the miss-
ing and the safe will be best served.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Nikolette Thoman followsl
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PRZINIAZD %ATRIUM Or Nutounts THOMAS, EICILIMVS MUM& SIOMICE8 IOU
110 Mumma, bc., Gtossaoso, NJ

Services Ler the Miseins. loc. (foreerly Nide and Seek. Inc. SC)
vas founded in March of 1983 and incorporated as a Neu Jersey based
on-profit in January or 198e. Tne founder of the agency was the
victim of 4 parental abduCtion as a small child; her reunion with
her father after almost twenty Years sparked the creation of the
agency. In addition to that eXpetience. the founder was the non-cus-
todial parent of a small child who was also the victim of si parental
abduction. Thoman's educational hackground in Early Childhood Educe-
tion and Child Development cogbined wtth extenaive experience in
advocacy and dealing with the family Court systco iepscted greatly
on the creation of policies and programs for the agency.

Services for the Missing, Inc. provides services to families
with a missing family Rennet., regardless of the age of the missing
person. Services include search sud syateal guidance; support and
referral services; printed information; selective photograph dissem-
ination and one to one advocacy. To the general public, the agency
offers non-threatening education programs via issue and Precaution
seminars; information aed referral and legislative activism. Services
to families and organisations are free; there is a nominal Charge for
the Seminar program. .

In 1983 and the first part of 1984 the agencY Maintained its
operations through the generosity of the founder'n family and dedi-
cated volunteers. In 1984 and 1905 Services for the Hissing received
Camden County grants to fund it's County wide operations and it's
national services mere funded by Private donations. The Board of
UirectorS chose not to re-apply for government funds in 19156 due to
0M8 Circular A-122, which limits the use of government Conde in a

nen-profit's communication with legislators. Tho agency PSS received
funding ftom funding frog the hayton Foundation Missing Children's
Fund, Walt Disney Home Video shd Southland Corporation, in addition
to private donations, in total, Services for the hissing. Inc. has
provided it's services since it's inception with an operating budget
or less than $10,000.00 per year.

The agency its staffed by A ptra-prOfessionsl director and has 4
volunteer staff of eight. The Agency provided services to 4,335
Persons (by unduplicated count) through December 31. 1985. Services
for the Missing, Inc. rocked oh approximately 300 cases involving a
missing child, youth or adult in 1985 and more thin 100 of theae
cases were closed due to the lOcation and/or recovery of the missing
person. In most cases, the Oteiting Person came home voluntarily or
waa located through the cohbined efforts of several agencies and
individuals. Di 1985, Services Oat the primary catalyst for the
location and/or recovetY of 19 children, Youth and adults.

The director of Services for the Missing, Inc. requested this
Wearing in February to review the implementation of the Missing
Children's Assistance Act. It is felt that COngrees passed thin Act
with the intention of better serving their constituencies. both
Parents and service providers. The objective of this testimony will
be to snare with you the effect of the Act from the vieOpoint of 4
service Provider and of parent!' we have served. We Will briefly
describe the field as it wee prior to the inception of Media atten-
tion; the anticipation 4nd Pope among parents and service providers
just prior to the implementation of the hissing Children's Assistance
Act and the impact the Act pas had on the public, on patents, on
children and on service providers. In closing, we will offer some
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lecommeodotions lor re-eyoluatint; the vteseht coarse of the Act to
h etlel serve t4trxl

When the he.,, to ehawhion the eadse or oioi4g
rhildteh. thv .(ati,tivs osed ,ete "nuchstiluates" of 50.000 stranger
o hdhctiow, ohd thow.and,. 01 holdehlified dead yonnCsters. Parental
abductin, wviv al,v raioiur. SoPt, limited ttention and estimates
lor tht, type ot abaoction wore cited J4 hinn aU 251.1.1.0d cases Per
vcar. hese uidcly pobliei,ed tigures wor, provided l4rgely by
Child tind. 4 5o6 10lh hasvd otgaoication nd John Walsh. On hehalf
of lhe Adam Walsh Child Resour,e Center.

i..111 the aiiiof, and re-airine. .1 TV ducddraPaS Sue!, as "Adam"
4nd 011ie, relAlod programs the hubjle begad tm hear again
atol again 10/14 t j NI:" L I'' I I 1.11.04 here or L rant:c r abduction-
fingerptinting tfimpainh, w"ro developed. offered mdnytilses by
ludividnals Who be're OOL I1.lU,I lov this nrdfenSidnal job. Croopo
eotered the lives "I our yonwl children during their school daY and
told them of "hall ,trohnerh" who wohld take the% and port them if
they did oht learn lhe secret to stayio% safe. photographs of Miss-

children. once ohly %COO inlormiLIChlly. Were turilint hp in
every ly Place,. ope nroOp elaimed that O child disappeared every
NOV.h WittOlOh in Americo at the hands of "malevolent stranters nun
the proverbial trench coat Ilanoinn pervert !recant, the mon of the
hoot.

tiv her.J4 In ,e .acaZino and news articles deseribihg the gran-
int'. Ole...wog-on ol the "disappe.irio6 child" thAt re(lectcg ',cry
poinnaliii) the ellvel ol the issue oo ehildrch. lh the Miafti Herald,
oo May I, hihe yeor uld hliAalseth 540.100 said, "A titrancar
miLlit come il my Iriehds don't see Me 14d ne mir.ht kt,jiiJli Ne. I thin4
about it oll the Lim,: wheo I'm oot,ide." yejc old Marsha Cabral
said. "I sleep ky the wiloluti and I'm alhoys Ofryid." In the Same
ArliCIV. entitled "Childreo Infected Ay Fear". Menial health elilicrtz
expressed their ,ohcerhi ....crime and ehildrell'a acute awareness Or
it are duihr, much to erode the stability youOtSterS heed to beconle
hoalthy adults." lir. Ileniamih Snuck. one of the leadion ehild Psycho-
logists ol this or ohy other ora, 045 dhoted in Itedbuok 14.110201e in
wid 198q W4roior. agJilthl ih ,ehool "stranner 0.1W:et' education programs"
citing th, ohdoe stless ol the issue on ynoull minds g compared to the
probahili1: 111.11 the child would be ohdhctad. The media tackled the
Issue with ;eneWed vinur and 5oddenly. loinstOt; kidS were the "hot
topic."

As the is4oe became more aod more Polillei2ed. it begah to draW
the a t t on t 1,74 Oi 1 11, rove r hmeo t . 1 n 'lay of 1984 the Congressional
hoseach Sevvire listed twenty orgaitizatioos created to aid the Miss-

ahd LO,11 hy Match ol Whet, Lb, NatiOttal Center
ptinted its "Ufrectoir of 5.1/1,ert SOO/it:eh'. theft: were More than
slyly soch OIKOhl,t1loh,. The j000ders of these greops came from all
walks ul lite parvol,, profiteer, 400 Orivate eitizens. Solve had the
h,,l i intention,, other, did oot. 11,14 rapid influX of "available

left . Great mahY volhorahlo hat0104 at risk ill exploitation.
L ae; ol standatds 4llowed orgaui.atiolis to 0Oh,oC and frOW ohchecgod.
Anonetv, opened With oo idea or how to develop service priorities or
hou to ptovidc heeessaly

Ihc dVet eodgeeration ot ,trJ41;er abduction Wah 41 issue
eve,, a; onr redvtal 1.1WW4hOr1 behn ,:OIl0i'Iijrit,I IOCISIUIIVQ an50ers to
the probleN of child atoluctiou. The Report of the Judiciary of the U.S.
!i,nate on S. Jbls, fit ii. 1911S (regarding the Misafhg Children',
A;;istance Aet el Ilk)) relleets this exaggeration of stAtisticsi
"oho and a half millioh children 41e reported missihg eaell year. Of
these. JO.OttO to W.000 V4011 Yea, aud their Ca4e4 temai0
unsolved, hhile 100,hnh are iciouiuttsly abducted in violatioh of court
order..." Me geport alwo ,tatos. "I.a,h Year. 3.000 indiVidoals are
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buried unidentified; hundreds of these Are children." The actual fectis
are plain and well documented. The Federal Bureau of Inveetigation
lists less than ZOO "suspiciously Missing" children over multi-year
span of time. This ia further supported by the National Center's own
numbers. According to the Center's Quatterly Progress Report1 "reporte
on possible cases" taken by the Center from October 19, 1984 through
March 31. 1986 involving "abduct;onf bY unknown individuals" aeounted
to 257 cases. The Center provider., "technical assistance" in this type
of case in a total of 325 cases, and "aesisted in the recovery" of
157 children "abducted by unknown individuals." In the area of non-
custodial abduction, the Canter has dealt with approximately three
thousand to five thousand cases. AS fox unidentified dead children,
the number is very small, far less than the 3,000 cited in the Report.

The Report on the Missing Children's Assistance Act pointed out
some of the greatest needs in the field. Among these were the need
for p "National Clearinghouse". a "National Resource Center" and a
national toll free hotline. Also included were suggestions for the
provision of technical assistance to eXisting agencies; research into
all facets of the issue and granting fends to agencies providing var.-
ious services to families of the missing. All of these suggestions
were included in the final draft of the Missing Children's Assistance
Act and many of us in the field began to look forward to the proaised
coordination of services and the cooperation of the government.

Existing agencies felt that other benefits would be forthcoming
as well, among them: increased networking ability, increased infor-
mation flow to the public, inereaeed inter-agency cooperation, better
cooperation with law enforcement, funding aid, technical assistance
and a provision for protecting the public from exploitation. parents
of missing children expressed a belief that the Act would provide
them with an ability to effect more efficient locations and recoveries
and that their children would be better protected via more appropriate
legislation. Parents of safe children hope they would have access to
effective information about how to help their children be protected.
As time passed, however, it became evident that addressing the Most
immediate needs was not high priority on the OJJDP agenda.

The fear of the children was exacerbated as pictures of the miss-
ing began to invade almost every Part of their lives. Children were
facing the issue at the breakfast table, on TV and at school. Ellen
Goodman, in an article fc- the Orlando limes, related an incident ahe
overheard at a local grocery store. A Small boy, about five years old,
was shopping aith his mo her and they were about to purchase soft
drinks; on many of the bottles were neck labels bearing photos of Mies-
ing children. The little boy hung back and said to his mother, "Let's
not go down there anymore. mom. That's the sad aisle." In aaaaa nese
programs in elementary schools, we began to hear children asking some
heartrending ouestious. Oue little girl asked why grown-ups huct little
kids if they didn't even know them. A Small boy asked if bad people
took kids away if the kids were bad. Another little girl Said she knew
she couldn't get away if she were picked up, because she was only 4
kid. Her attitude was so forlorn, as if she had aaaaa dy given up. In
Mt. Laurel, New Jersey just recently there was an event that poignantly
marks this injustice to our ch.ldren. A play was enacted'there Called
"Dangerous Strangers". The scenes in the play depicted familiar Streets
and landmarks from a small neiglborbood and the play was offered free
to the childreu and families in that neighborhtwd. The child actors in
the play were abducted from those familiar corners, one was even
chloroformed and literally dragged away by a female "abductor.. One of
the children in the play never returned, in order to show the young
audience members that many times, the thousands of stranger abducted
children do not come home.

1 National Center for Missing and Exploited Children - Q ly
Progress Report - January I - March 31, 1986
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While caildren and their families faced the public dilemma.
Pri.Vate organizations were facing internal problems. Sources for
"in-kind" services and funding, while friendly enough, seemed to feel
that our need for support was not Alt crucial, Given the federal
government's answer tu the problem. We found it necessary to redouble
our efforts to provide valid informarion to the public.as often as
possible in an attempt to combat thclwidely available invalid infor-
mation. We began carrying larger case loads. We were called upon for
general information nearly three times as often as before. We were
asked to leave our agenices more often for public appearances and
other types of work. In short, we continued giving the salt services
we had been providing in the issue with resources even more limited.
Consistently, however, private agencies were given less financial
support atid media attention. We bad hecn given to understand by Jay
Nowell. Center director, that we W01.14 be the recipients of support.
in a letter written June 13. 1984:

"The cooperative agreement between the Center
and the U.S. Department of Justice giving us
funding through 03.1UP contains s provision for
Caking some limited financial awards to private
tlot for profit groups concerned with the issue
of missing and exploited children. As our
Private Sector fundint trows. the number and
size of these awards will also increase...
we will receive many calls from the print and
electronic media requesting photos and back-
ground information. Our plan is to refer the
media directly tu the missing children groups
and/of the parents.",

Unfortunately, we were tc find that this pledge of support. along with
ost of the others made in Mr. howell's correspondence. never came to
fruition.

In the beginning of 1986, we took stock of what had been achieved
in the implementation of the Missing Children's Assistance Act, using
the goals and objectives outlined in the Act and the stated goals of
the National Center as a guide. In total, what we found is dishearten-
ing. Our research pointed out several specific areas of conflict
between what the MCAA outlined and the actual implementation of the
Act.

"The facilitation of effective coordination among federally funded
Programs relating to missing children"2 has been interpreted as a need
for statewide clearinghouses, and these were created without an adequate
needs asseSseent. Furthermore, there has not been a valid "annual sum-
mary of recently completed research, research being conducted, or of
Federal. State and local demonstration projects that relate to missing
children."3 Particular emphasis was tu have been placed on "effective
odels uf local, State and Federal coordination and cooperation in
locating missing missing children."4 Tu date, we have seen only the
use of widespread dissemination of issing children's photographs asa method of locating missing children.

"Effective programs in the area of public awareness of the

Itorrempondehce referenced is attached; Jay Dowell; June 13, 1984
atording from the Missing Children's Assistance Act; Sec. 404s(2)lipid.; Sec. 404a(5)
albid.; Sec. 4040(5)(A)
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problem of missing children"1 were te have been studied, along with
"effective progroms for the prevention of abduction and sexual
exploitation.% Instead of an analysis, we've seen the creation of
new programs, such Ja the "Campaign to Protect Our Children". This
kind of duplication of services has further served to ignore exist-
ing agencies.

The "Report of the Advisory Board on Missing Children" provid.:0
little concrete data and was basically a regurgitation of alreadl
published information. The exception to this waa the contis;..ous
downplaying of the needs of runaway and homeless childr,,n, who mere
depicted as "Duck Finr" stories and defined as "chtld:en who volun-
tarily abandon their parents or gnardians."3 Tne final conclusions
drawn in the Advisory Bo:.rd's Report did little to "plau for the
facilitation and coordination of agenciea and organizations dealing
with missing an0 expluito ti.ittlrr "4

The national toll free Hotline was created for the reporting
of "information regarding the location of any missing chits; or
other child thirteen years of age er younger."5 The Hotline nas
consistently taken reports on children older than 13 and we have been
unable to determine the action taken on these older children. In
addition, pictures of missing adults have been aired sporadically
using the hotline number, yet the operators at the hotline do not take
information on any "adult missing" eases.

The Act states that the Clearinghouse is to provide "technical
assistance to local and State governments, public and private not
for profit agencies and individuals in locating and recovering miss-
ing children." The technical assistance thus far has been offered
xclusively tu 14w enforcement.

"Coordination of blic and private programs involved in the
location, recovery ur reunion of missing children with their legal
custodians", has amounted to exclusive contracts between the National
Center and the media for photu an4 case publication. Busin eeeee in'
the private sector have pledged their support to the issue by giving
exclusively to the recently created Endowment Fund for Missing and
Exploited Children.

Most uf the printed material that has been made available under
the Act's appropriation has been a duplication of available materials
or worse still. a Compilation of information that has no hope for
nractical application in the teal world of missing children end their
families. For instance. the Parental Kidnaping handbook provided the
victim parent with the advice of retaining an attorney, possibly two
attorneys, one in the Home State and one in the State in which the
child is located (the Refuge State). Ti%is booklet also suggests the
ttorneys meet with each other. The reality of the situation is that
Meet Parents whl are involved in a custodial interference matter are
withont the (inancial resources to hirr even one attorney. The
balance uf this booklet provides little information about the victim
parent's rights, and no information as to how a victim parent can
enfurce their rights. The "Seloctod State Legislation Handbook"
puhlished under the Act's appropriation provides a confusing cross
section of a few state laws but does nothing to answer the real
questions ttat parents, agency directors and caseworkers have about
the status of laws regarding custody and custodial interference.

Ihording from the Missing Children's Assistance Act of 1981; Sec. 40411(5)
21utd.; Sec. 404a(5)(11)

3Report of the U.S. Attorney General's Advisory Board on Missing Children
"Wording from the Missing Children's'Assistance Act of 1983; Sec.404a(6)
',ibid.; Sec. 4044(1)

61bid.; Sec. 4046(1)(11)
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These two bookleta, like many of the others, fell far short of bein.;
helpful to parents of missing children or to service providers work-
ing on their behalf.

Late in 1985 chc National Center stopped distributing the
national Directory of Hissing Children Resources that was created in
Match of 1985, due to changes in some of the agencies originally
included. Soun aftet, the Center's non-referral policy came to our
attention. This policy. au outlined in the Procedures and Operations
manual, states that "NO referrals of cases or lead information will
be made to PVO's (private voluntary organizations)...". Instead, any
referrals to 1.1/(Pa "should be carefully identified as 'support groups'
with a brief dcLeription 01 the types of services offered (while
out for the investi(1ation of cases - a law enforcement/clearinghouse
function).2 ln the introductory letter we received from Jay Howell
in June of 1984, we had been lauded for our successful work and
asked to providi casu information from our files. We provided the
requested information and took Jay at his word when he said, "Our
primary aim is co put families of missing and exploited children
in touch witt groups like yours, which can provide the kind of qual-
ity support aid assistance they so badly need."j Now, relegated to
being "support groups only" we fear that many parents will choose
not to contact private agencies, believing that the National Center
will provide them with all uf the "location help" they need.

Unfortunately, the acceptance of cases by thc Center is based on
their own internal policy: those parents who do not have a custody
order and a warrant are. so far as we have been able to determine,
not entered into 1.11e Center's system. We have been unable to determine
whether these cases are consistently referred to an advocacy agency
that will help them use thc system to locate their child. In cases we
have handled we've found that even when the Center's criteria are met,
no active investigation of the case takes place. Typically, the Center
has done intake on the ease and will mark it "of assistance in recov-
ery" when the chitin returns. These examples refer to abductions as
well as runaway youths. There is no positive information flow from
the National Center regarding case information; requests for aid in
dealing with law enforcement have been met with resistance and often.
refusal.

The most reeent effort to show a "sprit of cooperation" by the
Center has been tile creation of the "National Center PVC: Liaison
Committee" which WaS created by Jay Howell after a suggestion from
Georgia Hilgeman, Vanished Children's A1liance. Los Gatos, California.
In our opinion, tp4 members of this Committee were chosen arbitrarily;
therefore. the Coomittee's objectivity concerning the relationship
between the PRO's 4nd the National Center could be biased.

In March of this year, the national Center disseminated a "report"
entitled "An EValoacion of the Crime of ridnapping As It Is Committed
Against Children by Non-Family Members." This report, by Virtue of
the information included, cannot be taken as a valid "national Inci-
dence Study" such AO the one called for by the Act's appropriation.
The statistics used were from a very limited source, using 269 eases
from two law enfortement sources from 1984 and 212 .cases the Center
conducted intake ori, funning from 1979 to 1985. The remainder of the
total 818 were gathered from "News 11.eports and Other Sources". Defin-
itions in the report were unclear and drawing valid conclusions from
the report is difficult.

1PROCEDURES AND OF8RATIONS MANUAL: NATIONAL CENTER FOR M6E CHILDREN
Revised 12 May 1986; page 24

2Ibid.
3Correspondence referenced is attached; Jay Howell; June 13, 1984
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The only non-profit agency receiving dollars appropriated under
the Missing Children Assistance Act besides the National Center is
the Adam Walsh Child Resource Center (AWCRC). The AWCRC receives
Juatice funds through a joint agreement with the Institute for Non-
Profit Management (INPOM) in Denver, Colorado. Monies awarded to
IPPON are for the provision of management training to issing child-
ren service providers. The ANCRC is to provide training for finger-
printing and public reiations.

When we were first notified of the IPPON trainings. it was inti-
mated that an agency would have to participate in an INPOM training
to be eligible for any [undo from the OJJDP allotment for missing
and ex-loited children service Providers. When we questioned this
:,pproach, we were informed that the bids for grantt would be on an
open competitive basis. We have been told, however, that grants will
be limited to a ceiling conaiderably lower than a full service ser-
vice agency's needs and that IPPON will be administrating the Brants,
instead of OJJDP. as the Act instructs.

Some research efforts have been funded, yet none (hal with the
problem of p.rentally abducted children, who comprise the majori'Y of
small missing children reported to authorities and the National Center.
At this point in time, no funds have been allocated for direct use in
the location, recovery or reunion of the missing with their families.

In summary, our research in,lIcates needs a:, not being met and in
most instances, the goals of the Mis5ing Children's Assistance Act of
1983 have not been fulfilled. To a grave degree, the deeply seated
needs of families in crisis are being overlooked. The service provid-
ers are stretching already thin ,:csources to meet a greater local
service nead. Legislators are confused about which laws ake sense.
Parents of safe children don't know what to believe. Children are coo,-
vinced that their world is not safe io live in. If the original intent
of Congress is to be met. Many changes in the path we're on wil7 have
to be mods, and made expediently.

There are several ways that the federal government can change the
course of hysteria and monetary waste now iscreasingly connected with
the field we serve. The original goals of the Act can be carried out
effectively for the amount appropriated for it's implementation. lf
the dollars are used efficient,Y, the needs of the consumers and the
providers can be adequately met.

In deve:oping the following recommendations for char,ling the
present course in the implementation of the Missing Chil':en's Assist-
ance Act of 1983 we attempted to take all aspects of the issue into
consideration. In order to reduce the possible impact of emotionalism,
we based these recommendation on input from various private and public
sources as well as conclusions drawn from our research on the actual
effectiveness of the implementation of the "Missing Children's .aist-
ance Act."

RECOMMENDATION ONE

The development of an in-depth referral file of agencies operatint on
behalf of the missing, utilizing printed information about the agen-
cies. Personal contact with the agency by an OJJDP staff person should
be seen c.1; part of the development of the file. The file should incaude
such things as corporation and tax status documentation; an in-dePth
description of services offered; letters of support and recommendation
that are verifiable and resumes of all employees ano chief volunteer
staff. Internal records of the agency should be used to document
service effectiveness claims. This file should be created by the OJJDP
for use by the National Center and must be updated on a regular basis.
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RECOMMENDATION TWO

Calls regarding Abductions by unknown indAviduals should be handled
by the Federal Bureau of Investigation, with adequate appropriations
made tt ore, on a Motional basis. This type of case is a criminal
kidnapp. and case invLstigations in these matters should be left to
the FBI, in conjunction with grass roots Search and Rescue teams and
support efforts. When the Hotline Lumber is made Available to persons
referred by law enforcement .s.nd victim witness pro g the cost of
running the Hotline number will lessen considerably. This type of
downscale of the Hotline number would have an almost immediate effect
on the hysteria aosociated with "stranger Abducted" children and
eliminate the cased of kids who are pesemed dead, without positive
identification due to the cause of death.

RECOMMENDATION THREE

A ratioonl use of photograph projects in the public sector Ls a
necessity. Phototraphs of missing children should be placed only in
the 'nends of individuals who are likely to see the child and/or the
abductor. For instance, an abductor will use common businesses in
everyday life, such as the grocery store, gas station, etc. The
employees in these busin eeeee shouldbe supplied with photographs on
a regular basis and follow ups in conjunction with inservice training.
Trained people are much 4.ore likely to recognize a child than the

ge shopper who catches a fleeting glimpse of a photograph. It
must also be considered that the abductor of a child is more likely
to see the child's picture when it is publicly displayed. If the
abductor feels the pre sssss is on,they will generally relocate, making
it more difficult to locate the perpetrator and emotionally more
difficult for the abducted child. Photographs now in general public
circulation should be removed from display.

RECOMMENDATION FOUR

This recommendation involves the issue of phoned in "sightings" of
missing children. Unan eeeee d questions regarding the effe4tiveeess
of photograph efforts on the actual locationof the missing are
cocno,nded by the asstve amounts of dollars xpended to fund the
National Hotline. After one showing of the movie "Adam", seen by
some as the largest exploiter of the issue, ten children were
located. Nine of these were tak.al by a parent, the tenth was termed a
"voluntarily missing" youth. About $34,000.00 was spent just to take
reports on sightings after this movie. In this instance alone, aside
from the three million dollars spent to prcluce the movie, the cost
of service delivery per child located was $3,400.00. There are more
ffective, efficient and rational waYs than photograph projects to
locate issing children and these other methodn should be employed.

RECOMMENDATION FIVE

The overall goals of the MCAA must include a provision for aid to
families ef missing Young adults ant of the elderly who are missing.
Presently, these populations arc completely ignored by the govern-
ment

RECOMMENDATION SIX

There should be created a new field within the National Crime Infor-
mation Center (NCIC) to be utilized for the input of reports of all
unexplained disappearances of ad,lts, for use in the cross reference
of unidentified bodies.
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RECOMMENDATION SEVEN

Federal legislation must be drafted te provide aid to families of
children who have been abducted and taken from this Country. The
Hague Convention does not adequately answer the needs of this
population, nor does it provide for any type of enforcement outside
the United States. OJJLW should evaluate this problem With the aid
of various private non-profit agencY directors in order to identify
specific needs. Thcresultsof this needs assessment should be used
as a base for the drafting of sample legislation to answer the
targeted needs.

RECOMMENDATION EIGHT

Research projects must be funded in order to study the problem of
parental abduction. Little information has been gathered in an issue
that is affecting thousands 0C American families. We are dealing
with parents of victim children who Davestoppedvoting, stopped
answering the Census. stopped taking an interest in their country.
Not only is this issue literally breaking the backbore of the family
unit and costing the government millions of dollars, it is also
affecting the attitudes of tax Paying Americans who expect their
government to protect them and their children.

RECoMMENDATION NINE

Models programs for aftercare counseling services must be created by
the OJJDF in order tu train providers in this vital area. At present,
when a child is returned home neither the child nor the parent are
hrepared for the re-entry. Many times the unbalanced expectations
and avoidance of root issues in this "reunion" situation inhibit the
ability ot the family to stay together.

RECOMMENDATION_TEN

The opcning of the Endowment Fund for Hissing and Exploited Children
fur competitive bid by service Providers in the field is an imperative
priority. The monies in this Fund were solicited using Federal dollars
and commitments were made to use these funds to aid in the issue. It
would be entirely unfair to alley these funds to be used for the
perpetuation of the National Center while limiting the access of other
private, not for profit agencies providing the same services.

RECOMMENDATION ELEVEN

This recommendation deals with the SA00.000.00 recently granted to
INP0M. The funds this "for profit" company now holds are to be
granted tu non profits on a competitive basis with an as yet undis-
closed ceiling on the amounts c "BYO" can request. INPOM, by it's
own admittance, has no expertise in the issue of missing children.
These funds should be returned and administrated through OJJEW in
the same manher as any other Sueiol SerViee function funded by the
Federal government.

UE(IttEtRAILRILIYUlt
The membership ruquircments fur t4c Misaing Children Advisory Panel
should be evaluated. AdditionS of ot least three service providers
uf runaway, homeless and missing and their families should be
included. his provides a more hal...aced View of the effect of the
issue on these target populations.
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RECOMMENDATION THIRTEEN

In keeping with the intent to create a .National Clearinghouse". the
services now being provided by the National Center for Missing and
Exploited Children must be re-evaluated. These services should be
changed and prioritized to include the following components:

a) Compilation, printing and dirSemindtion of new educational/
informational brochures and booklets, utilizing valid exi,ting data,
gathered from reliable sources

b) Development and maintenance of a Hata Base IA inlormation
regarding legal professional willing to provide pro hullo or low
cost services to families of missing children in all lifty states
and allow the use of this Data Base, upon request. bY
public and private agencies and law enforcement

c) Development and maintenance of a hata Base of informatioo
regarding hotels, motels, restaurants and transportation service,
willing to provide pro hullo or low cost services to families of the
missing upon locatioe and iecovery of missing children in all fifty
states and allow the use of this Data Base. upon request, by
individuals, public and private agencies and law enforcement

d) Act as a national referral ..oiet, utilizing the Referral Pile
created by OJJDP regarding availah!0 services (see Recommendation
One) for parents of missing children, the media and possiblo funding
and volunteer or support services

e) Development and maintenance of a Data ha,e of informatiuo
regarding existing laws in ea.:4,ot the lilAy stare, rolatod to chilo
abduction, child custody and child exploitation Antl alles the use et
this Data Bane, upon request. bY individuals. private and public
agencies and law entorcement

f) Presentation of technical assistance seminars to all requesting
non-profit agencies, public and private, as well a, to social net-vivo
agencies and law enforcement

g) Maintenance of a lila of available. up to date, educational
seminars and programs offered by eniStinG aheneic,

h) Development and maintenance 01 a ,lippinc, lite tor osc
measuring public awareness arid targeting service gaps in eonjunctiob
with the Advisory Panel on Missing Childfcn and the °Jilt!.

1) Maintenance of 3 Hotline On Which CO tal, reports on parentally
ahductLd and "voluntarily" missing children onder the age of thirleon
for referral to existing agencies; all easCS of missing children hvor
thirteen should be referred to the National Runaway Switchboard. A,
noted in Recommendation Two, "suspiciously Missihn" case, shonld he
handled at a special Hotline by the FRI with 3flegn.ire 3cnroprialins

j) Ernie!: or infotmation reolte%t, via
.1 regular online

line
10 nevelopment and maintenance .1 °thet reicrral illes as maY

be indicated atter a need, o,,essment. hi fhlihr

RECOMMENDATION FOURTEEN

The subject or scat.: Clearinghouses ,,no.ld h. ro..earch,d in mure dehth
and the services these Clealinnheti,c4 etc JO provide 4hoold De priofi,
tiaed based on oxiSting ,erviies in tho arer .. prop.,c4 Err the Set. 4p
of the Clearinghouse. In many cases, the need tor a State Clearinghonne
is alrrady being met by Stdlo Coll,. Cer,ne,
ly created ComMissions. In other stal,% the need 1.1 a Cloaringlien,o,
may he negligible due to a low incidence rate ol child Meier:Linn.
D611.11-1, appropriated lor Clt,tinglinuser, way be bcttet ..pvnt in th4
nartial subsiditing ot existing sotvicos or even osed in noninnetto4
with state dollaI, In hind extra law enInteement pet,onnel and ItAlliirrn
pish.cco.
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gEGONMENDATION FIFTEEN

fit 0, area of service 1,i2t,d, existing se tvices should be evaluated
and Contraeted with AS often as possible. This will counterhalauce
the OverWholMiUg duplication of SerViCeS that has hoen a trademark
Of tlis Act's implementation. Coneracting with already existing
services Will ,anSt,rve Scarrk, 1111.11st:1.1i 1,sollichS .14 Weil.

II

or: carryiug pot these recommendation:, our Federal lawmakers
will ensure a more effective and efficieut response to the issue of
missing Children. The Recommendations should 1,4, consider,' in the
development of priorities for the future implement a i of the
Missihg Children's ASsiStahec Act by the Oftice of Juvenile Justice
and Pelindlicncy Prevention. The funds saved hy reducing the
doPlicatioh of services by the National Ccuter should he adequate for
the testruCtoring of the service priorities and the addition of the
needed chanCeS.

ye feel Very strongly that our legislators supported the Missing
Children's NuSiStance Act in order to provide aid to their local
constituenCieS working on behalf of the missing. It is also our belief
that the intent of the legislation was to provide valid, eflective
SerVicen tO patents .ind Vietlm rhildreh. lifir,,I:huntely, what has
evolved is J n0reaher4ey 1.hJt i, not provitin v,lid or effective
Services 10 tile general pnblic or to parents ,nd victim children. and
that has adversely street:id existing Servir,4.

lf the field serving the missing is to survive. if parents are
ChIC cal.g to have their needs Met, if children 3re In be consistantlt
(41,10 aod sOcCessfully reunitd with their families, then we Must Mono
to c0ange the course we are presently on. We arv conntinr. On Our
elected 6ItIttaIt, co ensure this change of direction So Lual. families
01 tme mi,6ihy and the safe will be best served.

ubmitted,

Nikolette Ttdson
tor
Services fof the Missing. loc.
F66t ufficQ Men 26
150 Perlin Read

N,!ii Jersey 014026
40N-711i-Ilbi
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THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR MISSING AND EXPLOITED CHILDREN

1835 K Street, N.W., Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20806

-7"une 13, 1984

rui Nik. ThomJn
iiido and Seek Foundation of Camden County
150 Berlin Road
Gibbsbcro, New Jersey 08026

Dear Jim and Nikki,

Over the past decode, the only real source of help te parents of
missing children was private citizens action groups,. As new
groups such as the "tde and Seek Foundation of Camden Countyjoined their ranks. )ublic awareness concerning the issues of
missing and exploi,,i children increased. Such programs and the
lobbying efforts of parents has focused rational attention on
this sensitive issue and as a result, the U. S. government has
taken action.

On June 13, 1984, the National Cantu for Misaing and Exploited
Children became a reality. ife are very excited about the many
things the Center hopes to accomplish. Much of the grassroots
activity concerning missing and exploited children cAn be much
14ore 11Alropriately handled by you - the local organization. We
anticipate making frequent referrals to you eqd hope that yo,i
will feet equally comfortable about calling on as. Our goal isto provide technical assistancos infonmation and referral
ser-;ces; education, prevention and public awareness programe;
and other reference materialt to parenta, visaing children
groups, law enforcement orglisstionn and other interested
organizations and individuP4.

We have brought together a staff of professionai repreaentatives
of various aspects of t work that has been done iu the area ofmissing .1nd exploited c-lldren. You mill recognize many of themas old triendm and colleagues.

John Rabun, formerll with the Louisville-Jefferson County
Exploited and Missing Child Unit, is the Center's Deputy
Director. Also, joining our staff from that unit ia MargareteSanders, who will tw a Technical Advisor in the Divieion on
Missing and Exp'a'-ed Children.
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Bob Derbyshire. a 15-year veteran of the Baltimore County Police
Deportmeot Oho has been nationally recognized for his sexual
anAult investigations, is the Chief Technical Advisor to the
DiVision on Miasiag and Exploited Children. Joining Bob as
arlether Technical Advisor is a former investigator with the
Aleagendria, Virginia Police Department, Jim Scutt.

ao Abe aariez. founder of Child Keyppers of Florida, Inc., is
the Cooltdinstor of the Education, Prevention and public
AI/rifeness Diviaiorl. Jo Ann is being joined by Marsha Gilmer, a
fotftr clinical director recognized for her work in counseling
children. She will serve as that Division's Program Specialist.

POnotionally. tbe Center Will be divided into three Divisions.
The Divieion on Missing ChIldren will be staffed by a team of
eapert technical advisors and will include a national, toll-free
hot line where sightings of missing children may be reported.

.

This Division mill also be responsible for disseminating
iotOreistion on appropriate steps that should be taken in each of
the types of missing children cases.

The DiVision on ESploited Children will provide training and
education for the criminal justice community regarding the
eaploitation of children, effective law enforcement, appropriate
sentencing of offenders and treatment of child victims in the
cOUttz and treatment centers. The staff will focus its
attention C. cA0e0 involving pornography, prostitution,
sPloitattion and other criminal offenses against children.

The Divieion on Education, Prevention and Public Awareness will
dittribUte the most sophisticated educational materials
available to individuals, groups, agencies, communities,
volunteer organizations, law enforcement agencies, local, state
and federal institutions. The staff will also collect and
diaftainate effective state and local statutes and programs.

Since we are jUOt opening, many of our programs are still under
development, and preparation will take time. Currently being
ProdUCe4 in conjunction with the American Bar Aosonistion is a
gold% to help those dealing with parental kidexppinqs. This
MAW be ready for general distribution by fall.

Alao in the planning stage is s comprehensive National
Conference on Missing and Exploited Children. It will be held
in late fall in an easily accessible metropolitan city.

In late enamors oor toll-free national hot line will beceme
opetetionel. These incoming lines will be available to persons
wiahing to report sightings of missing children They will
not be used for processing other types of request:1
einietance.
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Ohe of our first priorities is to establish a productive Flom of
information between the Center and groups like the Hide and Seek
Foundation of Camden County. Bringing cohesion to our colamen
goal can only serve to strengthen our effectiveness. We need
and want your input in the development of many of our programs.
Reciprocally, the Center hopes to provide technical assistanCe
and other resources to the private, citizen-action groups. The
cooperative agreement between the Canter and the U. S.
Department of Justice giving us funding through the Office
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention contains a provittion
for making some limited financial awards available to private,
non-profit groups concerned with the issue of missing and
exploited children. As our private sector fund-raising grow0,
the number and size of such awards will also increase.

The first thing that you cart help us with is the preparation of
a National Directory listing missing children groups and
supportive law enforcement agencies. We would like to include
the names and addresses of the various organizations; a brief
history of each; a description of services and fees; tbe scope
of the organization and a description of personnel. If you Mill
type or print this information in your own words on a piece of
your group's stationery and return it to Jo Ann at the Center
within the next three weeks, it will be most helpful. When
completed, this directory will be sent to interested parents,
law enforcement organizations, local and state agencies and
persons wishing to make in-kind or monetary contributions to
grassroots activities.

Once the Center is open, we will receive many calls from the
print and electronic media requesting photographs and background
data on missing children. Our plan is to refer the media
directly to the missing children groups and/or the parente of
missing children through the attached forms which are to De sent
to the National Center to be placed on file. Please Keep one
for each child your group wishes to publicize.

Our primary aim is to put the families of missing and exploited
children in touch with groups like yours, which can provide them
with the kind of quality support assistance they so badly
need. As more specific informaticv oncerning the Center's
programs becomes available, you w:'A be contacted. I look
forward to the continuation of our long-standing friendships and
to the fostering of new ones.

Sincerely,

Jay C. Howell
Executive Director

Enclosures
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BIOGRAPHY

NIKOLETTE THOMAN

150 Berlin Road
Gibbsboro, New Jersey 08026

(609) 784-6478
(609) 783-3101

Nikolette Thoman founded Services for the Missing, Inc. in Match

of 1983 after being reunited with her hirthfather from whom she

had been sop by divorce for more than twenty years.

A graduate of Florida based college, ?Boman earned honors in the

study of Child Development and Early Childhood Education. She

was elected to Phi Theta Kappa; Who's Who Among American Juniot

College Students and the International Association of Young

Achievers during and after her college

In the three years since founding Services for the Missing, Inc.,

Thoman has worked closely with parents and lawmakers to combat

eeeeee 1 of the problems in the field of missing children service

providers. She has proven to be a strong advocate for all persone

involved in a missing related crisis.

In 1985 Thoman worked with Assemblyman John Rocco (Rep.; NJ) to

implement Missing Persons Month, held from Mother's Day to Father's

Day to direct attention to the plight of missing adults and their

families. In 1986, this Special Resolution was introduced as a

Bill to c eeeee this designated Month as a permanent fixture in Pew

Jersey law. Additionally, Thoman drafted two pieces of legislation

regarding parental abduction that were introduced in 1986 to the

New Jersey legislature.

Thoman was instrumental in the p e e of a resolution entitled

"Missing Children's Servicea" in both 1985 and 1986 by the

National Network of Runaway and Youth Services, a national agency

dedicated to providing quality services to youth and their

families.

Thoman is a member of the American Public Welfane Association tAd

the National Council for Children's Rights. She is 28 years old,

marriad and the mother of two daughters.

8
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8 EIfIIIICES
To,

MOSSONG
P.O. Box 26 "4

Gibbsboro, NJ 08026

Abko tette Thoman

ExecuNve

,,,IR-IEES FON IRE mIssino, Inc.

SITE ADDRESo: 150 RERUN ROAD

MAILING ADOLESS: FOST OFFICE RO4 2c

bibPSDORD, NEW JERSEY A8J.26

A NEW JERSEY RASED NON PROFIT, TAT EXEMPT AGENCY

16091 783-3101

TELEPHONi:

REGULAR NOJO: MONDAYS. NEONESDAYS AND MOATS, 19 An TIL 6 PM

MONDAYS THROUGH THuRSDAYS: 1:7.0 PM TIL II PH

OTHER 40145; ANSWERING MACHINE, MESSAGRS CHECTED EVERY HOUR

AGENCY AISGION,

ASSISTS rommEs in ALL ASPECTS OF NIS4ING RELATED CRISIS, INCLUDING

RUNANAYS; PARENTAL ARDuCTION AND MISSING ADULTS. ALSO PROVIDES SEMINARS
RELATED TO THE ISSUE AnD SEMINARS DESIGNED 10 TEED SAFE ;IDS SAFE AND

NIT4OUT FEAR, TNE AGENCY IS DEDICATED TO RELPING TO ImPADVE THE DUALITY
OF LIFE FOR AlL YOUTH ANO FAMILIES, AND NORt5 En CHANGE ETISTING LAOS GR
DRAFT PEW DILLS, TOMARD THIS PURPOSE.

6EOGRAPMIC AREA SERVED: LOCAL TRI COUNTY AREA 00R SEMINAR PROGRAMS AND
NATIONAL FON SERVICES TO FAMILIES or missINE, pEksoNs, CHILDREN. YOUTH
AND ADULTS.

FEES,

NO FEES CHARGED 10 FAMILY MEMPERS OF THE MISSING: NEGOTIAPLE FEE CHARGE

UNDER D:H.A., FOR SEMINARS 10 SCHOOLS 4Ny NssotimioNs. THE FEE IS WANED
IF TOE REOUESTIMG GROUP DOES NOT NAVE C. SHEET FOR SPEAYERS.
FUNDING;

THE AGENCY IS DEKNDENT ON PRIVATE DONATIONS AND CORFORATE GIFTS,

CHOOSING 1401 10 SOLICIT GOVERNMENT SOURCES DUE TO FEDERAL REGULATIONS

WHICH KESIRIC1 A GOVERnmENT FUNDED AGENCY S ACCESS* TO LEGISLATORS AND
THE ABILITY TO LOWI. THE AGENCY DID RECEIVE PARTIAL FUNDING FROM A

GOVERNMENTAL SOURCE IN 1994 AND 1985 NUT DID NOT REAPPLY..
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5 ERflf IC E S
tot Ins

P.O. Box 26
Gibbsboro. NJ 08026

thkoleile Ihonum (609) 783-3101

Executive Duecier

STAMM
ONE FARA PROFESSIONAL PAID FART 1 ImE SA1.49

EIGHT VOLUNTEER STAFF

SERVICE DATA:

IN NUMBERS OF psnsaN5 (INCLuDIN6 LNILDAENI SERVED In AN, OF ThE THREE

MAIN PROGRAMS OFFERED: IT URVICES TO FAMILIES OF THE ODSSIOG; 21 ISSUE

SEMINARS - ADULTS, ";1 CHILUREN S SEMINARS tiNcLuDE5 TOUTVSI

SERVICE 1 - DIPFCT SERVICE TO A FAM1LF WITH A mIssING mnEln

1985 - 65 INDIVIDUALS

1984 - 250 INDIVIDUALS

SERVICE 2 - SEMINARS AND(OR SEMINAR MATERIAL OFFERED IN AN AAPECT 3F THE

ISSUE OF MISSING PERSONS; THESE SEMINARS WERE FAOVIDED TO SCHOOLS,

BUSINESSES AND ASSOCIATIONS.

198! - 2175 INDIVIDUALS

1984 - 1195 INDIVIDUALS

SERVICE THREE - SEMINARS DIRECTED IN CHILDREN, AGES 7-1: AND YOUTH mOCS

17-18, WITH APPROPRIATE MATERIAL. TNEF1 SEMINARS OFFERED IN A TRI COUNTY

AREA ONLY, USING TRAINED VOLUNTEERS WHO ARE SCREENED PRIOR ZO TRAINING.

1985 - 750 CHILDREN AND YOUIN

1984 -

TOTAL uni's DF SERVICE PROVIDED -

1985 - :890 INDIVIDUAL UNITS

1984 - 144'; INDIVIDUAL UNITS

UARVFLICATED COUNT

YEARLY AGENC1 PUDGET SINCE ITS INCEPTION IA MARCH OF 1987 HAS BEEN LESS

THAN S10000.00. Ic86 IS THE FIRST YEW; WITHOUT A PARTIAL 61.A01 FROM THE

GOVERNMENT: BUDGET TO DATE IS LESS TITAN 14500.00.

ANY OTHER AGENCY INFORMAT/ON CAN PE ONTAINCO PI CALLINA StPVICTS FOR THE

MISSING, INC. e.09.7,r_:1,1

SO
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Missing children
'Continued from paw 5)
of the Name on the very loops
that ate supposedly fighting the
Problan. particularly 11 regard
to then use of inflated statistics.
Recv..n.ly, several states. in.
eluding New Jersey. have

ordered local ;whet depart.
MMUS 10 accept missing persons
reports as soon u they're Med,
instead of r i,...ring a 24-hour
waiting perk., make cert is
the victim it indeed. misting
The rulnig, slam with vastly in.

proved national net...whine or
misshig persons report& has in.
crewed the numbers: in .044.
more than 13 nuttiest naming
persons reports were file.-.

Yet. according to the National
Center for Moths es Exploited
Children. 55 percent of th: miss.
ing persons turned up within 24

bouts 6( the initial report. ln
Oman County: which boasts
New Remy** mod expansive
missmg persons program. 600
innoing person reports were rii .
ed in WM. but just 20 are still
open, and most of them are
runaways. not abductees.

1-ook said Thoman."theres
no way in the world fm going
so trivislize the problem of ob-
dunces and parental abductiom.
In fact. I think dues where we
should be addressing mod of
our attention ith tin* we
looked into the problems at
home and found out why so
many children are leaving and
winding up in the streets, in
places like Atlantic City.

"But you have all of this panic
information like this stufl that
50.000 kids are stolen by
strangers 'every year. It's
disgusting to see that kind of
report because it's not true. The
best figure wecancome up with
is that about 500 kids we Anoka
by strangers every mar7

A spoltesoutn for the National
Center for Misting & Exploited
Children put the figure dome to
4.000 children. but uid it might
be a high as 20000. One pro.
blein 4s reporting these
statistics. mid the spokesman. I.
that often parents fail to notify
authorities when the child
returns,

Thonum believes the figures
have been intentionally inflated
by miming children organize.
Mons in order to solicit more
business. 'They use a fmure like
50.000 kids year because they
know it's the only way a parent
will write OUI a check for ten or
fifteen dollara they mare
them of an imminent danaer,
that thereh a Pervert behind
every mailbox7

"Overkillr askedlark Brogan.
chief warrant officer of Ocean
County's Commiuion ort Ex.
plaited lk Missing Children.
"Perhaps there's been OITA of
that, but it's worth it. Without
sensationalinnt YOu don't Start
addressing a situation theth a
major problem in the world. les
a sad commentary, but 1 don't
think you can sensationalise
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David Hall, Editor
Aithotry ii.Compba Managing Eibinr
ChuckGreet Editsnal Pew &low
Sue 7. Smith. Amonew Edna,
William It Ifumby &war E.Aa.v

Our missing.children
TU GOvERNmerit a pseudo.
Xprolgenv tan sometimes be-
comes sheave, simply by divert-
Ingsocielyis resources away from
reallitoblertu.

Sachlithe cue with tbe
ClakIrep`.! lark *MO has

:grutly eagigerated the danger of
ebudiert . being kidnapped by
strangers, while virtually ignoring

the reafineedeof children exploit-
dispiles end young.

BerSW/16 ste rugiatvlys.
,Eatimitet. ,of the Mtaibcr of

cbStiren lidert err the streets
have dropped &artistically in re.
cent months, from SOO to fewer
thsW00. largely the result of
sr:lav egfltJvo ipc4 pot.tated

ln Illet
rePort Oen dalibnel exposure bY

r ecat. CBS News tustIcast, re.
*salad that BS.percept of the 1.5

.=Tglcbgaritetal Yklers
larfiliftrTiarrayrrha
liasIt U aihe'relOthani 5 Per-
cent were anatebedwp by parents
tirdiYeree-cirtit.., My Cann.

retw a U.S. senatdr is:planning
tfi look Into tbe controversy. lie
Intends to detennine the degree
to whicrthe Inflated staltstks on
abdUcted Children 'have discour-
aged aBemPti to deal with what
may be a moie kerious and vrtle.

spread problem the abuse of
children by nonotrangers.

Sen. Mitch McConnell of Ken.
lucky, one of lhe leading emigres-
atonal advocates of children's
rights, has scheduled a Juvenile
Justice subcommittee hearing in
Louisville in two weeks. A later
hearing may take place in Wash.
ington.

We hope the proceedings will
help focus public attention on the
problems of runaways, who often
end up In a Irightening no-man's
land*between home, where they
may face physical, sexual or psy-
chological abuse from their par-
ents. and the streets, where they
may be ulmitaily erpiniteo by so-

. clety's misfits. .
The congressional investigation

could well result in a change of
direction st the National Center
for Missing and Exploited Oa
dren: which was founded at the
height of the national outcry cud
has since concentrated on ow
specter of stranger abductions.
The inquiry also should hell!
determine whether iunds given to
the center Ind ether such agen-
cies have been well-spent.

On a deeper level, McConnell's
questioning could engender Sonic
healthy skepticism about esti
.mates in general, and crime
statistics in particular.

s
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Sensationalizing the lost children
By Lynn Woo
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die issue of missing childrro became
fund in the public imagination not by
animas or patentalabductivers but by a
genes of aigic episodes &a began in

In May of thee year annyessold Ema
Pea. On his mu to school. disappeared
eff the lama of Now York Cory. There
was no ammo note. and no clue neve
found. Newspopea al ova the annum
anicd the stay. Tiro months rater the
police in Adants discovered the body of
lanteen-yeasuld Edema Hope Smith.
the rust of the Adana Clad Madam's
menty-eighappareet victims. Ma bar-
na would continue for cwo yam, iota
the west of Wayne P. Wdlianis. in June
of 1961. The following month sin yeas-
old Adam Wahh &appeared ban the
toy department of a Sean Rana in Hol-
lywood. Florida. After a highly publi-
cized two-week monhunsthe largest
in South Flotidab Ithearyparce found
the lit& boyb head doming in a canal in
Vero Bach-

In Ocaober of 1961 Paula Hawkins,
Florida's fast-year Republican senator
and the chairman of the Subcommittee
on Investigations and General Omni&
of the Senate Carrirninee on Labor and
Human RelinniteS, convened the fest of
a series of congressional hearingi on
missing chiral:It. Hawkins invited John
Walsh, Adam's rather. and Julie Pats.
Eau's mothet to testify. I. ha opening
ailment Hawkins aid, -v& simply do
not know how many children &appear
Awn their families each yea Tbe esti-
mates me as high as 1.8 million children
per yea" John Werth said 'Tifty thou-
sand diadem &appear annually and are
abducted (by annual for reasons of
foul play." Both statistics have been
cited repeatedly Offs the years in con-
gressional testimony and in press re.
peru

Where did the numbers come lane
Hawkins's statement st the 1931 bean
ings was prepared by the subtended.
teeb chief counsel. Jay Howell. Howell
says he pt the sonitic "1.3 to 1.8 mil-
lion" front the Deportment of Health
and Human Services (NHS). But se-
cording to Michsel Ambrose. the dime.
tor of the division of the department
which manages the runaway- end home-
less-youth program, it's possible that
someone said that over the phone, but it
ma nem an official sosition of die de-
pennant.' Ambeose soya that the figure
the denominate uses now is 'more than a
million." The 50,000 abductions cited
by Walsh is a guesstimate. According to

Ana mes

Walsh's testimony, be arrived at the
number 'after contacting and speaking
with" apresentothes of aild-And ota-
n isodem mound the country. The Feel-
ers! &UM of Investigation cannot con-
firm Wahhb estimate. I. 1985 ea FBI
investigated only fifty-Us instances of
children abducted by strangers. (The
n umber inveatiened by the Bateau in
1961 was thirry-fivai

lbo audits conducted lam If= aft
cangessional bearings seem to bear out
the animate eked by Hawkins thst 1.8
aillies children disappear annually.
The fiat is a reaew of assorted local
data. issued in 1981 by the Deparanent
of Health and Homan Services, which
concludes that there are 11553114
runswaythomelem youths an many in
the U.S.' (The deportment defines
"homeless youths" as "dime who have
n e parental or suivoitute fater or insti-
tutional home.") '1 he sscord is a survey
conducod in 1983 by Richard). Calla.
vita inn sociologist sr the Deriversity of
Rhode Island au Louis Harris mod As-
sociates which mama that es many as
626,600 children a yaw ate snatched by
one of their patents. Taken weedier.
these remora father yield a .thal of
toughly 1.8 million.

Although tbe numberof moneys and
homeless children indicated by the
MIS study is disturbing. these children
tend to be older than abducted
(FBI figures indicate chit 90 percent of
them are at kiss thirteen). sod tbas diey
ate presumably hem equipped to cage
core of themselves. Moreover, ie is
rang to think of the "tunamsr compo-
nent of this category either ea sienna-
nendy lost a es all lost at she sane time.
Most runaways mann, and do so rather
quickly. William Tama the enautiee
director of the American Youth Work
Center. in Washington, D.C. esarriacts
that at least half ar eft runaways are roo-
ting easeskids who squabble with
their parents, five with ei friend for a de
or two, and then go home. A midi con-
ducted in Califotnia in 1964 suggests
that about 50 percent dill runinaYs re-
turn to their [undies ex guardians eithin
a week and that 97 percent do a within
a month. The lionsticiaaildten wbo
do not remenase. of aura, aunt for
Knows concern. 'Dui: ranks Include the
dace percent of runaways who stay awry
longer than a month; 'throwaways."
whose want or guardians forced them
to leave; children fleeing fOlifl Care:
and adolescents discharged front resi-
dential schools and psychiatric hospitals.

How natty sack chilthen them ste at am
given Can reinains a matte: of sp.:curi-
um.

Children abducted by a parent tend tu
be rely youngtoo yOUng. in most
ales. 10 inn the tekphone and call for
alp. Again, no one really knows how
twin such kidnainiinlin Oreur. The 1983
study by Richud Gene, and the Harm
Poll was bead on interviews inch 3.745
adults notionwide. Of thew respendenn
rety-fi,e reported "personal involve-
ment in ao incident of (parentall child
utaching in the previous II months."
The Gellefillarris Saidy appbed that
aft toilse ll1.5 million households m
the :bated Sates in 1981 and projected
that if an average et fro s households are
Unshed a esch episode of child snatch.
int then one should expect 313.000
such episodes a year. Richard Genes
sates in his report on dm study, pub.
raked in the Auguu. 1964, hen& al
Man istr al of Family. that if "the least
amber of households that an be ir..
volved is two . then the highest manta
of .,,mentel child snatching is 626.000."
Parental abductions me a seams Nub-
ian, but it is difficult to credit numbers
a high es those. Genes himself uys.
Vat flOra thereat word, the study is only
the fint word. I dont make much out of
OM 'sundaes& Ws not a definitne inci-
dent stud/.

The third and by far the smallest
poop of missing children is the one that
has received almost all al the attendoin
Ante abducted by armlets. The FBl
ithatigata fewer eha a hundred such
stsductions every yen Skeptics think
dist da Fel% numbers are prober* low,
for two ressams. They argue that some
police depertmenn fail to report all ab-
shallows goshe FBI. and that the FRrs
Afinitiou Man abduction is too .

Itt defeat of the FBI's st ss i ss ics
opokesmorifor the Bureau. William
Carte& ear, 'Any reputable police dc.
partroan aid contact us." Moreover, he
tolys. what defines an abduction as such
if "area,/ bale." Foe esarnpk. he nays.
if a young gid is grabbed. thrown into
tbe baba. and molested. some people
Mudd all ir an abduction, but it seems

..orawe pat" to call it a tape. Thafs Row
we woad ciesiify it." Even if the FBI's
inkonation is incomplete, the si ide dis-
c...aunty between the fifty-sit kidnap-
pings that the Aurelia investigated lass
year and the estimates in the tens of
thousands Do forward by Walsh land
edam) nukes those estimates difficult
to accept.
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Mr. Kim& Mr. Walker.
Mr. WAIXER. My name is Gaylord Walker, and I am the director

of public affairs for the National Child Safety Council (NCSC). I
also serve as a member of the board of directors end executive sec-
retary for the National Association of Missing Children Organiza-
tions (NAMCO) of which the National Child Safety Council was a
founding member.

NCSC is a 30-year-old 501(cX3) State and Federal tax-exempt
charitable organization with over 100 full-time employees. NMC
serves over 7,000 communities each year, working with police and
sheriff departments to provide quality safety education and preven-
tion programs for school children. NCSC is the oldest and largest
organization in the world dedicated entirely to the safety of chil-
dren. We first addressed the issue of missing children some 30
years ago.

I would like to take this opportunity to introduce Mr. H.R. Wil-
kinson, the president and founder of the National Child Safety
Council, who was recently referred to as the father of child safety.

Mr. Krum& Thank you very much. We welcome Mr. Wilkinson
here this morning.

Mr. WAIXICR. NAMCO was formed in early February 1986 and
presently has 18 members with at least 20 more applications pend-

inthe members of NAMCO are those agencies that have been and
are truly this Nation's first line of defense against the tragedy of
nxissing children. For example, our officers have 9, 10 and 11 full-
time years of experience in this field. Each was touched personallyby this tie y.

I would like to deviate here for a minute and say one of theI
have included in the written testimony the requirements for mem-
bership in NAMCO, and I would like to make a part of the spoken
record here we agree totally with Mr. Clark in that efforts have to
be done by both the private organizations and by the State attor-
neys general and other law enforcement agencies to drive the fly-
by-nights and profiteers from this area.

For many years prior to the passage of the Missing Children's
Assistant Act, they worked with law enforcement to actively search
for and locate missing children, provided counseling and support to
the parents of missing children, provided counseling to located chil-
dren and their families, and conducted public awareness, education
and prevention programs. Many maintained and manned 800
phones across the country for sighting and information calls.

Many of these agencies provided files and data and systems to
the National Center, and they continue to do so today. The Nation-
al Center found this information to be very useful in setting up its
own procedures and systems and continues to do so today.

Today, some things have changed, thanks certainly in part to the
leadership of this subcommittee and its chairman. Our statistics
are becoming more reliable, but nonetheless missing, vulnerable
and at risk. -We now understand that parental abductions are far
more frequem, than abductions by unknown persons, yet dangerous
to the child. Today we also know that a majority of abductions by
non-family members are not reflected in our national statistic&

64-575 0 - 87 - 4
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During the 2 years since the enactment of this legislation, it ap-
pears that almost all of the emphasis has been placed on law en
forcemeat. Section 404(bX2XA) lists.agencies to be aided as follows:
local and State governments, public and private nonprofits and in-
dividuals. One must assume that the priorities were mandated in
the order mentioned, not as a mandate that all were equally impor-
tant. A perfect example of this is the myriad of proposed legislation
which I believe is now before this subcommittee dealing with the
issue of State clearinghouses. While there are presently several
States with well fimctioning clearinghouses operating without Fed-
eral funds, there still remains the question as to the necessity for a
clearing house in each State. These bills also mandate education
and prevention programs. This is something that is already being
done by the police, sheriffs, State police, and schools in conjunction
with the private nonprofits. With all that needs to be done, the last
thing we need to do is duplicate efforts.

I would like to point out a general misconception that is spelled
out in propooed Hit. 604. In section 241(5) "State and local law en-
forcement agencies can work with the Department of Justice's Na-
tional Clearinghouse for Missing and Exploited Children." The
NCMEC is a private, 501(cX3) tax-exempt, charitable not-for-profit
organization operating under a coqperative agreement with the
Justice Department In section X1XG) of H.R. 604, this pro-
posed legislation mandates that "to qualify for the grant for any
fiscal year under this part, a State &all work with the National
Center for Missing and Exploited Children." We question the pro-
priety of giving any private organization fiscal control over law en-
forcement agencies. One should study carefully whether the $2 mil-
lion a year proposed in H.R. 604 could not be better used, at least
in part, to 12rovide funds for the private nonprofit organizations.

The problem of missing and exploited children is not only a law
enforcement problem, nor is it only a social problem. It will take
the combined efforts of both sectors to effectively combat this Da%
tional tragedy. The grants envisioned by Congress to strengthen
private volunteer organizations in their restive efforts to serve
missing children are among the most important in any strategy to
reduce the problem, espedelly with regard to abducta children. If
our efforts begin with law enforcement, we begin too late. We begin
to iate for those children who tragi.cally will never be found or re-
united with their families. We begin too late for those who are the
victims of foul play. The damage has been done. Even for those
who are found and reunited, the emotional damage will likely
remain with them for the rest of their lives. For those, too, we
begin too late if law enforcement is our starting point. We must do
more than search and retrieval.

In section 406 of the act, Congress specifically authorized grants
and contracts with public agencies or private nonprofit organize-

section 406(b), Congress y instructed that priority be
tions for research, demonstration rojects, or service programs. In

given to applicants who possessed demonstrated ability in locating
missing children and reuniting them with their families, providing
other services to missing children and their families, conducting re-
search relating to missing children, or utilizing volunteer assist-
ance.

a9
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Congress envisioned grants to private group, utilizing their
skills and experience, which it was hoped would keep damage from
occurring in the first place. We, the nonprofits, have in place com-
munity education and awareness programs which inform and edu-
cate children without frightening them. These programs have been
expanded and improved continually without any Federal assist-
ance.

In section 406, the law also recognizes the importance of develop-
ing treatment for those who are abducted or exploited.

Families need assistance both during the period of disappearance
and after the child is recovered. The trauma for the child kidnaped
by a stranger can last a lifetime.

But children are also emotionally victimized by snatehings car-
ried out by, estranged parents, a point often overlooked. It is simply
not enough to find them and send them home as if nothing Inas
happened. Many of our organizations have hands-on experience in
some or all of these areas which, after appropriate testing and eval-
uation, could be replicated nationally with little additional federal
cost.

Mr. Chairman, there are many more things right than wrong
with our new Federal initiative regarding missing and exploited
children. The legislation developed in 1984 is excellent.

The program, as I mentioned earlier, appears to have been heavi-
ly prioritized towards law enforcement. While we continue to
strengthen law enforcement, the time has come to ilimot more at-
tention and funds to the authorities that are ttipulated in section
406.

As a result of a grant made to the Institute for Nonprofit Organi-
zation Management [INPOM], the private nonprofits have bad
available to them excellent training sessions.

In additlm, grants ranging from $3,000 to $25,000 will be made
to qualified agencies. This should be considered a starting point,
not the end of assistance to the private nonprofits.

The creation of the National Center may lave been necessary be-
cause of the special skills and services required.

However, establishing the NCMEC as a 501(cX3) charitable orga-
nization follows an all too frequent, and, we feel, dangerous pat-
tern.

The Federal Government has created several charitable nonprof-
it organizations ever the past few years. These Federal charities
are funded with Government money, and often have several gov-
ernment staff people assigned to liaison, supervise and work with
each organization.

This creates the illusion of less Government, but is this really
the case? Our Federal Government has seen fit to enter the char-
ities field, providing these Federal nonprofits with quasi-govern-
mental and quasi-law enforcement authority, and then demanding
these agencies compete with private charitable organizations for
the limited number of dollars available in the nonprofit market-
place.

Very often, these federally funded charities, with all of their
built-in advantages, are required to compete for dollars against the
very organizations they were founded to aid and assist

100
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In our form of Government, it is impossible to have the Govern-
wont involved without having politics play a role.

This could lead to people being appointed to positions of author-
ity and responsibility not because of the charitable purpose but for
political reasons; 501(cX34) is mandeeted by law to be nonpolitical.
Thus concerns for governmental charities, and the illusion that is
generated by their creation.

In the future, we could encourage the Congress and other
branches of Federal Government to explore the existing private
nonprofits who may have necessary capabilities already in place,
and could expand their services with much smaller Federal grants
than would be required to start a new agency.

If it is determined that a new agency is needed, we feel that this
new agency's activities should be limited by law to the specific pur-
pose for which it was created.

For example, a drug agency need not expand into the area of
missing children; a crime prevention agency need not grow into
water safety; and a missing children's organization need not
expand into general home or school safety, such as drugs, bicycle
safety, whatever.

We do not need more duplication of effort.
In closing, I would rike to say that our movement is filled with

people who are totally committed. Many involved have been
touched by the tragedy personally. Beliefs and dedication are the
normnot the exception.

These people deal daily with tragedies that most people are not
even aware of. They are more overworked, more overwhelmed,
more overloaded and more underfunded than they were prior to
the passage of the Missing Children's Assistance Act 2 years ago.

In short, the private nonprofits are in worse shape today than
when the legislation CM enacted.

Yet, we will continue to serve the children and parents of this
country. We were doing so before Federal involvement, and will
continue should Federal interest wane.

But we could sem* el much more effectively if given more oppor-
tunities to work :with this Feder41 program, as we believe Congress
intended.

We have experience and skills that no other service providers
possess and we are anxieus to share them. There is much to be
done, end only by all sectors working together can we attain that
ronnuon goal for which all of us are working, to preserve and pro-
tect our Nation's greatest resourceour children.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Gaylord T. Walker followel
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PIUIPARHD STATILMENT OF Gavt.oltn T. W4LEVE6 NATIONAL CHILD SAFINT COUNINL.,
JACIDOON, MI

MR. CHAIRMAN and Mensbers of the Subcommittee, my name is Gaylord
Walker and I am the Director of Public Mfairs for the National Child Safety Council
(NCSC). I also serve as a member of the Soled of Directors and Executive Secretary
for the National Association of Missing Children Organizations (NAMCO) of which
the National Child Safety Council Was 4 founding member.

NCSC is a 30 year old 501(4(3) state and federal tax exempt charitable
organization with over 100 fUll time employees. NCSC serves over 7,000
communities each year, working with police and sheriff departments to provide
quality safety education and prevention programs for school children. NCSC is
the oldest and largest organization in the world dedicated entirely to the safety
of children. We first addressed the issue of Missing children some 30 years ago.

NAMCO was formed in early February of 1988, and presently has eighteen
(18) members with at least twenty (20) More applications pending.

The members of NAMCO are those agencies that have been and are truly
this nation's first line of defense against the tragedy of missing children. For
example, our officers have 9, 10 and 11 full time years of experience in this field.
Each was touched personally by this tregedy.

For many years prior to the paatiage of the Missing Children's Assistance
Act, they worked with law enforcement to actively search for and locate missing
children; provided counseling end support to the parents of missing children; provided
counseling to located children and their families; and conducted public awareness,
education and prevention programs. Many Maintained and manned 800 phones acrom
the country for sighting and information calls.

Many of these agencies provided files and data and systems to the National
Center and they continue to do so today. The National Center found this information
to be very useful in setting tip its own procedures and systems and continues to
do so today.

Today, some things have changed, thanks certainly in part to the leadership
of this subcommittee and its chairman. Our statistics are becoming more reliable.
We now know that the overwhelming majority of missing children are runaways

but nonetheless missing, vulnerable and at risk. We now understand that parental
abductions are far more frequent than abductions by unknown persons, yet dangerous
to the child. Today, we also imow that 6 maJority of abductions by non-family
members ire not reflected In our *tonal stetistics.

During the two years since the enactment of this legislation, it appears
that almost all of the emphasis has been placed on law enforcement. Section
404(bX2XA) lists agencies to be aided 45 follows: ' and state governments,
public and private nonprofits and individuals. One rr ume that the priorities
were mandated in the order mentioned, not as a in, .! that all were equally
important. A perfect example of this is tne myriad of ,eroposed legislation which
I believe is now before this subcommittee dealing with the issue of state
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clearinghouses. While there are presently several states with well functioning
clearinghouses operating without federal funds, there still remains the question
as to the necessity for a clearinghouse in each state. These bills also mandate
education and prevention programs. This is something that is already being done
by the police, sheriffs, state police, and schools in conjunction with the private
nonprofits. With all that needs to be done, the last thing we need to do is duplicateefforts.

I would like to point out a general misconception that is spelled out inproposed HR 604. In section 241(5) "State and local law enforcement agencies
can work with the Department of Justice's National Clearinghouse for Missing
and Exploited Children." The 14CMEC is a private, 501(c)(3) tax-exempt, charitable
not-for-profit organi ation operatiti under a cooperative agreement with the Justice
Department. In sec'lon 423(bX1)(0 of HR 604, this proposed legislation mandates
that "to qualify for a grant for any fiscal year under this part, a state shall work
with the National Center for Missing and exploited Children." We question the
propriety of giving any private organization fiscal control aver law enforcement
agencies. One should study carefully whether the two million dollars a year proposed
in HR 604 could not be better used, at least in part, to provide funds for the private
nonprofit organizations.

The problem of Missing and exploited children is not only a law enforcement
problem, nor is it only a soehl problem. It will take the combined efforts of both
sectors to effectively combat this national tragedy. The grants envisioned by
Congress to strengthen private volunteer organizations in their respective efforts
to serve missing children are furlong the most important in any strategy to reduce
the problem, especially witlt regard to abducted children. If our efforts begin with
law enforcement, we begin too late. We begin too late for those children who tragically
will never be found or reunited with their families. We begin too late for those
who are the victims of foul play. The daMage has been done. Even for those who
are found and reunited, the emotionol damage will likely remain with them for
the rest of their lives. For those, too, we begin too late if law enforcement is
our starting point. We must do more than search and retrieval.

In section 406 of the Aet, Congress specifically authorized grants and
contracts with public agencies or private nonp.-ofit organizations for research,
demonstration projects, or service programs. In section 406(b), Congress specifically
instructed that priority be given to applicants who possessed demonstrated ability
bk locating missing children and reuniting them with their families, providing other
services to missing children and their families, conducting research relating to
missing children, or utilizing volunteer assistance.

Congress envisioned grants to private groups, utilizing their skills and
experience, which it was hoped would keep damage from occurring in the firstplace. We, the nonprofits have, in place community education and awareness
programs which inform and educate children without frightening them. These
programs have been expanded and iMproved continually without any federalassistance.
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In section 406, the law also recognizes the importance of developing
treatment for those who are abducted or exploited. Families need assistance both
during NM period of disappearance and after the child is recovered. The trauma
for the child kidnapped by a stranger can last a lifetime. But children are also
emotionally victimized by snatchingi carried out by estranged parents, a point
often oVerlooked. It is simply not enoagh to find them and send them home as
if riothhgt hat happened. Many of our organizations have hands-on experience in
some or 011 of these areas which, after appropriate testing and evaluation, could
be replicated hationally with little additional federal cost.

Mr. Chairman, there are many more things right than wrong with our
new feneral initiative regarding missing and exploited children. The legislation
developed in 1984 is excellent. The program, as I mentioned earlier, appears to
have been heavily prioritized towards law enforcement. While we continue to
strengthek law enforcement, the time has come to direct rnore attention and funds
to the authorities that are stipulated in section 406.

As a result of a grant made to the Institute for Nonprofit Organization
Manage Ment (INPOM), the private nonprofits have had available to them excellent
training Sessions. In addition, grants ranging from $3,000 - $25,000 will be made
to qualified Agencies. This should be considered a starting point, not the end of
assistance to the private nonprofits.

The Creation of the National Center may have been necessary because
of the %peel& skills and services required. However, establishing the NCMBC as

S0l(cX3) charitable organization follows an all too frequent, and, wa feel+ dangerouspattern. The federal government has created several charitable nonprofit
organirAtions over the past few years. These federal charities are funded with
government money, and often have several government staff people assigned to
liaison. APervise and work with each orgardzatiOn. This creates the illusion of
less government, but is this really the ease? Our federal government has seen
fit to enter the charities field, providiag these federal nonprofits with
quasi-governmental and quasi-law enforcement authority, and then demanding
these agencies compete with private charitable organizations for the limited number
of dollars available in the nonprofit market place. Very often, these federally
funded therities, with all of their built-in sdvantages, are required to compete
ton dollars against the very organizations they were founded to aid and assist.

IS our form of government, it is impossible to have the government involved
without Paving politics play a role. This could lead to people being appointed to
positions of authority and responsibility not because of the charitable purpose but
fon political reasons. 501(c)(3)'s are mandated b3 law to be non-political. Thus
our concerns for governmental charities, and the illusion that is generated by their
creation.
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In the More, *A would encourage the Cauvress and other branches of federal
government to eSplOre the existing private nonprofits who may have necessary
copabilities elreAdy in place, and could eXpend their services with much smaller
federal pants thins *on ld be required to start A new agency. V It is determined
that a new egencY IS needed, we feel thak this new agency's activities should be
limited by le* to the Specific purpose for which it was created. Por example, a
drug agency eved net Wand into the area Of Missing children; a crime preventioe
agency need not poW into water safety; and a missing children's organization need
not expand into general home or school safety. We do not need more duplicationof effort.

In 'IaIng t WOUld like to say that MO Movement is filled with people who
are totally committed. Many involved have been touched by the tragedy personally.
Beliefs and dediCetien are the norm - not the exception. These people deal daily
with tragedies that moat people are not even aware of. They are more overworked,
more overettlehne4 More overloaded and More underfunded than they were prior
to the pastege of the Olise Ing Children's assistence Act, two years ago.
In short, the private notiprofits are in worse shape today than when the Legislation
was enacted.

Yet, we WM Corltinue to serve the children and parents of this country.
We were doing 20 before federal involvement, end will continue should federalinterest wens. *it We could serve so Mitch more effectively if given more
opPortonitieS to Work with this federal program, as we believe Congress Intended.
We have eXperieilCe and alas that no other service providers possess and we are
anxious to enure there. There is much to be doee, and only by all sectors working
together can we attain thet common goal for Which all of us are working, to preserve
and protect MO nittion's peatest resOurCe Mu' children.

lbenk You.
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Mr. Knots: Thin* yot; very much.
Our next witness, Mrs: Ann D Conine.
Mrs. Comm Good afternoon, Chairman Kildee and membete

the committee. I am honored to testify today before this committee.
On February 10, 1984, my 10-year-old son Kevin disappeered

from a street corner in San Francisco (see attachment I). ImMedi-
ately our world was turned upside down.

It is the most incomprehensible feeling to think that sweetie
would kidnap your child from under your nose. We have 8 other
children and they were also completely devastated.

It has been a long, bard struggle to get to where we are todaY-
Everyone is functioning well and going on with their livee, butthere will be a void in our family until Kevin is home with oe
again.

As soon a I we made a report to the San Francisco Police Deperte
ment we found out what happens to most families in these kinds a
cases. Kevin wee considemd an automatic runaway.

We were very active in our school and church and the family
was well known. Anyone who knew the Collins family told thepolice we were a stable, hap y, loving family. Kevin's grades were
improved and none of the children ever had a record of miming
away.

Even so, 7 days after his disappearance, the police were atill
asking our other children, where might Kevin hide in Goldee Clete
Park? It wee so frustrating! I knew within an hour of his &up,
pearance that something was terribly wrong, but I could notconvey this to the detectives on his case.

We were appalled to learn that in June, 4 months after the die,
appearance, two detectives were assigned to conduct a menual
search of a card Me containing the records of 2,700 registered stn6
offenders. This took them 5 weeks of their time.

With all the problems we encountered, we still feel we were one
of the lucky families. The community gave us wondertid suppert,
and Kevin got a phenomenal amount of publicityhe was even ots
the cover of Newsweek magazine, March 19, 1984 (see attachment
ID.

Within 1 month of Kevin's abduction a psychologist came foe,
ward to offer his services to our family. We could not have mede It
without his supportbut what of families who don't get this sup-
port from their community, friends and family?

They are left to struggle on their own. We immediately begae to
hear from other families who had children missing for years. 'they
wanted to know if we could help publicize their children's miming
status as we had Nevin.

Because of our frustrations 'with the San Francisco Police De-
partment, and our concern for other families, we formed the Kevie
Collins Foundation for Missing Children in May of 1984.

Very soon we began to learn how hard a policeman's job is. Moot
communities are strapped for moneythe resources available to
one detective are few or nil.

As an ezample, the detective on our case said one automobile
had to be shared by three detectives, and there were few tape re-
corders, many not working.
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It is ridiculous to think that one politeman can solve a case of
this magnitude with so few resources. in 1tevin's case the police de-
partment received thousands of leads and had to follow up on each
one as best they could.

In many cases the child is moved out of the local jurisdiction and
he/she is probably in another city or State, Many have been locat-ed out of State.

Local officers maintain files on local convicted criminal& Very
few are computerized. It is unreasonable to think that a local
police officer can run a county search, a statewide Pet->xch or an
interstate search. It would be tremendouely expensive r each city
to computerize their records and place thew online.

Within a few days we wondered, why %Ilan% the FBI doing some-thing? It is a normal reaction for an/ family in such a situation.
There are approximately 8,000 FBI agenta in the United States

to investigate all types of crimee. It is unteasonable to believe thatthe FBI can assist m so many kidnaping wees.
This brings me to the problem of statistics. In a 1983 report, (see

attachment III) the FBI reported 68 oireea which they conclusively
determined that kidnaping existed. This doesn't say anything about
the hundreds of cases where foul play wits discerned but could not
be proven, or the thousands of cases whate an abduction was sus-
pected, as in Kevin's case, but could not be proem. Just 88!

I would like to pause here for a IDOItihnt and ask you to look
around the room. When I came in I counted 110 people here. Pic-
ture what would happen if each ofyou Wat9 suddenly plucked fromthis room. Do you think you would be the only victim of this
crime? You have families, friends and communities who would be
horrified by such an act, and whose livee would all be irreverthly
changed-

Have you ever been robbed or mugged, had jewelry or your
wallet stolen? Think what it must be like to bate your child taken!
Even if it were true that 68 were confirmed missing in 1983, how
could ime say only 68? Not all things can be measured in numbersalone.

What are the reasons that good statistiM are so hard to come by?
One reason is because children who are kidnaped, missing for 1
day, 1 week, up to months and years, and tare eventually found
murdered, are dropped from the mining category when found.

Children who are taken for under 24 hours to be molested, or
worse, do not show up as abducted or kiansped. This is a true kid-
naping by the definition of the law. Who speaks for these childrenand their families and the trauma they /save suffered? As one
mother of a murdered child said to me. Ann, my son is missing to
me forever.

Fortunately, in the last couple of yeare some verifiable statistics
have appears&

In 1983, Canada reported 282 stranger abductions of juveniles 17
and under (see attachment IV). Excluded in this figure are those
children who are known to be kidnved, Aether recovered or mur-
dered. Kidnaped and abducted are different categories in Canadianlaw.
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In 1984, Jacksonville, rt., and H011stOn, TX, together reported211 kidnaimgs and 58 atteropte by non-family members (see at-tachment V).
In 1985, the State of Illinois reports 1,819 children and 1? mise-ing under *consstances indiestting foul-play, involuntarily miming,and reported kidnaped or abducted (see attechment VD.All of this leads to why we need comprehensive clearinghouses in

each State. Let me define what I WW1 by clearinghouse, because
we have fogad that pwple have very different ideas as to what is
meant by miming children cleeringhouse.

What we do not need is another group which is goig to dista-
ute picturee or flyers of misting children. We also feel that the pri-mary of a clearinghouee is not to peasively catalog missingchildren wee, but to facilitste investigative analysis of molesters,
abductors, end murderers of our children.

A clearieghouse should actieely aid local. State, and Federal lawenforcement in these very difficult 0044314 particularly ones in
which inteeimisdictional issues are involved.

Missing ellkadren is a famike problem *het requires a law enforce-ment solution.
Computer systems such as Illinois' I-Search, which at this pointrepresents the current stated-the-art tratking system, can collectdata 0/1 miseleg children and suspects, artelize and compare that

information with data on known convicted child murderers, kid-
napers, and molesters and effect more efficient and speedy recoveries.

Currently, we do not have a clearinghouse in Californiel, a State
which appetite to have one of the highest misting children rates in
this COUAtly. Our Jaw enforcement personnel are still doing tedi-
mis, inefficient and time-consuming manual watches of previoue of-fender records.

Without an active computerized system like that in Illinois, it
will be impoesible to improve a pitifully low recovery rate of Miter-ing children. Currently we ere sponsoring assembly bill 2'191,which would.

The Northern California Juvenile ()Meete, (see attachment VII)the Departzeent ef Justice, Violent Crwee Division, many sheriffsassociations and the department of corrections support the state-wide autornized, investigative Missing Children's InformationCenter.
These are proactive solutions that are wetted for the recovery

and .revention of the abduction of children by atrangers.
The Arntritrnn Missing Children's Foundation (formerly theKevin Collies Foundation for Missing Children) is now working

with 46 families of children abducted by nonfamily members.Over the last 2 years we have been involved with seven short-
term recoveries, and on July 10, 1986, Itristoplier Michael Siegel,(see attachment VIII), a boy missing from his mother for 6 years,was recovered in Bangor, ME.

This was ont of our most involved meek and we spent manyhundreds of hours on it. But tris found himself by telling his bestfriend that be wee a kidnaped child and that his abductor would goto jail if an'one found out.
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The friend. told his godfather who was a policeman. He looked
into the case and now Kris is home with his mother in southern
California.

The abductor was a former babysitter. A psychologist from the
University of California, San Francisco, and myself had the oppor-
tunity to fly dowa to meet Kris and his mother.

It confirmed eomething that we had always thought would
happen on Kevin's return to his family. There is no such a thing as
a happy ending in these cases. The best that can be said is that it
is a happy beginning.

What is in store for this family? Is it possible to just pick up the
pieces and go on as if nothing had happened? Of course not/ This
family will need a great deal of counseling to be integrated back
into a family unit.

In August 1984 our family WAS fortunate to be invited to a semi-
nar for families of missing children in Rochester, NY. This had not
been done before. Families were brought together to play, discuss
common problems and frustrations and to learn how others dealt.

I feel this was the timing point for our family, particularly for
the children. They had the opportunity to meet other children who
also had a sibling missing. They realized they were not the only
ones in the world with this problem.

We saw families who had their children missing for many years
who could not discuss their child without breaking down. They
were still in the early stages of grief. They had not had the kind of
support we were fortunate enough to receive.

The point I would like to make here is that practically nothing
has been done in furthering our understanding of psychological
consequences and its effects on these families.

What is it /ike to go on for months, years, not knowing if your
child is alive or dead? It is particularly hard for the siblings of
missing children. They feel abandoned by their parents and un-
loved in some cases.

We have seen cases where the parents just give up and move be-
cause they can't deal with their loss. I called a policeman to get the
picture of a boy missing from Washington State. He said the family
was in a precarious mental state and would disappear for months
at a time. If he found their son he couldn't locate them!

In another case in Sonoma County, CA, I called to get the picture
of a girl missing over 4 years. I asked the officer to contact the
family on my behalf. He called in a few days to tell me the family
didn't want to release her pictureevery time they did it would set
the younger son back again.

These are just a couple of esamples of the problems these fami-
lies face. They need help at the time of disappearance, over the
long term waiting and in the event of recoverespecially then.

The family unit has changed because of the tragedy, and the
missing child also is a very different psrson from what he/she was
at the time of the abduction.

There continues to be a pressing need for research on returned
abductees to find out much more than we currently know about
the kind of people who abduct children and for what purposes.
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We feet that this kind of information would be very useful in
helping law enforcement in dealing with both investigation and
conviction in future cases.

Psychological consequences is an established priority. It has been
over a year since the final program priorities btave been set by Ju-
venile Justice. We are appalled by the delay in this most important
area of counseling and research as it is related to missing children
and their families.

Thank you.
Mr. Ku.nEE. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ann D. Collils follows]
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American Missing Children's foundation
eenewly die genie Mies Ismadease hellieWeg gams

STATEMENT OF ANN DEASY COLLINS, CO-PRESIDENT,

AMERICAN MISSING CHILDREN'S FOUNDATION

Gcce morning Chairnan Kilda@ end members of the committee. I m
honored to testify today before this coumittee.

On February 10, 1984 oy ten year old son kevin disappeared from
a street corner in San Francisco. (see attathment I) Iamediately
our world was turned upside down. It is the most incomprehensible
feeling to think that 00000 ne would kidnap your child from under
your nose. We have ight other children and they were also com-
pletely devastated. Lt has been long, hard struggle to get to
where we ere today. Every one is functioning well and going on
with their lives, but there will be a void in out family until
gevio is hone with us again.

AA soon es we made a report to the San Francisco Police Departnent
ye found Out what happens to most families in these kinds of cases.
Revio was considered en automatic "runaway". We were very ettlfe
1:2 our school and church and the family was yell known. Anyone wh,"
knew the Collins family told the polite we were a stable, happy,
loving family. Kevin's grades were improved and none of tne child-
ren aver had a record of running sway. Eves so, seven days after
his disappearance, the police were still asking our other children
"inhere might Kevin hide in Golden Cate Park:" It was so fruatrat-
lug: I knew within an hour of his disappearence that something
was terribly wrong, but I could not convey this to the detectives
on hi. case.

We 'lead appalled to learn that in June, four months after the dia-
appeerance, two detectives were assigned to conduct a manual saorch
of a card file containing the records of 2700 registered sex offend-
ers. This took them five weeks of their time.

With all the problems we encountered, we still feel we were One
of the Lucky families. The ennaunity save ye wonderful support,
and Kevin got a phenomenal aeount of publicityhe was even on
the cover of V k negation*, March 19, 1964. (see attachment /I)Within mouth of Kevin's abduction a paychaloglat case forward to
offer his services to our featly. lie could Oct have made it with-
out his support...bet what of families who don't get this support
from their community, friends end family/ They are left to strug-
gle go their own. We immediately began to %ear from other families
who bad children sassing for years. They wanted to know if we
could help publicise their children's missing status as we had Kevin.

Pa Box 590471 Sao Francisco, CA. 9419,), 415463-6333
BOO-435-7538 (ha Caltfotria), 800-272-00,2 (R0 other states)
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8 f our f ions with the Son Francisco Police De-
, and our concern for other families, we formed The

Kevin Collins-Foundation for Hissing Children in May of 1984.
Very soon we began to learn how bard policeman's job is. Most

ities are strapped for moneythe resources available to
one detective ere few or nil. As an example, the detective on
our case said one automobile bad to be shared by three detectives,
end there were few tape dddd many not working. It is ridi-
oleos to think that one poll aaaaa can solve a case of this agni-
tude with so few ream aaaaa . In lievin's case the Police Departuent
received th da of leads and bad to follow up on each one as
besb, they could In many 00000 the child is moved out of the local
jurisdiction and heishe is probably in another tiny or state. Many
have been located out of o .

Local officers maintain files on local convicted criminals. Very
few are computerised. It is ble to think that local
police officer can run a 00000 y search, a statewide search or an
aaaaaaa te search. It would be tremendously expensive for each
city to computerise their records ond place thee cn-line.

Within a few days we wondered, "why wasn't the ft: doing something?"
It is a normal reaction for any family in such a situation. There
are approximately 8000 FDI aa in the United Snates to inves-
tigate all crimes. It is ble to beleive that the PSI can
assist in so many kidnapping cases This brings me to the problem
of statistics. In 1983 report, (see attachment III) the 781 re-
ported 68 bleb they conclusively determined that k aaaaa p-
Lag existed. This doesn't say anything about the hundreds of
where foul play was di d but could not be proven, or the thou-
sands of where an abduction was suspected, as in Kevin's case,
but could not be proven. Just 681

/ would like to pause bete for a 000000 and ask ycu to look around
the room. When I came in 2 d people here. Picture what
would happen if each of you were suddenly plucked from this room?
Do you think yon would be the only victim of this crime? lou have
familics,iriends and c 0000000 ies who would be horrified by such an
act, nd whoee lives would all be irreversibly changed. Have you
ever bees robbed or mugged, had jewelry or your wallet stolen?
Think what it must be like to hove your child taken! Even if it
were true that 68 were confirmed missing in 1983, bow could one
say 0111.1 887 lot all things can be 00000 red in =unbars alone.

Whet are the reasons that good statistics are ao hard to come
by? Ofte 000000 la because children who .re kidnapped, missing
for day, week, up to months and years, and are eventually
found murdered, are dropped from the issing category when found.
Children who are takes for under 24 hours to be cclested, or worse,
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do mot show up as abducted or kidoappod. This is a true kidnap-
ping by the definition of the Imo. Viso speaks for these children
and their faeilies ,and the creams, the; have suffered? As one
ottles of a murdered child *cid Co me, 'Ann, my son is missing tose f

Yr. ***** tely, in the last couple of years sone verifiable statistics
hews appeared:

in 1983, Canada reported 282 strehaer abductions of juveniles 17and cadet. (see attaciseent 19) txcluesel in this figure are those
children who are known to be kidnapped, whether recovered Or mur-dered. Widnapped and Abducted are different categories in Canadianley/

In 1984, Jacksonville, Florida sm4 Wollaston, Texas together report-
ed 211 kidasppings and 58 attempt. by too-family embers. (seeattachment V)

In 1985, the State of Illinois repOrts 2,319 children 17 and
under missing under circuestancea'ludicating foul-play, invol-
untarily missing, and reported kidaepped or abducted. (see attach.sent VI)

All of this leads to why re need cOmprettensive clearinghouses ineach state. Let me define what I mean by clearinghouse, because
we have found that people have very different ideas as to chat is

by missing children clearinghouse's. What we do not need is
another group which is going to dietribute pictures or flyers ofm ***** s children. We also feel Chet the primary value of a clear-inghouse is not to passively catelog miessims children cases. but
to facilitate investigative analysis of eolestors, abductors andmord f our children. A clearinghouse should actively aid lo-
cal, state aud federal law enforceMent in these very difficult

. particularly ones in which ioterjurisdictional issues areinvolved. hissing children is a Cosily problem that requires a law
enforcement solution.

Computer systems such as Illinois' I-Sesirch , which at this pointrep he f the &re tracking system, can col-
lect data on issing children and suspects, analyse and compere
that inf ttttt ion with data on knotoo convicted child murderers, kid-
nappers, nd molastors end effect more efficient and speedy revov-cries. C ly. we do not have clearinghouse in California,

state which appears to have one of the highest missing childrenrates in the country. Our law enforcement p I are still
doing tedious, inefficient end time consuning manual searches of
p'evious offender ttttt ds. Without an ac:ive computerized systemlike that in Illinois, it will be isspossible to improve piti-fully low recovery rate of %Lasing children- Currently we are
sponsoring Assembly Dill 2791, which would. The Northern Calif-
ornia Juvenile Officers, (see attachment VII) the Department of
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Justice, Violent Crises Division, many Sheriffs Association* end
the Department of Corrections support the statewide utonized, in-
vestigative Millais; Children's laureation Center. These are pro-
active solutions that are eeeee tial for the recovery and preven-
tion of the abduction of children by strangers.

The American Missing Children's Foundation, (formerly the Kevin
Collins Foundation for hissing Children) is now workiv4 with forty-
six families of children abducted by non-family embers. Over the
last two years we hew* teen involved with bort term eeeee -
arias and on July 10, 1986, Kristopher Michael Siegel, (see attach-
!gent VIII), a boy eisaing fro. his other for six Years was re-covtred in Bangor, Heine. This wall one of our most involved
and we anent many hundreds of hours on it. But Kris found himself
by telling his best friend that he was a kidnapped child and that
his abductor would go to jail if anyone found out. The friend told
his Godfather who %es 11 poi! . He looked into the case and now
Kris is home with his gather in Southern California. Tha abductor
was a former babyeltter. A psychologist from the University of
California, San Fraticisco and myself had the opportunity to fly
down to meat Kris and bi0 other. It confirmed something that we
had always thought would happen on Kevin's r eeeee to our family.
There is no such a thing as "happy" ending in Chafe cases. The
best that can he said la that it Is a "happy beginning". What is
in for this family? Is it possible to just pick up the pieces
and go' on as if nothing had happened? Of course not" This family
will need a great deal of ling to be integrated back into a
family unit.

In August of 1984 our family was fortunate to be invited to see.-
inn% for felonies of Biasing Children in Bochester, I.Y. Ibis bad
not been dope before. families were brought toKetber to play, dis-
cuss c eeeee problems and frustrations and to learn bow others dealt.
I feel this was the turning point for our family, particularly for
the children. They bad the opportunity to sect other children who
also had Sibling issing. They realized they were not the only
ones in the world with this promlem. They were not freaks. We
saw families who had tbeir children missing for many years who
could not discuss their child without breaking down. They were
still in the early tages of grief. They bad not lied the kind of
support we were fotunate enough to receive.

The point I would Hite Co ake here is that practically nothing
has been done in furthering our understanding of psychological
coaseeuencee and its effects on these families. What La it liketo go on for month., years, not knowing if your child Is alive ordead? It is particularly bard for the siblings of massing child-
rap. They feel abendOcted by their parents and unloved in some

. We have seen cases where the parents just give up and movebecou,e they can't deal with their loss. I called a policeman to
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get the picture of e hoy missing frost Vashington State tie said

the family was in it precarious oentel %tate sod would disappear
for months at ar time. If he foond their sou he couldn't locate
them! /it another taco in Sonon County, California, I called to
get the picture of e girl missiog over four years. I asked the
officer to contact the family ots my Oshalf. He called in a fee
days to tell me the family didn't want to release her picture--
everytima they did it would sat the founder son back again. These
Art Just S couple of examples of tha problems these families face.
They need help at thelime of disappearance, over the long term
waiting and in the event of recovery,,especially then. The family
unit Ilaa changed because of the tradpody end the missing child Also
is a very different person from whet Ps/she was at the time of the
abductiot.There continues to he pressing seed for aaaaa rch on
returned abeincteas to find out uch Pore tha2 we currently know
about the kind of people vho abduct Children and for mhat purposes.
We feel that this-kind of inforastion would be very useful in help-
ing law enforcement is dealing ith both investigation and conVic
tions in f aaaaa cases.

Psychological Consequences is Aa established priority. It has been
over a year since the final program priorities have been set by
Juvenile Justice. Ve are appalled by rho delay in this moot is-
portant ares of counseling and researCh aS it related to missing
children and their families. Thank lots!
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1982 and 1983 (throagh november 30, 35003)1

1981 853

1982 641

1983 (11 months) 873

Listed below are the number of cases which were deterrir

to be a violation of the Federal Kidnaping Statute and for which (

inTestigation vas conducted:

1982 220

2982 242

1983 264

The data on the number of investigated kidnapings where

it_waS clearly establish10..Itat..4442LiJiitucted is as
(2follows: 1711" 0 Fic c 4-4

19E1 Sm 7)37-O Affiler
35 A

1982
TVs Tye

r4"1:3e5--rol. 4 49 cl r c.c. se-ri:c:Ifc.r...1" #111: 3

jrifernrs-7L-11Yri**" reL /fir, 4A1a 67
'Praes-Tre-C-TheiPir 7ce---rWeg'0146."2414"

A review of kidnaping data for three years indicates

that a small percentage of the investigations conductel. by the

FBI involved a ransom demand:

1981 91

2982 81

2983 111

oThe Federal Kidnaping Statute necifically precludr,e._,

the FBI from investigating the abduction of a minor child by

either parent. If a child is taken by one of his/her parents,

8
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osohioNotiooe:

ft) AA froduAonto, 41,044 hot:out o trio reptsiontAiion thet girls
Ore doh/ tovestrthlo to hAdooppitut, ood/ot

t2) otkorlift co 0,0V ArvitotAmowlo, A roletisolY large proportion of oSAye of
Alto vietkov of W000ttko odd peauel ouseolt la bow.- reportod to
04thoeitted hf 40* iShil, or teen reported to the Parent by the child
Ptitortt,

)
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.1. Missing Children: A Statistics1 Overview
The kallowirg nadeks were condaktri from the0011 During Calendar Year 1965 a total ol 32.1134 incidents cd

UAW 'num The data is mooned gain Skim* en- nshsing penons under the ape of 21 was mooned. Of
'crow* agencies through apPrcuirmtely 1,100 remote thorn reports, 30,512 incidents represented juseniles age

LEADS terminals, and is makitaked hi e Wind dna bese 17 mid under.
in Springfield.

Oven 1
'whiled Children (CUM kr Ate Group

Osan 1 clearly shows that the bulk of missing Children
reported dung Calendar Year 1965 weft in the neearraY
prone yeen ol 14-17. More detailed statinics Ors report* of

ol April 1, 1965.through March 31.1966;11106161AW 4'ng.ing dsildren ant available korn the

knplemeneation ol revised entry coden Theta statinioh
dlcate the blowing

1,319 incidents of children age 17 or younger.
missing under ercumnances kodicedne hurl pia%
or that their disappawance Wks hridulitary Iesg
kidnapping or abductionl were reported.

96 Incidents of paternal daduction of children
age 17 or younger were reported, The hulk tithe
missing drachms were AMAMI under the LW
=teeter choemeances sentrown. k
logical to mesterei many, if not nmst. Vs
runaways, this would only be speculation. nee
Ohart 31.

33,1511 incidents a unsling children under the
ase of 21 were reported. Of those cases 32,3o4
or 97.6% were cleared (child recovered, located
returned home, arrested. !oiled deceased, est) .

12.010 Incidents of missing black children Under
the age of 21 were repotted versus 20,961 in.
ddents of whke children. The rate of reports ol
'rinsing biack children to the total population of
black children under 21 was approximately twice
that of whites. however both groups had virtually
identical clearance rates (973% for blacks yews
97.7% lot whited.

Generally. kmales are somewhat more likely
than males to be reported missing. although
males seem to be reported at youneer ages. (See
Chart 2.) Both male and female mining children
cases Ye cleared as virtually the same raw. (See
char 4.)

MA Mrs 1, 1966. there were 1.273 children reported
miser% undm the age of 21. Of those. 64 were cases
whom the child is missing because ol foul play or cit.
cuomanres indicating their disappearance was hooka.
larY (kidnapping, abSuction) or where they were in the
conipany of someone who is believed to pose an Im-
mediate danger to the child, There were also 47 aialw
rePods omens! abduction within the 1,273 cases.
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July 30, 1986

Aessemblyman Gray Davie
State Capital,
Sacramento, Go. 95814

ROlgylo:

District Attorney's
office, % Wing
70 w Bedding St.
San Jose, Ct, 95110

Dear ftr, DAvist

The Northern California Juvenile Officers Associa-
tion (PC/0A; ha* long atood Os an advocate for the
yosth of the StAte let CAlifOruis. We have great
concern for the Oiasiog end axplOited children in
this state and lev enforcement's inability to Ade -
400tely investigate cakes et this nature due to the
lack of 4 coattOL coordination effort at the state
level. AA Ov, the action proposed in AS 2191 AS a'
tep in the right directiot to filling the curret.t
void in information gathering and dispersion in
missing children tncanitgations.

You should Whom thAt 1.11 Oct., 1985, the Department
of Justice's oto Violent Crime Information System
Advisory Comasittee recOMmencled to the Attorney Gen-
eral that Pe ieplement program similar to that
proposed 10 48 2791. *0 support thnintent of AD
2791 in creating a ceIrtral resource for law
enforcement in Miaaing children investigations and
cresting AO automated Aystfun to adequately assess
the maguitode ot the sissiug children problem in
California, the procialms tor personnel to sour% in
the sisting thiydren'a information Center are espe-
cially important to ua.

What concerns ue dreatly is that there be suffi-
cient appropriations to implement the bill. Our
experience, in the past, hao been that when bills
which require specific actions be taken are given
insufficient funding lA the start-up phase, the
result lo thAt notbind happens. We feel that the
bill should incl%40 ernsgh appropriations to
include the necessary-personnel to implement tne
actions which are rvimp tenanted. To not do so
would encumber the DehOrtment of Justice's person-
nel who are a3.rea4Y overwhelmed with work with more
voric than they coOld pOssibly handle.
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ASUMBLIMAX GRAY DAVIS PAGIt TWO

We are willing to discuss these and Ob, Water:10 You loeY haus.
Please feel free-to contact 114 Gate. of this %boom address.

S1 arelY.

IZ4t L. &M1.h ein,
President

Senator David Roberti
President pro Tempore

Senator Barry Keene
Majority Leader

Senator Daniel Boatwright
Chairman, Senate Appropriations Costs,

Senator /Win Foram

Senator Alfred Alquist
Chairman, Senate Fiscal & Budget Cmtm,

Or. David Collins
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, .P4*4r.;

MISSING!
These Children Could Be Yours

Jose Antonio Kristopher
Lopez Lugo Michael Siegel
Nickname "Cheque"

D.O.B.12-1-71 D.O. 1-10-77
Brown HairBrown Eyes Brown ilaireBrowra Eyes

LAWMEN Aix 12,11144 LASTMEER AMMO 1002
OVAOALMARA MEXICO PEPIOLEIVI, MEOW

If you have any information on these children
CALL THE KEVIN COLLINS FOUNDATION at:

800.272.0012
or in California 800.438-1530
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Mr. linanoc. Mr. Doak Moss.
Mr. Bross. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank

you for the opportunity to speak to you today on the troubling and
complex issue of missing children, which I have been speaking and
writing about for the past year.

The Michigan Network of Runaway and Youth Services is a coa-
lition of 27 runaway programs across the State of Michigan. These
include a statewide toll-free runaway hotline, foster care programs
and rollaway shelters, which can provide short-term care for run-
aways for up to 14 days with parental pennission.

Not quite a year ago, the Network hired me to coordinate its
Missing Children Prevention and Information ProgramMcPIP for
shortfunded by a grant from the Department of Health and
Human Services.

Its broad objectives were to expand public awareness of the miss-
ing children issue, and to develop safety resources for young
people.

Thew were reasonable objectives in light of what we thought we
knew of the missing children problem a year ago.

Today, however, it is reasonable to ask whether further expan-
sion of tmblic awareness is even possille, since you can no longer
go to the mailbox or open a refrigerator without confronting the
face of a missing child.

It is also reasonable to ask whether new safety and prevention
programs are called for, since very effective ones were developed by
child sexual abuse experts over a decade ago, and the new ones fo-
cusing on abduction and "stranger danger" are dangerously mis-
leading to both children and parents.

It soon became apparent to me that there was indeed important
work to be done in clarifying public understanding of the issue of
missing children.

The irony is that the need for this work was in many ways cre-
ated and sustained by the very people whose honorable intention
was to prevent the horror of child abduction.

We frequently hear the complaint that stolen cars are investigat-
ed and registered more efficiently than stolen children.

It is a very effective analoa, for it seems to imply that we care
more about automobiles than kids. In fact, it implies no such thing.

When a car is missing, both its owner and the investigating
police officer can be reasonably certain the car did not decide to go
somewhere else.

Cars are inanimate objects. Children are not. Children are
human beings, with hearts and minds and emotions and opinions
and problems. When they are not where we expect them to be, cer-
tain questions need to be asked about where they may have gone
and why.

Logistically and practically speaking, it does not make sense to
reapond to a report of a missing child in the same way one re-
sponds to a missing car. It doesn't zrmn we care about the child
lees. It means that a case of a missing child is more complicated,
because human beings are more complicated than inanimate ob-
jects.
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If you need further evidence of that, consider the missing child
who chooses to be miesing bemuse he or she is being emotionally
or physically destroyed at home.

For many of our Nation's runaways, leaving homeand thus be-coming what some experts now quaintly refer to es "voluntary
missing"is an act of self-preeervation.

They are in dire need of hel , but the help they need is not
merely to be found and returned to their loving home. They don't
have a loving home to return to.

It is in no way my intention to downplay or trivialize the tragedyof children being abducted and murdaed by strangers. What I
hope to convey to you today is that this is one tiny facet of the
missing children problem. It is this one facet, however, which has
sparked an worm= national interest in missing children by legise
lators, corporations, and private voluntary organizations.

Many of the side effects of this interest have been detrimental tochildren and families. I am here today to argue for common sensein our national approach to reeolvhag the problem of missing chilsdren in all its aspects, and for much-needed cooperation between
the various prufetaionals equipped to deal with each of them.

The issue of miming children rote to public prominence very MI'
denly, and largely without benefit of established treatment modele
or competent research into the scope of the problem.

It restated in large part from our natural emotional response to
the tart-111e reality of Adam Walsh, Man Patz, Kenny Myers, andother eases of stranger abduction.

It was not a new concern. Parents have been warning their chil-dren to stay away from strangers for generations. It seemed newbecause suddenly we were being told that as many as 50,000 such
abductions were taking place each yearthree kidnapings by
strangers in each State of the Union every day.

The predictable news that this was not an accurate statistic led
to the familiar adage that "One abducted child is one too many,"
and therefore the numbers are irrelevant.

I couldn't agree more. One abducted and murdered child is amonumental tragedy. We shouldn't ignore it.
But how do we absolutely prevent it? Short of locking our chil-

dren indoors until they reach adulthood, there is no way to guaran,
tee that an abduction will not take place. Nor is there a guarantee
that lightning will not strike them, which is almost as likely a
PraeactLbecame apparent to me in gathering information and re.sources for my program was that there were a set of cultural
values underlyinf the public's newfound concern about stranger
abductions. And it appeared that these valued were inhibiting the
public's ability to understand other aspects of the miming children
usuespecifically, runaways and child sesuel abuse. They were
also obscuring some of the bailiCe of prevention theory.

In addition to its obvious emotional appeal, the issue of childrenbeing abducted by strangers focuses on a problem outside thehome.
In an ironic way, it offers reassurance that the monster is out

there somewhere, and that homes and families are the source of

12E3
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nurture and eafetywhich is, after all, what we all want the truth
to be.

The missing children movement, I fear, boo invited all to re-
enroll in the 1:/zzie and Varriet echool of problem-solving. That's
where you lam that good familia% do not have problemsat least
WSW that can't be solved in 00 minuteo .

flows end families are awed, eerturing institutions, and all we
have to do to keep them thet way, fa buy etronger locU for our
doors, and keep our kids from tellarg to strzogfera

Longstanding research IMO CAM weevil AIM" indicatee that
there le a eartain amount of wieblui thinkino going On here, We
know that new*, all child email abuse cases Involve a perpetrator
who is a friend, or relative, cit the *idler, not a

Interviewe with career pedophiles, comilitentlIlyt=te, that the
first thing a pedophile seeks to do, is befriend his potential victim,
and that the vietums of greateet potentisl are those who have not
found love, or nurturing at home,

In a recent away of runtiveyil by_tfr. 4.11A Iturgess, 73 percent of
the reenomients had been Oyu --ftUy beaten at home, and 41 per-
ceet cited this as a reason fer running 0.Wity. ThirtTgight Percent
of the boo, and 73 percent of the with reported ing sexually
abuseche the home.

Iii epite of all this, the missing chOdron movement continue to
focus all ilk dmiger of sitemigers. Preeention programs strive to
teach kids how to distinguieh etklorgers from trusted adulte end
hew t43 Waif" the hirce stronger* use in abducting children. They
stress the importance of ,,,rprieting ehildren so that when they
are abducted, and mur lerad, we will be ebb, to identify them prop-
erly. The, consietently equate eddy and protection with the dis-
trost of unfamiliar people.

Such campaigns represent a serious weak on the mental health
of our Nation's young people. 'rho leave children unequipped to
identify sexual abuse when it comes frees a trirsted adult, as it does
S6peresnt of the time.

They entoerege a sense cor feet AAA helplessness in children,
which is exactly the opposite of what they need, in order to keep
themselvee safe.

They needlessly inflate the noreml septiration anxieties of child-
hood, which way well lead to repreeeion, tether than communica-
tion of information about Annie.

In vont:rest to this, child emelt ebuse prevention programs, have
alwaYs emphasized the need to empower children to take responsi-
bility for their own safety, to truet their inner voice about things
like mappropriate touch, eed to talk about things that are bother-
ing_thera.

There is no need to Ones Omegans as a source of peril. The
child who has been empowered to identify and communicate abuse,
will de eo regardlnes of whether the Abuser is a friend or a strang-
er.

It seems abundantly evident to me that our overwhelming con-
cern about stranger abduttions Is groutIded in a desire to disem-
power yotteg peopleto treat them *a mindless oøseesionø in need
of Protectien from the world, rather then capable human beings in
need or entouragement and eanfidence.

19
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We have heard engh empty rhetoric Aout children being 'mu
Nation's most precioue reeonrce." Lees etart talking about the chil-
dren's precious resvurcee.---their curiosity and their capacity for
aelf-reliance.

Disenlpowerment is also a thecae in the iiiaairig children move
ment's Interest in runaways. As the poblie has e informedabout tbe tnie dimensione of the r0iNiAg children problemapecA-
tally, that over 90 percent of them are nnuiwaysmany missing
children organisatione have winterpreted thie aspect of the prob-
lens in order to bring it in line with the standard stranger-abduct
tion scenario.

Runaways, we are now fold, lenve home because of a lack of
proper diecipline, and are lured by the renvoce and excitement a
life on the street, much the way victim of abduetion are lured by
strangers.

A recent panel on missing and aaploited children recommended
to the Justace thist, in the name of protecting rim-
aways from the dangeta of atreet life, Statio laws be changed to
allow police agencies to seetirebr akftglit themthat is a polite way
of saying throw them in jail-

The panel didn't sag whet to do if the parents of the runawaye
don't want him or her back, which ss often the case. They didn't
say what to do if returning the child bores meant a return to
sexual abuse of the child by 0; went.

It doesn't take a lot of aaught to realise that locking these kide
up for their:protection" will ooly fester contempt for the joetice
system's 'nd'fference to their needs, as wall AS tatli 1111Collec1009 de-
pendency upon that system to /Wive their problems.

A runaway episode will not be reeol,ed until, the runaway has
been empowered with an effectlye etrateff, for coping with the
problems that Caused irim or beic to kirs.

Secure detention, by ittomatioug visoolaiion with serioue offend-
ers, more often teachee etategias fe,. surviving 011 the street. It
tiates an adversary reLatiiM1tip with societY that =Id become
lifelong.

The idea that jailing a runaway is, a form of child protection is
ludicrous. It isn't protection, it is punishinept In practice, it will be
tilled to punish younIt people simply for *lingno to abuse.

Once again, Mr. jatrinian, I would like to thank you for this
chance to alines my concern* about thls pe, leafing issue. I hope
that nothing I have said will appear to the anguish of the
parents of abducted children, or the work being done to locate
those children.

My goal is riot to eritioi?,e al,One IPA intentions, but to
illuminate some of the serious side effects I have witnessed in our
efforts to protect., rather than empower the Nation's children-

I would also like to wee the varioue players in the political game
that hss formed around thie iaeue-,--of which thie hearing is one
arenato put down their swords and cooperate.

I tun referring to the National Center for Missing and Exploited
Children, private voluntary organisations, child abuse prevention
Velidee, runaway programs, and law enforcement.

If we mean half of what we Ait, i4 our rhetoric, our goals are the
same. We want families to wo4. 'Are want children to be safe.

130
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The Ow bee OCOXIO to stop defending agendas and protecting
wit If one agency luta expertise in the investigation of abduct-loos
mid another I expertise in counseling the family of a runaway,
why ahould the two compete? It ia time to met aside post differ-
mom, listen to each other, mid learn from each other'a experience.

toot fog, at 4 public forum hi Brighton, WI, A yothig *COMA in
the audietice tilyoke Ansa her daughter, who bad recently awak,
etied ftOrti it nightmare eaVellaillg. The daughter had dreamed she
wee abducted. by a stranger. The mother pleaded posivnately to
the crowd to do something, so that the next generation did not
have to grow up with this kind of terror. I realised near the end of
her gotameAte that the something she wanted was an absolute end
to abduction,

In toy public education efforta over the past year, I have seen
that mother its ov ptivar$, audience. I share her position, her fear,
and her cotmem for her daughter's mental health.

/ want her to know that even though an end to abduction Amy
not he possible, an end to the terror is. I want all concerned pai.-
onto to aka Out the tint step toward ending our children's Welt,
mares is the acknowledgment that we have helped to create them.

rThe prepared statement of Doak /Noss follows:1



raSPARED STATEMSNT Of ADA0 ALMA, COOkAIWOOS, brkMaetrto ettftbit&i PASVEN-
Tim Ann IrnrogicalON etatialkete, Ii MOVISW: trkffiOtht Of MA:410.y AND
YoUTB Sasvicas

Nr. Chairman and meabetn of the cuanitsee, thao1c you fur the
Opportunity to speak to you today oA tne troohlin4 ond fcoPles
lasue of missing children, which I have bt,Oft epeakAng mad writing
about for the past yeor.

The Michigan Network of Sundway sb4 /cloth tetVicee lo a coalon
Of 27 runaway prograae *Crone the Atate ot 1'04k:igen. These
include a statewide toll-tree ronaWay hotline, totter care
programa and runaway aieltere, wbich rats prewl.de thoee tern care
tor runawaya fur up to 14 dAle with parental permiaaioh.

Out quite a year ago. the ketworls hired an tO coordinate Ica
Missing Children Prevention end Ibtorration eentA0--44tPIP tor
abort-- funded by 4 grant trots the, Departkanc ut flealth and Wuman
Services. Its broad Ohjectise0 Were to 01:106 puhlic awareness
or the missing children itosae, sad to develop safety resources
tor young people.

'Mesta were reasonable ObjectiVeo IA light e( what We thought we
Whew of the missing enildi.eft problea a yeor ago. Todoy. nowelroP,
it AA reasonable tO eelc whetner tostner eXparvion Of pnbliC
aWareness is even hossaible. Oince You can AO lettQot Ve to the
wailhox or open a refrigerotor without conifOnting the face of A
missing child. it ie also reesonable to AAA Whettler he% safetY
end prevention programa, are callog for, 41AO0 VarY efftetiVe ones
were developed by child sexual sbUse experts' over A decade ago.
and the new ones focuSitig On abduction and °Ott-SAW danger' are
dangerously misleading to both children and pmrenta.

It soon became apparent to me that there was ihdeed loDortent
work to be done in clarifying public underateading of the issue
ot missing children. The 1,00y IA chat the need for thie work
was in many ways csoeted and oustoined by the very peoDle whose
honorable intention woo to prevent ale horror or chilq miduction..

We frequently hear the cooplaimt that stolen care are
Investigated and reglatered 00re SiYiniStttly than Stolen
children. it's a very effeatiVe AnallygV. for It Seems to imply
that we care more arout aUtoaobtlee tnan Nide. In fact, it
ioplies no such thing.

When a car is missing, both its 0041Or and the inveatioefin4
police officer can ne reatorobly certain tne t4s did not decide
to go somewhere else, Care are Inanimate objecte. Children
are not. Children are honer beinga, with hearte and minds and
confirms end opinion. ancl probleme. When they ASO 4ot WHere
we expect them to be, certain gneeticnos need t0 PO asked abodt
where they may have gone, and why. Loglac$0ally one practically
eheawing. it does not make eerose tO reohnne tO A report of 4
oiesing child in the 000 way one fespend0 to A 04154111Q Ser. It
doesn't mean we case about tne child leAa, tt Peabe tnet O ease
of a Sisoin2 child is note CobaliCsted. Pedan44 human beings are

1 ')
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Sore complicated thah Inaniamte Objects.

If yon need further evideuce a that. consider the missing child
mho chooses to be Miltaing Pecan,* be or she 10 being eneti.velly
or physically deatroyed At bofte. Vor many of out nation'e
ronaways, leaving hoae^^And thull bent/king what some experts
now quaintly refer to AO 0Voluntery Missing" -50 an act ofoelf-preservatiOh. the/ ere in dire heed of help. eat the hell)
they need is nor metal', to he feemd %Ad returned to their loVtog
hose. They don't haVe A loving base to return to.

It le in no way my ihteCtion to dcwoblay or trivielike the
tragedy of children being abducted almi murdered by steAhgers.
What I hope to Convey yoo today its that this; is on* tioy facet
Of the missing children pebbles. It AS this one facet, however.
Which has apariced an enormons national interest in hissiug
children by legislature, corporetiobe. And private voluntery
organizations. W44y Af the side effects of this interest have
peva 4etrimentel te childeeh and families. I's here today to,
rgUe for common sense in onr national approach to tteolving
the problem of Stating Children 14 all its aspects. And tor
Such-needed cooperation between the various professionals
equipped to deal with OaCh Of tries.

The issue of mievia4 children rove to public proeintAce very
auddenly. amd largall Oithout benefit of established treetseAt
Sodels or competent reeeseell lero the scope of the 14,00100.
rt resulted in large pet't from Obr natural enotiohal 'espouse to
the terrible reslitir Of Adam Wish, Atom Patz, Kehl* Myere, aud
other cases of strangef obductiou. /1 was not a haft concern.
Parents have beet 404rAA00 their children to stay 4WAY frO0
strangers for yerhAeA't100m. It gmta ineW because *w4de:11y we
were being told that AO many se 50.044 such abductions mere
taking place each IteAPvthree VidnePpings by strangers o each
state of the union every day.

l'he predictable 44aA that this Was not an accurate statistic led
to the tawnier 44ago that 40ne abducted child is one coo haat,"
WA therefore the Mashers are irt-alavebt. I cneldA't spree AoPe:
one Abducted anti AAA:Wed child ia a Monumental tragedy, Ma
shcAldn't ignore lt. Ont how do at AP0Olutely prevent it7 Short
of locking our children indoors until they reach adulthood., there
is AO way to guarantee that an abduction will hot tape place.
kor is there a gnetrAntee that lightning will not striVe them.
which is almost AA liVely a peoepect.

4hat became apparent to 5 t 10 gathering information and reeoArces
tor my program aaA tbet there Were A eet of cultural tisanes
Underlying the pliAliC010 bewfound concern about etrasIger
abductions. AA4 At appeared that theme values were inhibiting
the public's ability to Understand ocher aspects of 47e alasiOg
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ohileirem Mulaways ant; Chlld seArtal abuee.
They were eloo obscurihq twee of the basin% af preVeatio4 theory,

Irk Addition to Ite obviouo emotional appeal. tae temie of
ohildren helag ahdacted by saknagss focusee 00 4 tt0P144 outside
the home. %0 421 ironle mil?, it offers re4%aoreOre tPer the
koneter IA 'Out there" easewhere, sad that hooreS ahd fatigliea are
the eourca ot niirtare and sefety - -which iv, After ell, whAt we
all wont the tenth to he.

yhA asmmimg ogigirmn mgyeeent, I fear. hav lavited AO all to
re-earoll le the 0%xis And 5arriet school of ProbleAvlolviAg.
That's where yoO leers that good families AA pot hAem
Aroblens%-et ItaAt tioak that can't be solve lo VO AisiOteS. 00Wes
%AA famille0 are eAcred. aurturing institutloas, and ell *re naVe
t0 do by, keep, thee that way ia buy stronger lool4v Us' oat 400re
and Veep gar 1414A trots tAllarly to strangera.

tengetanding rt44AtCh into child sexual ahUrre indiCAtes thAt
there is A Gertela asoriint Of Vlabful thinkAag 90114 00 4ttA,
4A 11410V that atAply all 4413 ftesual abuSt AAA**, 1A001Vr A
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Mr. Krum. I thank you very much, Mr. Bloss.
Let me put thip question out, and you may all try to respond toit
As the various prevention efforts have been implemented, result-

ing in children's pictures being put on milk cartons, cereal boxes,
window posters, shopping bags, truck trailers, congressional mail
now, many pmple are increasingly concerned that these efforts
may be needlessly frightening children and parents.

Perhaps all of you could comment at what point in our efforts to
teach parents, and children, to avoid abductionat what point do
we begin to needlessly frighten both the children and the parents?

Mr. Clark, do you want to start? That may not be the right ques-
tion.

Mr. CLARK. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think the right answer is, I
don't believe we are unnecessarily frightening parents and/or chil-
dren, when you take a positive approach to education.

Posters, milk cartons, mailnatural gas bills in Arkansas have
pictures of missing children that come with itall of those things
are just in the form, as I interpret that as a statement of disap-
pearance, and it is a statement of concern, not a statement that
you are disappearing or will disappear. It is just a statement of
concern buttressed by so much other education.

What scares me significantly about this fieldand this is where I
have said the issue of promotion that concerns me by "profiteers,"
as the term was used by one of the members of the panelare
those who do come into a situation, such as I experience in my
State, and promote the fact that there are x number of missing
children from this State or this town, and when it is a total and
complete misrepresentation or colored iA the line of fear.

aaw a Program out of the State of Michigan that portrayed a
child cowering under the shadow of someone cloaked in a trench
coat, a caps and a hat, and that does great harm. But to say that
this Nation cares enough to otherwise indicate to children and par-
ents across the countrythis child is missing and we should care.

As I said, our experience is firsthand. I have been directly in-
volved with Nicole Bailey in Arkansas. Her picture was on a flyer
that fell out of a Family Circle magaziae. It was picked up by a 2-
year-old who wadded it up; and a 12-year-old saw it, and only be-
cause in a program where she had been taught that these are con-
cernanot that people are going to hurt you but there are con-
cerns about people who are missingand she looked at that pic-
ture.

Now, had that. picture not been in that magar4ne, Nicole Bailey
would still be Nicole Bailey in Little Rock, and not Brandy in
Topeka, and Sissy, their mother, wouldn't be hugging them tonight.

I don't think we have overstated or overreacted.
That is one of the reasons I like the coordinating effect of the

National Center, because frankly, that clearinghouse on education-
al information has been ;the molt positive, and I see that as, not
asking a 6-year-old to be able to function as a 26-year-old, but
saying to a 6-year-o1d, "We care. We care."

. KILDEE. Thank you.
Ms. Thoman.
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Ms. TisoreArr. I don't thinit we can negate the fact that it is very
difficult to ge anywhere in this country today without seeing a pho-
tograph of a missing child, magerines, refrigerators, atipboard
doors. I am not of the opinion that thitt bee necessarily led to an
overwhelming number of children being leeated or that the chil-
dren that the General talke about woula net have been located by
other efforts.

We join with many other agencies in flaying that photograph
projects have their place; hoWever, they need to be more rationally
used.

Dr. SpOck, a weft-known peychiatrist, hes said that this le not a
good thing to perpetzate on our children.

If we took theme same photograph project% Put them late the
bands of clerks in grocery stores, to mil carriers, not in the ou1 .
side came where you walk in tcy pick upyoar mail, provide Wen,-
ice training to the People who receive *No PhotcgraPhso taught
them what to look for, tell them what to do Nith the sighting or-
znationwe are a lot more likely beset' on Photographs that ere
disseminated and a lot lees likely tO frighten children with this
constant influx of photograph%

Abductors also see those photograPk0 that Ate cm greeeTY store
Walla, bogs, cereal boxes. If an abductor walks into a local grocery
store and sees the chOd that they abcluotek--a parental abduction
or a strangeron that wall, they Ate not going to come back to
their grocery store nest week.

In fact, they will probably move. Parental abductors move every
3 to 6 months. If we scare them off continually with mere and
more photographs, we are plug to have a lot harder time locating
them after they leave.

We have bed parent* come home who have abducted children
and said, "'give have moved 14 times in the last 35i years because
everywhere I went, I saw his picture on TV, in the grocery store."

It is happening. That is the reality ot what ie going on out there.
Mr. BLOW. Two points, Mr. Chairman,
One is that one e the biggest obstaclee that child sexual abuse

Prevention exPerte had to overcome wee the myth of the trench-
coated stranger at the edge of the parkbte lot WaS ahdUcting kids,
and the ubiiptitous pictures of children's tratsemg faces Pave gotten
the sense that they have suddenly had a reawakening of an aware-
ness of the trench-coated stranger.

The appearance, in general, of these fame everywhere lute cre-
ated this impression that there ía a huge number of abductors out
there, and skewed the perception of ch-U moat abuse in that way.

That is dangerous, I thinit. One of the met important things in a
parent dealing with a child about eafety in general is that it he
done in a nonthreatening wike, and although ever, Preirrani claims
to be nonthreatening, the very fact of havieg a missing child sit-
ting on the breakfast table with you robe the parent of the opportu-
nity to brims ue a discuesion of these isms Pith the child in a way
that is appropriate and not threatening.

It forces the parent to deal with it right there on the spot, be-
cause there is this picture that says 'taw*" and the child doee
not understand what that means. That IA inappropriate, elm

, 8
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Mrs. Comoro. I think it is unfortunate that so many pictures
have been put out and there is no designation on them as to wheth-
er they were parental cases, stranger abductions, and that led the
general public to believe that all th niasing children pictures they
saw were taken by strangers, and that is a shame, 1 think

On the other hand, first, Dr. Benjamin Spock is not a psychia-
trist, but a pediatrician, and it is important for families to train
their children:in safety. You train them in street safety, fire safety.

Another form of safety children have to be trained, inand we
spoke to many PTA's and many families, and I don't see an over-
whelming amount of children who are frightened by the pictures of
childiri. They are aware there is a problem, but 1 don't think they
are frightened.

Mr. Ku.w... Mr. Walker.
Mr. WAunra. Thank you very mlich.
The National Child Safety Council hes ly been involved in

putting out more pictures than anyone else, having done the gro-
cery sack program, milk carton program, as well as working with
the Gas Association, the National Center. And our feekag of the
members of the NAMCO is, very simply, as long as there is a need,
we will continue to get these pictures wherever we can.

We are very careful as to where thaw pictures are put. One ex-
ample is the milk cartons. When we initiated that pmgram in Jail-

1985, several people wanted to put the pictures of missing
dren on the side of the half pint milk cartons that go into the

school, and we objected and said it wasn't a good idea.
So, instead, we have a nonthreatening cacter called Safety

Pup that delivers 3 to 5 billion safety messages to children over a
period of a year, right into the orhools.

As you can see, you are getting different philosophies here, and
different ways to get _at the yolk, but I agree with Ms. Collins about
Dr. Spechwhe I bad the Mertimity, As several others have, to be
on some radio talk shows y. Psychiatrists are telling us abdu
tion or being ;out in a dangerous situation should be handled along
with every other child safety issue.

For example, you don't teach a child not to play with matches by
burning a house down, you go about it in a positive, nonthreaten-
ing way. This is the same way we are approaching the issue of ab-
duction.

One closing comment. Several children were, if you will,
screened and asked about their reaction to the pictures of missing
children. Quite a few came back and said, well, it is nice to know
the adults care about the kids. It is all in how you look at it, as to
whether we are scaring or helping. As far as NAMCO goes, we will
continue our efforts until there is no longer a need.

Mr. Kamm Thank you.
Just one other question before I turn to Mr. Tauke. Attorney

General Clark, you mentioned that in your State of Arkansas,
there are some organizations whose motivations are at least ques-
tionable. What can be done to make the public aware or in some
way control that problem? Is there anyone aware of any accredite-
lion-type systIm where people can know which groups at least
meet some minimum standards as to approach and motivation,
skill, expertise? Could you comment on that?
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Mr. CFA= I am not aware of any national accrediting organize-
tion and was asked that question jot a week ago by someone. I am
not sure it would be possible. I think the accrediting standards are
simply this, the law. 'The people who have run afoul ofmy office in
Ark.anses did so because they didn't register with the Secretary of
State se a charitable solicitor, a simple requirement, to follow the
law, well publicized, easily done. 'They used deceptive or misleading
cominents of a material ftct, which rs a violation of the Consumer
Protection Act in Arkansas. Anyone who is a private volunteer or-
ganization who wants to raise money for visaing children, follow
the law. If you do that, we have Ile problem

The enforcement aspect is this. As I &lid, I am pretty plain
spoken, Mr. Chairman, so when you see someonewhen you see on
the news at 6 and 10 o'clock saying these dirt bags are trying to
take advantage of your children, usually that has some lastieg
effect for a few daysin their solicitation Werft.

Second, when they hear a Mee tell them, yes, the State hee
proven that you have miarepresented a material fact, that you arefor profit when you said you were not for profit and you ACISV are
enjoined from doing le z"veas in Arkaesas permanently aad you
are fined ;10,000, that isieseage rings loud and clear, and I don't
have to say anything, that Is broufht home through the good
graces of media, print and electronic. It just mekes the giving
public, if you will, a little mace sensitive to the general statement
of, oh, let's help children. Because they ask more questions about
how are we going to help or in particular makes them more con-
cerned if the private voluntary organizations is a non-Arkansas
entity, and tt.at happens occasionally.

Mr. IQ:WM Anyone else have any comments?
Mr. WAI.M. I would like to comment, if I may, Mr. Chairman.
As I mentioned earlier, NANICO was reoeutly formed, in Pebru-

ary of this year, and we hove accepted 1S members, and we have, 1
think, 25, 00 more applicetions. That, as I otated earlier, is one of
the functions of NA.MCO. As you can tell, we haven't done a good
job of getting the word out, because of lack cf funds of NAMCO.
Vfe don't consider ourselves to be a catch-all or panacea to the
problem, but some of the thinp we will require of agencies before
they are allowed membership is they are approved as a section
501(cX3) organization, they must furnish us with copies of the State
license for every license they solicit and may not charge a fee to
the victim parents or to any relatim

A current financial statement and the guidelines and staedarde
estal3liahed for fundraiem administaative costs, will be those set
by the Philanthropic Mi/ory Service of the Better Business
Bureau. We require proof of activities, credtleility and expertise in
one of the following arewo ChEd searching or support of miesP3R,
exploited and recovered children and their families or other child
searching organizations. We require documentation, letters from
local, State or national officials and letters from law enforcemeet
agencies. We require a signed !statement no officer, board member,
employee, or volunteer has ever been convicted ofa crime against a
child, and they must agree to networking aad exchange of informa-
tion with other member organizations.
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These are the specific guidelines that have been set down for
NAMCO.

Mr. Krum. Thank you. Any other observations on that question,
or response?

Mr. Tauke.
Mr. Tame. Thank you, Mr, Chairman.
I thought this was a very enlightening panel, and I went to

thank each of you for your teetimony.
I wonder if we coulcl begin with a question relating to parental

abduction laws. I think, Mr. Clark, probably you are the one beet
able to speak to this issue, but my own observation is that one of
the problems we seem to have is the myriad of State laws often
times that are not easily matched from one State to the other re-
lating to dissolution of marriage and custody of children. IA there
any way we can do something to straighten out /30hle of this mess
re.Ung to thew custody lawe, epeciaIly when one parent is in one
State and the other is in another State? They go into different
court systems and so on. Is there any way we can straighten that
out?

Second, do you think that is a significant contributing factor to
some of the problems we have?

Mr. Cum. In enswer to your second question first, yes, it is a
significant contributing factor in guises.

In answer to your first question, no disrespect intended, but as a
mother said to me, "Shakespeare was right, we need to hill all
those lawyers." In this respect, I think what you find is this bodge-
podge of law, wUcularly with dissolution of marriage and custody
issues, even though we have uniform laws that can be helpful and
are helpful, has created some eigaificant problems.

Also I would say sometimes these problems are created by lock of
awareness or concern.

Mr. TAUS& IS there a Federal role in this area?
Mr. CLAR1K. Other then existing legislation of which I am aware,

I don't know, frankly. I do know that if you are talking about pa-
rental kidnapping, what I have seer that I think needs to be done,
or at least considered, is looking at some efforts by States that
have not defined kidnaping or not redefined it in 50 years, to revise
it that whole policy issue, because of the nature of society and the
dissolution of marriage on a frequent basis now. We didn't deal
with these problems a half century ago. Federal enactmett I am
not sure would be the answer, but a reevaluation of where we are
certainly is, simply bemuse, es I eaid, the adoption of most of those
public poliey statements 50 years ego, the concept of a family that
divorce was fairly foreign.

I think parental abductioni as well as other kidnaping dioram
a case I am familiar with in Kanaaa, these two children were taken
by neighbors, so technically the two people were charged with a
criminal offense and were convieted and are now doing thee in
Kansas but were not charged with kidnaping because an old kid
wiping statute provided you had to be taken by someone -who did
not know you. And since these people were known to the t-Aio girls,
they couldn't be charged with kdnapimg, they were charged with
interference of custody. Ar: eee some long-arm statutes aed ju-
risdictional issues where v enforce that frost. State te, State.
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Mr. TAU= Ary Other comments On that bastion?
Ma Taoism. it is important to realize there are three dif-

ferent types a family can suffer. One is intrastate, and our Federal
law is dimcult to implement on an intrastate parental abduction
basis; interstate, when a parent crosses the State line; and interna-
tional abduction, which has received little attention at all. A
mother has joined us today, Renee Berger, her children are pres-
ently in Israel, and we can do nothing to get them back. The
Have Convention doee not help us. There is no enforcement for
that tyw of abduction. The two existing Federal laws, the Uniform
Child Cuotody Jurisdiction Act and the Parental Kidnaping Pre-
vention Act would be helpful if we could train judges and attorneys
in the States how they apply in their traditional jurisdictions.

There is a pending law I am aware of, called the Federal Paren-
tal Kidnaping Deterrent Act. I am not sure what its status is at
this point. I feel parental abduction is one of the major things we
deal with in our agouc9. Until we reach a wat in our divorce laws
State by State that we are dealing in a m*-tion procees and not a
hostile attornerto-attorney with a mother and father, we an going
to have the problem of parental abduction. I think that is the start-
ing place, to train judges and attorneys how to deal with the laws
presently enacted in their states and to work toward changing this
hostile enyironment we create in separating families.

Something else that we haven't spoken to rarding parental ab-
duction ifs the fact there are no care programs for thfte children
when they come home. Many of them are gone for long, long peri-
ods of time. Most of them have their maim changed, their Mir
coloro changed, they move from place to place so often. When they
are located, it is almost as if the people who are in the field say,
"Well, we have locsted this child." It is important to remember
just because we have located them doesn't mean we are going to be
able to get the justice system to work in that particular State to
recover them and bring them back to their custodial guardian.
There may be a jurisdictional battle, all different kinds of things
that go on under the Federal law.

Mr. TAVEL That is what I was talking about. Do you run into
that quite a bit?

Ms. Thostarr. It is a difficult problem. We eee a great number of
parents who are typically fathers, who have fathered a child out of
wedlock, and the mother absconds with the child, and that leaves
the father with literally no protection under the law. It is a very
difficult issue also to deal with. It needs same attention. We feel
very stroney parental abduction is affecting a greater slumber of
young children than toy other abduction issue in our country.

These children will my/ up in dysfanctional family settings.
They will not be able to implement themselves in our society in
ways that will make it a positive impact on our society. They may
be the runaways we see in the next 11) to 1.5 years. '11hey are a
group that nee& and deeerves our immediate attention.

Mr. Taus& Any conunenta from anyone else on that issue?
U not, let me a* ape additional question. There is so many

things I could ask, but we do have time limitations. But in kind of
a sunimary statement from each of you, I would like to know if you

iwere n Congress and sitting on this committee, what would you do
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to, (4), change the law or change our t triding priorities or change
our bareeticracy that has been set up to administer this act?
Anyone can teart.

ML TeostAm. I can start. We have outlined 16 recommendations
in our written teeilmony. A lot of thought, a lot of dedication and a
lot of coring went into those recommendations. They ere not based
just on oar own agency. We speak for jparenta that are serve, we
speak for family members we serve, and we are aleo here to speak
for a lot of private voluntary organizations that have not had a
voice, Thosk recommendations we feel, if implemeeted, would make
a big atEference in helping, truly helping the families the act was
originally devigned to help.

We. Cowles. We feel good active clearinghoneea in States will
help to help law enforcement in the cases and bring forth real sta-
tistace in the eases-

Second, the psychological consequence to families is extremely
important, aed ow third issue is private volunteer organizations
who beim been working in the fields for years and are really out in
the trenchee doing the work, they have been left out, and I think
they need to be funded.

WAIX101. As I mentioned in my teetimony, we must provide
the support to the private nonprofits. Section 406 needs to be im-
plemented. Ifistory has shown us almost every important social
chenge thret has taken place in this country, if 114 the world, has
started ill the private nonprofit sector. It is important these private
noriprofite be given the opportunity to continue to provide services,
grow end eepand along with the federally fun4e4I activities. We
will submit a much more detailed :tot of recommendations in our

. final brief.
Mr. itatrite. Mr. Clark.
Mr. GNARL It would seem to me that further implementation

and growth of this act is tied, I think, hand in band with the co-
ordieating effect that comes from that National Center. The pri-
vet* nonprofits provide a significant part of wha happens in this
arta and, I concur, cannot do without that eereice. However, at
least in my role as the State's chief legal official and talking with
my counterpart!, that base or foundation of coordination which
*ale with traunng, which deals with support to private nonprofits,
which deels with information exchange, which deels with efforts in
leeielative reform, which deals with actual contact through the 63_11-free number and others, becomes primarily sencant for Ule
reaeon thet it gives us a direction and not just a tate effort on
a shelgun approach at resolving a very complee and important
issue in ow country.

TAA/SIC. Mr. Blocs.
Mr. )3Does. I would only say, I think, as someene representing

remove, eervice agencies, and someone who has the unique posi-
tion of someone trying to establish service linkage with the missing
children orgenizations, I have watched evolve over the past year an
unfortunete adversarial relationship I think between runaway
services aad missing children organizations, very regrettable, and
them 10 a lot of things impacting on that.

One, however, is the perception of people working in runaway
programs who are operating on a shoestring budget, who have not
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been able tn pcovide their staff with salary iltAreatilte for the past 3
or 4 years, wino an issue which is very emotionally wrenching,
like A.Utukted children, without a validation of the scope of the
problem becoming so easily funded and addreeeed while the issue
of ronnveYs, who in many ways addresses very deracult issues like
family dysfunction for the society to look at, I feel an obligation
here *a *nate the point again that we aren't doing enough for run-
asKos in this country,

Mr- Taves, Does the National Center provide any assistance tomove" looking at it from run. pespective7
Mr- Moss, latot in the sense of providing the services we provide.

I ZAMA, there ia a referral for us if we get calls from the parent of
an sbdocted tlilld, which occasionally come to our hotline. Usually
they 44Ale 10 WI after having already been to the National Center,
howaw, end basically are looking for one last, someone to talk to
on the line. There has been very little in the way of linkages bA-
tween the riational Center and our agency.

kr, Tama& Mr. Madman, thank you very mach-
150, gmigut, I ilumic you, Mr- Tante.
ON:, other ilnestion. We know of the importance of aftercare for

nine** youth and their familiea What Mad of aftercare is
needed for elidacted children and their families? The act authorizes
a study on ilia paychulogical consequences. What can we do ft/ im-
plement ttat, improfe that?

04011113.
Mts. COMORO. As I said, very little has been done in the past.

There hsveret been many studies on returned children, because
there base iyeen so few that have been studied, Gary Hewitt from
the Ceder tor Miming Children gave a report at the Chicago Con-
ferenoe, and I think 5ve children had been returned, one of them
having_been returned after 7 years, and that was stephen Stainer
from Merced, CA, and his family did not receive any bud of coun-selit any kind of help.

they need the support of a counselor to help them unite
together fis A family again. The child has gone through so much
trauttas end lie is an entirely different child than he was when he

end the Annily is also ent4rely afferent, tbe unit is different.
he ift coming heck to something different. As Asia in my tedium-
ny, it is not usually a happy ending because in most cases the chil-
dren ha*e been seaually and physically abused. So there just needsto be lot of support, and that is what we feel important.

Mr. Mmes. Moat often a family ie a unit that IAA common and
shares coannon experiences, whereas an abducted child h!;01 hAti an
experience the rest of the family sees and feels from a different
point of view, but certainly not the same p&int of view the abduct-
ed child htla That must create a real tension,a real problem after
that Witt is returned.

Mrs Couto. It is very difficult. In Stephen'f, eek*, he woe in a
setting *here he really sort of had freedom. They were living in asmall town, he and the abductor. And e was brout back into his
family. Them were four other siblings who WI been raised with
rides end lows IA A &wily setting to help them grow up to be re-
R11)031)1010 Mate, and Stephen had never had that because he hadbeen gone At I years, It creates a whole new Set of problems for
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the fatally. It is a tat& upheaval for the family E03 the child comes
hack, and a i4 *ell difficult to expect the child to come into the
femily setting tand just reunite into the family and act as the other

Me, Timosart, 'there are practical ccAcerns too. We had two chil-
dren apparently abducted, they ware gone for 14 months, located in
flolida 4114 brought back home. la diet pftiod of time, the medical
insurance had beea dropped and aft of the practical applications of
keying a obild raised in your home setting, in your family setting,
had kind of dismayed in their disaearanc . Within a week after
the child came home, one of them fell 01, there wee no insurance to
Wire care of that problem, they had moved to a smaller home, now
they have to move to a larger honie Just a lot of stress factors that
go into react ^

We have a ented approach to this whole issue, and all of US
On thie prowl, we have differences of opinion, I think we
would all agree the fragmentation Ma ultimately hurt everyone in-
volved, from the powers to be in Wilithilletan all the way down to
the little groups that operate around the country,

Mr, &mum Any other mellow*?
Mr, Wammt, V I may, Mr. Chairman, some members of NAMCO

do pivvide coainteling on a local aed/or regional basis, and others
mantle for counseling to be provided, and I had specific reference
to this earlier when I stated we de have sOrile programs in place
locally or regionally thet could be replicated on a national basis.

Tatagert. Mr. CheilInett, VA have used the term counseling,
aad that is a veal easy term to kind of bandy about in the role of
eupports flowever, it is importaet to remember that none of us who
wok in this field Alt required to meet arty kind of level of educe-
tion, which means that I could sit here and tell you I am a counsel-
or, I am eat a eonnaelor, I multi eay to my people that I deal with
oa a daily basis I am a counsel, I am apt.

It is All important point there should be same sort of an oversee-
ing body that says that if you are going to provide services on
behalf of the ask:stag, you will be trained in traditional ways to
deal with the problems you are going to be coming across. That is

importent point we have misoed in all the testimony that has
been presented today.

Mr. Ituote. M a former schoolteucher. / know that counseling is
only se good es the knowledge of the counselor and the sensitivity
of the coueselor. go I think that is why the importance of the au-
thoriration for the psychologicel study which we have in the 1984
bill is very important, We have til really know what the conse-
quences ere. And counselincis a dynamic profession, we are learn-
ing more and more about the human psyche, more and more about
specific problem of specific human beings. Study of the Psychelogi-

consequeneea are very important, so counselors will have that
knowledge, and kaow how to deal with the family and the victim of
that.

So I molly emphasize again the imPortance of that mandated
peychological study in that act, and I *ant to pursue that too with
the administrators of that.

Ms. Tawas. Could I make one mop, point?
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t feel them baye owe things left unsaid, and I want toOziske i I ciutet tiOnit tilers are very many people in the
etttitto Sold that &Wee Itle gMng that would say we don't need atrOttinnal Centet t aod Ep1ofted Children. What we areOtaviAlt 14 we do indeed, Isw4. A national effort, we need a nationalMa Iwo tor KArkitai olgtostetst kintio of services, from legal services
tcr COOAPelilla slerViAeet4 trAnniportetion services to places for par-
ente to stfty when 111*, tors evtmariog theirchildren.

Who* wa AA04 Vol 40 is $10004zats and reprioritize, not to elinu-
0440, and I *lost it in toc Ahtio tha0 is not what I am recommend-tAkf Via t 441A thia Aloft OA very many of us in the country
tbal would bs reocantastodiak yl,et kind of a move.

ThohlAYou,
Mr. goots, I sloos_t tiotot this panel very much. It has been

Isb WAWA f4nnl. We tRAIV bad some condoling and dissenting
viovis, same 4IITorent VitlfrA, /Ant is dear to me the one commonelenst iS J te 'so ors *ory interested and concerned withkhildnSA, That VI yen( INAfritAttt, ge want to thank you for yourtitt4ratasy.

Pa.r. gum. Ow lest eoasists of Mr. William Treanor, es-acativa clkeetor of vVe AtAkAit:Vs Youth Work Center; and Jeremy
Masgolis, tatpsdoe penalait er4t* of Illinois. Mr. John Walsh, who
haAt itstanosti to * "sore Ana turning, because of an emergency ifsAAt 41710 ta be how

Vetmor, you alty prom'.

KA/MIMS tst WILLIAM W, 'MANOR, ExsarnvE MEMO&
OfrAtICAN TOM WOW maga; AND MEW MARGOLIS,INERVC1011 0014104 01Alt OF ILLINOIS

Teeotnn, The* "Mu Mt. Chairman.
M. Cbaitraan, OlensbettS. tkis subcommittee, thank you for theopportimity teal tAAA, Ot1 the subject of runaway youth andAANIV CiliatAA Ott ti* itApiatmntation of the Missing Children's

AfisAistanCe Aoto
h would riots, l)tr. Mairolan, the Justice Vepartment testified

Vbilta tiiJtlg thati ore 4posa to ail views, yet notte of them saw fit toetoy fot the Mule eAt ploVtfl tbat inst concluded or to hear any Wei-
l:two that thy fliftereat tluaa what they have set out to do.

The Anseticen Itooth WAtA Ceuter is a national resource and ad-
voc,toy center. We saptely opilsiorAs on youth questions, not nieces-wog in a form tleaiok.4 to pjaaee, encourage, or console public a-

vid. especial inlatesta it\ the social welfate or criminal justice6elki, We have hs4 no !ave.:4MB that our work will result in fatV`etheral grants, WM- ilinonsent, or invitations to the WhiteRAW. I should Adil MO 004 we have succeeded in not meeting
those expostationa,

4ince I began ooe cot Os% tbstion's earliest programs for runawayMO, the C. Runaway Woos in 1968, 1 have been involved in
worlo to help NuInstntle 41144,tAA as hoth a direct service provider
toid A oational %/Meal*.

If Was my privilege lc )fitAes ken the propocar to Congress of boththo ktmaway Yout4 Act iA 3/11 and the Missing Children's in10t2,
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In evaluating the recoromemlatifts I will make today, it is essen-
tial ta grasp one WU:14 rAPP arAliey EAsppurt the Congress in its
View that MAMMY teenagers are no0 POI8Allig Children as defined in
section 40,1 of Public Law 9S-472. Tbat all-important section defini-
tion le listed below. Thole datmitions are comptiraMe with the FBI
definitions. They are also Davi in roy testimony, I won't bother to
read those either.

Pour times iLA the last 12 yew% Coogress has passed the Runaway
Youth Act by _virtually unartimorra votes. That companion bill to
the Miming Childreteg Aardatenee atatea "the problem of locat-
ing, detaining and retaining ronaway children should not be the
responarlyility of already overtordened polke departments and ju-
venile jug*. authoritim."

Clearly, the Department of lleelth end HAWAII Services and the
Justice Department's PRI both nowise that runaway juveniles
are different both in their charactomtke and in what constitutes
an appropriate law eafcircement revolve. 13ut that distinction does
not Wm tO be either mad' nor VAGlerstood by the Justice Depart-
ments Office of Juvenile Justice and Ito wholly owned and con-
trolled enbeidiary, the National Cantor on Missing and Exploited
Children,

While ttellage runaways are 1uloera13le ta AA unending list of
misfortunee, they are not truly raissiog tulle* an element of invol-
untary or deceitful conceahnent is presentand not just that inci-
dental to the commission of another crime, stAh as rape or robbery.

I tun going to akip throngh oine of WA. Mr. Chairman, when I
Brat proposed the Miwing Children'a Assistance Act, I envisioned a
modeat federally Sowed effort to operate a tuitional toll-free hot
lioe to aid in the recovery of truly miming children, principally
those 13 &I'd under. It would have Wen get up via a grant or con-
tract similar to that given by to the National Runaway
Switchboard under the Runaway I'otrth ARC

Let me just pause here d314 ATIAWO KAM points Mr. Tauke raised
this morning. I want to make 4 quick comparieon between the Chi-
cago Runaway Switchboard aod the l Stzeet operation of the Na-
tional Center.

The National Center TACOLVAA aotoething like 12,000 substantive
phone calls a year when you subtract the informational phone
calla, et cetera. If you take that number,15 percent of those 12,000
calla, Mr. Tauke, are more voluntary miming runaways. U you take
those 12,600 calls, drive it through Ohe Mg million budget, you get
a cost of m4 per phone cal, if you evelude the runaway calls, you
get A Cetit of well over $1,004 per telkplioue call handled by the Na-
tionAl Center.

By contraat, if you take the 200,000 plus phone calls from run-
aways and parents handled by the National Runaway Switchboard
in Mingo and you divide that through their federal grant of
1.5800060, you come up with An approximate coat per phone call of

Why the great difference? Chigario is losing volunteers. Chicago iS
more cottEds tent with mane of the )atiilosophies of your party than
perhaps is the National Center, wbo do not effectively vie volun-
teers. They use volunteers to haodle runaway cases, but they
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ratios to make refartala Of Wee eases% despite what Yea heard this
*wing, to sum* otneiele tho law entotcement system.

littfortunate:IY, anlitftwe, back now to the Assing Children's As-
fietAnke Act, cleArtitiofts *ore a little muddled in the final bill that
wea pawed hers it" 1994, ilist final compromise language waffled on
the diafinition of trati Wetting child stud eet the stage for what
bae become a Insuve ORA welfare

iii
tragedy,

testimony IrstoN tlxs terbconunittets in March 1983 I said, I
wool go through the whole thing, I concluded by saying "Much
thflafht must he gift* to jliOperly implementing the Missing Chil-
dren Act so minority ?euteas dAA't hesoine the targets of either
lewv odorcement o 0114#010 Zhildsvn's edvocates."

And they WI% portion's* the taxon of the National Center,
ilhnt is exactly what holit happened with the statistically hnpover-
hthed National Cent,* for Miming Bud Exploited Children. The
Kulieway Youth Act peeved four timee by Congress, states, as I
MH Mfore, it ehvuld Pe dealt with outeide the overburdened police
depattments and .lietertila justice stetem, That is why Congress has
appropriated aim* MO *Mott in the last 12 years for walk-in
014We eud footer homes fat runaway teenagera

114t soon effete Ctesigkiehl posed each of these clearly separate
OVA of lefesistien, targethel at very different young people, the
Adoliristrator cot the 1541.00 of juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Pro/tuition, Alfred Uegtuory, wrote: "Our programs funded under
the Missing Chilfirtes Asadstance Act will include missing run-
slivele% and we wlil toOtle on the consequences of running away in
ont eavention end eflacatina *traria.'

tt Cowes* bateed the act, it sat upI will skip the whole
thing. I thought Mr. 104100 1.41 All excellent job on that both this
Morning and in hie letiet to the NW Yoek Times.

Dialog the poet 2 yt ars. two different kederal agenciesthe Jus-
tice litypartivent etud iftli'v Administration on Children, Youth
oM etunilies--hava plasliued divezrent policy goals. They do not co-
operate or coordiusin with each cnther, fleapits the testimony you
heatd this smuts* to +.110 coutrarp, and frankly given the regres-
OM and distotted polkim of the Justice Department that has
might to look up ritoinwev teenagers while doing little for the
telay missing childit its fool's* lust es well.

Ala what are the atatietioal clefts thst the proponents of hype
end hysteria have foieted oli a coucerod but gullible Amman
pot1t4? What Ate 014 met teeponAle estimates?

urill attempt tn OAO*At those questions based on my own re-
Meech and that or wittoetwo inveetigative reporters both in print
ead elastronie jMi M, ChAirnuot, I have Provided nu with*eh n*er 100 page* of dbanoentotion on this point, incluchng the
1)okvAit Post Pulitzer tithe winning series on the Truth About

Kids.
Mr, Krum They Will NI AA& pint of the committee file.
Kr, Mamma I would note that the National CA3nter received a

doruoustration grant at WS Killion in April, 1984-27 months ego.
in its prffilt application, the center listed under "major deliverable
program activitiee" the following:
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For the Oret time, accivete eat:hake on totaling end exploited children will he
gethend on load. state and tortinnal Wale. Precise antattiod lufermation will
make poestlele meaningful AM*/ AM diagnosis of the problem&

Inetead of a meaningful enalysis, the center has aided and abet-
ted one of the most outnigeons ewe campaigns in modern Maed-
a/II hiatory.

The merchante of fear tftigiteilly claimed that more than 5,000
unidented dead children ere buried each year, They did that
right in this subcommittee. What ate the facts? According to tbe
Cellw of American Pathologistie eational study of 1982 unidenti-
fied deed. leo than 200 childrendead from all causessuch AO so-
dden* Aimee, or crignewere buried that year. That is less then
4 percent of the prior claims.

This statistic ss particularly important because it was used to
toucb an alma primeval fee, that we all have of 3ot being able to
give our loved ones a proper burieland to promote the nesteto-
wortbleas fingerprint campeigu. That their eet;imate was off by a
25-fold exaggeration in an Noe with no definitional problem genie
you a pretty good indkatioe of the reliability of the rest of their
numbers. No drink noue, boo been made by the Justice Departe
ment or the center to comet the record, mace the pethologiats'
study appeared, and accuretely educate the media or the American
People on these findings. And I'M^ - -I haps none, add the patholo-
gists--7of these children would bevy ' " identifiable bad their fin-
gerpneto been available to the essinining foreesic eathologist

Up to 501000 stranger abdactiaas Wive been clamed by numer-
ous people 111 the iiRai1j1 ohildren's business, and I have attached a
letter to Ann Landers in Mr, _Denny Abbott, the Adam Walsh
Child Ileeource Center, aa One of numerous examples. There are
others in the appendix.

Mr- Chairman, that is three wee of stranger-ebducted children
every day in every State in the United States. Is tbat believable? I
believe thet there are less than 300 each cases, using the definition
I save earlier in terms of conceelmept, whatever, per year.

The nest group of truly soloing is the noncimstodial parental ab-
duction cases. Ai recently as laid week, the NCMItC was telling
Florida Today that there ere tip tv 600,000 of thew cases each year.
There are approximately 5.8 million childrern of divorce in the
United State,.

Any thoughtful analysie of the* statistics will put the lie to
these grossly inflated Now Divorced and separated parents do
not typically kidiuip their children back and forth. The NCMEC's
hyping of thew numbers ie an iboult to all divorced and separated
parents, includies President &OW tilla many Members of C011-
gc_M. In fact, after 27 menthe AM a backlog of old cases, the
NOREC has just 2,708 reports of thia Mine. Mr. Chairman, I am
using the figures through Match 81. They were usiag slightly later

their testimouy.
l'reeumably, the other £0,297 children's dirt:cud parents don't

care enough to report Chet their ehild is missing and has been
bidden by the other parent My beet estimate is that there are no
more than 25,000 to 40,000 such incidents of abduction and conceal-
ment each year with many quickly resolved. I agree with Child
Find, a New York orgarization, Omit the best way to get those chil-
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dren home may be through the newly launched Child Find Media-tion Profrain aed eimilar efforts. It is not clear to me increasedpresectiAtme is womanly going to recover these children. They donut meet the traditional criteria in law enforcement..
We are not seeking here to punish the perpetzator, restitute tothe vktiin arid protect the community, we are ttying to get thechild home in meet eithes, and every time we increase the penalties,

it is not deer that that necessarily is going to increase the number
of children coming home. That is a question that remains to beseen.

Next, Mr. Chairman, I don't want to read it, but I want to point
4:04 that tbe National Center's policy of not referring cases to theprivate vohiatary organizations, contrary to the teetimony youheard this inorning--this is a quote from their own proceduresmanual: It ewes the center wants the PVO's to refer cases tothem ao they cike get the body count and later claim of assistance
in recosoty often after the local PVCre solve the case despite theNOM

may be wrong, but certainly my margin of error is far lees thanthat of the Itifelta of fear. Efforts by the Justice Department's
NCNOir to go beck and reclassify crimes against childrentwo-thirds of the victim ere teenagersas stranger abduction casesare reprehensaile and should stop immediately. The truth is thatthe Justice Depattinent has a drate supply probleman acuteshortage of streaserAbducted crm. Desperate to validate the
Mem d'art, of the NCMEC, its leadership is currently engaged inen izraeporsillle effort to falsely build up the number of cases of
etranger-aliducted children.

Mr. Chairman, if you look at their recent reports, you would seethat the backlog of cases before they opened, they werenaming :0 y tone stranger-abduction casts a week prior to thelast quarter or which I have a report. Now they are reporting one
stranger abduction cese every 2 days or less. I suspect this has todo with reclaseiScetioa of stranger abductions, not the actual in-crease in the number of children being abducted.A careful review end comparison of the congressional intent ofthe Miming Childree's Assistance Act and its implementation bythe Juetice Departinent shows a marked disparity between the pro-tic intent of Cengress and the will and policies of former

of Juvenile Justice Administrator Alfred Regnery and hissupporters. / believe that any reasonable person will draw the con-clusion that this progrem has drifted far off course, has been re-eponsiNe for recovering very few truly missing children, has spent
an obscene amount of moneynow ninning at over $400,000 permonthend has a Wetted, topheavy staff w ose principal concernslie far outside the intent of Cmgress.

The NOMEC woo funded 27 months ego with ,:fuvenile JusticeAct money as a demonstration. In those 27 months, it has proveditself to be a very demonstrable failure. In a recent NCIMC pressmime, Mt. Revelry said; "The National Canter hae establisheil ansmazng record of itehievement" I will say. But it has been mostlyof a majevalent manse. And it has plenty of company in other Reg-wy-inapired es that also wasted the small amount of
funds Cm:ogress htes , ted to help young people in trouble.
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What is the misaion of the National Center? Mr. Chairman, I
really don't ktuow. 1 do know Mr. Howell said in front of this sub-
COMAlittee a year ago,

ilke National Center is not a location center. It is not en investigative agency. It
is tat a legal thittiCia, provideS. lutead it is a clearingbouse of information end
technical ossiatance. IWO that Zeal we located thoee children? No, we don't 10CAte
1311%0111$cluldret6

Yet the National Center, in its April 10, 1986, Mort to iis Jus-
tice t parent, claims that it was of assistance in recov-
ery in 4,41 8 cases. It is the public'e and Congress' desire to recover
the truly missing to which both the act and the National Center
01911 thetr very existence. But that declaration "of assistance in re-
covery'' raisee many more questiona than it answers. If, as Mr.
Howell said, ."we don't locath missing children," just what does of
assistance in recovery mean? Is it a scoring system like basketball
or hockey, where one phyer gate the point and one other gets the
assist? Or does the whole team, including those sitting on the
bench, get credit for of assistance in recovery?

We now have more groups raising ravney to help find stranger-
abducted chihlren than the MI has open cases. When a child,
almost always a noncustodial parent abductee is recovered, can all
1.00,plus groups then claim to be of assistance in recovery? Several
directors of legitimate local missing children's groups tell me that
the NCMEC could claim to be of assistance in recovery in cases ill
which they played aboolutely no role.

And of the oases for which the National Center for Missing and
Exploited Children au readily takee credit, almost 75 percent are
teenage runaways. Not only are teenage runaways not missing,
Congress has made it very clear responsibility for runaways be-
longs in the Departmeht of Health and Human Services. The Run-
away Youth Act io alive and well and serving some 250,000 young
people and their families each year.

Mr. Chairman, the law goes on to talk about setting up a toll-free
line for miaaiog kids and specifically talks about 13 and under.
That has been ignored by the National Center. Clearly Congress in-
tended runaways over 18 should be served by the nonlaw enforce-
ment system through shelters and hotlines funded by the Runaway
Youth Act.

Dut what about the 784 cams of parental kidnapings and 118
casts of stranger abductions? Just how was the NC1VM of assist-
ance in recovery? What we really have here is a rather egregious
example of the post hoc, ergo propter hoc fallacy, roughly translat-
ed, my Latin isn't what it used to be, it means the cock crows, the
Sl/A rises, therefore, the crowing cock caused the Sun to rise.

Mr. linrogx. I taught Latin for 10 years. Your translation is ade-
quate.

Mr. Twaroa. The Center was founded in April 1984. The
NCMEC would have us believe that since then 4,418 allegedly mise-
ing children have returned to their lawful places of residence or
are officially dead. Therefore, the NCMEC was of assistance in re-
covery of all these children. One is supposed to believe that none of
these children would have been retarned but for, to quote Nicholas
Von Hoffman, "this desperately needed institution." And, remern-
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ber, 76 percent of the cans were toothed voluntarily missing teen-age nmawaa
The numr of children who returned alive who were either pa-

rental Iddnapings or abducted by unknown individuals numbered902. Assuming tnat all these wale were properly classified, then at
best 902 cases have been saccesafully resolved in 2 years.-118 of
the cases were abducted by unknown kadividuals. But just what is
the rate of improvement that hay) been caused by the lavish apend-

and fear-oriented public relations campaign conducied by the
What is the negative impact on finding these children Liget has

beea =sea by the policy of hampering the efforts of PVO's?
Of course, the local PVO's, that are much audigned by the

NCMSC, local runaway shelters- and law enforcement officers who
have been rebponsible for rsturning the missing children since the
founding of the RepubliA end not just fillee April 1984, trackeddown most of the noteustodial parental kidnapings. That 113 except
i4 those not unusual cases where the child is volnntaray returned.

Since teenage runaways usually return haw of their own voli-
tion, it is even more dubious to speak of Wag of assistance in re-cove these cases. And jtielt V/130 are these ki6? Sorry, says theN now that we have put the kid's picture on everythingfrom TV to gas bills to kitty litter bagswe can't tell you. Client
confidentiality, you know.

I will skip over the unfortunate case of Lindsey Householder, one
of the, stranger-abducted eases that the national center left in the
examples and it received coverms recently in the Washingtonian.

Wlule the figures of the NCMEC are mostly statistical iunk theydo tell us one thing. Ev8A the group with the largest stake in
coming up with 50,000 stranger abductions each year and 600,000
noncustodial abductions can Send only 3,316 cases in 24 months.

Frankly, these figures only bolster the bona Me claims of theFBI, Denver Post, Boston Globe, American Youth Work Center,and the Child Protection Report on the actual scale of this seriousproblem.
For this observer, the most professionally distressing aspect ofthe entire Justice Departmentcrchestrated show has been the re-luctance of Alfred Regnery's handpicked board and staff of the

NCMEC to try to get to the truth about missing children.
For example, I am told that few of the accurate press storieshave ever been distrthuted to the NCMEC's own board, that is the

woup that its $3.3 million grant application says will be responsi-
ble for the evaluation of the NCBIJOC .State_plohce, child protection
agencies, the Attorney' General's Ad;isory on Missing, Chil-
dren, local private voluntary orgaaizations seeking truly missing
children, or runaway youth shelters which deal with the IICMECrs
so-called voluntarily missing.

Clearly, only half-truths and fantasies that promote fear among
our Nation's parents ever wind up in the nvalanche of NCNW).press releases.

Most of the groups cited above have received mailings on thetruth about missing children froti the American Youth WorkCenthr. With virtually no budget, we have done a far better and
certainly more creditable job of factually Liforming child protection
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essionals and journalists than has the NCMEC with ita
,000 monthly budget.

But the Justice Department's NCMEC and its board didn't stop
there. Even though the NCMEC has a bevy of lawera, they hired
an outside lawyer to harass two excellent, reputable newsletters,
Child Protection Report and Hot Line, published by Children's
Eights of New York.

In May 1985, in an a ppørent effort to stop the truth about the
number of missing chil from getting out, Mr. Allen Dye wrote
these two newsletters, warning of legal action if they dMn't stop
telling the truth.

No specific examples of alleged falsehoods were cited by this
hired gun for the Justice Department. He just wanted the newslet-
ters to stop telling the truth. Just who paid Mr. Dye's legal fees for
this effort?

Did the taxpayers pay the fees through the Missing Children's
Assistance Act apprwriaton, or did the NCMEC use money con-
triluted to it to find truly missing children? Mr. Dye, Mr. Revery,
and the other lawyers were apparently unfamiliar with the first
amendment and the N s public relations shop had never
heard of John Peter ?Anger.

Strenuous efforts have been made by the Justice Department to
deny the American Youth Work Center a platform to carry out our
public education campaign on behalf of runaway youth and missing
children.

At one Justice Department-fmanced conference, they refueed to
list my name in the program.

At a recent conference in Chicago, the NCMEC singled me out to
refuse to allow me to speuk, despite considerable support on mY
behalf from the conference planning committee.

Why all this effort to muzzle and muscle the opposition? They
know we care, and care deeply, about the pht of vulnerable chil-
dren. My_ entire adult life ho been devot to helpii4 youth in
trouble. BaScally, it is because they think we are raining on their
parade.

These people thhik they first discovered children at risk. They
didn't, but they did discover new and powerful symbolsthe
stranger-abducted child and the voluntary moms.

The public attention and donations that this cause has generated
is impressiveeven alarming. Legitimate parental fears, particu-
larly those of working women, have been skillfully manipulated
through patently false statistics and oft-told, gruesome, heart-
vrenchiag stories about murdered children.

What evanplical Christian wouldn't be startled to read in
"Christian Voice" that "the tragic truth is that an estimated 50,000
children disappear from evezy corner of America each year, never
to ha heard from again. According to experts, many are believed to
be forced into lives of sex eleven?, while othere are murdered for
the sexual pleasure of their caors."

This group, along with all the others that hype the figures, solic-
its contributions to aid these fortunately largely fictional children.

Once again, money may be the cause for much of the sad state of
affairs that the effort to aid the truly mining children now rinds
itself.

I

I I
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When the public is told by, say, the Denver Post or CBS that not
but only 100 sttanger abducted children are missing, doesthat help or hart contrilvtions?

Why hes there been ao effort prior to the emergence of the Na-
tional Association of Wooing 's Oiganizations to set ;and-
ards for local p.tivate organizetions? With criminal investigations offly -night MISSIblig chsldren's pmtps occurring from Florida to
CaIiforma why didn't the NOM come to the aid of the legiti-
mate local awl volantary groups and condemn the fiat-out crooks?
And what, other than en insatiable desire for money, can explain
the reneged pledge of the NCMEC made in its initial grant applica-
tion to give 20 pement of private funds raised to local private miss-mg organizations?

I have subetential reason to believe that the NCMBC
and its fe4rand also Missing Childrens' Assistance Act funded
allies want to pot the private organimtionsgood, bad or indiffer-entout of businesa.

When the White Rouse announced the establishment of the
NCMEC, it said the Center would have a staff of 30 to 32 people.
'Ilreuears later, they have 52 staff members, $490,000 a month toend are toraplaiang that they don't have enough staff or
money. That is what is called chutzpah

Mr. Mamma, if only _those extra 20 paid staff petitions ivere lo-
cated with legitimate PVO's, many more parentally abducted chil-
dren would be back home where they belong this very day.

What many of the PVO's, still 2 years after the par-age of the
bill they supported, want to know is why they cannot get the
modest financial support that Congress intended As one embit-tered director of a legitimate local WO said to me: "Has the
NCMEC and the Office of Juvenile Justice become the National
Center for &plaiting Miesing Children?'

The time for a mejor shakeup of the Office of Juvenile Justice's
MCAA Program has come. What is needed is a thorough de-regner-
ization campaign, not just the welcome removal of his deputy, Jim
Wooten, or the addition of a $95,000 per year manager at the
NCMEC.

Mr. Chairman, when the NCMEC went along with Mr. RegnerVs
avowed goal of jailing runaway teenagers, it swallowed what I be-lieve will be its poison pill. The unrelenting negativeeven hos-
tilepublicity that the NCMEC has so ineptly drawn to iteelf is a
direct result of its foolish and counterproductive policy of hyping
the Spree, not only in each category of the truly missing, but for
the number of teenage ruhaways as well.

Sadly, the bottom line on all this pro and con news coverage and
legislative action. is that very few truly missing children have been
located Coat would not have been found or voluntarily returned if
the miming children's industry had stuck with the facts. There is,
in my view, more than enouola misery among children and crimes
against them to go IlrOWICL

Why make up more?
In a sense, evers though the so-called facts on which the missing

children's hysteria rests ere demonstrably false, the hypesters have
won. They need to get caught in a bold-faced lie. Mr. Howell told
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The Orlando Sentinel last August, "There are 1.8 million Wafting
children; 3,ou better believe it'

Even though km .1e, thoughtful journalist., social worker
or law enforcement stie any longer believes these willful Mis-
representations, their opinions are irrelevant. American parents
have swallowed this modern-day fish story hook, line, and tinker. It
was 1984's most Orwellian success story.

The notable purposes of the Missing Children's Act and the Miss-
ing Children's Jassistanee Act have been used for partisan political
purposes and by many irresponsllie organizations and individuals.

I have come to reality admire the disparate band of people who
lead the leetiroste private voluntary organizations. I wit* I could
list here some of them by name, but given the politically charged
and venal MEitiner in which the Justice Department's Nam bes-
tows grants and favors, my praise would damn them in the eyes of
the people with the money.

Greed, a thirat for power and publicity, and a drivinf desire to
wrier the market or monopolize the missing children s business
has characterised the behavior of the NCMEC leadership, including
its board of directors who have been happy to go along for the tide.

Is that what Congvess intendeda staff of 52, spenclinl of
$400,000 per month, endless press releases, flat-out bribes to Kate
governments to ea up unneetled and redundant missing children's
clearinghouses, taxpayer-supported attacks on first emendment
rights, phony statistuv, 0upport for the jailing of children, and sell-
ing fear along with toys and pineapples?

Let's get back to the businese of finding and returning truly
missing children. It is the position of the American Youth Work
Center that it can beet be done by radically shifting the manner in
which the natiorcel effort and spending of fimds is mewed.

I have some recommendations, Mr. Chairman, which won't come
as any surprise.

One, dismantle the NCMEC. Within a few months, only its staff
and board of directors will Was it.

Two, shift its legitimate functions as follows:
Set up a unit within the FM to investigate all abducted hY Un-

known mdividuels if the criteria established in the Missirtg Chil-
dren's Assistance Act are met and then further refined through
FBI regulations.

Follow the successful esample of IIHS with its National Run-
away Switchboard by putting out competitive bids.

Thrw, most of the necessary rftearch and written work on this
issue has now been done. Excellent manuals on investigative tech-
nique have been produced by the NCMEC. In the future, this type
of work can be done by the FBI Academy, the Office of Juvenile
Justice staff, or through competitive contract. Again, there ill no
need to continue the NCMAC.

Four, transfer the supervisory responsibility for the national in-
cidence study to the Census Bureau.

They are cooking the books. I don't know a soul at the CA111018
Bureau; let diode guys crunch these numbers. If the Justice De-
partment crouches these nuncbers, we will come up with 50,000
stranger abductions, the whole bit.
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This way, practically speaking, be my most importent recom-
mendation.

Five, meet the public information, national resource center and
clearinghouse function required in section 404(2) through competi-
tive contracting.

_groups such as Child Mud Contact Center and the Nation-
al Child Wety Cotil can do the job better, cheaper, and without
the kind of nauseatii4 self-promotion campaign which has become
the No. 1 priority of 4. oe NCMEC.

Six, terminate the grant to the Fort Lauderdale-based Adam
Walsh Child Resources oCenter to promote fingerprinting. Let's faceit. The cat is out of the bag. Fingerprinting neither prevents a
stranger abduction nor aids in the return of a dead victim. Never
has, never will.

Seven, terminate the shockingly inflated sweetheart contract
with the Denver-based Institute for Nonprofit Management. This
contract, stv,00sedly to train PVO's, will cost well over $10,000 per
legitimate PVO. Give the money to the PV0'0 and let them buy
their own training locally.

The lady past testified, they found 200 kids, Red some guy with a
half a milh.on dollar grant from Denver is going to come in and
give her management assistance? Ridiculous.

Eight, tako the $2 to $8 million saved by adopting thefts recom-
mendations, plus the money in the National Endowment, and giveit to the local PVO's and those national groups who responsibly
work to find the truly remising.

Nine, some say money is the source of all evil. Money, or really
too much of it, has helped lead to the squalid condition of the effort
to recover the truly missing.

Mr. Chairman, I recommend that $2 million be subtracted from
the fiscal year 1987 appropriation for the MCAA and added to the
fiscal year 1987 appropriation for the Runaway and Homeless
Youth .Act.

How can the NCMEC object? After all, 95 percent of all of their
missing children are teenage runaways and 75 percent of their
intake cases are for the voluntary missing. The surest way to get
runaways home is not to jail them or put their pictures up in air-
ports, but to increase the number of programs for runaway youth
and to selectively increase the funding level of existing

liiIncrease the appropriation for the runaway Youth Actltarhe
same amount of money, $2 million. You would get a lot more kidshome that wa .

When the Missing Children s Assistance Act conies before this
committee for reauthorization, I suggest the following:

One, clarify the differences between runaway teenagers and
missing children for the sake of both groups of children.

Two, abolish the Attorney General's Advisory Board on Missing
Children unless it can think of something better to do with its lead-
ership mandate than urging the jitiling of children.

Three, transfer of the Missing Children's Assistance Actexcept
for criminal investiWions of stranger and noncustodial parental
abduction casesto I-MS's Administration on Children, Youth and

Four, mandate direct funding of legitimate PVO's.
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Mr. Glittittosa, mit. that tlio atuhvento t, /Ay testimony be
made a von of the afield raoini 114tee prow kiippino and docu-
ments will !substantiate AI, teatios. touy IA detail *tad Mao provide a
permanent mord of Oa truth ahont Wooing children.

Ia alio %Nil', Mr. elsoirroan, vineerely hope eat journalists,
public cottleittle, awl /Iowan lair** add criminal juatice Profession-
als will ho Marred from further aiding the twit folly that has
befallen tho tiational ettort to loeato the truly' %Wing.

Thank Ma, Mt. Chairinuo.
rhe prepared 014011X:4A of William Treanor 1o1lowe:1



PeePASsix SY-41041Pirt or WsuswIscuarag, lftwavvs Diracron,
Ameasur Yuttro Con=

Or. Chaitman sold Osnbats of the subOnsalttee. *pooh you for she
opportunity to teStifY today on tbe OublAct of tunsvo youtb end
Sieving cbi1dge4 and tbe isplesentation of the hiasing Children'sAssistanca Act (pS. ga -413),

lbe k.ricto falai* WU% Canret is notional resource and advocsay
center. Vik svpply opinion* oo yonAhl questions. not necessarily In e
fora designed to gawks's, encourage ne console public officials end
special intnreets in the BooLA1 velfvre oc otiaipal lustice field*.
We have bed no expectations that out VotA will tissult in fat redurnl
grants. career Arippicestent or Spelt/401AM to the Shit& Souse.
should ade here tbat vs have socceedod in not heating those
xbectstione,

State I begat) one of the nation's efeeliast progtsse for runaway 1og2t4,
Vise p.c. autumn, goalie in 1968, I haVe Sven involved in work to help
Volnereble Children 50 a both e direot service ptovider and a nstioneldvocate.

ft was my priVilege to have boon the pregnant to Congress of both Vhe
OUnavay Youth Ant in 101 and tbe Minting Cbildten's Assistance Acy inWU. Duties, the pest 10 year's, 1 Veva obaerved and bobefully
influenced the AoyelopmeAt of servinsu tor both saunage runaway; Addmissing children,

X4 A:valuating the tanousendations 2 will sake today, it is esseatiel
to grasp one salient facts I strongly support the CoIstess in its
V.:414 that runeway tewuegft4 eta not *sassing childtenw .A defined itt
geotion 403 of 'V 80473, That alX-important aection defines A
binning child AO f011oVes

'The WO Wooing child* mesh* any individual lass tba4
18 yeare of go whose vhereshouts Are ananowa to such
indivithisl'e legal custodian ils

A. The eitcavstances surrounding such itidividnel'a
indieita thft each individuel ay possiblY hove been
revoved by another ftom the teetrol of ouch individual's
legal contodisn without AUCII caatodien'w consent; or:

h. Th4 ditnWashaaces of the Ogre strongly indicate that Ouch
innivinnel is nicely to be ehesed or sexually exploftedr°

thee, congressional definitions Are esepatible vith those of the P82ittich include Ost

* Disability Vernon of any age eno is missing nd under proven
Physical and/oe eents1 disability ot if senile, thereby subjecting
himself or othnrs to porsonal end iteuediste danger.

* endangered petition of any age woo is missing and ie in tho
comptny og 444ther person under circeVetsnces indicating that hiephysical safety ie in danger,
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ifie4104tAty A pbtlOo oy Age who se AA00ing under
citowkOttanee LadiOetiAg tAAt the dinaPPeetence VeA oot voluntary.
i.%., blikAtAee ot tidospyleo,

and tioelly, the Mt defieition of e 0100%04 Geeneders

44%4031! ^^ 4 PatOon Ohio As *teeing 00 dealsred uneaancipated 401
defined by the LAme Of hie /tete of reeAdebea so4 who does not meet
the etitetie of tits bAller kneel, ocegothle.

rout 41.1114 in the Sett 1Z 'Matt CoOgreAA bea 001,04 the Runaway Youth
act by virtoolly Ogieeinone aorts . that c0Apstoion bill to the
nosing Childtenle WA/tante Act tstAl wthe problem of locating.

And tetilioing conAwey thildten ebonld not be the
telloonsibility ot ues* neeebutdened Wit* depertments and juvenile
jueti0 0 Uthoritiee.b

Cleltly, the PepAtCoent of 'With nd An0e4 DetVices end the Justice
oepertseet's fOt bOrto t000,0ife !hot 0010%40 juvenile. are different
both i0 tbeit ehetsetecietice end in whAt tronatitotes an appropriate
lab engoroeowlot rs000bA00. Silt !hot diAbinttAon 4Ass not seem to be
either anode Pot entiotegoal Py the 4tietioo beflAtthentge Office of
Juveni$0 4hAtAve sod air Wh011yolved And conttolled eubsidiary, the
Ostionoll Center On Nieeing And RiPlotted Children.

While teenage MAW* re enlnetAble to eb nnenOing list of
Olefortboye. tbek Per AOt tfuly Wooing,' Wass en element of
inVolAntaty Or deoeit101 cencteleent LA preeant and not just that
incidental tO Owe 401000004 Of enotbef OWN/ 40.11 if rape of
cabhety, The olAiee stod e0uOtetnleiala 00 OAS eppatently esoteric
point belit btought bokp geoemeatel ead nonAgOVetnmental efforts to
sin *ttOty ei00ing. t1i1dtea to the OtiAli of difeetet. The
oneuppocted Ad Pnegoediful eneggeretionA by the %Justice Department's
Mationall Center fat ableini *Od drPlOited Oilldren -- and othere
seeking to eieleed 44 late the AoeriCAO people -- must be brought tO
an Lfteediete cid if el ore to tegAin pabSic oOnfidence and help both
the tto1y ROSPA Cbi34 sb4 tibint40 tbASVeft.

Iv 1941, Wien propeued t,0 this DOW4Alkittee And to the Senate
Judiciatty C4001,tted0/. AbbcOOmittee on ansebil0 Attics the enactoent
of Whet 1.4 SOO the 141.AAAng Childten'0 AASiostA0cs hAt, I bad a number
of thing. in Ottid. AA f %toff ptotoseionel on the Senate
Subcoenittee iv 190$ end 002, r had Wow Wilier with the largely
ighoted stobloy of wily SiOsib9 414141te0. 10 the congress worked
on the peseAge of the 1544 Rigging CbildtenIA Aet it is now obvious to
ell bUt tbe A04ft 412044a obeetWer that the locale end scope of the truly
*teeing ehild I/rob/eves,. 000hdetateo4 py eeetyone, including myself,
Sven At that deftly OlikA eheurd figure's 40 the 00abet of missing
children Were being thrown Around by ItApetta° pi Congress, by local
ieeing ebildiceole grows end the edie.

In 19, the television dteaa vadAle veA sited by the NRc
tntettAineent Vivieion. tt caused eensetion end evoked sincere
reePon0400 fr40 Willione of people - in4l2ding Oyeelf -- in reaction
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to what vas believed to he a problem involving hundreds -- or possibly
thousands -- of criminally concealed children j was concerned that
the public level of interest in this very real Ptoblem could not be
adequately sustained. I was concerned that Child Pind and other
legitieate small private voluntary organizatione actually searching
for Missing children could not maintain their ettorta without some
federal financial assistance. And I vas also concerned about the
chances of the Juvenile Justice and Runaway Youtn Acts being
reauthorized by Congress the following yeas.

Oecause of these concerns I approached the appropriate Congressional
staff and eet up a meeting at the Senate SUhoemaittes on Juvenile
Justice that included Senator Paula Hawkins' atatt attorney. Jay
Nowell, and the staff director of this silbccnseitee at that time,
Gordon Raley. At that meeting on October 11, 1982. I presented my
ides for a new Missing Children's Assistance Act to complement the
1982 Missing Children's Assistance Act and the 1974 Runaway Youth Act.

I envisioned a modest federally-financed effort to operate a national
toll-free hotline to aid in the recovery of truly missing children,
principally those 13 and ander. It would have been set up via a grant
ot contiact similar to that given by RBS to the National Runaway
Switchboard in Chicago under the Runaway Youth Act.

In eddition. I expected a substantive federal leadership effort to
promote a wide range of services to parents of missing children along
with other ACtivaieg aimed squarely at childten Who, to quote again
from Section 403: 'have been removed by another from the control of
suCh individual's legal custodian without suell custodian's consent.'

unfortunately, the final compromise language ot the Missing Children's
Assistance Act waffled on the definition of a °truly missing child'
and set the stage for what has become a major aserican child welfare
tragedy.

/n testimony in support of the hissing Children's Assistance Act
betote thia subcomnittee on March 7, 1983, I said:

want to draw the subcommittee's attention Go the importance of
distinguishing between runaways and missing sbildSen. 011. has fledhome voluntarily and can, with the kind of servings provided by the
runaway youth centers, be persuaded to return hoe*. Missing childten
are, of course, the innocent targets of criminal Activity. much
thought must be given to properly implementing the Missing Children's
Assistance Act so that runaway centers don't hec40, targets for either
law enforcement or missing children's advocate's.'

That is exactly what has happened with the Justice Department's
statistically-impoverished National Center for MiOsing and Exploited
Children taKing aim at runaway teenagers. The Ounaway Youth Act,
passed four times by Congress, states in Section 302(4) that: 'the
ptoblem of locating, detaining and returning rUnkiey children shouldnot be the responsibility of already overburdened police departmentsand juvenile justice authorities.' And that is Why the Congress has
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appr4priated 141004t Aillion in the last 12 Years for velk-ie
shelters and fosGet POWee for runaway teenagers.

SOt ennn after Coogx001. pessee each of Atrame clearly separate pieces
of leglelation. t40100v4 At very different young people, the
adAnintrator of bhe Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
11VV4ALion, Alfred MOW, wrote: 'Out (0.2JVP's) progress funded
under the Misaing Childreh's Agaistance Act will include aissin9
rnOtelle and We All fotile On the consequences of running away in our
OVV,AGton and ed4teriOn efforts."

Ansb 40ogrese psielA 'the MiSsing children's Assistance Act, it Set up
ttre AitOroalf 440ete2.'O 44vinury Board on Wiaaing Children. As /

the BOAtd NO established in Pats because of ths Abolition of
LbS ketional AdVteurf CoMaittee on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention MAP), A bipartisan committee ander Presidents ford and
Cairter, the BAC: vtkee the Carter nominee'. Mete 'sacked,' had become a
stronghold of 'Isere* od regressive thinging in the juvenile justice
11401,4%

Too RAC was deeifthed by Judge John R. Antigen of Canton: Ohio.
COoffte01, disdeintd ire regoomendatinne end recognized that its
Appointees were of *AGO questionable caliber that it wisely abolished
the Ceneittee.

onfottnnately, *ibis tOo help of Alfred Repoery, the ubiquitious Judge
Milligen surfaced te fhb PtinciPal author of the Attorney General's
AdVittry Board on qienfog Children's first report. The most
tbsititehle thing ohe 400 say about this report -- 'America's Passing
And Inpluited entLikAils 'Omit Safety and Their Future' -- is that Mr.
ftepoery and 4%400 Billigin old a bill Of goods to the chairman: Mayor
Dunne 4Vens of 1014144, Ohio and the rest of the board,

n. report'haa palm tabatted in detail elsewhere. Suffice it to SAY
hers that thie st1044, rehort is filled With unfounded
cheratterization0 of fOoteep youth and the people who work with them.
It oosplertely einreprOsents the Juvenile Justice Act and calls for the
repaal of the Acows Aandate that runaways and other statue offenders
nos bi jailed. fb effect: the Board's report called for gutting both
ens 44oenile JUsOtce end Runaway Youth Acts. It's not surprising to
heoe from acute*/ titer the report was well-received by Attorney
General Edwin Mir 11$, Itt. Regnery and tne national center for
Mi001.49 and OkhlOtted Children.

Appottnsly the 0100rd hee discovered the true scope of the truly
mi004.49 childten's problem and, being unable to find those kids, has
dentStd to look Op SOO others. Oopefully: Mr. Chairman: the
AdVlstry Board hen teethed its lesson Eros the hostile reception this
reentionery Mort teAnived. One more dishonest and regressive
repOrt Ouch s this ttn0 the Board And Congress should consider
abolishing tbe ArOotney General's Advisory Board on Missing Children

4Aog once again pat Judge Milligan out of the business of making
national juvenile jhetiow policy recommendations.
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During the pest two years, two different federal agencies -- the
Justice Department and its National Center for missing and Exploited
Children end IMIO's Administration on Children, Youth and Families --
have poceued divergent policy goals. They do not cooperate or
coordioste with each other and, frankly, given the regressive and
distorted policies of the Justice Department that has sought to lock
up runaVeY teenagers while doing little for the truly 'dieing Child *-
it's 1401,41311r lOst as well.

Just *mot art tbe statistical claims that the proponents of hype and
hysteris have foisted on a concerned but gullible American public?

What APO the most responsible estimates on the number of truly missing
children?

I will attempt to WISWer those questions based on my own research and
that of nemeroue investigative reporters both in print and electronic
journalism. / would note that the national Center OA Missing and
Exploited Children received a demonstration grant of 83.3 aillion in
April, 1944 -- 27 months ago. In its grant application, the Center
listed 044er °major deliverable program activities' the following:

"For the first time, accurate statistics on missing
ind exploited children will be gathered on local,
state and national levels. Precise statistical
information will make possible meaningful analysis
and diagnosis of the problems."

Instead of A 'meaningful analysis,' the Center has aided end abetted
00 of the Cost outrageous scare campaigns in modern American history.

The merchants of fear originally claimed that more than 5,000
unidentified dead children are buried each year! What are the
facts? According to the College of American Pathologists' national
study of 1983 unidentified dead, less than 200 children -- dead from
all canees mach as accidents, disease or crime -- were buried that
year. That's less than four per cent of the prior claiMe.

This Ittetiatic is psrticularly important because it was used to touch
an almoOt primeval fear that we all have of not being able to give our
loved ooes A proper burial -- and to promote a next-to-worthless
fingerptint program. That their estimate was off by a 25-fold
exaggeretion in an are' with no definitional problems gives Yo0 a
pretty good indication lf the reliability of the rest of their
nUMbers,. Mo effort -- none -- has been made by the Justice
Deportment or the Center to correct the record and accurately educate
the media or the American people on these findings. And few, perhaps
none, Add the pathologists, of these children would have been
identifiable had their fingerprints been available to the examining
fortnsic pathologist.

Op to 50,000 stranger abductions have been claimed by numerous people
in the Missing children's business such as Denny Abbott, executive
director of the Adam Walsh Child Resource Center (published letter to
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Ann Landers, February, 1984) and the Justice Depaitmene's Rational
Center on Missing and Exploited Children (1904 brochure). That'sthree cases per day per statel is that bel3eveble2 re truth, him(
abduction and concealment of small children Py strangers ia a
blessedly rare crive. I believe there are less Quin 300 mach croneeach year.

The next group of the truly missing are the now-gOstodial parentalubduction cases. es recently as last week, the 0CR2C Waa telling
Florida Today that there are up to 600,000 ot these emcee each year.
There ate approximately 5.8 million children of divorce in the OnitelStates. Of course, their distribution across Ono epan egos birth 0
age 18 is one with few newborns and many teenagers

Any thoughtful analysis of these statistics will plat the lie to these
grossly-inflated figures. Divorced and separeted Parents do not
typically kidnap their children back and forth. The NOW's hyping
of these numbers is an insult to all divorced and separated parents,
inclnding President Reagan and many Members of Congress, us fact,
after 27 months and a backlog of old cases, the OCN2C has just 2,702
reports of this crime. Presumably the other 5974297 children's
divorced parents don't care enough to report the0 their gPild ia
missing and has been hidden by the other patent. Ay bear estimete 10
that there are no more than 25,000 to 40,000 44CP incidener0 of
abduction and concealment each year with many quickly resolved. I
agree with Child rind that the best way to get those children hoe* eAy
be tbrough the newly-launched child Find mediation prosiest and siwilerefforta.

THe =MEC pushes increased penalties and prosecOvion. Inv more
difficult of these cases are most often solved Py local PVO's. Toobed the NCREC policy is

'No referrals of cases nor lead-infornetion will be
made to intO's nor any private inveartyarionsl
agencies/persons, nor parents/guardians. All
lead-information will be forwarded only to tpe RI
agency (and r8I and state clearing WM*, police, if
assisting.)

It armee the NCREC wants the PVO's to refer case's to thee eo they ta0
get the body count and later claim 'of assistance io recovery' often
after the local PVO's solve the C406 despite the eCert policies.

Y may be wrong, but certainly my margin of error is far leen then thet
of the merchants of fear. Efforts by the JOsttee Department's NOW
to go back and reclassify crimes against children (two-thirds of the
victims ar, teenagers) as stranger abduction cases are reprehensible
and should stop immediately. The truth ie that the Justice
Department's NcREC has a desperate supply proPlem - en «chte shortage
of stranger-abducted children. Desperate to validate the raison
d'etre of the NCREC, its leadership is currently engaged in an
irresponsible effort to falsely build up the nuahet of Cases of
stranger-abducted children.
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Mr. Chairmen, a careful review and comparison of the Congressional
intent of the Missing Children's Aisistance Act and its implementation
by khe Justice Department shoOS a Marked disparity between the
programmatic intent of Congress wed khe will and policies of tomer
Office of Juvenile Justice Adeiniatrator Alfred Regnery and his
supporters. Because of my iptiaate involvement with drafting and
passing the Missing Children's Assistance Act and because of ay
ability (apparently lacking At the Justice Department and its 110480
to read and understand the lam, I believe that any reasonable person
will draw the conclusion that Mae program has drifted far off CcnrOCI
has been responsible for recovering very few truly missing children,
has spent an obscene amount of motley -- now running at over 8400,000
per month -- and has a bloated, top-heavy staff whose principal
concerns lie far outside the intent of Congress.

The =MK was funded 27 month* ego with Juvenile Justice Act motley AO
a demonstration. In those 27 months, it has proved itself to Ds a
demonstrable failure. in a recent IICKRC press release, Mr. Regnery
*aids Th National center OA Missing and Exploited Children has
established an amazing record of achievement.' I'll sayl Hut it
has been mostly of a malevolent nature. And it has plenty of nolkatilAy
in other Regnery-inspired boondoggles that also wasted the small
amount of funds Congress hes Allocated to help young people in
t.muble.

What is the mission of the WRAC? After carefully watching the birth
and growth of this operation, I must report to this comaittee that 2
don't really know -- nor do they,

I do know what the MCMRC does not do -- although it certainly knoWt
how to spend a lot of money not doing it -- and that is finding the
truly missing. To quote Jay Rowell, executive director of the $012C,
in testimony before this subcommittee on May 21, 1985: 'The Nacional.
Center for Missing and Exploited Children is not a location center,
It is not an investigative agency. It is not a legal Services
provider. Instead it is is clearing house of informational and
technical assistance. Does that mean we located those children?
No, we don't locate missing children.'

Yet, the National Center for hissing and Exploited Children, in ite
April 10, 1986 report to its Justice Department parent, claims that iG
was 'of assistance in recovery" in 4,418 cases. It is the publit's
and Congress' desire to recover the truly missing to which both the
Missing Children's Assistance Act and the National Center for Mooing
and Exploited Children owe their very existence. But that
declaration 'of assistance in recovery' raises many more questions
than it answers. If as Mt, Sowell said, °we don't locate missing
children' just what does 'of assistance in recovery' mean? Is it
scoring system like basketball or hockey where one player gets the
point and one other gets the assist? Or does the whole team,
including those sitting on the bench, get credit for 'of assistmOct il
recovery?'

We now have more groups raising money to help find stranger-sbducreg
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children than the PSI has open cases. When A child, Aleost always A
non-custodial parent abduct** is recovered, can all 100.-plue groups
then claim to he °of assistance in recovery?' Several directors of
legitikate local missing children'e groups tell me that the KM
cmeld claim to be 'of assistance in recovery' in cafes in vhiCh theY
played absolutely AO tole in the recovery.

auti of the cease for which the National Center for Niesing and
Aploited Children So readily takers credit, almost 75 per cent Ate
teenage runaways, Not only are teenage runaways not missing,
Congress has Slide iC very clear where responsibility for runaways
belonga -- in the Department of ReOleh and Rumen Services where Chip
ennewaY Youth Act program ix alive and well and serving some 250,000
}lean People e0d their families each year.

DeC me quote again from the passing Children'e Assistence Aet for the
benefit of the Justice Department's National Center for Missing Sod
fkploited Children.

Vhe law says, in Section 404 (b) (1), that the Justice bepartsent
shall 'establish and operate a national toll-free telephone line by
which individnals May report information regarding the location of any
miffing child, or Other child l3 years of age or younger whose
whereabouts ate unCoown to such child'a legal custodian, and request
inforsation pertaining to procedure% necessary to reunite such Child
with such child's legal guardian.'

Clearly, Congreet intends that runaway% over 13 be served by the
non-law enforcement system and throngb Che shelters and hot line
fended by the Wines's}, Youth Act,

and what about the 704 cases of parental kidnappings and 110 casee of
stranger-ab4uCtion0.7 Joist how was the NCSEC "of assiatence in
recovery?' What We really have here is a rather egregious exaMple Of
the post hoc, ergo propter hoc fallacy (the cock crows, the ens
riles, therefore the crowing coch caused the sun to rise.)

The NCMSC was founded in April, 1904. The SCREC would have us
believe that Since then 4,410 allegedly missing children have returned
to their lawful pieces of residence or sre officinlly dead.
Therefore the NOW Can 'of assistance in recovery' of all these
children. One is supposed to believe chat none of those children
would have been returned but for, to quote Nicholas Von Noffean,
writing in The New Republic, "this deeperately-needed institution.'
And resember, /5 per cent of the cease were so-called 'voluntarilykissing' teensy* runaways.

The number of children who returned aliVe vho were either "Parental
Kidnappings' or "Abducted by UnknoWn individuals" numbered902
children. Assuming that ail these oases were properly classified,
then at bestgO1 cases have been successfully resolved in two years.

118 of the cases were 'abducted by Unknovn Individuals.%
hot just what ia the rate of i'oprovesent that has been caused by the
lavish spending and fear-oriented public relations campaign conducted
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by the MCNEC? And what is the negaitive impact 011 finding these
children that hes beolv caused by the Juatice Pepartment and tbe NCMEC
policy of bampering tbe efforts Af 9V0'4.

After talking to astriy dedicated individuals working for law
eniorcesent agencies and local private Voluntary organizations (Pvo's)
who Actually are seeking missing children. I Ai of tbe following
opiniont the rate of recovery has Peen virtually constant over the
Past few years. Virtually All recoveries are made by (1) voluntary
return (2) police investigations (3) efforts of PVO's And (A) luck or
happenstance. That still leaves 4 few cases, each and every one of
which has been ballybooed by the NCOEC,

Mr, Chairman, tbe existence of the OCMEC has probably breutght bone
very few children and the denies of the NCMEC would most probably not
result in a single recoverable child rehaining arming the missing.

Of course, tbe local PPO's (that are much maligned tY the HMO'
lockl runaway sheltets and law enforcement officers who have been
rsponsible for returning the missing children eince the founding of
the Republic, And not just since April of 1944, tracked down most of
the non-eustodial parental kidnappings. That is except in those
not-etnusttal cella: where the child IA voluntarily returned.

Since teenage runaways usually return home of their own volition, it
is even more dubious to speak of being "of assistance in recovery' in
those Cartel!. And just who are these kids? Sorry, says the MCMOC --
now that we've put the kid's picture on everything from TV to gas
bilis to kitty litter bags -- we can't tell you, rlient
confidentiality, you Know.

Since it is impossible to review all the PCMEC case records, let me
ta:il you briefly of one case Mat is iz the public record. in early
Jannery, two-week-old Lindsey flouseholder was reported Abducted from
her mother's pickup truck parked in front of a grocery store in
Winchentur. Va. What did our experts et the Sam do to be 'of
assistance in recovery?' They put out a press release.

Listen to what writer hay Cunningham reported in an article about the
ceaft In the August, 1906 issue of Washingtonian magazine:

'Re (ACMEC staffer Charles Pickmtt) !clew that the first 24 hours were
critical to :Any child's rescue, so it Mks iSportnt to get the media
involved right Away. He also knew that the 4441's quick recovery
might bolster the image of the center, which had been under 7ire
lately The center's image as the protector of Missing ,nildren
wen becoming tarnished. So when the cell about the Householder
infant came in thet friday afternoon, it brought with it the
possibility of a dramatic baby rescue that could boost Ulti center's
reputation.'

In other words, it vas a golden opportunity for another round of medic
attention for the in-very-sbortsupPly-of-stranger-abducted-children
TICASC. The MCNOC press release gushes on about how an expert from
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Canada had been dispatched to aid the dialtraught anther. over the
next few weeks, millions of people i the $ft1timOreW88148gton 4C88
and beyond were kept posted by tbe MOM pshlic relations operation.
Little or no heed was paid to the NCAOC's pen investigative would
which sayss °The investigator should consider the poseibility that
another family member or soseone eless to the illeilog child i8
responsible for the disappearance end pose/able death of the child. A
polygraph ezamination of patents and other caretekers at the outset
could lead to the resolutioo oF the case.°

The grim end.came three image later When police finally administered A
polygraph test P. "he mother who then coofeased to killing the child
and throwing the .ny body into the rivet.

Tv0 Onnths later, I received the Illinois 1-pearce Bulletin on 'sinning
Children. Sure enough, there wee :be picture of little Lindsey
Householder -- listed as a watrangerabduction.'

While the figures of the fiCAN are meetly statistical junk, they do
tell uS one thing. Even tile group With the Largest stoke ie coning
up with 50,000 stranger-ebducticne each year and 600,000 non-custodial
abductions can find only 3,316 cases in 24 months, frankly, these
figures only bolster the bona fide claim. of the In, Denver Post,
Boston Globe, American Youth Sock Costar and the Child protection
Report on the actual scale and step* of thin serious Problem.

?or this observer, the most professionally distressing aspect of the
entire Justice Depirtment.-orchestrated shoe vas Peen the reluctance of
Alfred Regnery's hand-picked bort4 and staff of the NOM to try to
get to the truth about miOsine children. for egariple, I am told
that few of the accurate preen stogies have ever been diatributed to
the NCMEC's own Board (that's tbe OroUp thee its 63.3 million grant
application says will be responsible for the evelUation of the NCMEC),
state police, child protection agencies, the Attorney General's
Advisory Board on Missing Children, local private voluntary
organizations seeking truly missing children, or runaway youth
shelters which deal with the OCMEC's ao-called 'Voluntarily missing.'
Clearly, only half-truths and fantesiee that profote fear among our
nation's parents ever wind UP in the AvalluCht o MO= Preenreleases.

Most of the groups cited (above have received mailings on the teu:h
about 'issing children from the &African Iooth Work Center. With
virtually no budgst we have done A far bettor and certainly mote
creditable job of factually imforning child protection professionals
and journalists than has the VCMtC with its 64001000 monthly budget.

But the Janice Department's Mara and its Board dido't Atop there.
Even though the NCMEC ham a bevy of lawyers, they hited en outside
lawyer to harass two excellent, reputable newsletters, Child
Protection Report and Hot Line, poblished by Children's Rights of NewYork,

In May, 1905, in an apparent effort to stop the truth about the number
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of missiel cbildzen from getting out, Kr. Allen Dye vtate these two
mewaletters, mareiog of legal action if they didn't stop telling i;he
truth. 00 Specific examples of alleged falsehoods were cited by this
"hired goo" for the Justice Department. Se just wanted the
neysletters to stop telling the truth. Just who paid er. Dye's legal
tees for this effort? Did the taxpayers pay the fee; through the
Missing Cbildren'e Assistance Act appropriation, or dt4 the NCI= use
money coOtrihoted to it to find truly missing children? hr. Dye, Kr.
Negnery and the otter lawyers were apparently unfamillet with the
Vire' Areendimet and the NOINC's public relations shop had never heard
oE JObs Peter Zenger.

Strenuone efforts Pave been made by the Justice Departftent to deny the
American Youth Wore Center a platform to carry out our public
education campaign oa behalf of runaway youth and missing children.
At ace Justice Department-financed conference, they refused to list sy
OWN in Ate progress. (See attached clipping froa the Pittsburgh
Post--Gazette). At a recent conference in Chicago, the MCWEC singled
me out to refuse to allow ne to speak, despite considerable support on
My behalf frog the conference planning committee.

Why all tnia effort to muszle and muscle the opposition? Tbey know
Me care, and care deeply, about the plight of vulnerable cbildren. My
entire adult life has been devoted to helping youth in trouble.
OssicaLlY, it is because they think we are raining on their parade,
/base people think they first discovered children at risk. They
dide't, Out they did discover new and powerfui symbols -- the
Otrangsr-abducted child and the 'voluntary aissing." The public
attention and donetions that this cause has generated is iapressive --
oven slaraing. Legitimate parental fears, particularly those of
working women, halie been skillfully sanipulated through patently false
Statistics and oft-told, gruesome, heart-wrenching stories about
Ourdered children. What evangelical Christian wouldn't be startled
to read in 'thriftier) Voice* that *the tragic trutb in that AR
estiseted 50,000 children disappear from every corner of America each
year, never to be heard from again. According to experts, many are
believed to be forced into lives'of sex slavery, while others ace
urnered for the sexual pleasnre of their captors.'

/big group, along with all the others that hype the figures, solicits
contributions to aid these fortunately-largely fictional children.
Once again, money may be the cause for much of the sad state of
affairs that the effort to aid the truly missing children now finds
itself,. When tOe public is told by, say, tbe Denver post or cgs that
not aillions, but only a hundred stranger-abducted children are
sissing, doe, that help or hurt contributions? And What other than
competition for Coney can explain the patent greed of the PCMEC to
corner the market on the Missing Children's Assistance Act
appropriations aad individual contributions? Why has there been no
effort prior to the emergence of the National Aseocietion of Missing
ChiLdren's Organisations to set standards for local ptivate
organisations? With criminal investigations of fly-by-night missing
children's groups occurring from florida to California, why didn't the
Noise come to the aid of the legitimate local and volantary groups and
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condemn the tlat-nOt crooks? And what, other than an insatiable
desite for money can explain the reneged Pledge of the McNEC Tiede in
itS initial grant application to give 20 per cent of private funds
raised Go local ptivate missing cbildren's ormiewtioos7

I hSee ennetantial reason to believe that the WSW and its
fen (*Ad elso Wiseing Children; 'Assistance Act-funded) allies want to
put the private organisations -- good, bad or indifferent -- out of
buts/nese.

When the White eclat's announced the estsbliahment of the NOM, it said
the tenet w0Old have A staff of 30 to 32 people. Two years later.
tbey have 52 Otaff embers, 5400,000 a month to spend, and are
Complaining that they don't have enough staff ot stoop That's
what's celled,*chntapehi°

Mr. Chairitenf if Only those extra 20 paid staff positions were located
With lelitimate early more parentally-abducted children would be
back Dose where they belong this verY day-

What 'any of the Pyo's (still two years after the passage of the bill
they upported) went to know is why they cannot get the modest
financial Support that Congress intended. As ono eshitrered
dirooGor of A leglasste local PVO said to me: 'has the MCMEO and the
Office ot Juvenile auntie* become the °national center fOR exploiting
visaing childrenV

The tint for major shakeup of the Office of JuVenile Justice's ROA*
Progreso hes Coale. What is needed is a thorough da-Regnerization
campaign. not luso the welcome removal of his deputy, Jim Wooten, or
the addition of a S95,000 per year manager at the MASC.

hr. Chair/Ian, whets the NCMSC went along with Mr. Segnery's avowed goal
of jailing roneway teenagers, it swallowed what I helieve will be itspoison Pin. The unrelenting negative -- even hostile -- publicity
that the OCKft has so inaptly drawn to itself is 4 direct result of
its foolish and counterproductive policy of hyping the figures, not
only in eACh category of the truly missing, but for the wtaber of
teenage runaways ea well.

In a little more than a year, investigative reporters around the
nation haVe had open field running in discrediting the Justicehepertaent'a NOW.

Ito best.ltnown eXaliple iS the Denver Poat series that began on May 12,
1905 and .,- over the next six onths -- delivered s tout de force
Against the NCREO and the fly-by-night eissing children's groups.
During the neXt yeas, ogee of the leading spokesmen and income-earners
frOs the *Lankily kids hype and hysteria crowd attAcked the Denver Post
'write foe its purPortedly shoddy and irresponsible coverage of theissue, Three months ago, the Denver Post won 30ornalisa's highest
Accolade, the Puliteer Prize Gold Medal for Public Service Reporting.
Tn. announcement vas greeted by the NCR= and other's on the aliening
kids' misery psyroll with a telling silence.
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YU PMI'S tfaslOSIAS Siece the DOMeit Soft **ties has been formidable.
44epine Afto aoo Atay Ws bees misfe ntlenisetions such as USA Today
(OW 004A0Ot Arto W/Gvitet the Mont" Globe, Washington Yost, Miami
gerald, Oetodelo 440tina2t bew Toxic times, neweVeek, the Sacramento
see, C8A (004 09C AOws diVisiens end asi stellehtkinvestigative series

COW. 8AeOrteOstelet these felt. fectnel stoties are but a drop
tj, dOOkkA 004.01ced 0 the svalenthe of neift, ntertainment and

ptsdact^O*LakOd VosotiSos test MO coVvied the country with miasiug
ohildria00 oAccistoio owl hyped stielttiCe.

5441Y. 00 h4acoa line SO all this pro smi Coo news coverage and
1440014We e4G/001 ie kAet very IOW truly !Sieving children have been
locilty4 Chet /ASIA sot Asee Pees fOn44 or voluntarily returned if the
eiestine Chil40/01A indeetry dad ACach with tbe facts. There is, in
WY viva, 0014 Ghee enoe90 Weary Aettle Childten and crimes against
them tO go vt0001A She make up mor42

r41080 4t*SY Id FOOLlYCiscle eagsiine feaod that 60 per cent of
Moe aico %AA/Amp flitted tdeir Childree eonld be abducted by a
stdeoged 400 44dber (Noted in CM Art/tle aidt

°Theft 400 Aeor4ebere see loOk -- Oh Silk Cartons, on grocery bags, on
street poOtAto wN We're Onnitonted SAO piotores of missing children.
VOW Can hotOOT Aft help LesginiAl that one day it might be her
child'S fose 00 se/ of Abuse poatoye2°

I!% ein/V, einoe deough tbe 00-cell'en fact,* cob which the missing
ceildreVO h/triAo reets ate deaOstttsbl, felts. the hypesters have
won. *Ivy A/ed AOt 14A caught io e PolONfsce4 lie. mr. Sowell told
the orlikoh Aootioloi leOt Aegusta there Ate LS million missing
childreAf yen OvkAor bel4sV4 I.t1 Avers khoogh no responsible,
thoophiROL 340chal3st. !octal truest or IAN nforcement official any

.14Ager P011,044010 thiese Millfel sieGeteeentetivhs. their opinions ate
welts/40h, leeeican pireate hS's swsllawled this modern-day fish
8U:wit d004. lint OM Aigker. gt foe ISOVo most Orwellian success
etoty,

OhaiGaSn, the noble purpose% of the Weill% Children's Act (1982)
find the 0140,00 ildr40's Aseistente Act (1984) have been used for
partisSA pulArical purpose% end bir %Any iiasspobsible organizations
and inginekele, The issue has ASS issael ty solicit political
4q4000ttft dneenist0 to afoul)* that SO not e0tUelly seek missing
cnildreA one Otienlate Osnefectureri of gAftsi and products that are of
little 4G he WelLA in Ptotecting Children ferns abduction or speeding
their ISOSia.

bay* SOW% 0 rieile edeire the diapseste bsb4 of people who lead the
lagitiA0Gi PtiVate voles/Cary orgeOiSetione. I wish I could list
here 4400 Of OWN oy nAS., hut OVA the POlitically-charged and venal
tanner AO ViliCb tPIO 4tOteice peparteint's AMC bestows grants and
ievOrt. ely PAOLO Voul4 dean thee in tbs eyes Of the peopls with the
84flaY. 0.n4 tb0 dealAy bead sanely, The OTIOC has been
aystweAtioally tilting SO starve three 00)490 tint of existence. Yet
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these ore the groups that pre-Cate the widespread interest in missing
children and fought for she passage of both missing children's acts.

Mr. Chairman, these fine groups have been betrayed -- yes, betrayed --
by tbe Washington leadership responsible for policy development and
grant awarding on behalf of missing children.

Greed, a thirst for power and publicity, and a driving desire to
'co.:ner uhe warket' or m000polize the missing children'e business has
characterized the behavior of the NC= leadership including its board
of dii.ector- hmin. been happy to go along for the ride.

Is th,s what Congress intended -- a staff of 52, spending of $400,000
per month, endless press releases, flat-out bribes to state
governments to set up anneeded and redundant missing children's
clearing Louses, tazpayerenpported attacks on First Amendment rights,
phony statistics, sugport for the jailing of children and selling fear
along with toys and pineapples?

Let's get back to the busiaess of finding and returning truly maiming
children. ft is the potation of the American Youth Work Center that
it cell best be done by radic,lly shifting the manner in which the
national effort and spending Z funds is managed. I urge that the
following steps be taken Lit oUatelys

(1) Dismantle the MCNEC. Within a few menthe, only its staff and
board of t.irectors will miss it.

(2) Shift its legitimate functions as follows,

(s) Set Up a unit within the FBI to investigate all 'abducted by
unknot7a individuals' if the criteria eetablished in the Missing
Children's Assistance Act Are met and then further refined through FBIregulations.

(b) Follow the success:dui example of ARS with its National Runaway
Svitchboard by putting out competitive bids. There are dozens of

that ^ould do this job At a fraction of the current cost.
them Child rind Of New Peitz, N.Y.; Contact Center of

fAnceln, Nets., the National Child Saff-ty Council of Jackson, Mich.)
t.te National coalition on Child &bus, of Chicago, Ill. and the
ttA.onal Runaway Hotline of Austin, ley., just to name e few.

Chicago-based National SUIMAWAY Switchboara handles 200,000 calls
tvDm runaways and their perents ich year with the help of a $330,000
6,4nt from HOS. Its telephone caseworkers are volunteers. Contrast

with the NCIIEC that hos handled 23,261 salts over a two-year
mt,.z,od, or approximately 12,c(3 calls a year. For that, the
t..:,.;eyers pony uP $3.3 mill1v7. per year -- 10 times the amount HMS
,./1,ands for fifteen times tht phone calls) Apd NCMEC caseworkers are
:Aid $21,000 per yearl

(3) Most of the necessar 'search and written work on this icesue has
now been done. Excellant huals on investigative technique have
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beea ',reduced 14, the MEC. In the future, this type of work ten OW
done by the fat Academy, the Office of JuvtAile Justice Staff yr
througb Competitive contract. Again, there is no need to comtin00
the NOW.

(4) Transfer tbe supervisory responsibility for the national incidenCe
study to the Woo' Bureau. There is 00 doubt in my mind theft it
alloyed to, the Justice Department and tbe MOW will jiggle the
definitiOns of VeriOus categories of mist/MA kids and get the °big
number' they ao Ardently desire. Already the OCMEC is spendieS
money to go beet and look at past crimes against children to
recleseify thee As stranger abductions. Mr. Chairman, this
recommendation ia vital in order to credibly meet the requirements tut
a nations/ iseidenee study mandated by Section 404 (3).

(5) Wyk ttm Pablie information, national resource center and CleAtiog
house ftPo'aon required in Section 404 (2) through competitive
contractXyg. Again, groups such as Child find, Contact Center And
the. NatiOnal Cbild Safety Council can do tbo job better, cheaper and
wit1.tout the kiad of nauseating self-promotion Campaign which bee
bes'a the nustbee one priority of the MCMEC.

?$) Terninate the grant to the et. Lauderdale-wised Adam Walsh Child
A.:1:4Aurcri Center to promote fingerprinting. Let's face it, The
cbt's but of ties bag. fingerprinting neither prevents a stranger
,thductiOn nor side in the return of a dead victim. Never has, eeesf
vill. Terminate the shockingly-inflated sweetheart contract with tbm
DanverAzased lastitute for Non-frofit Management. This contract,
aPPposedly to traits PVO's, will cost well over 410,000 per legitieets
P'113. Dive the money to the PVO's and let them buy their own training
Locally.

(7) Take the two to three million dollars saved by adopting these
recommehdatione, plus the money in the National Endowment, and give it
to the local PVO's and those national groups wfto responsibly wort tO
find tbe truly missing.

(8) Soler say stoney is the source of all vil. money, otteally tO0
mucA of it, has helped lead to the squalid condition of the effort to
recover the truly Missing. Mr. Chairmen, / recommend that two
million dollars be subtracted from the PI '87 appropriation for AA
NM and added to the ff '87 appropriation for the Runaway aA
Bomelets Youth Act. Sow can the NCREC object? After ahJ 5 pat
ce4t of all of their 'missing children' are teenage runaways And 7S
pet cent of their intake cases are for the 'voluntary missing.° The
surest vay to get runaways home is not to jail them or put their
pictures up in airports, but to increase the sulmber of programs for
runaway Youth And to selectively increaae the funding level of
existing progress.

When tile Missing Children's Assistance hot cones before this cc-
for reeuthorization. I suggest the following.

(1) Clarify the differences between runaway teenagers and misalog
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child-en for the sake of hotb groups of children.

t2) Abolish the Attorney General's Advinory Board on Missing Children
unless it can think of soeetking better to do with its leadership
mandate than urging the jailing of children.

(3) Transfer of the BissiAg Children's Assiatance Act (except forcriminal investigations of trangar an4 noncastodial parental
abduction cases) to BBS's administration on Children, Youth and

(4) Mandate direct funding of legitimat# PVC's.

Br. Chairman, I ask that the attachment0 to my testimony be made Apart of the official record. These press clippings and documents
will substantiate my testimony in detail. and also provide 4 permanent
record of the truth about missing children. In this way, Mr.
Chairman. I sincerely holle that journali tits. public officials, and
human service and criminal lnatice profvesionals will he deterred from
further aiding the tragic folly that NW befallen the national effort
to locate the truly missing,
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Mr. Kuzma. Mr. Margolis.
Mr. MARGOLIS. I am delighted to be here, and I very much appre-ciate the opportunity to appear before ,,ou. As I sat down, I became

a bit uncomfortable, and I want to make it clear that I am not heretoday to serve as a counterpoint to the previous speakers' insults orattacks on either the Department of Justice or the NationalCenter, or some private citizens' groups.
My purpose in coming here is to take a few minutes so that I candescribe for you what we are doing in the area of child safety inIllinois, and descae how our efforts are being interfaced with

other States acroes the Nation, and to ask you for your support andto suggest to you in my judgment and the judgment of many of usin Illinois, many of the people in this fiehi in and out el govern-ment that I speak to, what it is that you can do for us in this mostimportant work.
In Illinois, we have got a multifaceted child safety effort, KIDS,Kids in Illinois Deserve Safety. It has an educational component,specially trained Illinois State Troopers tbat fan out throughoute schools of the State to provide responsible groups informationrelating to child safety.
We have a cutting edge type, leg;islative type reform proPannwhich made the mere possession of child pornography a felony.Any vehicle used to transport child pornography, and we providedthis year for the mandatory registration with the local chief ofpolice of every twice-convicted pedophile.CANTS, it is a computerized system that takes 165,000, to170,000 calls a year, and we have a lot in Illinois that mandates

schoolteachers, police officers, all those that come into contact withchildren are mandated by law to report any allegation of childabuse. It is hotlined by people with masters degrees in social workaround the clock, trained social tervice professionals who call upfrom the computer data base all related information, be it catego-rized by victim, reporter, and that information is sent out to re-gional sites throughout the State.
If there is a life-threatening situation, law enforcement is 911. Itis less thanat tbe very, very most, there is required to be a 24-hour visit, so the computer can be cleared.
We have I-Search, lllinois State Enforcement Agencies to Recov-er Children, aggressive law enforcement efforts to fi '.s missingchildren, and something about which we are very proud, psycho-logical support component.
We have three figl-time Illinois State Police psychologists whowork with us, and work with the families of the =wing while ourState troopers are searching, and also work with those childrenafter they have been recovered, and with the family.
The missing children problem first should be avoided, but second,it is only beginning with the recovery.
We are most excited about something touched upon previously:The National Campaign to Protect Our Children, a pilot programbegun some months ago, announced in March, and the campaign toprotect our children involves now 42 States.
They were brought together by the National Center, with a viewtoward increasing the public-private sector partnership, bringing tothose States some of the legislation that other States liave enacted
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and provide for those States that kind of focal point for child safacy
to take advantage of the successes like other StatesKentucky, for
example, in the, area of child education.

Mr. Chairman, the plain fact is that the National Center for
Mkising and Exploited Children served on a daily basis as the cata-
lyst for programs like that, but as the cement which draws togeth-
er the public, private sector, medical professionals, social service
professionals that I work with in Illinois or elsewhere, because this
work takes me around the country on a daily basis.

My State police psychologists work 7ith the center. There is a
constant interchange of information cflts us greatly, but
far more than Illinois, which has },sa 4.aiefit in recent years of
some of the model programs in the irwax,,, I see how the National
Center is able to provide for other lestA _snide States, standards,
examples, information, and support that ualy a nationwide, cohe-
sive, central expert group of concerned professionals can provide.
So if there is one message that I can bring you from Illinois, other
than that I think we are doing pretty good, is that we depend upon
that performance to a great extent of the National Center, and
anything you can do to increase their funding, despite the fact we
are all in difficult budgetary times, and increase the kind of public
and private support for their efforts you will help me as a law en-
forcement administrator in Illinois and other people in both the
public and private sector.

They are a most valued resource in this multifaceted fight, be it
on the enforcement end, law enforcement end, or the prevention
end. It is a pleasure to work with them, and all you can do to assist
them in their efforts in assisting us out in the field we greatly ap-
preciate.

Mr. Krum. Thank you for your testimony, Mr. Margolis.
We got some contrasting views from this panel on the National

Center, and I think that is healthy. I try to do that in any hearing
I do have. With that in mind, and with the amount of money that
we do appropriate for the National Center, could you respond as to
how we should prioritize the authorized activities of the National
Center?

I will hear from both of you.
Mr. TRLANOR. Most of the functions of the National Center are

redundant. They have already been performed successfully by child
abuse groups, runaway shelters, the national hotline, several of
them. They are redundant.

If I was to decide how to spend the money completely on my
own, I would first of all try to get the FBI to set up a special unit
to deal with the stranger abduction cases, and make the required
changes in law, so once a case meets certain criteria, it could be
certified quickly and investigated by qualified law enforcement
people.

Part of the problem here with the National Center, it is neither
fish nor fowl, and it has led to a lot of confusion, as they them-
selves say they are not locating missing kids. I would support the
PVO's with appropriate size grants without the kind of overhead
for intermediariet that is currently underway, ar.d I would also
fund some of the PVO's that do after-care work.
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There is a group in Rochester that has done a very good job,there are a lot of grups like that out there. Third, I think I wouldrasvbe, through interdepartmental agreement, give a little bitmore money to the National Runaway Switchboard 30 they canhandle an increase ha calls, et cetera.
I would fund some public edmtion things, to do non-hysteticaleducation on child safety and chid protection groups.The Child Safety Council in Jac..n is a good example; Michi-gan, ne end to the qualified groups out there.
This Nat...anal Center is ik.cialism in Irag. They get all theirmlyney sole source, and they cnit everybody else out. Why not go outwith a competitive open process, these little groups around thecountry that are really finding these kids can swallow these grantsand continue to do an effective job.
The rest I would give to the Runawa; Youth Act Program, Mr.Coalman,
Mr. Kazza. You suggeawd some changes L the stranger abduc-tion laws. Are you referring to the Lindbergh Law passed in the/.930s7 There is an assumption, after a certain pee:A of time, thechild has been carribd over State lines.
Mr. Tawroa. There is a number of criteria that are outdated in,shall we say, the jet age; and they need to be brought a little bitmore up to date.
Mr. Kamm The so-called Lindbergh Act was passed because ofthat tragic kidnapping back in the 1930's and the transportationand travel was much slower at that time, and probably in the timethat we have been sitting here, a person could travel from onecoast to another, and very often, our laws may not be quite up withsome of the changes in modern society, and that would be some-thing that the Judiciary Committee would want to look at.It is within their jurisdiction, but I will pass that idea along toPeter Rodino on that.
Mr. Margolis, you may respond to the same question.Mr. MARGOLIS. Prior to becoming a State law enforcement ad-ministrator, I served with the Department of Justice as an assist-ant U.S. attorney in Chicago for 11 years, and I worked a greatnumber of kidnapings, some resulted in a great number of victimsbeing found, and some being savagely mur&red, and I can tell youfrom my direct knowledge of similar cases all across the country,that the Lindbergh law, which provided for initially a 24-hour pre-sumption that would jurisdictionally give the FBI enough to enterthe case is largely ignored.
In the real world today, a call for a kidnaper, the Bureau wouldnot be formally involved, but their agents are there, and they are afull party with local law enforcement.I recall one more instance where I drive from point to point inmy State car, and I heard a broadcast over a State-wide emergencynetwork, whichever law enforcement car Illinois has. When I heardit, I used my car phone to call our State police commander to tellthem to get airplanes up there, agents up there and get whateverresources up there to resolve it quickly.I called the FBI command post in Chicago and within 5 kainutes,The world began to move, and within 10 minutes, the call went outto disregard, the mother went out the wrong door, but after so
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many horror stories, that kind of immediate response, oftentimes it
can be too much of a knee-jerk response, but as long as nobody is
hurt with the car speeding to the scene, rather be safe than sorry,.

The stranger abduction thing, I guess I agree with some of the
previous proponents here today on the question of parental abduc-
tion and agree. It is our experience in Illinois and dealing with
other prosecutors across the country, parental abduction is largely
understood, those cases we involve ourselves in on the law enforce-
ment end, we treat with the same kind of pursuit, the kinds of
cases we involve ourselves in as police officers in Illinois, in a very
high, more than half of the time, I believe, involve some serious
phydml or sexual abuse against the child, and those parents that
will do that, redo their lifestyle, move halfway across the coun
call the spouse with custody, say, you will never see your child
alone again, and whatever, that person is doing what they are
doing not because they are concerned about the well-being of the
child, they are doing it because they have got their own criminal
type problems, and doing it to act out some sort of vengeance
against the spouse that has custody.

In many of these instances, the child victim doesn't know it is a
parent that steals them. I was in a case recently where a little gal,
now 14 years old, kidnaped 9 years previously by her father,
thought by a stranger, eventually realized it was her father, had no
recollection of her prior life whathoever, been told her mother was
dead, and eventually had her own series of problems, the least of
which was neglect.

The next priority that I would ask you to support, facilitate State
pr&inns across the country.

really are the leader and the cohesive element which en-
ables a less enlightened Stateand there are many, to copy the
kinds of programs, education, for example, that Kentucky has, or a
missing child program like I-Search, now a &State, regional pro-
gram.

We hope to broaden it even further, so I would ask for your sup-
port in assisting the Center to continue to support and promulgate
meaningful State programs, law enforcement programs, social serv-
ice programs across this Nation, and I would also ask you to sup-
port their efforts to support independently the child safety educa-
tion, whether it is done by PVCYs, or State law enforcement, as
long as it is done in a professional, psychologically appropriate
manner and method, so children are given the kind of information
and education they need to stay alive.

That is what they have been doing for us in other States. Be-
cause the dollars are so limited and not because I depredate the im-
portance of the contribution they have to make, but then I would
like to see some support for private voluntary organizationr r but
the problem with that is, and Mr. Treanor pointed this out, .-1.,kiny
of these organizations run wild and there will always be a weat
deal of conflict, and a great deal of hostility and a fair meas2re of
acrimony, and when some people are cut out for a very good
reason, so you must bear in mind that with that support of r-4eain
qualifim ed component, carrying PVO's, you will have some who
tb' k they have been unfairly treated and we have to deal with
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that and accept those criticisms, realizing that the greater good ischild safety.
Mr. Kim= In a previous hearin,g, we discovered that very often,and this is a particular case, but the child can be reported as miss-ing, and very often the police will feel the child perhaps has runaway, and it never gets into any network or to even the adjoiningpolice jurisdiction.
We witnessed this in one State where a child was reported miss-ing, the police were not sure whether was a runaway or not, andthe body was discovered in another jurisdiction before that jurisdic-tion had even been informed that that person was missing. How doyou deal with that in your State?
Mr. MARGOLIS. They are entered right away. We provide as im-mediate a response as we can. The I-Search which beganthat hasmoved into the interstate enforcement agencies to recover childrenand hopefully is expanded further, we hope to make other less en-lightened States or States that have a budgetary problem that wedon't have, because of our allocation of resources, we hope to makethem understand how much can be accomplished with relativelyfew dollars, and we have had a very successful track record overthe last few years, and we are optamistic that with the Center'sleadership and our track record, other States will see that we don'thave a situation where policemen are running willy-nilly that arestaying too long at the video arcade parlor.They are taking an immediate response to situa-tions. Some of these kids are purely at risk from the ophile,who may not take themby force, but an abduction by e.A pedophile will stalk the kid, the same way men will stalkwomen, not in Washington, of course, but in other cities. We ar-rested one last year at this ti me at a State fair, an 11-year-old kidcame from a tough home life, and went from State fair to State fairuntil we found him and returned him to a suitable relative and ar-rested the pedophile, with his many prior convictions, this poor kidhad been taken from fair to fair, passed around by the fair handsworking these camp games.

You never know in the beginning whether the kid ran off withhis cousin, sneaking away for a few days, whether he has been sav-aged and left in a ravine, or in the custody of a pedophile, and weattempt to make these other States aware of really how little ittakes to dig and try and find out.
The message I give them, sir, can be summed up this way: Weheld a birthday party, a homecoming in the Lincoln Park Chil-dren's Zoo in Chicago for a number of the children that the psy-chologists said would benefit from a public event.
We welcomed home 11. We had balloons, ice cream, candy, andas I walked into the zoo, I saw a little gal that I recognized, and Ithought for a second; and I asked the trooper I was with who shewas. He said that is Ora Horton, a little gal who was with herfriend, Missie Ackerman 11/2 years ago, when Brian Dugan cameupon them, liked them, grabbed Ora Horton, went out to get MissieAckerman.
As he stru,ggled with Missie, Ora got out of the door; and hereached for her, got a little bit of cloth in his hand, and a half asecond difference, and she got away.
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Missie was assaulted, strangled, and found a few days later. I
looked at Ora Horton in the zoo and saw this stark juxtaposition,
between all that is wonderful and all that is stark, and I realized
what a half a second difierence makes.

That made me realize that once and for all, any little thing we
can do is a help. When I speak to some of the private citizens who
have been grieved by this, and I haven't been, I got into this the
easy way.

I tell them, dun't give up hope, put that extra half a second in,
because collectively if all these in the private volunteer organiza-
tions, law enforcement, and in the legislatures work together, if ev-

/inteAriesT a half a second, a lot of kids' lives would b9 saved.
oz. Mr. Chairman, I would just say we are caught on

the hOrns of a dilemma. We have a large number of teenagers who
run away from home, we want to get them home as safely and
quickly as possilile.

We have a smelter number of kids who, even if they ran away
from home on their own, had been kidnaped in one way or another.
It has beeli my belief for 20 years that the best way to get the larg-
est n mber of kids home is to have nonsecure shelters to which
young people can refer themselves, call-in, 24-hour shelters, and be-
cause of your leadership and others, there is now 300 across the
country; and they are bringing 50,000-plus home every. year.

The National Center claims 1.8 million missing b.& and they
have 3 kids, 3 runaways kids who have been found dead, 3 too
many.

However, if the emphasis goes away from the intent of the Run-
away Youth Act back to this law enforcement, bring-in-the-cops-
first-thing approach, it is not clear that that is going to get more
kids home safely.

Having been a runaway myself, I would say that if my picture
was appearing on billboards, airports, so forth, my inclination
would be to run farther, hide deeper, and teenagers can change
their physical appearance in a number of ways, and do, whereas
the entire effort of the youth services system is to try to get those
kids to stay as close to home for as long as possille and go as quick-
ly as pom;ble into the social welfare system of some sort, a shelter,
child protection worker, whatever, or a police officer.

But then to be referred into the social welfare system, by law in
Illinois these kids are not referred to the juvenile court, but the
social welfare system, so we just differ on an emphasis here.

I believe my approach that I am advocating would get a lot more
kids home a lot &ster than bringing in the cops. However, the most
egregious caees will be on the other side of the equation.

There are many 15-year-old kids who we think are runaways
who turn up dead, whatever. It is a dilemma that I don't think
anybody is going to ever resolve.

Mr. Kumar. When a parent discovers a child is missing, we don't
know at that point whether that person is a status offender or the
viceso of a crime. Because status offenders in certain jurisdictions
are treated in a way they should not be treated, and I have been
fighting that for a number of years here, there may be reluctance
on the part of the parent or even the local police official, especially
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s small town, to put that name out on an APB. What is theae nee
W : don't know at thet point whether it is a status offender or avict'e er a crime. Say the police department in Carbondale getsthe x .t of a missing child, what time lag, or what would the pro-

eedute=; before that could be broadcast to other jurisdicteons
within e"te state of Illinois?

Mr, MA.IZ It will depend on two factors. One, the size of thezonunueitee, r the circumstances of the disappearance. I wasawakened by ereiee officer from one of our Isearch =its, whosebusbend, he had e -seen a call from a husband who was panicked,
husbend waa out ' own, indicating the man's wife was missing,end eemehow. u . eere mete np as being someone who knew this
fiteii17, and I , ten, polire t.lneer from our work, and he wastreat:lug this e. gee *age:. abduction, and kucwing what I knew5I$fl*t9 mac ne! eke tien. I e. able to tell him, no, I got a feelingshe is OK, let make a fee -rails, and I was able to solve this
missies person problem in a few rinnutes, and yet that community
polies departreeat was responding as quickly as they possibly
could.

city like Chicago or a ',Mailer city like Carbondale, the re-epoeee may be less unless theee are some circumstanzes to indicatetbet there was some rest: te helieve this person is at risk, and
that 10 simply a function of reeeurces and what else those police on
dein that night are dealing wieh.

Ill Chicago, we had nights last week where four people werekilled in gang-related violence, and the nature of the resources aresneh it is going to take a great threshold. A mother comes out of aellopphig center, and she left the child in the pickup truck, until
we determine whether she just has a cavalier attitude or this childhes truly been kidnaped, along with the cer being stolen, we aregoing to respond accordingly.

It depends upon the external circumstances, and that is a func-tion of the avaibble law enforcement resources at that place.Mr. Tawroa. I worked with this subcommeee and the Senate
uubcommittee, 3 years, 2 years now, when re were drafting the
Miesing Children's Assistaeee Act, they heenniered out a definitionof %wooing child, and it is not terrific, ved the reason there is adefinition other than juot saying somewhat under 18 full stop, it
s'nYs, ton Nne 18 years of age, whose whereabouts are unknown, ifsuch individual's legal custodianand it talke !..hout eircumstances,sod whatever, the reason for 0-et is an attempt. ."ry to separate
!Yet ae imperfectly as it agent be these two groin e, because if themeta system is loaded up, say 11/2 million runaways, that would

SWAM-plus cams a yeer in Illinois.
You can't seeel 50 st;:nls running off after 50,000 cases a year,end if there were 50,00Q stranger abductions and 3 a day going on

in Bliley/is or more, you 6.;keti:l.de -eke a response.
The attempt is to try to sepin -el out those two groeps. Congress

went on to talk about 13-yeeaeolds a .d younger and the hotHne.
This hew been completely ignered by the National Center.

Congresf did not see fit to repeal t section of the Runaway YouthAet. it is the National Center that sees fit to only deal with =l-
imeys '.eside of "he lave enforcement system.
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I have been called by volr teers to the National Center about
runaways, they tell me it is a back-burner thing. I say, "Do you
refer to the switchboard?" They say, "Oh, no, to Isearch," just to
the law enforcement system, and I believe the reason for that is,
one, Mr. Regnery wants to lock up runaways; and two, they bad to
incorporate all these runaway kids, without giving any reel
thought to the impact that this foolhardy policy would have.

If we could go back to square one, 2, or 3 years ago, we could da
it a lot differently and keep those groups as separately as possible.

Mr. Chairman, when you have Paead.e Magazine running a story
in April of last year, 11/2 miLion runaway kids; and 111 August of
lest year, and says there are 11/2 mirion nikeing kids, the same
kids, you know there is an awfui lot of eadusion going on.

Mr. Mesaous. Mr. Chairman, jf I could add one point about tbe
hivolvement of loser& and runaways. Obviously in every. Sta.4e
there should be a centralized professional, well feuded. well =P-

e capable and effective clearing house. In Mint* it is Isearch.
y, 5 --,ears from now most States will have a similar clear-

use. In leurch, on a regular basia with fidi involvement and
stavort of and consultation with the center, on a regular basis
refers cases like that out to private orgardz.ations. Police don't nec-
easarily respond to each and every one.

You need some centaal place where this information giaes, you
_Ind one toll-free day-in day-out hotline number that it,. gomg to be

staffed by some knowledgeable, trained professionali person, and in
this case a trained law enforcement person Unit ean take informa-
tion, maybe some ldd in the bus stop, they don't .keew where to call
Mr. 'ireanor, but thery know where to call the police. Even if it is
something we shouldn'trespond to, we know people out there who
rill go alai provide service, and leearch makes it available to them.

Mr. Tawroa. I don't think the verdict i2 in on these State clear-
inghouses. I wouh ure you, before reporting out the Sezate-passed
State clearinghouse MIL, that you hold a full hearing, which it
raver got in the Senate, to iaftlly look at the cleariaghouse issue,
pee ucaWly the issue of definItions and how it would relate nation-
ally to the Justice Department, the FBI, National Ceater, et cetera.
That ia a thorny issue which I think deseries its own authorization

benfinimer.*I am On September 12, the subcommittee has scheduled a
hearing on legislation to authorire t:iie establishment, in support of
State missing children, of clearingbouse!s, so we will have, subject
to the vicissitudes again of the congressional schedule and process,
a hearing on September 12. We will laws a limited witness list,
again because of the fact that Congress' seesion is getting very com-
nlicatad, but we will have a hearing on that bill.

I think .Sk -pater Paula Hawlrfns introduced
Mr. TUMOR. Senator Mit& alceonaall also.
Alt. Hamm And 74: Lewis from Florida has a similar

bil; here in the Hz aoa. We will have a hearing on that date to see
what the views of various people ere on that.

I want to 11.27.7.1 thank this panel. You provided some comple-
mentary and soa:a differing views on this very important issue.
Again, I reerate what i said at the beginning. We are all here be-
cause you really want to help children. We need to have our intel-
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lects enlightened on that. We need to have our wills strengthened.
And I think this hearing has helped meenlightened my intellect
and strengthened my will on this, and I appreciate the assistance
of this last panel and all the witnesses today.

We will keep the record open for, 14 days, for any further sub-
mission of testimony, and we may want to submit to all the wit-
nesses today some additional questions in writing.

Mr. Klima. I want to thank all of you, and with that, the sub-
committee will stand adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 2:20 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned sub-
ject to the call of the Chair.]

[Additional material for inclusion in the record follows:]
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COMMITME ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
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WASHOKITOK DC 20515

SUICONDMITIE OM HUMAN INS0U5CE3

Mr. Terns L. Splits
Acting AJainistrator
Office of Juvenile Justice and

Delinquency Prevention
Departaast of Justice
Washington, D.C. 20531

Dear Mt. gpeirs:

roam. Waal!
lyre a 'aft
a norm rata11~ ...an. vac...
aNa...amanna vAloaa dam

I vent to thank you and Ns. Easton for your tastisony at the Subcommittee's August
4, 1986 oversight hearing on the hissing Children's Assistance Att. Tor the
purpose of completing the hearing record, I mould appreciate your expeditious
response to the following questions.

Section 404 of the Missing Children's Assistance Act requires the
Administrator to "provide adequate staff and agency resources" to
adaiaister the Act. Boy many full-time OJJDP staff are assigned to the
Missing Children Program? Given the fact that many sandated cask/ such aS
progras priorities sod thc incidence study have not beam performed on a
timely basis, is this number of staff adequate to properly carry out the
Act?

During the Inuring, Ms. Easton indicated that, mith regard to the national
incidence study, the Office is about to fund a second pilot study sad will
soon fund st third. Ey what date does the Office plan to have the program
announCement developed for the actual study?

tr your testimony at the hearing, you mentioned that all but approximately
$1 million of appropriated missing children funds either have been or 'gill
be obligated in che near future. Please provide a list of all grant awards
and interagency transfers made since October 1, 1985. In addition, please
provide the data, amount, and &expose of each-transaction.

Thank you Again for your testimony at the hearing. Both this letter aild your
responaa will be included in tba printed hearing record. Tour cooperztion in this
matter is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely.,

'\_, %-

Dale 11. gilds.

Chairman

is

(183)
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U.S. Cheerios* of Jamie*

Office of Juveoile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention

Irweimpoft, U.c 31:1331

AU6 29 199S

flm litesortshlt NU
COsirtts0
COuttnittne on Untration And Labor
VA, ?IOW of Itopteovitittloos
02 CAVA Oftiee itsdldIng
Pensttibittoof lliC*

rhsar CtmicreOseseA Woes

Thenir Itas tnte OW letter of August 15, 1986. I eppreclated the opportunity to tell
0044 44 DOWINI g the %Welt Children's Program and to hear your views on it at the
ratesst 0,0rSIRPt itentint.

Meted NIP Pt tlato ititormattoo you requested in yout letters

tfuttoo 044 the Wining Childreees Males:we Act requires the
is4toinisttretreo to %provide adequate staff and soney resource, to edni?.r.ister
00 Acc% got/ Many full-time OJJDP staff see Ailtignfid to the Waite
OWN% knowytil Given the fact that meny insulated tasks such as program
pt001404 Obi the incidence study have not boas performed on timely bests, is
thie WM' tef Ran adequate to properly eery test the Act?

A. ChM WallAisos teleeing children's program emordinetor la on my staff. That
voeslitAke 1 Idlithelle Easton who testified at IOW &gust oversight hearing
Atto not ot the OJJDP staff Ea available and hes been wed es
nocesnery to Work on tt3 Mining Chlldren's ProVens. There are separate
titapet toiftvets from the OJJDP staff for *soh of the Missing Children's
04010 heOleateb and we have the resources of the entire OJJDP staff to
0000 l0 edditionel areas in the program as needed. We have a total of
Wen otirpler/ess worldng either directly or in town of the Missing Children's
rrogreA,

eridiflOO, tills method we have selected for distributing contracts to the
Me* pti'sete voltanary organizations who will De applying have made it
Oneselemesslry 0 hire additional staff. DtPOM and its staff will process these
svgAtootiontf oast effectively and efficiently with the PVC* es subgrentees.

bellOVe thin this staff arrangement is adequate to properly carry out the
OMAN 4Itiftlten's Plogram.
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Q. During the hearing, Ms. Easton indicated that, with regard to the national
incidence study, the Office is about to fund a second pilot study and will soon
fund a third. By what date does the Office plan to have the program
announcement developed for the actual study?

A. We hope to complete the pilot studies, seek expert advice in evaluating the
pilot results, and develop our program announcement in early 1981. Under this
schedde, we would plan to make the program announcement in Spring 1987.

This is a tentative schedule, assuming among other things that thereare no
major delays.

Q. In your testimony at the hearing, you mentioned that all but agproximately $1
million of appropriated missing children funds either have been or will be
obligated in the neer future. Please provide a list of all grant awards end
interagency transfers made since October 1, 1985. In addition, pledgee provide
the date, amount, and purpose of each transaction.

A. I have attached a abort and project descriptions, current as of Friday,
Aupst 22, 1988, listing all missing ebildrent pant awards and interagency
transfers made since October 1, 1985.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if I can &work* any additional information of
these or any other parts of out program.
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1016121G CHILDREN'S PROGRAM

PT 85 ALLOCATION
4.000,000

7riyail OBLIGATIONS
CARRYOVER

PT 86 ALLOCATTON
4,000,000

- 172 000 GR. SEQIIwrzta
AVAILABLE

As of 8/22/86

TOTAL AVAILABLE
$ 1,630,572- 250,000 TRANSFER

7,380,57f AVAILABLE
:411411 PT 85 OBLIGATIONS

, 1 DNOBLIGATED
1,010_0 ANTICIPATED AWARDS

$ i- -AUK

Child Safety Psenership

-PT 1985
(rfratIleansant to support cantract for activities

related to the Missing Children's Advisory Board

2. IAA/Justine Management Division to provide access
to data in the NCIC's missing peaces Me to the
National Canter for Miming end Exploited Children

3. IAA/Glynco - FT 1965 Priority 113

Obligations - PT 1986
1. Supplement to the Natkaal Center for Miming

and Exploited Children

2. Nationel Center for Miming and Exploited Children

3. Naticaal Center for Miming and Exploited Children
(State Clearinghouses) Priority 115

4. Institute for Non-Profit Organization Management

5. N..rthwestern Univ. - pilot study National Incidence fies2y

6. Univ. of Illinois - pilot study Noticed Smidgens Study

7. Institute for Non-Profit Organisation Management Priority 16

I. IAA/Justice Management Division to provide access to date
in the liCICs miming persons file to the National Centre
for Missing and Exploited Children

9. Miscellaneous (printing, GSA charges, etc.)

10. Supplement to support contract for activities to the
Miming Children' Advisory Beard

TOTAL

'.40,148

27,282

viLit000
yg0

$ 1,163,560

1,87 6 .000

500,000

383,208

116,305

99,787

628,980

31,718

36,827

42 000
TOTAL 5.12 ,791

AWITCIPATED AWARDS
Law Enforcement Training Priority el
Institute for Non-Profit Organisation

Management
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825,000

383 000
$1,208:boo

Status

In Process.



ESTIMATEDPROGRAM mourn
DOLLAR AMOUNT OBLIGATIONS

1. NATIONAL STUDT OF LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES POLICIES AND
PRACTICES REGARDING MISSING CHILDREN AND HOMELESS YOUTH

The application deadline for this Federal Register solicitation was
July 31, 1985. A review panel met in December to consider those
eligible aPPlications and should be recommending the most qualified
applicants to me very soon. I expect to award Me funds for this
project in the very near future.

$ 850,000 4th Quarter
2. THE CHILD VICTIM AS WITNESS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

An RPP ol the topic of Child Victim as Witness was published
in the Federal Register.

$ 400,000 FY 1987
3. RESEARCH ON THE PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSEQUENC CS OF ABDUCTION

AND SEXUAL EXPLOITATION

The relationship between missing and abducted children and sexual
exploitation and the psychological consequences ofabduction and
sexual exploitation.

4. TRAINING/PUBLIC AWARENESS PROGRAM

We are currently negotiating with a potential grantee to carry out
training/public awareness program on the issue of Missing Children.
The major focus of this effort will beon runaway missing children. $ 500,000 FY 1987

5. ASSISTANCE TO STATE CLEARINGHOUSES FOR MMIING AND
EXPLOITED ClitLDREN

The National Center for Missing and Exploited Children has established
en oPeratiens division specifically to support the liaison and networking
with state missing children centers. This division has already met with
state clearinghouses and Is in position to be a technical assistance
provider for the program networking activities and to develop contracts
with each state clearinghouse for services and training.

An individual contract with each state clearinghouse will be developed. $ 550,000 $550,000
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ø. A9VOYAWS'A) 14,51/41% VOLUNTARY OROANIZATION8

erngtsee O11/ ire dew*" linked to the Technicel Assistance to
yobtritary Orgnelsetions funded by the Administrator under the

outPcnit, o( Elev. 400o) et the missing 'children's Assistance mt.
OrgenteetionA pOrtP4hating in the program will be invited to submit
opttlestit010 ftst tOetla to further enhanre their capabilities. These
014 be VAR too Wee routs, Probably $25000 ar lean made to
peep% ta reehnfalta tellqiie or especially effective programs.

fee IX'Ograin effirtieboy end convenience, we are &ming to distribute
theihr DOA to Ifei priVate organizations directly through INPOM
(1OlditOta fOr Ouepeetit Organization Management in Denver, Colorado).
ni0414 014 ethetwl la Our competition to rtm the program ot technical
stenetenCe enatattetbent for private valuntery organizations. $ 625,000 $828,980

OttltUt WAWA

itiCtOttt:C$ 0111in

torstoent Vendifte of the Missing ChiIdren's Assistance Act we
Ora Its tire ptOdete Of devolOping a National Incidence Study to
4eurvule the vetttletto cif Misting children.

tla AttO1 to 4ai4ik /tatty Which Is of the highest technics' standards
MPS at betesnast Utility to the field and Congress. We Mil be pleased to
prninda ,00 OAP Mery sPecific information on the experts consulted in
a* *weft wove It fon wish.

*hat tAa Mireletitfe ot other survey efforts on this subject has taught
CS In ths itOpertAPee ot orefuuy conildering the complexities of such a
may. Ihe &Mom arabiguitles of the phenomenon es well as the
mantel mom*, et the topic for respondents mitigate against a
OM Owl Ottle.),

1 r'V4nt itttidiso 'rano 5 300,000 $216,012 (2) grants

Untictisi ineidWe Maly $ 1,000,000 PY 1987



TECHNICAL MISTANCE TO PRIVATE VOLUNTARY ORGANIZATIONS

Thia prtgram was competed and awarded to the Inatitute for Nonprofit

Organiulion Menagement (1NPOM), a management organization specializing

in nceprofit orgolutions.

This prigram will assist private orgetaticts to better manage and

network their missing children services and resources within states

end with the national mining children clearinghouses.

This prom will be developed over two years, snd will include a

series of 16 rigional workshop for vivito *tattoos involved

with missing Ind evloited children services, The traintg and

technical assistance prim will include cegentatimal assessment,

technical asktance, marketing and public relallons, networking

with criminel Justice and other private ctgasIsatione, and voluntary

Ncrultment.

The purpose of the training and technical ottani is to help

achieve a highly capable cooperative national private voluntary

organisation netwak to augment Federal and State Missing and

Ekploited childrent service needs, $ 3831208 $383,208

THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR MISSING AND EXPLOITED CHILDREN $ 11875,000 $11875,000

$1,1631560 (Sup.)
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CATEGORICAL AWARDS FOR OJJDP BY DIVISIUN - ACTIVE (STATUS 60) PAGE
NON-BLOCK AWARDS FILE 06/11/,

OFFICE/DIVISION: OJJ0P-SPECIAL EMPHASIS

GRANT NO. AWARD AMOUNT AWARD DATE
86MCCXKOD3 $3,038,560 11114185

FUNDING HISTORY
O 851114 86 MC 1163560
S 860525 86 MC 1875000

BEGIN DATE
11101185

PROJECT STATUS
ACTIVE

RESPONSIBLE OFFICE PROJECT MONITOR
OJJ0P-SPECIAL EMPhASIS HECK, ROBERT

ENO DATE
031311B7

POMS CODE MBO ID
CA

PROJECT CIRECTOR
JOHN B. omit+, JR

GRANT RECIPIENT NAME AND ADDRESS PROGRAM CLASSIFICATION
NATL CTR FOR MISSING1EXPLCITEO CHILDREN SUBJECT: FAMILY SERVICE PROMS-GEN
1835 K STREET, N.M., SUITE 700 ACTIVITY: DELIVER TA-GEN
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006

GRANTEE (IF NCT SAME AS RECIPIENT):

TITLE: NAT/ONAL CENTER FOR MISSING AND BXPLOITEO CHILDREN ommeo

PROJECT SUMMARY
THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR MISSING AND EXPLOITED Ch/LOREN (NCMEC) WAS ESTABLISHEO
TO; (I) OPERATE A NATIONAL TOLL FREE (800-THE-LOST) TELEPHONE L/NE BY WHICH
INDIVIDUALS MAY REPORT INFORMATION REGARDING THE LOCATION OF MISSING CHILDREN
OR kECUEST INFORMATION PERTAINING TO PROCEDURES NECESSARY TO REUNITE CHILDREN
WITH THEIR CUSTODIAN; (2) ESTABLISH AND OPERATE A NATIONAL RESOURCE CENTER ANC
CLEARINGHOUSE WHICH GAN PRODUCE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO LOCAL AND STATE
GOVERNMENTS, PUBLIC AND PRIVATE NONPROFIT AGENCIES, AND INDIVIDUALS /N LOCATING
AND RECOVERING MISSING CHILDREN; (3) COORDINATE PUBLIC ANC PRIVATE PROGRAMS
WHICH LOCATE, RECOVER, OR REUNITE MISSING CHILDREN WITH THEIR LEGAL CUSTODIAN;
(4) DISSEMINATE NATIONALLY, INFORMATION ABOUT INNOVATIVE AND MODEL MISSING
°Imams. PROGRAMS, SERVICES AND LEGISLATION AND, (5) TO PROJIDE TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE TO LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES, STATE LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, ELEMENTS OF
THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM, PUBLIC AND PRIVATE NONPROFIT AGENCIES AND
INDIVIDUALS IN THE PREVENTION, INVESTIGATION, PROSECUTION, ANC TREATMENT OF
MISSING AND EXPLOITED CHILD CASES.
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CAiEGORICAL AWARDS FOR DJJOF BY DIVISION ACTIVE (STATUS 60)
NONBLOCK A4ARD5 FILE

OFFICE/DIVISION: OJJ0PSPECIAL EMPHASIS

GRANT NO. AWARD AFOUNT AWARD DATE BEGIN CATE END CATE
86MCCX1(006 8550,000 05/23/56 05/01/86 06/30/BT

,

FUNDING HISTORY

PAGE
06/11/

PROJECT STATuS POmS CODE me0 ID0 060523 06 Mc 550000 ACTIVE CP

RESPONSIBLE OFFICE PROJECT NONITOR
OJJ0PSPECIAL EMPHASIS HECK, ROBERT

PROJECT DIRECTOR
JOHN PATTERSON

GRANT RECIPIENT NAME AND ADDRESS PROGRAM CLASSIFICATIONNATL CTR FOR mIsSING/EXPLOITEC CHILDREN sueJEcT: CHILD ABUSE PREV/TREATMENT1035 K STREET, N.H., SUITE TOO ACT/VITT: DELIVER TAGEN
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006

GRANTEE (IF NOT SAKE AS RECIPIENT):

TITLE: sTATE CLEARINGHOUSE TECHNICAL ASS/STANCE PROGRAM

PROJECT SUMMARY
THIS COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT /S DESIGNED TO PROVIDE THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR
MISSING AND EXPLOITED CHILDREN WITH THE FISCAL RESouicES TO SupPOPT CAPACITT
BUILDING ACTIVITIES TO SE RESPoNSIsLE AND QUALIFYING wITM STATE (PUBLIC)
MISSING CHILDREN AGENCIES. ALL mCNIES IN THIS GRANT NM_ SE UTILIZED BY STATEMISSING CHILDREN AGENCIES TO AuGmENT AND ADVANCE THE LEGISLATIVE CIRECTIVE orTITLE IV OF THE JUVENILE JUSTICE AND CELINOUENCY PREVENTION ACT OF 1986 (P.L.98-671. OCTOBER 12. 1584). THE CAPACITY EuILCING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
CONTRACTS WILL BE DESIGNEC TO ENCOURAGE AND FACILITATE THE EARLY, FORMATIVE
ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE STATE PUBLIC HISSING CHILDREN CLEARINGHOUSE,AND WILL ASSIST THEM TO MORE PRODUCTIVELY SERVICE AND COORDINATE THEIR MISSING
CHILDREN OPERATIONS WITH NCMEC, AND OTHER STATE AND PRIVATE NoPROFIT MISSINGCHILDREN SERVICE AGENCIEs. THE CONTRACTS WILL INvoLvE SUPPORTING MISSING
CHILDREN REPORT DATA ANC AN ANALYST: COMPUTER COMPATIE/LITY SCFTWARE, mCDEmHOOKUP COSTS AND SPECIFIC oRGANIZATICNAL DEVELOPPENT TRAINING wORKSHCP CCSTS
SPECIFIC ORGANIZATIONAL DE4ELCPMENT TRAINING WORKSHOP COSTS SCHEDULED BY NCMEC
AND THE oFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE ANC DEL/NOUENCT PREVENTION.

4 1 5
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Law Enforeenwnt Assistance Administration
.no No. cm-86-R-007 REIMBURSABLE AGREEMENT FACE SHEET
. Agreement Number

86HCR-015
2. Period of Ameamon

.0ctober 1, 1985 through Septeaber 30, 1986
.4

3. This
Reimbursable Agreement for access to NCIC by the National Center for

Missing and Exploited Children - *-
4.- Ameunt

B31.716.00

5. Aomenting Claud lesion Code

X-C-MC-70-00-00 W.-la%%-liMS'

0.M1113 Code

CA

7. Type of Fumes

Kt ss 1 ng Chi 1 dren

a. TYPe of Parma'

0 Advance g Reimbursement
Purpose

Set forth mutual responsibilities of the parties of this agreement with
respect to access, use and dissemination If FBI NCIC missing person records
by the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children. Payment will be
made by OJJDP.

10. AGENCY REPRESENTATIVES

Assam Nem.
OJJW

AVOW Nem

Justice Management Divis4on/D0J
Adeueo (leelude ZIP Cede)

633 Indiana Avenue, N.M.
Washington, D.C. 20531

(Robert 0. Neck)

Addees Omehole ZIP Cele)

4100425 / Street,N.11.-Calde.,Rm
Washington, D.C. 20530

(John J. Lena)
"one Number dedoole Ana Coed

(202) 7244751' "... 202)633-11007 "
Nemo None

Aeolusos Iladeee ZIP Cole)

Avow Name

Aldan Neekeee IP CNN

.

Phone Number Ilneleee Apo Cede/Phone Owner Undue. Awe Coed

11. Requested Ey ISignannel)

nd

Title

Administrator. 03J M.
Oat.

12. Program Approval Menet nd

./17/7...07 .

Title

Administrator, OJJW, .-.

Ome

13. REQUIRED CONCURRENCES.'el
CCCI P/; j 014400"-°%----

Title

General Counsel4

Cate

.p....../0 14
OC psiqasw..i

AZ4:12.

Title

rector, Budget Division

Oats

,if FMGAB. Title

Di rector, DEAD
ode( ,,
1. 110

LIAO rem 1704/1 111.7.1
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U.S. Debentures. efJesdce Reimbursement Agreement Between Agencies

eliJDP W.I. 8641C-11-015 $0,CCTS-136-R-007

Name and Address o(RequesdntAgenc7Offi f40 of Juvenile
Justice and Delirguency r.vention , 633 Indiana
Averue, NW, Wash., CC 20531

Ream:its That The

7framoandAddnmsofPedmmdneiumsyaustice lelec=mni-caticms eervice, orrsibriTambr..US rept. of Justice.
Wash. EC 20530

For Use by Accounting OISce

Provide the Following Services or Goods: (ltic a:plane:km of work or services so be performed ond bans for determining cost)
Access by the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NDIEC) to the
National Law Enforcenent Teleccnenunications System (SILTS) and the National Crime
Information Center (ICIC) via the JUST system in accordance with_the resource usagerates %each are established for the time period during uhich the services are provided(the rates which are currently in effect are listed halve).

Estimated monthly charges are:

I. Line & Service Termination e $165.00 165.00II. MST Terminal (with diskette unit) 398.00III. 3200 messages (approximately) e $.65 each 2,080.00
Total Monthly Charge "t esW

Although it is anticipated that the usage of the above resources will be such
that the total expenditure for Fiscal Year 1986 will ba $31,608, the actual
billings will be in accordance with the actual services provided.

Billing will be aonthly.
Ottutels additional she et for -*minimise% of _-lanation.if necnsar)t)

TiTeZeing: (Requesnng Agency Will Indicate Appropnanon or Fund to be aarged)
Appropnanon Symbol and Tele Cost Center. Project. Allotment. or Wricplen No. Estimated Amount

(As Appcable)X-C-IC-7 0-00-00 li

Debtor Code
$31,716 .00

Duration: This Agreement. Including the General Conditions Stated on the Reverse of This Form,
Shall Become Effective October 1. 1985

30, 1986And Shall Continue Through
Septenter

Approved for Requestaig Calm
J tice a De ncv Prevention

Approved for Performing Office

Jte- ce - nt Division
- , Knionaotion1 1 ..C.n .

- (Organisation)
' ,-

(Signature)

Alfred S. Notary I (Sitliumne)
- n J. lane

(Mid
reputy Assistant Attorney General-... .. . . , - , .

Mad
.Adrainist.-ator
Accounting Data for Agency Perfonning Service
Item Appropriation Symbol and Tule

6T-09-40-04-10-03
Project, Allotment, or Workplan No. (As Applicable)

ROW 00.4.
DM Ss
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Reimbursement Aareement Between the Justice
Telecommunications Service, Justice manademenc Division

and the Olfice of Juvenile Justice and Delincuencv Prevention

This reimbursement agreement is between the Justice Telecommu-
nications Service, Justice. Management Division (JMD) and the
Office pf Juvepile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (0.7.7DP).

1. The purpose of this agreement is to set forth the mutual
responsihilities of the parties to this agreement with respect tc
access, use and dissemination of Federal Bureau ur Tnvestigatur-
National Crime Informetien Center. (NCIC) missing person records
by the Wasicnal Censer for Missing and Exploited Children

.

(NCMEC), pursuant to a separate access agreement between =DP
and =MEC, which is incorporated by reference heroin.

2. As the Department of Justice's NCIC Control Terminal Agent?,
JOD is rosponsihle for providing =MEC access to NC:C data as
described in paragraph 1 above, via the Department's :A1101=MUni-
cations system.(JUST).

3. OCJDP agreis to ?eimburse CMD under this agreement tor
providing =MEC the use of JUST. A copy et the rates which are

. currently La effect are attached and incorporated hy reference
herein.

4. OJJDP agrees to assume responsibility for NCMEC access,
use and dissemination of NCIC data in accordance with 5 U.S.C.
5 552a, 28 U.S.C. 5 534, 28 crR Parts 16 and 20, 49 Fed.
Reg. 44,565 (November 7, 1984), the NCIC Operating manual, the
NCIC User Agreement, the NCIC Standards and any other applicable
statuses, regulations and policies pertaining to NC1C date.
=DP may meet.its responsibilities to monitor use and
dissemination of NCIC data by any reasonable method.

5. To assist 0.7JUP in carrying out its responsibilities with
respect to NCIC access under paragraph 4 above, .7MD will provide
to OJJDP a hard cops of all NCNEC JUST messages, both incoming
and outgoing. The hard copy will be prepared every Monday. It
will be accompanied by a Certification Statement (sample
attached) and will be delivered to OJJEP the morning after it is
produced. Within a weeR atter the messages are delivered to
0.7.70P, the Administrator, OJJDP, or his designee will review all
of the messages to determine if the NCMEC usage is in accordance
with the NCIC Access Agreement between OJJDP and NCNEC. sign the
appropriate st3Itement on the Certifj.camion Statement to certify
that either the NCNEC usage was in accordance with this agreement
or a violation has occurred, and return it to James Dower,
Assistant Director,'Justice Telecommunications Service. If a
violation has occurred, OJJDP will notify Assistant DirectorDower immediately.

198
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6. Failure on the part of NCMEC to comply with applicable
statutes, regulations and policies as set forth in paragraph 4
above will constitute justification for termination of access toNCIC via JUST.

7. This agreement may be amended, as necessary, by the
mutual consent of the signatories hereto or their successor
organirationSs

6. This agreement becomes effective when approved and executedby the signatories hereto.

//0(AGGA!
Altren 6. Regnqty

Administrator
Office of Juvenile justice and

Delinquency Prevention
United States Department of Justice

../"" George S. Vaveris
Acting Deputy Assistant Attorney General

Office of Information Technology
Justice Managemenn Division

United States Department of Justice

2

/2-6441
' Zane
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Aaresment Pertainina to Access by the National Center forM13filnq an* Exo oite C i en to Carta tationa
Crime Information Canter Records via the JUsT System

This agreement between the Office of'Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prewentiona(OJJDP), for the United States Department
of Justice and the National Center for Missing and Exploited
Children (NCMEC), sets forrh the terms and conditions under which
=NEC will be provided access to missing person redords of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation-National Crime Information Center
(CIC) via the,. Department's telecommunications system (;UST).

1. The purpose ot granting NCMEC access to the NCIC missing
person records is to facilitate its role as a nauional
clearinghouse for information concerning missing and exploitedchildren.

2. NCMEC will be provided access to the follwing 'ripen of =ICrecords:

a. missing juveneles,
b. ::::ssing adults who were originally entered as tuveniles,
c. unidentified living persons (e.g., amnesiacs), and
d. unidentified dead.

3. MCMEC will be provided access to NCIC records pursuant to
28 U.S.C. S 534 and shall abide by its limitations. In accor-
dance with the requirements of this statute, NCMEC shall disclose
NCIC data obtained under this agreement only.to government
agencies. The single exception to this limitation will be the
confirmation of the entry of the name at a child into the NCIC
Missing Person File by NCMEC, as authorized by the Missing
Children Act of 1984, codified at 28 U.S.C. S 534.

4. NCMEC will comply with all applicable provisions of
the Privacy Act as codified at 5 U.S.C. S 552a and imple7
menting regulations at 28 CFR Part 16, and 49 Fed. Reg. 44,565
(November 7, 1984). Based upon NCMEC's contractual relationship
with the Department of Justice, NCMEC is held accountable to.the
requirements of the Privacy Act and the implementing regulaticnscited above.

5. NCMEC will take all reasonable and necessary measures to
maintain the accuracy of the NCIC data it disseminates, as
required by applicable law, regulations an4 pnlicies.

6. =MEC will havaactess to NCIC via JUST, operated by the
Justice Teleccmmunications Service, Office of Information

2 '0
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Technology, Justice Management Division (3MD), United States
Department of justice. In adcation to the statutory and regulatory
provisions previously cited, NCMEC will comply with 28 CFR Parc 20, the
NCIC Operating Manual, the NCI:. Standards dated April 1, 1984, and the
NCIC User Agreement, which documents are incorporated by referenceherein.

7. NCIC'aAd 3MD re.sain the right tt., terminate access to these records atany time and for any reason they consider appropriate.

Z. Reimbursement *for NCIC services provided via JUST will be provided bya separate, reimbursement agreement between3MD and OJJDP, which isincorporated by referenco herein.

9. NCMEC agrees to accept NCIC access, the cost of which will be
reimbursed to JMD by 033DP, in lieu of the award of adciltional assistance
funds under Section 404 (b) (2) of title IV of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act cf 1974, as amentied.

10. This agreement may be amended, as necessary, by the mutual consentof the signatories hereto or their successor organizations.

11. This agreement becomes effective when approved and signed by thesignatories hereto.

32:9 Howell
Executive Director

National Center for Missing and Exploited
Children

4,1
Date

. -1- g.)4Alfrea 5.. egn . DateAdministrator
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

Prevention

201
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CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Attached is a copy of all NCMEC JUST messages, both incoming andoutgoing, for the period

from 1 tO
Time Month Day Year Time Month Day Year

Please review these messages, sign one of the statements below,
and, witni". one we.ek of receipt of thase mesrages, return this

sT;amazn: to James R. Cower, Assistant Director,
Justice Telecommunication Service, Ofrice of Information
Technology, Justice Maragement Division, 4110 CAB. If a
violation has occurred, 7ontact Mr. Dower immediately; he can bereached on 633-3493.

, on the behalf oE the Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, certify that all
NCMEC usage of NCIC via JUST during the perioa-iFiZEfied above
was in accordance with the NCIC 4CCESS AGREEMENT.

Date

, on behalf of the Office of the 1
Juvenile uuszice ana Delinquency Prevention, am unable to certify
that all Natsc usage of NCIC via JtST during the period specirlea
above was in accordance with the NCIC ACCESS AGREEMENT because a
violation has occurred.

Date
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CATEGORICAL AWARDS FOR
OJJOP BY DIVISION - ACTIVE CSTATUS 60) PAGENOR-BLOCK AWARDS f/LE

oenit.
DFFICEZOIVISION: CJJ0P-NIJJOP

GRANT NO. "ARO AMOUNT AWARD DATE BEGIN DATE ENO CATEBANCCXKOOT 6313.203 22/20/115 09/09165 ,e,rtry--nr-- 9-.30 7 7.4.AILAtt- .FUNDING HISTORY 4616.111
PROJECT STATUS pONS CODE MED ID

C 1151220 66 MC 3132011 ACTIVE NA
RESPONSIBLE OFFICE

PROJECT MONITOR2JJDP-NIJJOP
LEW/S, J. ROBERT

GRANT RECIPIENT NAME AND ADDRESSINSTITUTE FOR NONPROFIT
ORGANIZATION PSIEBB DENVER CLUB BUILDING

sla SEVENTEENTH STREET
DENVER, Co 00202

PROJECT O/RECTOR
STEPHEN (moo(

PROGRAM EISSIFICATION
SUBJECT: GE. :RAG SESSIONSICONFS
ACTIVITY: ADMINISTER TANG AND MC

GRANTEE (IF NOT SAME AS RECIPIENT):

TITLE! TRAINING FOR PRIVATE VOLUNTARY
ORGANIZATIONS

PROJECT SU
TO PROVIDE TRAINING

IN ORGANIZATION AWO AOMINISTRATIVE
MANAGEMENT TO PRIVATEVOLUNTARY ORG.NIZATIONS

INVOLVED WITH HISSING AND
EXPLOITED CMILOREN AT EIGHTSITES EACh YEAR, YO

PROVICE CONTINUAL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE, TO HOLD A NATIONALCONFERENCE OF MISSING
CHILDREN'S AGENCIES. TO IDENTIFY AND SELECT FIVEEXEMPLARY PROGRAMS AS HOST SITES FOR TRAINING AND

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND TODEVELOP GUIDELINES
FOR SUCCESSFUL MISSING CHILOREA AGENCY OPERATION. ACONTRACTUAL AGREENENT

WITh TOM ADAM WALSH CH/LO RESOURCE CENTER. /NC. WILLENCOMPASS APPROXIMATELY
TWENT1-FIVE PERCENT OF THE TRAINING.
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U.S...., S. IMPAMTMONT OP ARM=a_ 1:1 o.r 0 Lle 13 0110P
0 MN CI NJ

CHECK APPROPRIATE SOX

RA MAIGAIMIWS restrawatatope. PT. h=
POOJECT SUIRIAAMY

I 0 ORAN, ID cooreitarvedonewserr
CT MIMPROA I=

0 Tide protect is supported under Tide I of the Omnibus Crime Comma and Safe Streets Act .42
USC 3701. as amended. ..

Cil Ws Prziettis supported .untler..tWe ..1;zvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974. 'as amended.,0 Other:

WM. COM= la..
J. Robert Lewis
TDTAD/NIJJDP
633 Indiana Avenue, N.V.
Washington. DC 20531
(202) 724-7573

-

a Mama. mama :wan ......,......
Stephen Block

Institute for Nonprofit Organization Mgmt.
388 Denver Club Iluildiog
518.17th Street
Denver. CO 80202 (303) 825-0800S. Ma a. maa

Capacity Building a. rap POI

N/A
fn.

A National Grant Awarding Project to Expend the Capacity of Private Voluntary
Organizations Involved with Missing and Exploited Children

-1-Q aloe slums

Institute for Nonprofit Organization M6vat
388 Denver Club Building
518 17th
Denver, CO 80202

Osoaaass

awn aaaa

N/A

011.00

9/9/85 - 9/30/87

a IWOUT lare

9/9/85 - 9/30/87
ARNIMMT OP 0400

$626,980

ab c
July 11, 1986

,o Ware Taws NNW 11.00

9/9/86 9/30/87
. MONO 'WI Valban *ace

$400,000

.. O Mall MAW 011aan ... nap "ma anal" AMOUNT

. 01.001.. 00GPM.00 OP Mau. Ose..10... as im..

To provide grants for training support, program services and developmental opportun-
ities to private voluntary organizations involved with missing and exploited children
This competitive grant program will enable recognized PV05 to apply the management
principles learned at training seminars. assist. PTOs in obtaining matching funds
from corporations, and increase tha capabilities and networking potentialities of
agencies serving missing children. a .-..z:

2C4
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CATEGORICAL AWARDS FOR OJJOP BY DIVISION Woe (STATUS 60) PAGE
NON-..BLOCX &YARDS FILE 06/11/

OFFICE/DIVISION: OJJ0P-NIJJDP

GRANT NO. AWARD AMOUNT AWARD DATE BEGIN PATE ENO CATS
B6MCCX0001 613,468 02/11/86 01,13/86 07/31/86

3wrp - 4 - a A, 9 3 1

FUNDING HISTORY --friniii" PROJECT STATU5 FORS COOT M80 ID
0 960211 86 MC ' 93468 ACTIVE CA

RESPONSIBLE OFFICE PROJECT MONITOR PROJECT C/RECTOR
DJJDP-NIJJOP ALLEN-NAGEL, BARBARA PAUL J LAVRAGAS

GRANT REC/PIELT NAME. &NO ADDRESS wRQEkAm CLASSIFICATION
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY SUBJECT: CA/ME ASSESSMENTS
CENTER FOR URBAN AFFAIRS ARO POLICY RSCH ACTIVITY: RESEARCH-SOCIAL SCIENCES
SURVEY LAB, 633 CLARK STREET
EVANSTON, IL 60201

GRANTEE (IF NCI' SAME AS RECIPIENT):

TZTLE: PILOT-TEST TELEPHONE SURVEY METHODS

PROJECT SUMMARY
THIS PROJECT PROPtSES TO CONDUCT THREE TELEPHONE 5UAYEYS 70 STUDY THE EFFICACY
OF TELEPHONE SURVEY METHOCS /N GATHERING INFORNAT/QM 6E001 MISSING CMILCREN Attl
RELATED ISSUES. 'NTS WORM WILL BE CONDUCTED FOR IRE EFFICE OF JUVENILE JUST/C.
AND DELINQUENCY FREVENTION U .s. CEPARTMENT Of JUSTICE, IN SUPPORT OF THEIR
FULFILLMENT oF THEIR CONGRESSIONAL MANOATE AS SET FORTHZIN THE 1984 FEOERAL
MISSING CHILDREN'S ASS/STANCE ACT. WITH INPUT FRO, OJJOP STAFF ARO A TECHN/CA
ASSISTANCE SUECONTRACTOR (ILLINOIS OEFARTHEFT Of fyRyE POLICE, SEARCH), THE
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY SURVEY LABORATORY WILL PLAN& EXECUTE, RHO ANALYZE THES
SURVEYS DURING THE VER/00, JANUARY 13, 1986 THROWN JULY 31, 1986. THE FIRST
SURVEY WILL BE CONOUCTE0 IN THE CHICAGO METROPOLIY&M AREA, WITH THE WINER
SURVEYS SAMPLING A STATE-WIDE POPULATION. FLANNII.c POR EACH SURVEY WILL BE
DONE ON AN ITERATIVE BASIS, WITH SUBSEQUENT SURVEY'S BASED ON THE F1NOINGS OF
EACH PREVIOUS SURVEY.

TOTAL 110030.767 ZZ
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AUG 0 7 1986
-,' U.S. OlIPANTNIENT °PAM

0 WARS 0 MU0 LEAA Check0 'USX OJJOIpproprIste Box

CROAT MOOMIOWS1110101tAINOUNI. Mk
P910.111CT summary

le avow CI 0:10.11114TWINMINMCICt
MICIMMTNUMWM

86-18C-CX-0001 (5-1)

0 TAW project is swamp wider Tltle 1 of We Justice Systole loproveseat Act of 1929. 42 MC SM.

al Tnis pow' is supported ureter Title II of Os Juvenile Justice end Delinquency Preventien Act of 1974,
es amended.

0 Other

'Barbara Allen:Itagatti".
Nt1JDP/RAITD
633 Indiana Ave.. N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20531
2021724-5929

Associate Prof
North University Survey Lab
633 Clark Street
Evanston. Illinois 60201

rumum.w.m.

National Studies of the Incidence of Missing Children CA. tau we ~Atm
Pilot -Testing Telephone Survey Methods for Measuring the Incidence of
Missing Children and Associated Attitudese
Northw University
Center for Urban Affairs 4 Policy

It 11 Survey Lab
633 Clark Street
Evanston. Illinois 60201

WWWwwWM
N/A

7 MKdsar 000111

1/13/86 - 12/31/86
~UT *WOO

1113/86 - 12/31/86
aapar, eMasa

$22.837

a *an Go mew*

ft*M0.4,10.1104WO4M0
N/i.

. a._rri

N/A

w rmrmmow warn mum.

i/A
a "my Istsll Wage mama,
8/.4.

A Warers, tenesInKr P. ...or........
This project proposes Ca conduct telephone ye to study the efficacy
of telephone aaaaa y methods in gathering infatuation about missing
children and related i This work will be conducted in response to
the Congressional mandate as set forth in the 1984 Pederel Missing
Children's Ass/ Act. With input from OJJD! staff and a technical
assistance subc aaaaa tear (Illinois Department of State Police I -swim!).
the Northwestern 'University Survey Lab t win plan, execute, and
analyse these surveys during the period. January 13. 1986 through
Dacenber 31, 1186.

HC

oilatt row 40Cen weal AAPL.ACIA I.CAA Poem avail eeice Is oases. a.



CI 'MS ;MAKI is suiVortitel under Tit IS I of th Aft to Sftg,,, telleOvement AV o 1979 42 t)S 3101.

CI This project is supported under Titte II of the Jureenile JufeiGe Ond
Oelincleelice Preveetion Ave of 1517,Is itlIgniftd.

10 Other,

fee COMM,
anroars Allen-Hagen

:titans

TZ4-592.9

7Aaa *OM /....momMr
6erv4r sad=4n,

N'se===,,c.

1.zGt -45%t't?;3 1:
ree

%stimuli/ Incidence Study of nissing Chi,dren
11C1"7"./*Iyl 00 Maar

Svadring the /ncidence of fasting Children by treclal Aesearch Methods
I W aMOSS ,VM7
Board of Trustees
University of Illinois
oft Cfftce of Grants & Contracts
P.:. Hoz 431,2

6c66o

01A

7 ~WO Mal0 .0040 OCR
8/16/66 8/14/8, 6,15/a6 . 8/14/P
aMaa a. *a ar 017..4"7

Auglot 15. 1966

VA VA

If/A

W00004ICAMM a. af,M, rSe ....war* ea
This ay.:dr is ote of a series of pilot tests 0:Jr-P hil kat:I...tee tor the :..rtost tfdesignizg a nan:tat: .. ate of aissing ch:.;d:r... The goal cf :til

3997767
.77107,.. -.J.I004 AMMO

MrsaaruaphaaMhage
S/A

to eplzre :he effectivesess of traltiplicil:f licjj.& et: cs;..Oure-retstsnre
,...._dares fir it:treeing es:ins:es of tte incilfeet ef tiseih$ =he
sin of mu"'7"-y sampling is to sprssd the Ott:V.:Cation or melters of I
scecial population more broadly over the total peptiletiorli C4:3 PrO:osed
research wm.V.i measure tte acCuMoy vitt whict neWied netWrh5 reeort ==s3ttZchildrto. Castar. assure procedurne have pee% esed zo es:Lease the num'ser
of households or indi?ii:Als nizted la a cunts af.1, ro rt:11,=1;
propcseo as a nethcd for measuring the bcaeleSs Itotul.stier.;

t':re itstr t=e =:
captu... orteed::rer it sty sur:ef of %&r cr rora.i 1,e t:
determine the outher of thes children vho are eot litaei

0.1.4 Ps PO OM 000/1 1117). ..... CISLEAA ROmo
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1030 K Uwe. N.W. Sults 700 WaNnatan. D.C. 20006
202/M1021

The gosorable Dale B. slides
Chairman
Subcommittee on OURMA Resources
Committee on Education and Labor
U.S. Mouse of Rapragentatives
402 Cannon Souse Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20515

Dear Az. CUIt1111101

August 21, 1966

In an effort to ensure the accuracy of the Congressional. Record for the
hemming on the oversight of the Miening Children Asmistance Act as conducted py
the Subcommittee on Susan Resourco* 06 August 4. 1956. I would like to ciimily
certain issues.

Contrary to claim* made by ontato, witnesses, tbe National Center for
Kissing and ksploited Children lis not how, and bas never been. in favor of hh,
°jailing of children who voluntarily leave their homes. Nor did the canter
arrange to have pictures of sinning children put cm kitty litter bags.
Although the Canter.* Hotline numbee AO prominently displayed on the bag. a
closer examination of the kitty litter package, will reveal thst a different
organisation arranged the display on that kind of pmckeging.

Further, the Center has never claimed that more than 5.000 unidentifiad
dead children are buried each yesr. At the beatings, it Vas &leo claimmg thee
the Canter's 1964 brochure contributed ba an ontrageoas scare campaign by
informing the American public that there were up co 50.000 stranger
abductions. In fact. the Ceotor'a 1904 brochure states, 'Between 20.000 to
50.000 Milliken disappear each year end their cases [dada =solved by thn anfl
of the yeas. InCludad in this grouper* the victims of criminal abduction and
foul play; smell children stolen by !individuals to raise as their OM, or far
sale, children VO0 remain voluntaril miasi for monthsLand the victims of
occidental deaths.'

Although the National Center in not chartered to perform the Motional
/ncidence Study, the National Center is committed bo providing accurate
information to the public concerning the results of those statistical studine
thst hove been performed by repot:W/o individuals. agencies, and organimitinnO.
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bele E. tilde/.
August 21, 1946
Mgt Two

Early U11 1905, the Center prepared an analysis of the tatistical issue
'that included am ln -depth analysis of the source of the figures as well as the
streogths and weaknesses of the studies quoted. (See attached "flacepoued
Infatuation on Riming Children.") Sbe Center I. not engaged in conducting any
independent incidence study. That function has been undertaken by the Office
of Juvenile Justice and Oelinqueecy Prevention.

Cm of the biomes raised at the hearings by several witnesses, exrceasing
differing points oT view, was tbe Umbria to be accorded to runaways by
missing and exploited Mild pogroms. Tor example, om witness argued that
runaways are not properly considered to be among the "truly massing' as he
defines that term and that services under the Massing Children's Assistance Act
to that population (over the age of 13) should be terminated. Certainly that
was not the position taken by other witnesses who argued that more of the funds
approplated under the Missing Children's Assistance Act should go toward
meeting the reeds of Me runaway regulation.

Cne witness claimed to be sole authoc of the Missing Children's Assistance
Act, thereby cloaking himself in a not entirely deserved aura of authority
concerning the Comessimal intent in enacting the Kissing Children's
AssistAnco Act. This entirely ignoces the contribution of others wbo
participated in fommlatirag and drafting that legislation. Sis cleft also
ignores the 535 Ambers of Mopes, who supported this bill in its present
fors.

As this witness acknowledges, his views were not the cely views and
compomises were mcbieved mon much issues as the definition of massing child.
"Unfortunately, the final compromise tangoinge of the Missing Children's
Assistance Act waffled on the definition of a 'truly miming child'...."
Congress ultiastely adopted a somewhat more expansive definition of "truly
siselieg child" than that desired by the witness.

Thus, under She berms of the Missing Children'm Assistance Act, the
Administrator of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention la
to undertake the performance of specified tasks including the establishment of
a national tesoucce center and clearinghouse to pcovide technical assistance in
locating sad recovering miming children; to coordinato programs which locate,
recover, oc reunite aiming children with their legal custodians; to
disseminate information about innovative massing children's programs and
legislation; and to provide technical assistance to elements of the criainal
justice systole, nonprofit agencies and individuals bn the prevention,
investigation, prosecution. and treatment of the signing and exploited Child
came. Section 404 (b) (A-D).

rot purpmeem Of preeldinq technical aasistance under these sections. the
applicable definition of 'gassing child' is found in Section 403 and provides
that services are to be provided in cassis of missing children (less than 18
years old) Moe. whereabouts are unknown to the child's legal custodian if the
circumstances of the disappearance indicate that the child may have been taken

206
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bele E. icilaw.

ka9ast 21, 1986
Page Three

Prom the legal custodian without
that custodian's consent, oc if the

circumstance* strongly indicate that the child is likely to be abused oc44cPlOited.

The Administrator of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
btevention is also bh establish and operate national toll -free telephone lineby which people can report infatuation

regarding the Location of any *missingchild oc any other child, 13 years of
age or younger, uhose whereabouts acenniusOun to such child's legal custodian.

Callers are also entitled to request
infOrmatian about procedures to reunite a child with the child's legal
ouetodian. Section 404 (b1 (11.

Thum, Congress has established two definitions. One defines 'missingChile for purposes of providing the
more extensive "technical assistance'

OetVices offered by the National Canter
and a second definition of 'missing

child' which is applicable to the
Hotline and applies to all children under theego of 13 regardless of thn cirmusstances

under which they disappeared.
Otstline service* ace J:1 be available to 'missing children' over the age of13 if the circumstances, indicate

removal without the legal custodian's consentot strong likelihood of sexual expdoitation..

The National Center for Missing and
Exploited Children has entered inbha

cOntract with the Administrator of the Office of Juvenile JUstice and
Delinquency Prevention to act as the national resource center and
Oleacinghousw. Although the Center

adheres; G3 the definitions of the missing
Cbildren's Assistance Act, it should be

noted that the Administrator is bound
by the definitions of the Acts the Center is bound by the terms of its contractwith OJJDP. Furthermore, the Center is bound by the terms of its contract withgJ4DP only to tbe extent of the

pezformancecf.tasks specified by the contractend paid for with OJJDP funds.
Should the Center choose to undertake

skitiOnal programs and pay for them w4th
private funds, the Center would befree to do so.

Nonetheless, et this point, it is
important to clarify the role ...ef theCanter in serving the needs of the

cunaway population and their families. AstOe be; readily observed from the terms of the Missing Children's Assistancekat, the focus of the missing children
effort is to assist the families' tolemate, and recover oc become reunited
with their siseing children--including%Ole runaways,

In contrast, the focus of the
DUNS funded runaway and Wireless youth

WOgraas is to provide shelter and
other services to the runaways themselveskaki]. they Can be reunited with their families or until they have acheived aAtAble, alternative placement or are emancipated. there is some crossover inhotb types of programs,

but they are designed to avoid duplication of federaleffort and serve different, though
legitimate, needs. Some of the witnessesbight appear bp ignore the legitieate

needs of the families of those who leave
heft voluntarily in their zeal to provide, more services oh meet the needs ofthe runaway children themselves.

fho Center feels that it is important to meetthe needs of both.
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pale E. Wilde*
August 21. 1986
Page Pour

Many children who bay. ultimately beets found dead Woe been. initlelly,
claosified as a °runaway." Because the child waa °just a runaway'. the
families have been unable to obtain appropriate assistance and investigation of
the circumstances under which the child disappeared. This wee the olio for
may of tbe victise murdered by John Wayne Gacy.

Pursuant to the express intention of Congress, the National Canter offer.
assietance to the families to locate and recover their missing childrwn. Whea
a call is taken on the Hotline, an attempt is made to elicit inform/Avon from
the families to give a reasonable indication concerning the circunateoces ender
whicn the child diseppeared and whether the cbild is endangered.

All families of those who are volumtarily missing receive tAn tad:chore
developed by the National Center which provides information concerning
productive avenues for the family to explore n tbe mearch for their child.
(See attached otochuve.) All families are informed by the Hotline' °Aerators of
tbe systole available to them in their local community. This includes a
referral to local nonprofit organizations that provide help to fessilive
ezperiencing this hind of crisis. It also includes advising the' famil2 to
contact tbe throe national runaway bztlines and all local youth Ocrio*
providers to leav a message for the child.

If the child is under the age of 13. or if the voluntarily ft/MAI child is
believed to be endangered, the case will be assigned to a Tecbnical Advisor for
more intensive followup. (Thus. tin distinctions codified in Lb, Rifting
Children's Assistance Act are observed.) The truly difficult decisions made
at this stage involve cases in which there is insufficient evidenCe 00 which to
reach a conclusion concerning whether the child is or is not abasing
voluntarily andconcerning whether or not.the child is endangered. Away cases
of this nature remain ambiguous until the child is located.

Calls as. also taken from children who are voluntarily slating. gene call
wanting assistance in obtaining a safe shelter cc other servicea. le that
case. the child will be told of the national runaway switchboatds sod how to
contact them. They say also be told of local youth services provider.. On
occasion, tbe child will be kept on the Hotline while Center Outline oftrators
make arrangements with the local service provider. Others call venting
assietance in returning home. In that case, the Center provides Assistance
available through such programa as the Trailways runaway progtaa or the
Greybouad Missing Children transportation program.

In the event infatuation is provided to the Notional Contest concerning
evidence of or suspicion of child abuse, referrals will be made to the
appropriate child abuse hotline cc agenc/ responsible for investigation of
those allegations. when appropriate, Center staff will directly content tne
local agency.
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Dela S. tilde*
August 21, 1986
Fage Five

Although Ube Motional Canter has many points of dispute with some of the
witnesses, they cannot be addressed withoct 'making this ltter exceedingly
lengthy. However, I feel compelled bn maxe one final point. The Missing
Children's AinietanCe Act provides that assistance iS to be rendered to low
enforcement agencies, state and local governments, elmaents of the criminal
justice system, pWnlic and private nonprofit agencies and individuals in the
prevention, investigation, prosecution, and treatment of the missing and
exploited child case.

Shen a child is kidnapped and sexually assaulted and released for
murdered), that child has been taken from the place whore that child is
supposed to ha to plena where additional crime. can be committed and that
child is further criminally victimized. The crime of kidnapping is defined bY
criminal laws of our states. In cases where there is evidence (or a
presumption) of interstate transportation of the child-victim, it may become a
federal crime as well. I. the missing Children's Assistance Act to be
intwpreted to apply only to federal cases? This appears to be the crux of one
witnese definition of 'truly issing.*

What then becomes of the mandate of the Missing Children's Assistknea ACt
bn provide technical assistance to law enforcement agencies, state and local
governments, elements of the criminal justice systeS, public and privet,
nonprofit agencies and individuals in the preventi=., investigation,
prosecution, and treataant of the missing and exploited child case?

What bmznmes of cases such as that of Deborah Carlson's daughter. Vick!
Lynn, who was kidnapped, taken into the desert, and murdered? S. paroled serial
child-rapist has been charged wit!: hot murder. Her body was found buried in A
shallow grave in the &tisane desert seven months after her disappearance. fiet
case is no longer a federal case becauae the L.:Ay was found in the seSe State
as that in which she diOapFeared. /s the National Center not to provide
technical assistance to her family? To the !Lea County Motif!? To the Pima
County District Attorney? To the Pisa County Victis-Assistence Office? tech
of these individuals and agencies has contacted the Mationar Canter for
technical assistance. let, Vicki was killed within 24 hours -f her
disappearance and, thus, she would not have been considered *cc...1y missing*
under that witness definition of that tors. It is our centention that the
Missing Children's AlitiOttinn Act does, in fact, contemplate the provision of
technical assistance in such cases.

We would appreciate the inclusion of the enclosed documents which wet%
referenced during our testimony. Included is the written testimony of Special
Agent len tanning of the Federal Surea0 of Investigation before the Government
Information, Justice and Agriculture Subcommittee of the Mouse Committee on
Government Operations on April 9, 1586, and the letters regarding the role of
the Mational Cantor as read into the record by Robbie Callaway at the heating,
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Cale S. SIldes
adgust 21, 1266
page Six

N. Chait'en. hoPe that this cogressondence will he included in the
gecogd of talk bsogiawa and will Walast the Subcommittee in its owegsisht
responsibilities. eapAk you fog thls oppottunity.

Sincogoly

L,4
Palls I. rieredith

President
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I AM SPECIAL AGENT KENNETH V. LANNING. A MEMBER OF THE

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE UN/T OF THE FBI'S TRAINING DIV/SION AT THE FBI

ACADEMY IN QUANTICO. VIRGINIA. I AM HERE TODAY AT THE REQUEST OF

THE GOVERNMENT INFORMATION. JUSTICE AND AGRICULTURE SUBCOMMITTEE

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS TO PROVIDE INFORMATION

CONCERNING CHILD ABDUCTION AND TOE RESEARCH CURRENTLY BEING

CONDUCTED SY THE FBI'S BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE UNIT.

IN RECENT YEARS THERE OAS BEES A TREMENDOUS INCREASE IN

PUBLIC AWARENESS AND CONCERN FOR THE PROBLEM OF MISSING CHILDREN.

CITIZEN GROUPS, THE MEDIA. CONGRESS ADN LAW EMPORCEMENT HAVE

INCREASINGLY FOCUSED ON THE ISSUE OF MISSING AND EXPLOITED

CHILDREN. MUCH 0? THE CREDIT FOR INCREASING SOCIETY'S AWARENESS

OF THIS PROBLEM BELONGS TO THE PARENTS OF MISSING CHILDREN SUCH

AS JULIE'PATZ AND JOHN WALSH.

IN RECENT MONTHS THERE HAS BEEN INCREASING DEBATE AND

CONTROVERSY CONCERNING THE NATURE AND THE SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM OF

MISSING CHILDREN. ALTHOUGH DETAILED AND MORE PRECISE STATISTICAL

DATA IS JUST NOW BEING COLLECTED, MOST EXPERTS AGREE THAT THE

VAST MAJORITY OF MISSING CHILDREN ARE ADOLESCENT RUNAWAYS OR

THROWAWAYS AND THAT MOST ABDUCTED CHILDREN ARE TAKEN BY NON-

CUSTODIAL PARENTS. THIS DOES NOT NECESSARILY MEAN THAT THE

PROBLEMS OF MISSING CHILDREN HAVE BEEN EXAGGERATED. HOMELESS

TEENAGERS ARE AT GREAT RISK OF BECOMING VICTIMS OF DISEASE.

DRUGS, ALCOHOL. EXPLOITATION, CRIME AND VIOLENCE. CH/LDREN

ABDUCTED BY A PARENT CAN SUFFER MUCH PSYCHOLOGICAL AND EMOTIONAL

TRAUMA AND, IN SOME CASES. EVEN PHYSICAL AND SEXUAL ABUSE.
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HOWEvER, TEE MOST coMMON TOE Of NINUNG cO/LORAN CASES

REFERRED TO TEE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE ON/T PON AVA1.YE1S AND

INvESTIGATIvE ASSISTANCE ARE TAME ZOVOLVSNq ThE APPARENI,

ABDUCTION OF A CHILD SY A STRANGER os PoN,IAMity MEMBER.

ALTHOUGH MOST EXPERTS AGREE THAT STATZOTICALLY THID IS TEE

SMALLEST cATEGORY OF MISSINq cRADAEg. NO pRg AS SuRg Op The

EXACT sCopE OF Tilz PROBLEM. /X 1984, THE rHI INVENTIGATED 69

CASES INVOLVING ABDUCTED CFULDUR UNICE! MOT Thg CR1TE1tIA fOR TN%

FEDERAL KIDNAPPING STATUTE. Tag $SPORTxNd Or IV3.5 FIGURE BAN

BEEN MISINTERPRETED BY SoME To NEAR THAT ftg PA/ IS ALLFAIRO TOAT

oNLY 69 CHILDREN WERE ABDuCTED IN 1984, Thls %5 NOT ACCDRATH.

THIS FIGURE INCLUDEs ONLY CHILDREN ABDOcTSD IR oNg STATE AND

LOCATED IN ANOTHER STATE. oR CB/LOREN ABDUCTED 017 NEvim roam,

IT DOES NOT INCLUDE CHILDREN A800CTRO OF A tAReBT, CHILDREN

ABDUCTED AND FoUND IN TOE sAME STATE. OA CAILAREN AavoCTRD AND

NOT REP3RTED MISSING TO WE FRI. A Really STOP/ By ?Hs 5AT/019AL

CENTER FOR MISSING AND EXPLOITED CHILDREN IDENTIFIED 709 CASES 10

1984 IN WHICH CHILDREN WERE VICTIMS Or XIDNAPPLUG OR ATTIMPTED

KIDNAPPING BY NON-PAM/LT MEMBERS oh DIsAPFUAtto UNDER uNRNOWN

cIRCuMsTANCES.

WHATEVER THE NUMBER MAY BO. 1T 3.9 bifFIcoLT To kigASURE

THE IMPACT or THE STRANGER ABDUCT/ON Or CHIONER BE NUMBRRS

ALONE. DATA FROM THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR MISSLhO AND EXPLO/TE0

cHILDREN STUDY INDICATE TOAT 70.1% OP WIZ CRiLFARN RIDNAPPED SY

NON-FAMILY mEmBERS WERE ALSO VICTIMS or SEPAL ASSAULT, ARDER OR

PsysICAL AssAULT. MoRE DISTURBING IS Tftg FACT THAT 22.1$ Or THE

CHILD VICTIMS IN THIS STUDY oF RON-FAI4LY AVOUOlos NEER As.so

MURDERED.

21'&1Sw
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FOR UNDERSTANDASLE EMOTIONAL REASONS, MUCH OP THE

EMPWASIS FOR PUBLICIZING AND PREVENTING THE STRANGER ABDUCT/ON OF

CHILDREN HAS SEEN PLACED 00 TOR YOUNG CHILD AS THE VIcT/m.

HOWEvER. LAW ENPORCEMENT RECORDS REAMINED IR THE NATIONAL CENTER

FOR MISSING AND EXPLOITED CHILDREN STUDY INDICATE THAT 62.4% OP

THE CSILDRER KIDNAPPED WERE BETWEEN TOE AGES OP 11 AND 17 YEARS.

IN ADDITION, OP THOSE ENTERED AS INVOLUNTARILY MISSING IN THE

MISSING PERSON FILE OF TEE PSI NATIONAL CRIME INFORMATION CENTER

(WIC) IN 1984. APPROXIMATZLT 75% WERE CHILDREN 13 TO 18 YEARS OP

AGE. THESE NURSERS SEEM TO INDICATE THAT MAYBE MORE ATTENTION

AND MORE PREVENTION plOORAMS NEED TO BE DIRECTED AT THE

ADOLESCENT VICTIM. THE COMMONLY HEARD itARNING 'NEVER LEAVE YOUR

CHILDREN UNATTENDED" IS GOOD ADVICS-FOR YOUNG CHILDREN. I DEFY

ANY PARENT TO GO TO A SHOPPING CENTER WITH THEIR TEENAGE SON OR

DAUGHTER AND ATTEMPT TO IMPLEMENT THIS ADVICE.

ANALYSIS RY THE BERAVIORAL SCIENCE UNIT Or CASES

INVOLVING TRE ABDUCTION Or CHILDREN BY NON-PAMILY MEMBERS HAS

IDENTIFIED Prim MAJOR PATTERNS oP BEILVVIORI

1. EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED - INDIVIDUALS WITH A REAL OR

IMAGINED VOID IN THEIR LIFE WHICH THEY ATTEMPT TO

FILL BY' ABDUCTING A camp. MANY or THESE OFFENDERS

ARE WOMEN.

2. RANSOM - INDIVIDUALS WHO ATTEMPT TO OBTAIN

FINANCIAL GAIN PRoM THE FAMILY Or THEIR CHILD

VICTIM. BECAUSE cONTACT IS MADE WITH THE VICTIM'S

FAMILY, THEsE ARE USUALLY THE EASIEST CASES TO

SOLVE,
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3. PEWIT - iNDIV=VALs WHO ATTEMPT To °STAIN

pitaNctAL GAIN room MUM THAN TOE MILT Or THEM

COMO VICTIM. TOE CHILD vICTIM CoULD St SOW To A

vARIETY OP THIRD PARTIES RANGING rrom LOPING

COUPLES TO OUVAD EXPLotTess.

4. SEXUAL XRDWIDVALS WHo AStiocl CHILDREN IN ORDER

TO ENGAGE IN SEXUAL AcTIVITF. Arm TRe mom.

rlorrymr. Tat CHILD MT/A CAN St KEPT. SATORStO,

OIOCAMED OR =DM.

S. KILLER =MMUS WHo AtbNcT CHILDREN IP ORDER

TO r(LL MM. $VCS INDIVIDUALS MAY ENOA42 IN

SEXUAL ACTIPITY germ, DURING OR AVM THE MURDER,

SOT MURDER-NOT StX-IS THEIR PR/NCIPAD MOTIPATION.

LocAD, STATE AND FEDERAL LAW SUPORctritST HOE AtOUtSTSO

UNEsTIGATIvt =PPM PROM TOE sEHAVIORAL SCIENCE UNIT IN CHILD

=Amnon CAStS PRIMARILY IWOWIVO MLA= MOTIVATED OFFENDERS

Asro CHILi tILWSS. TUE StftAinORAL SCIENCE UNIT SAS ATTEMPT= To

ASSIST XX TRESS INVESTIGATIONS SY PRoVIDING PERSONALITY PROFIDES

IV CASES WITS VSKNoWN SUWECTS, AND PERSONALITY ASSESSMENTS IN

CASES WITH EWAN SUSPECTS OR WOJECTS. THE DOIT IS ALSO

ATTEMPTING TO LtASS MORE MOM TOE TYPES OP camp ASOUCTORS woo

SEXUALLY ASSADLT AND/OR MURDER =mum.

IN ADDITION TO TM Issor or MISSING =WREN. IN RecENT

YrAsi coNSIDERARDE ATTENTION SAS ADSo rocusen og Tgr mukor

SEXUAL MUSE OF CHILDREN, MEDIA STORIES AND CONGRESSIONAL

WARMS RAPE DEAD? WITH TOPIcS 5VCS AS MILD PoROOGRAPRY. sExuAL

ASVSZ VI DAY CARt CENTERS. AND PtDoPHILES. mANy pg0PLM HAVE
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ALMOST TOTALLY LINKED TNE ISSUES OF MISS/NG CHILDREN AND SEXUALLY
-

AHUSED CHILDREN. THEY ASSUME THAT THE MUNE, PICTURED /N

WILD PORNOIMULPHY ARE ABDUCTED CHILDREN. THEY ASSUME THAT ANY

INDIVIDUAL WHO ABDUCTS AND SEXUALLY ABUSER A WILD IS A

PEDOPHILE. THESEASSUMPTIONS ARE USUALLY I0C2ERECT.

THE VAST MAJORITY OP AMERICAN CHILOROM IN PREPUBESCENT

CHILD PORNOGRAPHY WERE NOT ABDUCTED INTO SEXUAL SLAVERY. THEY

WERE SEDUCED.INTO POSING.FOR THESE PICTURES OR VIDEOS BY

PEDOPHILE THEY PRoSASLY Mow. THEY WERE NEVtA MISSING CHILDREN.

IN SOME CASES THEIR OWN PARENTS TooK THE FICTDHES OR MADE TEEM

AVAILABLE FOR OTHERS TO TAKE THE PICTURES. COILDREN IN PUBESCENT

CHILD PORNOGRAPHY ARE MORE LIKELY TO BE MIRS/NO CHILDREN, BUT

USUALLY THEY ARE ADOLESCENT RUNAIMYS OR TEAOWANAYS AND NOT

ABDUCTED CHILDREN.

INDIVIDUALS WHO ABDUCT AND SEXUALLY MUSE CHILDREN

AND/OR MURDER CHILDREN ARE NOT NECESSARILY PENANZLEs.

PEDOPHILES ARE INDIVIDUALS W/TH A SEXUAL PREFERENCE FOR CHILDREN.

MANY OF THE INDIVIDUALS WOO ABDUCT AND SIDDIALLYASSAULT CHILDREN

DON'T HAVE A SEXUAL PREFERENCE FOR CHILDRE$ WY RAVE A PREFERENCE

FOR WEAK, VULNERABLE VICTIMS. THIS DISTINCTION MAY HAVE LITTLE

OR NO MEANING FOR THE VICTIM. THE VICTIM'S WILY Tag MEDIA AND

soCIETY Ds GENERAL. HoWEVER. IT COULD HAVN A. GREAT DEAL or

MEANING FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT INVESTIGATORS DECIDING WHERE TO

DIRECT RESOURCES. THROUGH CRImE ANALYSIS AND TRE DEVELOPMENT OF

PERSONALITY PROFILES. THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE UNIT ASSISTS LAW

ENFORCEMENT INVESTIGATORS To MAKE THESE OUTINCTIONS AND TO

NARROW THE FOCUS OF THEIR INVESTIGATION. IR AbOITION, THE

21a3r.t,t
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BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE UNIT HAS RECENTLY PROVIDED INVESTIGATIVE

ASSISTANCE IN SEVERAL CASES IN WHICH PARENTS WHO REPORTED THEIR

CHILD MISSING AND WN0 MADE IMPASSIONED PUBLIC PLEAS POR THE

RETURN OP THEIR CHILD WERE SUBSEQUENTLY CSARGED WITH OR CONVICTED

OF THE MURDER OF TEAT CHILD. THESE ARE ESPECIALLY DIFFICULT AND

SENSITIVE CASES TO INVESTIGATE.

IN AN EFFORT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT SEXUALLY MOTIVATED

CHILD ABDUCTIONS AND MURDERS, THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE UNIT HAS

RECENTLY BEGUN A NEW RESEARCH PROJECT. THIS RESEARCH IS FUNDED

BY AN OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION GRANT

THROUGH DR. ANN BURGESS AND THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA. AS A

PART OF THIS RESEARCH, MEMBERS OP THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE UNIT ARE

INTERVIEWING INCARCERATED OFFENDERS WHO HAVE ABDUCTED AND

SEXUALLY ASSAULTED AT LEAST ONE CHILD. TEE PROCEDURES AND GOALS

OF THIS RESEARCH ARE ESSENTIALLY THE SAME AS THOSE DESCRIBED BY

SSA ROBERT R. HAZELWOOD IN HIS STATEMENT. THE MAJOR DIFFERENCE

IS THAT THE FOCUS IS ON A DIFFERENT TYPE OP CR/ME. HOWEVER, IT

IS SIGNIFICANT TO NOTE THAT SEVERAL OFFENDERS WHO RAPED TEN OR

MORE WOMEN ALSO ABDUCTED AND SEXUALLY ASSAULTED CHILDREN. TO

DATE, APPROXIMATELY IS OFFENDERS HAVE SEEN INTERVIEWED AS PART OF

THIS RESEARCH PROJECT. THE INTERVIEWS AND THE ANALYSIS OP THIS

DATA IS CONTINUING.
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1835 K Street. N.W. Suite 700 Washington. D.C. 2000
2021614-141

flAckGROUND INFORNATIGN CS
MISSING ChIlDitem

MAY 1985

No One is certain of the exact magnitude of the problem ot missing
children in tn. united States. While we do understand some of the parametW9
of the Problem, there is much that we do not yet know. For this reason, the
congress of the United States, in October 1984, Sandated national incidence
studis on the problem of missing children. In the uscostAg months, the
office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention of the Department of
mastics will be conducting these studies.

Wee facts are known. The National. Criss Infotaation Center,
administered by the Federal RaOCI a Investigation, maintains a compatetiaed
'Wasp which can be used by local law enforcement agencies to report GUMP dt
%Lasing persons. In 1984, the system received reports of aver 212.000 ClOg
of missing children in the United States. VOWOVers thill does not fully
describe the number of cases of *Lasing children because this system is still
Significantly underutilised by law enforcement agencies and, in eddition.
luny Cases remain unreported bp official agencies. Thousands of cases of
%Lasing children are 'dimply not entered. A botal of over 247,000 cases of
!lasing persons (adults included) were reported to this layette in 1984.
218,000 records were removed during the same year. official records entered
14nto this system show evidence of the existence of over 28.000 cases of
%lasing children currently missing as of particular date.

Some data from local and state agencies does provide important
Information on the numners of missing children in the United States. A
tPort prepared by the Illinois Department of Law tnforcement in March 1944
Indicated that the Chicago Police Department reported 13,291 persons under
in* age of ly as missing during 1980. Fight thousand of these records were
* lllll tied as children who had voluntarily left home. At the end of March
1985, the State Clearinghouse administered by the State of Florida Departmeht
tf Low etinfeetent reported 3,054 cases of children currently listed as
hissing In that stet. es of twit date.

As one will discover from reading this bast, tne traditional definition%

tt *runaways.' 'parental kidnappings,' and 'stranger inductions' are
cversiMplified. isleading. and often inaccurate. In addition. traditional
lev enforcement record-keeping systems do not accurately reflect and identity
these populations.
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Background Information on
Misting Children
page Two

The Definition of *Missing Childran'

It is important to note that the United States Congress and M
lagislatures of mayoral states bays recently dafinod the concept of 10iing
children. In cctober 1984. that United States Congross defined the tat,
.sLawIng Waldron bp include any individual under 16 wboss wbereatkustl ire
unknown to the individual.s legal custodian if oither tle circumstanGkel
indicate that the' cbild may possibly have been abductod or tbe circk0040Qes
indicate that Ms child is likely b2 be abused or sexually emplotmed. /me
national Center for Missing and Exploited Children regards any child WknOs
whereabouts are unknown bp their paront, guardian, or legal ,..ustodian as
'missing cbild.' All available evidence indicates that any child whd pee
lost hie or her nome for any reason is indent) at risk.

Children MO Are teluntarily Missing or Abandonad

A national statistical survey commissioned by tbe United States
impartment of Swath and Susan Services in 1976 stistated that, at knee eine,
733.000 children voluntarily left hams annually. Tbe Inspector censlil of
the Department of Bealth and Oman Services in October 1943 made a
"conservative' estimate of 1.159.384 runaways or baseless youths anneAlly in
the United States. Tb. Inspector General's report concluded with the
following two paragraphs;

'Saline and juvenile probation respondents opneistently
advised us that only one in four or one in five runavmys/
homeless whom they sae is ever rrrrr tnd. deteinod or officially
counted and tbet many runaways are not reported as missing by
their parents. A statistically structured study in California
found that only one in sls runaways is reported as missing by
parents cc guardians and that only one in five runaways knows
about tbe availability of runaway shelters. Applied against
even the most conservative number of counted youth idantified
shove (950.662). these multipliers of tour to six would maan that
runaway and homeless youth emceed two million nationally.

'A co tive conclusion is that (a) many runaways and
bOmeless youth are not counted in any official statistics, (b)
there never has been national statistical study of both runaway
and homeless youth, (c) this group is notoriously difficult to
count and (d) stimates over one aillion are fully consistent
with the judgment of police, school and Other officials about
the overall numbar of runaway and homelsss youth in the U.S.
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Background Information on
Biasing Children
Page Three

*Me professionals vilo have bad direct experience vitt!' thee* cesnal have
learned that ibis Ls certainly an endangered group of children who Ate often
the victims of street crime or exploitation. Usinctunstely, many of these
children end up all homicide victLas. Many children wbu Dave yolootArAly left
nome may oe fleeing free physical, sexual, or amOtional *Ouse, Pent
studies by the Gooisville/Jefterson County Exploited and Missing cbild Unit
in Kentucky have shown that up to 11 percent of the children vnc igem
voluntarily left home end up as victias of criminal or *gruel xploitation
during their time away from home. By all indications. thin is a lorve
population of children who ate most certainly at risk.

Tinnily. theta is a population of children in this Country rho Ate
'kicked out° of their living situations or abandoned under vide vAtiety of
cfccunistandes. ?dough their cases seldom cos. bo the attention of go
authorities, tbese children are certainly properly considered as Ityi or
Millsiftg. The number of children who suffer this fate La diffiCult At got
impossiole V' determine.

Parental Bidnapping

Estimates from various organisations of the number Of childreP Oho are
the victhsa of non-custodial parental kidnapping vary trail 25,000 bf to three
quartets of a stiliOn cases each year. A preliminary survey diredkAd to
sthaate the national incidence of parental child-snatching Oa, telOtted in
the Journal of Marriage and the family in August 1984. Tinat %Cody. hOnducted
by the University of Mods /0Land and ion Sortie and Aallocuat,S, atrtnestod
459,000 to 751,000 incidenta of child-snatching eacb year. Interviige with
officials in tbe Santa Clara County. California District Attogoky't (Odic*
indicate sn estinated 1,000 inquiries year fron pakenka who ounpnet taut
this crime may have been comaitted in that jurisdiction, There ere AO
surveys or estimates of the incidence ot parental kidnapping that hOwel ginned
widespread approval or support.

No one knows tile true parameters of this part of the proalem Of hissing
children because tnere currently exists no 'Defective retuntd -keep."

4Ylitg5 to
determine the extent of the problea. Expectance ham tannest un that trill,
WO, is an endangered group of children who ate often inspoted to ne4lect.
emotional trauma, or physical abuse.

Ens definition of tne crime of "tnrental kidnapping. Or 'Obet0401
interference, is determined by individual state etatutes.
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Abduction or Fa100 imprisonment
on Chilaren_ey Nan -tastily smaters

Ultimates af the 000121!: of children who eue, abdoctoct ot Wisely
Inpriesoned by an unknown LaditIolcbsal or nOn-404ny heater stet year wily
greatly. Soft eStIoattes place this sluaber betveen 40100 tO ),000.
Othare !Nitrate that tbis nay be happening to *a 040y as 20,000 Children tech
year. end possibly more. .rne estisete by the prated state% beputeent at
Justice has indiCated that this may ne happerring to os maoy he gonop rbilcroo
eacb year (Attorriey General. Jose lees).

We, of tbe critical difficulties LO setAnlisidog atbectIve statist/AO Au
regard to this particular kind of abduction has to do ed.to iegal, atritutritY1
and practical interpretatiece of andection ao4 LOW leprf.Wheent. 00.
common misunderstanding occurs' 0000U00 1140y t4d1.041041.6 004 4:Oficial,
organtsaticeta anticipata beat boat cbUdzon %Aware beducced ay seleboors
Individuals re non.famtly orepers wilt be goon tor a aubstacotlei pariod of
time. scentless forayer. Itee reality Is that there re tenouneo Of Cbildten
In this country who ere otesapeed or Wisely LepribOnad eecp pea by
non-Wally 0041DetO or unknown lesdividuals-Akod yet they only %math httaing
for 4 number of sanutee cr hours. !Ma ituation often Inft/lIes Lbw
Itikinapptng or false imprisonment of child for seanal abuts or
exploitation. io legal, stetubary, ahd oroottcal terse, they ehtlordo ate
o Lastag and are the ylctias of abdottiro or alike LoprtokurkAk by hon,faOtly
meaborS. These eases are typically recorded as see041 offal:0%05 Whet Wen
as abductions.

Were are at West th[0042ther 0.404Igiestifts ot issive childron aVO
e re tr fact Mut victims of abduction or Islay iepriOnnment CY hoosfeallY
member.. but Whose cases are never reeordod Re each. Cde group I. the
children wno are classified as voluntarily "(Lasing or Lateeled aa ,surtionlys,
suiply beast" of the egeof the obild. in *whey atilel, the circu5eltance0
discovered later indicate that these Wildrao vex. the glottal', of Abducting,
or boalicide. Another population of abducted 'kissing Child:on are thaw. ShO
are classified ae voluntarily alsaLael aialgY becomes ot ao otoende of
e xollcaole Wets upon vbicb to comclnda that We child Ls a victie et tool
play or abductloo. Unfortunately, emey of Nowa childreo aye ',Sethi,* of
abduction ce exploitation or even autgar, bop beam" of lack py evidaoes
th0LCial0g 40 abductlOn, tbs., C400% its C0004d40 ae arumserte or 0
"uneeplaide4.° Another group of C4040 that aro rarely Includad in tha
abduction category ars etas* sltuatton0 1,04e0 the coild tugs doluotarill loft
his or her home end yet ends up as a victia of abduction or aurdwr. Thie la
a significant population of obildren et rtaR 'epee oaptia ow fuel, known Po
utharktikke Or properly classified.

NOW we finally apply Escaper legal, statutory lag practical
interpretations to this pert of the problem of siseing children. eo kill
certainly OOOOO that thle tO a tragedy that affects %any thousand.. EA thtt
country each Yalu*
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Background inforsation oa
leasing Children
bag* Ylve

Tbe Link hobnobs Sassing and Bkploitad Childran

Ascent studlas conducted by the Liplolted and Missing ChiLd unit In
Louisville, Itentucsy, have ahnim that as many as in percent Ot tn. cnildren
an* nave bean crialnally or seagally exploited vere Ln fact 0/Saing at tne
time of tn. ant nt ..pieitatInn. The condition of being Waning increases
tbe probability of child ilctitilation.

64-575 0 - 87 - 8 225
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Sunny von Bu low
National Victim Advocacy Center
July 26. 1966

Mr. Ernest Allen-
Chairman of the Board
National Center for Missing and
exploited Children

1635 M Street, S.W.
Suite 700
Washington. D.C. 20006

Dear Mr. Allest

I would like to take the opportunity to adviso you
of the significant progress outdo by the National Center for
Missing and Exploited Children in America's victim.' rightsmovement.

The Sunny von $ulow Nationa Victim Advocacy Center
was founded in 1965 to provide programs. services, and
advocacy for violent crime victims and victims' groups
nationwide. One of the first professionals la the field
to offer resources and guidance was Four Executive Director,Jay Howell. In the six months that heve passed since
that initial meeting, the Motional Center and our Center
have worked closely to provide VIVI/COX to both missing
and abused children.

Your staff getterously provided our national resource
library with extensive documents concerning child abuse
and missing children. My staff, lA tUrn. has been able to
send these resources to victims in need. Furthermore,
ve have developed a cooperative effort between our two
organizations which involves extensive sharing of informationand referral services. And we have found your toll-free
hotline to be s valuable service to the parents and friends
of child victims whom we serve.

At the Fourth National Conference on Sexual ChildAbuse, our two organisations co-sponsored a forum for
parents of sexually als-ved children. In spite of the
abundance of excellent' srkshops, the feedbacks, received
indicated that this special forum was perhaps UN best
attended and one of the east interesting programs offeredat the entire conference.

307 West 7th Stroet, Solis 1001 Fort Worth, Texas 76102 (617) 877.3366
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Mr. Ernest Allen
July 28, 1986
Page two

Just last wetA. the National Center again co-sponsored
a highly successfuj day-long symposium for parents of
abused children. Almost seventy parents from around the
nation joined togtther to discuss salient issues, develop
new skills, and WV) about resources available to them
as they seek justiCe tor our children. the resource
materials provideti by the National Center contributed
greatly to this skOioar, as did the insights offered by
Jay Howell.

Our Center r4CogniXes the importance of networking
with victims' rights organizations at the national level
in order to improv0 our efforts to serve local groups.
We have found a fr3end And am ally in the National Center.
You should be extrene1y proud of your organization's
contributions to &Series's victies rights movement.

Sincerely,

JL-a74.A-
E. GENE PATTERSON
Executive Director

EGP/aks
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THE SOCIETY FOR YOUNG VICTIMS

The National Canter for Nieeing 6 Pepleited
Jay Nowell, Executive Ditottor
1135 K Street, N.w.
Wevbinton, D.C. 20006

Deer Jayr

Children

eine Wean,
Wainer Wean
29Ihuneee Annus
heemeir 02840

(401)11474013

as the Mmacutive Director ead Amender of The Society for Toeing Victims, an eleven year old
private voluntary eimmitte %Wren organization: I must edalt to experiencing apprehension tn
the foramina of The MasidRol Ceoter for Missing 6 Exploited Children.. In particular, refer-
ence to March 13, 1956, io which I reviewed a conversation we had taChicago. Tam indicated
to us that the private onobrafit organisations would receive fends iron°MEW end that the
Naticmal Endowment for.thelfroteCtion ef Children would match these bade to fifteen or twenty
of the older private noODY5fie oftenidations. It is my interest in knowing if the intent of
the National troloweeer Se Or be twatMad.

In all sincerity, in ell ibeas ocher then the statement above, the professionalism that mules
fuse the Center has reionee emptier' throughout inception and how during the Center's
It has been a rewarditme !aborts:We working with Ingividnels such as yourself, John lettereon.
Marsha Weer-Sill, Carle blanch and unny others on the executive level. Technicalewletme
has been extended with 0 jereredoetioe in sharing knowledge on seny levels, whether it be tor
advice, ammoniate or Joel conOultatione. I know that when the Center So contacted,
ars greeted io a manner that is of concern. *long with a pleasant villingnses comprised to
fit the caller's intetainos and rahmesta. It is especially comfortable upon first eont+et.
that the caller is made enlexe of tbe person he/she is speaking with by awe.

Ihe exploration of even it5wier Capabilities helms% formed are growing every day, with one ,r-
ganization learning fee, one anorak. it is necessary to further your growth and experteo
to continue your leaderehib regefews 'dosing and exploited children,Xhair families and 41:
of the organisations chat adairablf benefit from the Center, presently and in the Uttore.

It is with utmost impliteottm The Notional Center for Missing 6 EXploited Children continue nith
their neceseary function' tot:oder to achieve the goals toward the freedom of america'
children, end to constantly be available to organisations in offering the Center'. experts,.
in all areas to keep hector leferreel the nation's missing children organisations.

With a7 heart, I leak yea tveriuseed puttees with sincerity that only one can feel when Heine
and working for siesta% tkotthren wed their issue, every day, aa we both dn. Tour work te wet
appreciated mod esteems, . enctase always!

Sincerely,

s

2 28
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OPPIC1 OP

'DISTRICT ATTORNEY
BUREAU OF INVESTICAT1014kiril P. O. Us 442 Colifeado 5n3

Keys*

514ss,

1q1.11%*

Ms. Janet E. Kosid
National Center for Missing
and Exploited Children
1835 "K" St., N.W., Suite 700
Washington, DC 20006

Dear Janet:

Lear ea

Eeptemhek, 27, 1985

DONALD M. STAIN.
District Attstsec

It was good meeting you at the cohferekce IA San Diego, althonqhI did not get to speak to you at length.

You mentioned that you have a new up-rkted edition of yourbooklet: *Parental Kidnapping, How to Prelmit et Abduction and Whatto Do if Your Child Is Abducted." I would kaqueat a copy. Actually,I would like about 20 - could you advise otx coot. I would give it tomy victim parents. I find your publicatioi ! uaeful rather than merepublicity.

Also, you said that you maintain a liok of individuals to assistin child stealing cases.
Please add my nassAl and feel free to haveyour staff call. I have had experience with local, state, natioraland international cases.

Thank you for your cooperation.

verY tflil' Ywafs'

DONALD STARI,
stti Atto ey

RDH/rp

Ray1T44. Harter
Crimi al Putrestigato:

229
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STATE Or MICHIGAN

JAMe.11 J. SLANCH4RO. GOVE1004111

DEPARTMENT Or STATe POLICE
714 S. HARRISON SO.. CAST LANSING. MitNISIAN 41M4cos. GERALD I.. INIIMETOR

July 25, 1986 .

Mr. Jay Nowell
Executive Director
National Center for Missing and
Exploited Children

1835 K Street, NW
Suite 700
Washington, DC 20006

Dear Mr. Howell:

It has come to my attention that a hearing concerning the
National Center will take place on August 4, 1986, in 'Washington,
D.C. On the eve of these discussions I would like to express
-our appreciation to you and your staff for the cooperation
and assistance the National Center has provided the Michigan
State Police.

We-have especially found the series of puhlicetiOnslor:
investigators to be useful and timely. Yaw. sbility,to
provide this type of technical resource on sUchelarge
.scale has increased our effectiveness in.keeping our field
investigators better informed on the issueS af missing and
exploited children.

RLW:bg

230

Since Y

ROG L. WANNER CAPTAIN
Commanding Officer.
Criminal. Investigation Section
East Lansiag
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COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
U.S. mouse oF RenistorArnes

WASHINGTON. GC 20515

suscoworru co wows mu:nom

Mr. Ellis E. Meredith. President
gational Center for Missing and

Exploited Children
11111 E. Street. 11.W.. Suite 700
Vashington, D.C. 20006

Dear Mr. Meredith:

..04.
.4~ emir. .0.00%am. a," .402.048

*.a. -mama. ~AO ployi.011

/ en writing with additional questions regarding
the oPeration of chs

Nacional Center for Missing and Exploited Children (Nam) tor che
purpose of supplementing the record of the August 4, 1986 oversight
hearing on :he Missing Children's Assistance Act.

In your written testimony, you indicated that OCKEC hae 'provided
assistance in over 5,000 cases iu which the child was eventuallY
located or recovered.' You further indicated that -*existence'
ncompasses a range of possible activities. In order to better
understand :he nature of the assistance provided in nhese 5,000+
cases, please describe

* in how many cases the assiutance was taking a sighting call;

* in how msny cases rho assistance tas family couneelinE and
referral;

* in how many Calms the assistance was sending an appropriate
publication; and

in howmany cases assistance was provided to law enforcement
which proved critical in locating or recovering Owe child.

' Mow teeny active cases does ECM= currently hove?

As a national resource cancer and clearinghouse, does MEC Provide
either information from other federal agencies ot inforeation about
other federal agencies end resources? If wo, p/asse specifically
describe the nature of this public service.

ars reports and sightiegs of runaway children handled differently
than reports and sightings of abducted children? Please explain.

231
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1835 K Soot, N.W. Ou It% 7W Wwhingtort. D.C. 200C4
202/611-91121

hele h. Rad**
ChaitRen

4000010ittee On Human honourees
4,1401tt440 on Oducation and Labor

OA, hones of Representstives
802 Caotre Ounssi Office Building
*04000". D.C. 20518

hone Mt. Chairmen:

septembet 1. lges

Inane you for year correspondence of august l$, 1986, CoOmetning certain
10040 Pertaining to eissing and exploited children And the procedures of the
Rational tentet for Musing and exploited Children in relation to those issues.

ln teepee' to your inquiry concerning the nuenst of canes of missing
Children Currently open at the Center. please be advised toat ss of June 31.
1986. the Rational canter for Missing end expiaitad Children hod 9.242
Children's cafe* epee.

ist tetentes to your inquiry concerning what infornetion the Center provides
$40ot othsr federal agencies and resources. Please ref advised that. although
not itielf a federal agency, the national Center tor tax:sins nal stpicited
Children, ea a national resource center and clearinglorume. ptovides

rentioni both fit* federal agencies es well es enesit fader./ agencies and
OesetOnne Oft issues of missing end exploited children. In Severel Cetbfic
OviliOnala014. ve reference federal services and iddinhtlY nplbeigi4 Obit* a
OpptAet eng acCessinq these resources. In addition, toe Center provides
infoheetion aboOt nunerous private nonprofit agentii0 snd organisation. thst
00 sleeve ea resources for individuals interested in tsetse !sewn,.

Although not a comprehensive list of all the fedetal
agenciae and rehootcos

OtiLif44 or referenced by the Center. the followiree ie an /Amos bl pcovide torts ameDete of the Subcommittee an ides of the type Ad variety of federal
cannurton nvailania. tba Canter has diatributed intOreation developed by such
Wesel Mewl!, and resources aa the Sedum' Petelot Locator Servic, the State
Caphrtient OffiCe ot Citlzen consular Services, and sDifoR. ft* Center
pnOviOnO intorostion about such federal agencies 404 resources no the JUmtice
thpartaent, including the FBI. the Office of Jevenils Justice end nounowinoy
Pirvantion, tha offioe of Justice Ptogtion. tn. attic» Of biotin hassistance.
Mud the Retaball's office; the Department of Meath end Waft $4gvidos.
itsOloding VCCO. the Notional Runaway switchward. %IA Adninistrntion tar
ChAdr%0. Yasitn, and Pennies. and the bederel hAtOno T.OcatOc hnivion Within
tAs OftSta 41 Child Support enforcement; the State Deportment. including tbe
CROiCv Of citisan consular Services and the rarepott Officio, the Department of
DaVOr (Mtge and Sour Division); the Department of Defense (40 Rilitary

23
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Dale Z. tilde*
September 2, 19$1
Page Three

!wallies reporting cases of earning dbildren who are mot believed ta be
endangered will receive written gnidelinft end information appropriate to the
circumstances of their cow and sill 00 refefted to tearooms available to thee
at tbe state end local level. Sh0414 thoy lame questions or need additional
information after reviewing tbe information. they will receive assistance from
an Assistant Technical Advisor.

As mentioned in my letter to ynu of AngtOt 21, 1906, tbe most difficult
owe is the case in which there le nisuffiCient evidence to debalsine whether
tbe child left hose voluntarily or inwslanterily and whether or not the child
is endangered. imese caors frequently rennin ambiguous until the child is
located. 2be teeint case of Jason Padgett Of lows is a 0414 in mint.

all sightings of *Lasing chilicen ace Ant to the aPproPriste
law-enforcement agency.

/A tftp0ASO tO yOut 1.4441.0, cnncerning toe Campaign to Protect Out
Children, Please be advised that the matiteside 'Campaign to Protect Out
Children* is a specified program under oak tooperative agreement with the
Office of Juvenile Justine and DelliebenCY Prevention. Other tban staff time,
direct expenses for the Caspaign 04 being Underwritten through non-federal
contributions. Each state in the Csapitigh tum tile latitude to shape its
Campaign as it dams appropriate. Tor lanninnel Canner Cor Missing and Exploited
Children has identified some legielstile btiorities that we encourage the
states to considet. Mese priorities aro 1.44Atifift in the attached brochure
entitled *Child Protection PriOtitis4 tr1 %vet. iovieietIon.

The following az, the active contract% for outside services utilised by the
Center at the present time. Normal ousiatea services have born excluded from
tbis analysis.

kr. John Walsh is spokesperson far illaulne pertaining to missing and exploited
earldom and serves on the Board of OiltetOrm 0i tbe National Centeg for
kissing and Col/sited Children. To Centel frequently receives requests for
public presentations by John *aloe. TOI oast $239.35 daily rate, plus
expenses for those engagements entboriOnd in advance by the Center.

Me Posen DAVI. ComPanY i5 tbe comnuninenions consultant for tbe Canceign to
Protect Our Children. Costs asoacieted with this contract are paid with
nonfederal funds.

American Alit Association Although the prelirma contract has expired,
negotiations for 4 044 COOttatt At4 penning. The contract say provide for
legal consultation services to attorney'', possibly including the development of
additional Publications. legal terrearch, lir legislative reseerch. Cost la on a...
time-telmburmenent baeis with an Oitiarsted budget of 515.000 per Inver. 2bis
service is required, since the Center Pi not A legal corporation and therefore
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Child
Protection
Priorities
in
State
Legislation

Protect
Our
Children

National Center for Missing & Exploited Children
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Igai K Saw, kW. Suits 703 Washington. D.C. 20008
2132/639821

September 4, 1986

Thelonorable Oslo H. Eildes
-Chairman
Subcommittee on Human Mesources
Committee on Education and labor
U.S. Sousa of Seprisentatives
402 Cannon Souse Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20015

dear Mc. Chairman:

During testimony presented at the August 4, 1986, oversight hearings, mr.
Sillies Treanor stated that the National Center for Missing and Exploited
ttlidron has put pictures of missing children on kitty litter bags. S.
displayed a Harts cat litter package in support of that statement.

In our letter to you of August 21. 1901, the Center disputed the accuracy
of that allegation. Me stated that a close exanlnatice of the package will
reveal that an organisation other than the Center arranged the display on that
kind of packaging. AtticArd glass find a copy of the package displayed at the
hearings by Mc. Stemma. Bs 'mad appreCiate lt lf you would allow lt to be
attached to out letter to rov of August 21, 1006, and inserted into the hearing
record as an exhibit.

The Center has allowed other organisations to display prominently the
Center's national hotline amber on photo displays of Easing children for the
Purpose ut reducing unnecessary duPlicatiOn of national hotlines. However, as
the packaging clearly states, the photo display on packages of kitty litter was
provided by an organization other than the Stational Center tot Missing and
Exploited Children, and the Center has no control over their distribution
choices.

We appreciate the opscrtunity to clarify this UseckerACy in the record.
Once again, thank you for your assistance and cooperation ln presenting

couplets and accurate information on these issues pertaining to missing and
exploited children to the members of the dubronwittte and the Congress.

Sincerely,

Ellis S. Meredith
President
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THE FEDERAL BATTLE AGAINST CHILD SEXUALEXPLOITATION: PROPOSALS FOI4 REFORM

GREGORY LOREN*

I know mostmost of the people, kids PI Houstorl that runaway, I happen to know themqs close personalfriends. They doresort to . . . prostitution. That's
like Me big thing. They hangout at the corner, and they'll be thumbing a ride, and after theyget the ride, then they go to this guy's pad, and to get a placeto sleep tonight they have to pay a price. And that wasn't forme.

Mike Sturgis', 16-year-old "throwaway' youth'

Paying "the price" for a place to sleep has become an all toofamiliar feature of growing up in America.2 From 1970 to 191D,national arrests ofjuveniles engaging in prostitution skyrocketed144%, even while the population of youths aged fourteen to sev-enteen, the prime years for entry into adolescent prostitution,'fell seven percent.4 Juveniles now comprise a signikant number

Executive Director of the Institute for Youth Mvocao t'evensnt Bane, which
provides crisis shelter for runaway and homeless youths, A.8.,

Harvard
University. I am grateful to Usa It. Bambinosad Pen Peterson for their research assis-
tance and to the entire sue ot Covenant House for their tireless *oda om behalf ot
vulnerable children.

Oversight Hearing On Runaway end Ikmeless Youth: Hearing Refute the solbcomm.
on Mamas Resources of thr House Comm. on Education

and Labor, 99th Cong., 1st
Sess. 36 (1985) (statement af Mike Sturgis) (hereinafter cited as 190 Oversight Heating).

s Prostitution andpornography are only the roost graphic aspects of a 54601111 problems
of child sexual abuse. For information oil other forms of child sexual abuse, set A.
Itusseu. A C. Manson, TUNOS trt Cetus Acme

Xr40 Necn.scr: A TIMIONAL PES-
trerrtve 2145, 94, 107 (Ibe American Humane APIs 1904).' Welshers, Children Of The Night: The Adequacy of Statutory

Treatment of Juvenile
latottindion. 12 Am. J. CROA. 1,5, 6 (1964U.S. DEPT. OF Jusuct, UNIIV104 CLIME Room (table 30) (1985).

105
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of all prostitutes,3 and evidence reveals that a substantial minority
of those juvenile prostitutes are involved in commercial pornog-
raphy.' Larry. Flynt, publisher of Hiutler magazine, told a
Congressional subcommittee in 1977 that "there are millions, not
a handful, millions of people out there that are turned on by
children and want to see them exploited sexually."' The evidence
suggests that those people have had their wish.'

For most ot this century, the Mann Act' was the primary
federal statute addressing the sexual exploitation'0 of chil-

s S. O'llatze, Qum Poarrooaeray 21 (1963) (estimeting 300,000 male Prostitutes
under 16 in 1976 and 300,000 female prostitutes under 16 in 1978); Lee, The Social World
of the Female Prostitute in Los Angeles. (082 Ph.D. Dissertation for United States
Internationd University) (40% of prostitutes In the Los Angeks area were juveniles) (on
Ne at MEV. Wastes Li.). See dm Silbert & Pises, Entrance km Prosdnaica, 13
Yam* & Soctsrv 471, 473 (1982) (sample of 200 (emale street .prostitutes contained
approximately 6096 age 16 or under, sod 70% under age 21, with assay as young as 10,
11 and 12 years old). The age distribution of male prostitutes has not beee as carelbily
documented. Out see MacMorran, Male Prostinstiost in American Orin A &saute.-
sank or Petholoekal Phenomena& 35 AN. S. Oftzuorevauvrav 204 (1965) (ge range
of 103 male prostitutes 15 to n).

See D. W21111003, CNILDIEN OP THE Nunn 6849 (1985) (of 54 juvenile malepros-
Ganes, 27% bad bear photogramhed by a customer, Including 1716 PhotolroPbed fur
commercial pornographic magazines and 11% for movies); lames, Scanlan & Prke, Noah
Prostitution, in Cow PORNOCIEAFIIT AND Sax RINOS 127, 139 (b. Surges' ed. 1984)
(7516 of awls bustlers ages 14 to 25 lad participated is pornogaphy). See also 2 SEXUAL
Orman* ACIAINTT OULDIUDC REVOLT or um C0101. oar Sarum, OPPENBEE Ammar
CenwaatI MID YOUTHS Arroixrato av TIM Mamma or lomat AND Anomaly
(110110AL OP CANADA AND MINUTE* OF NATIONAL HEALTH AND WELFAES 1191-99
(1984) (survey of juvenile prostitutes in Canada indicetes they are "a high risk group is
regard to being wicked by pornographers") [hereinafter cited as the Hamm Renoir,
after the committee's charms, Robin iladgleyl.

Sexual Exploitation af Childress: Hearings Before the Sabi:swam. on Crime of the
Horse Comas, oa the dodkiary. 93th Coag., 1st Sess. 262 (1977) (statement of Lam
Flynt) thereinstiter cited as Subcommittee as Crime hearindtt

One indicadon of the extraordiary rise of sexual exploitation of children is the
contrast between the evidence gathered in 1971 by the U.S. Commission on Obscenity
and Pornography sad that presented to the U.S. House Snbcommittee on Crime in 1977.
The former found that "knjegazines wholly armored of [nodal photos of young gisis are
unknown," and that "fislrepotracent childres are apparently nonexistent in stag thms."
Samplers, romnwrcial IN& Is Sexually Oriented Materials in the Valtedltates 0969-
OM. in 3 TECHNICAL Room or um U.S. Coma* ON Osaceturv A140 PORNOCIPAr.
fer Tim WREST PLACIC Tim INtANITHY. 100 n.79, 188 (1971). Bat see M. st 900 (buys
used as models in nude magazines). me House Sobcommittee. by COMMA was told dolt
5-10% of the pornography market la 1977 Involved children. This market included sub-
stantial numbers of arapzines and movies depicting young boys and girls is amble
sexual activity. Salscomnolnee on Mae &ark's, taw note 7, at 61 itestiamer at liold
Martin, founder of the aextudly exploited child unit of the Lai Modes Polka Depart-
ment).

18 U.S.C. 0 2421-2424 (1970 & Supp: 1983).
" For purposes of this Article, "sexual exploitation" is defined as the use of children

is either prostitution or sexually explicit photographed or videotaped performances: the
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dren.1' In the last twelve years, however, Congress has enacted
several additional statUtes that can also be applied to the prob-
lems of juvenile prostitution and pornography." Such acts include
the Protection of Childien Against Sexual Exploitation Act of
1977," the Child Prole CtiOn Act of 1984," the Runaway and
Homeless Youth Act,'5 the Missing Children's Assistance Act,"
and the Missing Chilcketi Act." This Article analyzes these stat-
utes and proposes additional Congressional action in order to
strengthen the meads of prosecuting those who exploit children,

definition does not include, there:Awe, sexual abuse of children apart from involvement
in Prostitution or Pornogra Phy. Tilt sexual exploitation of chil ken, particularly the use
of children and adolc-cents hi Prostitution and pornography, is an issue of deep complexity
that has only recently received nebolinly attention, and only a very limited amount at
that. jet, e.g.. Weisberg, Apra ore 3; Shouvlin, Preventing the Sexual Exploitation of
Children: A Model Act, IT W.4tE Foletas L. Ray. 535 (1981); Comment, Freying on
Playgrounds: The Sexploitation of Children in Pornography and Prostitution, 5 Ferrate-
DINE L. Rev. 809 (1978). It is heYOltd the soya of this Article to explore tbe full historical
and legal background of the Problem of sexual exploitin:on. For a brief account of the
development of social ay./Wee/0k ofjovenile prostitution in the I960's and 1970's, see
D. WEISBERG. SI/p/a note 6, at 1-,17. It is also impossible in this Article to discuss fully
the special characteristics of the Childrea involved and the aposrent reasons they fall prey
to exploitation. For excellent discussions of avaikible rev...1th on the motivations for
entering prostitutims see M. BEttrksattrt, JEN/ENNA PROSTITUTION: A PORTRAIT OF "THE
LIFE" 47-72 (1985) (resource dottaneot prepared for Ministry of Community and Social
Services of canada), and WelsOtact. Supra note 6, at 159-60. The best available guide
to the reasons male childreo are drawn into child pornography is the collection of studies
contained in CHILD Postmototartft* Arlo Sex RINGS (A. Burgess ed. i984) (hereinafter
cited as Camp SEX RINOSI. Set IWO Silbert and Pines, supra note 5 (discussing moti-
vations for entering prostitOtion).

11 In addition. Congress, its 1986. Ottihed the International Agreement for the Suppres-
sion of the White Slave Traffic. 33 5tat, 1979 (1908).

12 In addition, there are at least Oeven proposals in the present Congress directly aimed
at preventing or punishing testis/ exploitation of children. Ste H.R. 1704, 99th Cong.,
1st Sess. (1985) (introduced bY Ben. Clinger) (extending RICO to cover offenses relating
to sexual exploitation of children stnd to authorize civil suits on behalf of victims of child
pornography and prostitution); IAA. 2539, 99th Cong., 1st Sess. (1985) (Rep. McCain)
(amending RICO to include the %Akita! exploitation or children as predicate offense);
S. 554, 99th Cong., 1st Sess. (1983) (Sen. Roth) (extending Mann Act to include the
transportation of males and elitainsting the lewd and commercial requirements in the
prosecution of child pornography Cases); S. 625, 99th Cong., 1st SEM (1985) (Sen. Hawk-
ins) (same as H.R. 1704); S. 98, 99th Cong., 1st Sess. (1985) (Sen. Grassley) (same as
H.R. 1704, plus requirement of Minimum sentences for sex crimes committed against
children); S. 1187, 99th Coot., 1s1 Sas. (1985) (Sen. Specter) (cresting civil remedies for
children and other victims of potfogrsphy); S. 1305, 99th Cong., 1st Sess. (1985) (Sen.
Trible) (establishing criminal Pennities for computer transmission of obscene matter re-
lating to sexual exploitation of chihlren).

" 18 U.S.C. ft 2251-2253 (1918).
" 18 U.S.C. ft 2251-2253 (198s).
o 42 U.S.C. II 5701, 5701, 5711-5716, 5731, 5732, 5751 (1983 & Supp. 1985).
14 42 U.S.C. II 5771-5771 (SW. 1985).
" 28 U.S.C. I 534 (Supp. 1983),
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prevent further exploitation, and grant compensation to the vio-
Urns of abuse.

1. AXISTING STATUTES

A. Current Criminal Statutes

1. The Mann Act

Although juvenile prostitution in the United States can be
traced back to the miil-nineteenth century," the federal govern-
ment's first attempt iki regulation was not until 1910, when Con-
gress passed the White"Slave Traffic Act (Mann Act)." The Mann
Act outlaws virtually ttll interstate movement that has the "pri-
mary purpose's" of ertgaging a woman or girl in prostitution or
concubinage." The first section of the Mann Act" criminalizes"

In his famous study 42000 New York Oty prostitutes during the 1850's, Dr. William
Smiler found that three-cillhfiss Isere between tile alas (115 and 20 years old. W. Smoot,
THE Harm or Paontrurnott 432 (1919) (1st ed. 1838). See also, A. Rose, &MAYVILLE.
NEW Ong Ata 148-50, 139 (1970) (girls as young as 10 entered turn-o(-he-tentruy New
Orleans brothels).

" Tbe Whitc-Slove TrolIk (Moon) Act, ch. 395, 36 Stat. 825 (codified a amended at
111 U.S.C. II 2421-2424) (19)0* Supp. 1985).

Where the main "pmpose et lrovd is otber than sexual immorality the Act does not
apply. See Mortensen v. Usitsd States, 322 U.S. 369 (1944) (brothel emote' poospor-
tation of prostitutes for vocation not within Act's proscription).

31 The Supreme COWL iA HAMA v. Haff, 291 U.S. 559, 562 (1934), placed NW fifths
on the broad sweep of the shrink by declaring it inapplicable to "extramarital relations,
abort of concubinage." tonvittions under the first section of the Act me relatively rarr.
only 67 from July 1, 1978, tbrungh June 30, 1983, of which only 36 resulted it prison
sentences. U.S. Alms. OrsiCe at U.S. Couars, ANNUAL REIPORT or TM Dottcloa,
Sarum= Imposer) CNA*? (1983) (on Ale at Hoav. Wosates U.) Ibereinalla cited
as Saimaa boosts, CHAIM.

18 U.S.C. 2421 (19/(1).
33 Anyone is sublect to five yoUr imprisonment and/or a line of 55,000 who:

knowingly transports irt hit:rotate or twat," commerce, ur is the District of Co
lumbia or in any Tertitot) Of Possession of the United States, any womon or girl
for the PurPose of ProstitUtiOtt or debauchery, or for any other immoral purpose,
or with the intent and purvOse to induce, entice, or compel such womso or Ort to
become a prostitute or to five herself up to debauchery, or to engage in any other
immoral practice . .

Id.
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the knowing transportation" of any woman or girl for the pur-
poses vf prostitution or any other "immoral practice.7' The sec-
ond section" penalizes the inducement or coercion of any female
to trave:. .'or those same purposes," While broad in the kinds of
sexual ir-morality it seeks to reach, and unlimited in the age
range of 'le women and girls it "protects," the Act is sharply
limited by the fact that it applies only to females; the transpor-
tation of males for tbe same purposes is beyond its scope. In
addition, although the fvst section reaches both interstate move-
ment by the woman or girl and the purchase of a ticket for such
interstate travel," the second sec5on is violated only when she
actually makes the trip, and then only if she travels via "common
carrier."'" Thus, interstate travel by pimps to seduce prostitutes
or by customers to make use of their services is also beyond the
reach of the Act.

In its original form," the third section of the Mann Act,3' like
the second, imposed penalties for coercing females to travel for
the purposes of prostitution or concubinage. This section simply
offered more severe penalties than those provided by the second
section when the female coerced was under age eighteen." The
Protection of Children Against Sexual Exploitation Act of 1977,33
however, dramatically revised this section." The Act's most im-
portant change was the application of the section to both genders;

41 identical penshies are imposed on anyone wbo 'procures tickets' for such transpor-tadon. Id.

* II f 2422 (1970).
" While this section may seem important on a technical level, in practice it has faller,

into virtually complete disuse. Between July I. 1971 and June 30. 1983, there was only
one conviction under this section of the Act. Strctsnces INPOSED CHAst &WO note
21.

* It U.S.C.1 2421 (19101.
" 18 f 2412 OM
* Act of June 2.S. 1910. cb. 395, 1 4, 36 Stat. 826. revised by Act of June 15, 1948. cll.

615, # 1. 62 Stat. 812.
)1 18 # 2423 (Sapp. 198$).
" The third section imposes ten years imptitiortMent andlor SI0,000 fine rather than

the five years'43.000 fine imposed by the second section for identical conduct toward
adult women. Id.

" 18 U.S.C. 0 2231-2133 (1978). For A MI description of the legislative historl *hi*provision, see Weisberi, supra note 3, at 13-18 (1984).
" Pub. L. No. 95-225. 5 Xs). 92 Suit. 8 (19111). The entire text of the old statute was

replaced by e now provision, now codified at IA U.S.C. 52423 (Supp. 1983),

25 etP4-'.u.
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boys under age 18 ate now protected.0 In addition, the revision
substituted a clearly defined concept---"probibited sexual con-
duct"for the notoriously vague "ingnoral purpose" language of
the prior 1aw.a6 This nevi degnition added A wide WIC of SeslAll
octet to the statute's prohibitions, which originally bad been
designed only in relation to sexual intercourse.

In at least one respect, however, the 1978 revision mulcted
the coverage of this section. Transportation of a minor for "pro-
hibited sexual conduct" now is prohibited only if the perpetrator
"knows or has reason to know" that the wimp's conduct will be
"commercially exploited." Thus, the taking of a minor from
state tO state for the purpose of noo-conitverciel sexual abuse is
no longer within the scope of this section,* The revision wade
some progress in extending the reach of the statute, but the Mann
Act still failed as a fully effective shield for children: between
1979 and 1983, only thirty-eight people were convicted under this
section of the Act.4°

2. The Protection of Children Against Sexual e)cploitation Act
of 1977

The Protection of Children Against Sexual exploitation Ael
(Sexual Exploitation Act) was designed to eradicate the national

w It U.S.C. I 2423(bX1) &pp. ivssi. PI *Olden, the l'edtedsde futwremehtwas elhuhused. IS U.S.C. 9 t4tI4 &tip. 1814
is It U.S.C. I 2423(b)(2) Amp. 19931.
" The definition of "peolutited tekeal conduce added tech sciivities as tuesturksticra,

bestiality, Weadoinasochistie abuse; and 104 ealt*itieu ti the Reaitals."0.
* IS U.S.G I 2473(e)(2) (Sept. 1981). The he defines 4ces1s1estial eatsleisetiorth sa

"having as a direct or intlieti scol %tallowy ot other niAtetint 040 1013.S.C.
2423(b0) (SePh. 1983).

Nowconsuercial actual these eceeptieee sedate:Wel widest of ehlid teans1 Ouse.
Id faddy Cir Illd led &Id diddled h Wader, Tlogobill t,fS,i Pat &chi** clieh01.
hi Cdme She Rime, eh" tate 10. Is 30549. the children were Out actually prosti.
tutz4 in a coomperdal sense, ;Abase they west eItto Iransperted intetstate andUsed in
Peosestupuy. Although Use bowl "inuoorld herpose ckOno Ot I 2471 "eV cover such
conduct *kb regard to aids, that AA* does tset'apPlY go hes. $ee 18 U.S.C. 2421
(1970).

10 Senesces tumults Csoltir. Alpo note 71.
111 U.S.C. 91 2251-203 (WO For e coiltetioti ol reprints of the roost iollueetial

ankles in the popular press holies Paess4e et Ilse Sessed Eapieltatioa Aet, see
Protection of atildnin Asainei Stool toioltatinet, tlearingc Petrone she Soheornot.
horestliate Moen* Delirolotency of Ale Sen. Coin^. en As Alicia*, 93% Cont. 14
Sess. I21-55 (1977) Iherehusiter eited 1971 Seems litariniej.
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traffic in child pornography.ft The Act was tt response to the
Senate Judiciary Committee's finding atilt "Whild pornograPhyand child prostitution have betoine highly organized, multimiUion
dollar industries that operate on a nationwide scale."43

I3efore it was drastically changed bY the passage of the Child
Protection Act of 194, the Sexual Exploitation Act regulated
botb the production and distribution of child pornography, but
only in a limited way. Its provision related to producing pornog-
raphy prohibited ash% "minors" for the production of any visual
or printed maga depicting "sexually eXplicit conduct" if the
work was, or the perpetrator knew or hiul reason to know the
work would be, transported in interstate it( foreign commerce:"
The distribution provision prohibited moiling, transporting, or
receiving through mail or interstate or foreiy commerce, "forthe purpose of sale," any obscene work depicting a "minor"
engaging in °sexually explicit conduct,"

Mthough the language of the Sexual Exploitation Act may have
appeared fameaching, its scope was acoally severely restricted
in several key ways, The Act defined "sexually explicit conduct"
to include sado-masochistic abuse,0 but nrily if such abuse oc-curred "for the purpose of sexual stitoulation,"0 Yet sada
masochistic abuse hams the child regardless of whether the
viewer of the abuse is sexually stimulated. Thus, defining the
prohibited material from the standpoint of tbe viewer, rather than

the Sekuld Exploitation Act Aso rev4se4 tbe Woo Ad. See supra testricoorpsnyiop out* 34.
S- SO. No, 0-435, 95111 CMS.. ist Sess. 0941 quoted In Ferber, Ott U.S. st 749..eSuch tooting% depict Children, kat c t fothsf m three to Svo year% ef elle TheActivities featured roge front laud pests 1., irdettotuse, eunnilittpus, masturba-tion, esos. least 510 sottoitMenehlern,"3. fd 0 749. IVA Prevklence of paleographic

outteriets VOA fish supported bp testifttotty 0,Coolia,sessidOltrotifts_ See. e.g.. Subcom-PtIrree orr Crime lieonings. :Writ note 1. at I (MAIAMAIll MICIIMI Sneed) (producer-tlistribotor admitted to having toade 55.4 Million In his owsi Iticktie porn" operation); id.st 43 (statement air Dr. ludisane bentlen-Otober) (estinutting thet traffle in child pontos-
ineladed souse 20 different "kiddie poneenapasinety: Child Porneproulty: Sicknessfor Sok. Cidteso Tris\tute, 15. 191? reprittled to 19,1Sentlf_eHearini_s. sopro Dote;31; &up go key P000poPh, Citienso Town& MAY IS, WM reprintedin 14. et 134-35.

'is U.S.C. WI(u) OM.
irr.
The definition Includes AS sknotsted ot nctual "normal' enti 'deviate" sexual inter-coast, bestiality. Atosturbeion, setin-Mstoehistic Abuse ettd "lewd exhibition" of the

PAM; of Pe* knes et Any DOeutt. IS U.S.C. 5 223x2x014E) tiro.
III U.S.C. S 27,53Q)(17) (l9711).

'N
r C.
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from the harm done to the child, left many sexually abused
children unprotected by the Act.

Under the terms of the Act, "production" encompassed an
equally wide variety ofacts, including producing, directing, man-
ufacturing, issuing, publishing, and advertising,4 but only if mo-
tivated by "pecuniary profit." Similarly, the distribution provi-
sion was restricted to acts with "the purpose of sale;"" By
restricting its application to child pornography produced or dis-
tributed for financial gain, the Act ieft child pornography made
for the personal use of the pedophile or for trading with other
collectors beyond its reach. Evidence indicates, however, that
the motive for using children in pornography is frequently per-
sonal rather than monetary in nature." The non-commercial na-
ture of much child pornography, in combination with the diffi-
culties of assembling clear proof of a "profit" motive, proves
hopelessly frustrating to federal law enforcement officials in their
enforcement of the Sexual. Exploitation Act."

Furthermore, in this section of the Act, "minors" only included
children under the age of sixteen." Because of this definition, the
Act's pornography provision offered less protection than its pros-
titution provision, which applied to youths until age eighteen.54

* 18 U.S.C. 2253(3) (1978).
Id.

* 18 U.S.C. 2252(a)(1) (1978).
" See 1977 Senate Hearings, supra note 41, at 62 (statememt of Michael Sneed,

summarizing Chicago Tribune Investigatory Findings Relating to Incidence of Child Por-n ography and Prostitution in Chicago) ("People who are involved in this business . . .love taking pictures of their victims.Tbey point with pride, tbe more youthful, the better.They say, 'Look at this, 3 years old, 5 years old. Look what I did.' Sometimes thesepictures are swapped with other friends and they show up in magazines andjournals.").Given the conclusion of this witness that "(Mundreds of thousands" of children wereinvolved in child pornography, Id. at 59, it seems obvious that only a very few of thosechildren were photographed commercially. See Belanger, supra note 39. at 79 (32 of 38child pornography rings studied were either strictly or partially producing materials for
personal use). See also Exploited and Missing Children: Hearing Before the Sarcomal.on Juvenile Justice of Me Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 97th Cong., 2nd Sess. 39(1982) (statement of Dane E. Cam Inspector-Deputy Asst. Dir.; Criminal Investigative
Div., F.B.I.) (*largest percentage of child pornofraphy available in the United Statestoday was originally produced for . self-gratification . and was not necessarilyproduced for any commercial purposes") (hereinafter cited as 1912 Senate Hearing); id.at 47 (statement of Charles P. Nelson, Asst. Chief Postal Inspector. Office of Criminal
Investigations) ("The bulk of child pornonraphy traffic is non.commercial.").

23 See 1982 Senate Hearing, supra note 51, at 39 (statement of Dana E. Caro) (F.B.I.enforcement of Act "seriously impaired" by pecuniary interest requirement); id. at 47(statement of Charles P. Nelson) ronly a handful of (the Postal Service's( non-commercial
cases have been prosecuted federally").

" 18 U.S.C. I 2253(1) (197$).
" See 18 U.S.C. 2423, 2211-2253 (1978 & Supp. 1985).
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Perhaps ihe most severe restriction on the scope of the Sexual
Exploitation Mt was the language limiting its distribution pro-
visions solely v4 those materials that were classified as "ob-
scene.'45 lie the provision applying the Act to sado-masochistie
abuse only 4vheu such abuse occurs for the purpose of sexual
stimulation,56 the obscenity provision is defined from the stand-
point of the vitWer. Witoout this restrictive definition, the Act
could have reacbed even non-obscene sexually explicit depictions
of children,s/ The Mt, !hos, could have been an extremely pow-
erful addition to exisunglegislation. Nonetheless, since federal
statutes already prohibited the mailing," importation," broad-
casting,00 or uansportationo of obscene matter, the Sexual Ex-
ploitation AOt, With the obscenity restriction, added nothing new
but the possibility of longer prison sentences for those dealing in
obscene matter involving children.62 The federal anti-obscenity
provisions existing before the Sexual Exploitation Act continued
to be the mainstay of federal attacks on child pornography dis-
tribution:" lts a November, 1983, only twenty-eight people had
been indicttd ttltder the distribution provisions of the Sexual
Exploitation Act,"

3. The Child PrOtection Act of 1984

In New York v. Farber, the Supreme Court held that "Whe
prevention of sexual exploitation and abuse of children consti-
tutes a government objective of surpassing importance."65 After
that deciskm, Politital pressure to expand the federal role in

" 3 IS LES.C. P.52(0k2) (1918).
'4 IS U.S.C. P31(1)01) (1978)-
" lis New 'York v. Ferber, 458 U.S. 747 (1982), the Supreme Court squarely upheld the

New 'fork asanlie. PENAl. LA* I 263.15 (McKinney 1980), prohibiting the produc-
tion or dittlibUtion of Sexually explicit visual depictions of children, whether or not the
depictions were legally 'obscene" under Mille v. California, 413 U.S. 15 (1973).

so 18 U.S.C. 1461 (1984/, based on the Comstock Act, ch. 258, 17 Stat. 598 (1873).
" IS U.5.e. I' 1462 OM/.

1$ U.S.C. 1 1464 OM).
IS U.S.C. I 1465 (1984
Thus. milder 18 U.S.C. 1461 (1984). the penalty for mailing obscene matter is S

years impriWitoresit Ond/or S5,0q0, while under the Sexual Exploitation Act of 1977 the
penalties wee set at 10 years and/or $10,000. 18 U.S.C. 2251(c) (1918).

"Ste 1914,501Ni. *Arlo,, sopa note SI, at 47 (statement of Charles P. Nelson).
" H.R. Ito,. Ho. 91036, 911th Cong., 1st Sess. 2 (1983), reprinted in 1984 U.S. Cobe

CONG. A Av. News 492, 491. Only 4 people had been indicted under the production
provisions. 14.

Gs 458 1).5, 741, 757 (1982).
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protecting Urildren from pornographers rose dramatically.66 Con-
gress responded by passing the Child Protection Act of 1984."
That Act rewrote the Sexual Exploitation Act and filled in its
most egregious gaps by eliminating the obscenity re'quirement,66
and deleting the "for pecuniary profit" and "for the purpose of
sale" language.° The Child Protection Act also raised *the age
limit for children protected from depiction in pornography from
sixteen to eighteen," thus ending the inconsistency with juvenile
prostitution provisions.

In addition to remedying the problems of the Sexual Exploi-
tation Act, the Child Protection Act added several new provi-
sions. The Act criminalized the reproduction of child pornogra-
phy for distribution in interstate or foreign commerce," and
added sexual exploitation of minors to the list of offenst s subject
to federal investigation through court-approved wiretapping."
Furthermore, the Act included comprehensive criminal and civil
forfeiture provisions which could be used to confiscate perpetra-
tors' instruments used in, and profits derived from, sexual ex-
ploitation of minors."

In contrast to the Sexual Exploitation Act, the Child Protection
Act added crucial weapons to the arsenal of law enforcement

" See H.R. REP. No. 98-536, supra note 64, at 493. For example, after an article
containing photographs of faces of children used in pornography encouraged readers to
write to their representatives to urge thepassage of a more rigorous anti-child pornography
law, 80,000 letters were sent to members of Congress. See Innocence for Sale: Follow-
up Report, Lunn Home J., August, 1983, at 42 (discussing Rooney, Innocencefor Sale:
A Special Report on Child Pornography, LADIES HOMIE J. April. 1983, at 79)-

it Pub. L. No. 98-292, I 3, 98 Stat. 204 (1984) (codified at 18 U.S.C. ft 2231-2255
(1984)) (amending IS U.S.C. ft 2251-2253 (1978)). For an excellent analysis of this act
and its importance for law enforcement, see Note. ChildProtection Act of 1984Enforce-
able Legislation to Prevetu Seam! Abuse of Children. 10Oet.A. Csrv U.L.R. 121 (1993).

la Pub. L. No. 98-292, 4(3), 92 Stat. 204 (1M) (amending 18 U.S.C. I 2232 (1978)).
Three subsidiary changes accompanied this one. First, the reach of the law was narrowed
to include only "visual depictions" rather than any "visual or print medium," thus blunting
possible first amendment problems in banning works wholly in writing. 18 U.S.C. II 2251-
2255. Cf. New York v. Ferber, 458 U.S. at 364-65 (discussingpossible first amendment
problems). Second, the phrase "lewd exhibition of the genitals" in the definition of
"sexually explicit conduct" was changed by substituting "lascivious" for "lewd." 18
U.S.C. I 2255(2XE) (1984). TIV71-1, the qualification that sado-masochistic abuse was only
prohibited if done for the purposes of sexual stimulation was removed. 18 U.S.C.
I 2255(2)(D) (1984).

* Pub. L. No. 98-292. fi 4(2). 5(8)(5) (amending IS U.S.C. 2252 (1978)).
" Pub. L. No. 98-292, I 5(a)(1) (amending IS U.S.C. 5 2233 (1978)).
" Pub. L. No. 98-292. f 4(7) (amending 18 U.S.C. I 2232 (1978)).
" Pub. L. No. 98-292. f 8 (amending 18 U.S.C. 2516(1)(c)(1970)) (codified at IS U.S.C.

2516(1)(c) (Supp. 1985)).
" Pub. 1.. No. 98-292, 1 6 (amending 18 U.S.C. i 2252 (1978)).

64-57 5 0 - 87 - 9
25
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officials. During the first eight months the Child Protection Act
was in effect, the Iustice Department reported nearly as many
child pornographi indktments as it had reported during the pre-
ceding seven years."

4. Racketeer. Influenced end Corrupt Organizations Act

The Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act"
(RICO) provides 1111 additional means of prosecuting organized
juvenile prostitution. RICO's most prominent provisions impose
criminal sanctions" for participation in an "enterprise"" which
"affects" interstate commerce' and which involves or is predi-
cated upon a "pattern" of "racketeering activiten involving
specified crimes. The provisions of the Mann Act," most signif-
icantly the proscription of the transportation of minors for use in
prostitution or "prohibited sexual conduct,"2 are among the fed-
eral crimes included in RICO.03

14 Child Pornography and Pedopidlia: Hearing Before the Permanent Sabeomm. on
Investigations of tke Senate Camm. on Governmental Affairs, 99th Cone.. lit Sess. 103-04 (1985) (stetemetit of Victor's Toenting, Dep'y Asst. Airy General, Criminal Div.) (65
of 132 defendants indicted Irmo 1978 to 198$ were indicted after May 21, 1984, effective
date of Child ?wise** Act). In Detember of 1985, six men were arrested after they
were bldicted by a rodent grind jury ots charges of violating the Child Protection Act of1984 by inailine or receiving child ponrotrabhy.

Charged with counts of receiving 08211-tines displayme children engaging in sexually explicit acts, they face a maximum possilde
sentenee of /0 years of IMPfisournent and flues up to mop" Many of the choldren hi
the pornogrubkc meterials were between eight and ten years old and some were evenyouneer. fie* York Una. December Id, 198$, at A29, col I.'3 It U.S.C. 0 1961-1968 (1984).

" 20 yore imprisonftent. $25.000 line and/or forfeiture of defined property. 18 U.S.C.
1 1963(a) (1904).

" Art "enterprise can include any legal or Illegal organization." 18 U.S.C. I 1961(4)(1984).
o 18 U.S.C.11 1962(b) (1984).
° "Pattern' means the showing of s "continuity plus relationship" of the acts. See

Sedims, S.P.L.R, v, Innez Co., Inc., 1415 S. Ct. 3275, 3285 n.14 (1985) (citing S. RD,No. 91417 0960.
"Ruketeering activity" is defined at any act or threat involving certain specified

state crimes, or any act indictable under certain sections of the United States Cede, or
any act Involving bankruptcy fraud, fraud in the sale of securities. or specified drugoffenses, or Any of eettsin apecified federal crimes including bribery, embezzlement,
extortion, or obstruction of justice. 18 U.S.C. 1961(1) OM/

Ch. 395, 36 Stat. 825 (1910) (codified u amended at 18 U.S.C. 1111 2421-2424 0970
and Sur p. 19050.

10 U.S.C. I 2423 (SLIM 1985).
0 Id U.S.C. I 1961(1) (1W). It should be noted, however, that the interstate transpor-

tstion of chsid pornography is not $ predicate offense under RICO.
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While in theory RICO provides federal prosecutors with an
additional weapon against interstate prostitution rings involving
minors, in practice the value of RICO appears to be extremely
limited. Unlike the complex "enterprise" common to RICO pros-
ecutions," juvenile prostitution typically operates as a sole pro-
prietorship without external financing." A single pimp, rather
than an organization, generally controls one or several girls. For
this reason, prosecutions for "promoting" juvenile prostitution
under the Mann Act will Usually be just as effective as those
under RICO."

B. Current Preventive and Remedial Statutes

I. The Runaway and Homeless Youth Act

While the statutes discussed above allow the criminal prose-
cution of those involved in child prostitution or pornography, the
problern of child sexual abuse also requires measures to prevent
such abuse and provide aid to those children already victimized."
Since homeless and runaway children are the single population

111C0 prosecutions frequently involve the corruption of large scale enterprises such
as labor unions. See, e.g., "On the Waterfront": RICO and Labor Racketeering, 17 Am.CR04. L itev. 341 (1980).

'5 See. i.g., BADOLEY REPORT, supra note 6, t 1058 (Canadian survey shows female
juvenile prostitutes are "seldom controlled by large-scale highly organized prostitutionrings . . . Generally, a pimp either worked withone girl (38.2%) or had a small numberof girls in his employ (52.790.1. In contrast, child pornography is often produced in well-
orgatized Multi-perpetrator "sex rings." See fielanger, supra note 39 at 51, 74 (30.9% of
child sex rings studied were "syndicated," involving a "well-structured organization" forrecruiting children and producing child pornography.).

11 One Aception to this rule might occur with respect to syndicated child sex rings,
where yosing children are placed into prostitution by older persons misusing their roles
in legitimate organizations such as schools or yollth groups to obtain access to children.
As long 410 the organization's activities Can be shown to affect interstate commerce, and
the emploYtte misuses the organization for purposes of promoting juvenile prostitution,
the requisite nexus of the defendant's activities to an "enterprise" would seem to be
present, Una permitting prosecution under RICO. See 18 U.S.C. I 1962(e) (1984).

" FederAl prosecutors, however aggressive, will never reach the scene of sexual ex-
ploitation until idler the exploitation has °calmed. At that point, the victim's family and
society goy benefit from law enforcement zeal, but the victim usually will not. The
prosecution of one's sexual exploiters presents no-win situation for the child victim.
Not only triay acquittal be accompanied by a profound sense of guilt for having provided
insufficient evidence, but a successful conviction May provoke extreme feelings of guilt
for having betrayed one's intimate companions. See Schoettle, Child Exploitation: A
Study of ChM Pornography, 19 3. Am. MAO. Ciao, PSYCHIATRY 289. 297 (1980)-

2 5,9a
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group at highest risk of sexual exploitation by prostitution,"
programs aiding those children may be one of the best lines of
defense against commercial child sexual abuse.

No federal statute is of more theoretical importance to these
needs for direct aid and prevention than the Runaway and Home-
less Youth Act." The centerpiece of this Act is the establishment
of "runaway houses" throughout the country to shelter runaway
and homeless youths and provide crisis intervention services.
Under the Act's aegis, the federal government, in fiscal year 1985,
spent $23.25 million to fund, in part, 274 runaway and homeless
youth programs, a national runaway hotline, a dozen coordinated
networks of runaway programs, and research and demonstration
projects focused on strengthening youth centers r.nd their capa-
bility to address increasing numbers of homeless and runaway
youths." In 1984, an estimated 60,500 youths used the programs'
shelter services, while 305,500 received non-shelter services and
250,000 called the hotline." Of youths taken into residence, only
seven percent "returned to the streets"; the rest were placed in
"positive living arrangements" or returned home."

" See, e.g., BADOLEY REPORT, supra nate 6, at 982 (in Canadian survey almost a third
of male and female adolescent prostitutes had relied on prostitution for money when they
ran away); ENABLEIts. INC., JUVENILE Paos manors or hlirolesom 23-24, 37. 52 (1978)
(two-thirds of female teenage prostitutes were runaways just before or at the time they
started prostitution); S. HARLAN, L. RODOEIN & B. SLATTERY, MALE AND FEMALE
ADOLESCENT PROSTITUTION: HUCKLEBERRY HOUSE SEXUAL MINORITY YOUTH SER-
VICES PROJECT 27-34 (1981) (75% of female adolescent prostitutes who had contacted
Huckleberry House, a shelter for youths in Son Fransisco, lint started prosthuting when
they were runaways in need of money) !hereinafter cited as HUCKLEPERRY House PROJ-
ECT]; NEW You Cirri HUMAN Ru. ADMIN., JUVENILE Paostrrurtora A SUOOESTED
PROGRAM RESPONSE 5 (1983) (at second largest such program in New York. 30% of
runaway adolescents acknowledged involvement in prostitution); Silbert & Pines, supra
note 5. at 485 (96% ofjuvenile prostitutes surveyed Wefe runaways).

Similarly, surveys of runaway and homeless youths show that a substantial percentage
turn to pornography for survival. See Rabun, Combating Child Pornography and Pros-
tinolon: One County's Approach, in CHILD SEX MHOS, Polon note 10. at 187-200 (36%
of runaways admitted involvement in prostitution sad 15% acknowledged involvement in
PereetraPhy).

w 42 U.S.C. ft 5701. 5702, 5711-5716, 5731. 5732, 5751 (1983 & Supp. 1985). For a
description of how the sex-murders of 27 teenage boys in Houston in 1973 by Dean Core
end his companions led to the passage of the Runaway Youth Act. see K. WOODEN,
WEEPINO IN um PLAYTIME OF OTHERS SO, 89-90 (1976).

" I98S Oversight Hearing, supra note I, at 14-15 (statement of Dodie Livingston.
Comner, Admin. for Children. Youth and Families. Dept. H.H.S.). Federal funds are
allocated according to the youth population of each state. Id. at 14.

" Id. at 15.
" Id. at 15.

260,3k.;
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Although these results are encouraging, other evidence reveals
that the. Act's programs have reached only a tiny fraction of
youths likely to be forced into juvenile prostitution: of all home-
less and runaway youths, no more than six percent received
shelter in federally funded programs." Indeed, at least 10,000
youths, and probably as many as twice that number, were turned
away in 1985 from runaway programs because the shelters lacked
space or were considered inappropriate for the youths' needs."

Two provisions of the Act limit the ability of these programs
to reach greater numbers of homeless and runaway youths. First,
in order to create a family-like environment, the Act places a
twenty-bed limitation on the capacity of every funded house."
Although the Act's intent to provide small, rather than large,
runaway houses is appealing, this limitation, in combination with
current levels of funding,96 Virtually guarantees that thousands of

" Compare id. at 15 (60.500 youths sheltered) with OFFICE or INSPECTOR GENERAL.
Derr. OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, RUNAWAY &HOMELESS Yount: ?iATIONAL
PROGRAM INSPECTION 4-5 (1983) (number of runaway and homeless youth estimated At
1.1 million annually) thereinafter cited SS NATIONAL RUNAWAY INSPECTION). See Over-
sight Hearing On Runaway and Homeless Youth Programs: Hearing Before The Sub-
comm. on Human Resources of the House Comm. on Education and Labor, 97th Cong..2d Sess. 3 (1982) (statement of Eleanor Chelimsky, Director of Institute for Program
Evaluation at U.S. General Accounting Office) (nereinafter cited as 1982 Oversight Hear-
ing) ("the program is thus a small effort, involving only a tiny fraction of the Nation's
youth and may 3 to 6 percent of the.Nation's runaways.").

" NAT'L NETWORK OF RUNAWAY AND Youm SERVICES, To WHOM Do THEY Be-
LONG? A Paora.e OF AMERICA'S RUNAWAY AND HOMELESS YOUTH AND THE PROGRAMS
THAT HELP THEM II (1985) (hereinafter cited as NATIONAL Nrrwoxx STUDY). See
generally NATIONAL RUNAWAY INSPECTION, supra note 93. at 1 1-12 (discussing how
different shelters serve "first-runners" while others serve "street kids").

" 42 U.S.C. I 5712(b)(2) (1978).
94 Unfortunately the federal government currently authorizes only $23.25 million an-

nually to programs under the Act. See 1985 Oversight Hearing, supra note 1, at IS
(statement of Dodie Livingston). This is merely an 11.6% increase in cohstattt dollars
over the authorization level in 1974 of $10 million. Only 78% ($18.1 million) of the current
appropriations are actually spent on funding shelters. see 1985 Oversight Hearing, supra
note 1. at 15, which means that in constant dollars, federal funding for shelter care has
in fict declined 4% since 1978 (when it was $11 million).

Runaway and homeless youth funding is not exempt under budget cuts mandated bY
the Public Debt LimitBalanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1965
(Gramm-Rudman). Pub. L. No. 99-177, 99 Stat. 1037-1101 (1985).

Furthermore, the Act contains no requirement or incentive for state or local govern-
ments to commit resources of their own to establishing resources for homeless children
and runaways. See 1985 Oversight Hearing, supra note 1 at 52-53 (statement of Dick
Moran, Exec. Dir. Miami Bridge, Miami, Ha.). The average runaway shelter, however,
usually.is able to attract funding from the private and voluntary sectors as well as from
state and local governments; thus. in 1981, federal funding comprised only about one-
third.of the average program's budget. See 1982 Oversight Hearing, supra note 93 at 25,

2 6I) s
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runaway children will remain on the streets." Furthermore, cur-
rent regulations under the Act limit an individual's stay in a
shelter to a maximum of fifteen days." The fifteen-day limit
results in many homeless teenagers being returned to the street
with no alternatives but crime or prostitution." Such a limit also
restricts the abilities of individual programs to explore program
formats which require longer-term stays.'"

The fifteen-day limit not only impedes the Act's ability to
prevent sexual exploitation, it also partly accounts for the federal
runaway program's inability to provide substantial resources for
teenagers already involved in prostitution or pornogrzphy. These
youths need longer-term shelter and counselling, along with vo-
cational, educational, medical and legal services;"' fifteen days
is simply not sufficient to meet their substantial needs.

Furthermore, because of their location, the shelter programs
often fail to meet even the crisis needs'" of youths involved iu
prostitution and pornography. While these youths require shelters

30 (statement of Clarence Hodges, Cormn'r, Admin. for Children, Youth. and Paz' lies);
Problems of Ranoway Youth, Hearing Before Me Subconun. on Jrmenile lustice of the
Senate Conon. on the Judiciary. 97th Cong.. 72 Sess. 77 (1982) (statement of Sister
Barbara Whelan) (1981 income of Bridge Over troubled Waters. a Boston runaway
Program, consisted or 2096 federal funding; 30% state funding; 26% United Way and local
orpnizations: 24% foundations. corporations. trusts and individuals) (hereinafter cited as
Runaway Youth Hearing).

" For example, tbe metropolitan area of Los ikr,$)eles has only four federally funded
programs. See FAMILY AND Yount SERVICES Bukewtr. Anatol. FOR CHILDREN, Yount
AND FAMILIES, U.S. DEFT. OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, RoSI. AWAY AND HOME-
LESS YOUTH. FY 1984 ANNUAL REPORT TO Corroatss App. A (lM) [hereinafter cited
as 1984 RUNAWAY REPORT]. Of "the thousands or teenage mnaways kwhol pour into Los
Angeles each year .. . Wits vast majority ead up on the streets. They have no money.
no employable sbils and no place to go. They are naive, desperate, and easr 7reyprey
to the pimps, the 'chicken hawks.' the whole underground of exploitation, rape, physical
violence, prostitution, and a dead end." Lee, raPro note 5, at 93.

Is 45 C.F.R. I 1351.1(p) (1952).
" A study by the General Accounting Office in 1982 round that only a few runaway

shelters provided the longer term shelter care that homeless youths (as opposed t
runaways 'with families to whom they can return) require: most shelters prorided 1,5 days
or less. 1982 Oversight Hearing, supra note 93, at 7 (statement of Eleanor Chelimsky.
Dir. Inst. tor Program Evaluation, G.A.O.). To circumvent the 15-day limit, shelter
directors are forced to play the game they term "shelter ping-pone "shelter drift," or
the "shelter circuit." NATIONAL RUNAWAY INSPECTION. supra note 93, At I I.

"0 Nevertheless, some programs currently allow youths to stay beyond the 15-day limit
in defiance of the regulations. See 1982 Oversight Rearing. supra note 93. at 7 (statement
of Eleanor Chelimsky).

Iso D. Watsaaao, supra note 6 at 244-47.
"1 N. at 243. ("These crises range from emotional distress and depression to drug

overdoses, criminal arrest, and the murder of a friend.").
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near areas where the abuse occurs,R° federally funded runaway
shelters are rarely located near such "combat zones."°t Techni-
cally, the Act requires each runaway shelter to be "located in an
area which is demonstrably frequented by or easily reachable by
runaway youth";'°5 a recent survey of service providers in the
federal runaway system, however, revealed overwhelming hos-
tility to such sites, based on fears of danger to staff and residents,
as well as concern about the lures of street life.'" Even if shelters
were better located, however, sornc youths still would be inhib-
ited from using them because of the close ties between shelters
and the juvenile justice and social service systeme"systems
from which many youths have fled.'"

2. The Missing Children's Assistance Act and the Missing
Children Act

Since runaway and other missing children are vulnerable to
abuse by prostitution and pornography,"9 federal statutes that
aid the search for missing children play an important role in
preventing and remedying sexual exploitation. In 1984, the Miss-
ing Children's Assistance Act"0 created the National Center for
Missing and Exploited Children, which established a national toll-
free hotline for exchange of information concerning missing chil-
dren. The Center also operates a national resource center to
provide information and technical assistance regarding missing

10 Id. at 239-40, 243. Corura NATIONAL RUNAWAY INSPECTION, supra note 93. at )2
(discussing the controversy as to whether urban shelters should be lorated in combat
tones where street kids congregate or in safer parts of the city).

H" In the Boston metropolitan area, only one runaway program receiving federal funding
in fiscal year 1984the Bridge Over Troubled Waterswas located in the downtown
area. 1984 RUNAWAY REpORT, supra note 97.

to 42 U.S.C. 5712(bXl).
mi NATIONAL RUNAWAY INSPECTION, supra note 93. at 12.

See ENABLERS, INC., supra note 88, at 49-50; NATION; t NETWORK STUDY, supra
note 94, at II; D. Weisagao, supra note 6, at 239-40; 1982 Oversight Hearing, supra
note 93, at 6.

"I See HUCKLEBERRY HOUSE PROJECT, supra note 88. at 27, 29 (21% ofmale runaways
0; came to Huckleberry House had run away from group homes cad 50% of females
had "run" from foster, group or relatives" homes, institutions, and juvenile justice
facilities).

K" See 7upra ..iote 08.
" 42 U.S.C. Of 5771-5777 (Supp. 1985).
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and exploited children." In addition, the Missing Children's As-
sistance Act requires the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention to conduct periodic national studies to estab-
lish the incidence of reported disappearances, abductions, and
recoveries of children."5

In addition to those servk.es provided under the Missing Chil-
dren's Assistance Act, the Missing Children Act"3 permits the
Federal Bureau of Investigation's National Crime Information
Center to accept entriesw regarding "missing persons"" from
parents, guardians, and next of kin, whenever local kw ellforee^
merit officials fail or refuse to make an entry for a missing child."6
Mthough missing children who have parents actively searching
for them may not be those most vulnerable to prostitution or
pornography, the Missing Children Act does help insure Mat
parents can exert pressure on authorities to search for lost chil-
dren, exploited or not.

II. AGENDA FOR CHANGE

The continued prevalence of prostitution and pornography,"
and the devastating effects of such exploitation on children are

11, For a description of the goals of the National Center for Missing and Exploited
Children, sea Howell, Behind the rrogedy There's Hope, in site New National Center for
Missing and &plotted Children. 39 Parw0unoss7 58 (1985).

"2 42 U.S.C. 5773(b) (Sapp. 1915),
tli 28 U.S.C. I 534 (Supy. 1985).

ts v.s,c. I 534(sX3) (Supp. 1985). The *Intional Crime Information Center (NC1C)
is authorized to collect information that would Se useful in locating missing children

"li "Missing persons" includes any "unemancipsted person." 28 534(a)(3)(supp. 1984.
114 28 U.S.C. 534(03) (Supp. 1985). Although the NC1V had long collected names

and other relevant information regarding missing persons, access to that clearing house
(either to give or receive information) was restrkted to federal. state and local law
enforcement personnel until 1982. The new low also affords parents, guardians, snd next
of kin the right to confirm that an entry into the computer was actually made. Id."I Sre U.S. Uerstuem. Accoutrrom OFPICO. SEXUAL EXPLOITATION Or CHILDRieN,
A PROOLEXt OF ILINICNOVOI MAONI/UDE. Ittroar TO C111.04., SUSCOMM. ON SetECT
EOLICATION, NOON COMM. ON Er/I/CATION A:tts Laboa 5-7 (1982). See supra WAS 5
and 8.

si
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clear."1 The importance of afederal role in the area seems equally
unquestioned: the traffic in children knows ',either state nor na-
tional boundaries.th' Although Congress has several times in re-
cent history addressed the issue of sexual explohntiots of children,
existing legislation is not commensurate wills the severity of the
problem.

This section proposes statutory and progranudatk reforms
aimed at increasing the effectiveness of criminal law enforcement
against perpetrators of commercial sexual e) pluitatkm, strength-
ening direct programs to help children avoid or escape sexual
abuse, and improving the ability of victims to win compensation
from those who injured them. In view of the budgetary and
political pressures Congress faces, these proposed reforms are
limited to improving existing legislative schemes rather than cre-
ating entirely new statutory frameworks.

A. Criminal &awes

I. Inclusion of Child Pornography in RICO

Although transporting minors for the purpose of prostitution
or other "prohibited sexual conduct" is included among the sub-
stantive offenses cognizable by RICO,,20 the federal statutes pro-

" See BADOLEY REpowr, supra note 6, at 1043 ("The ingrained pattern of exploitation,
disease, and violence in the daily lives of juvenile prostitutes is nnmistakable from the
Conunktee's research Andings."); Schoettk, supra note 81, at 29641 (iswolvement In
child pornography may lead to "psychic trauma' and "tmhssive actite anxiety.). See
also Ferber, 458 U.S. at 758, n.9 (It has been found tIsat scantily exploited children are
unable to develop healthy affectionate rebstionshipa in later life. hire stand dysfunctions,
and have a tendency to become sexual abusers as adults.").

" See Child Porn & Pedophllia: Hearings Before she Perot. Subcotnen. on Investiga-
tions of the Senate Como. on Gov'tal Affairs, 931b Cong., 24 Sem. 1/, 23 (IOW) (testi-
mony of John telly).

International exploitation of children recently has been 4ktutnented in the svork of
investigators commissioned by UNICEF'. These investigatori found evidence of 'child
sex package tours" offered to Japanese, European, and American men for travel to Asian
destinations for the Purpose or tainting in sex with local child kostintes, One of their
sources indicated that at least 2,000 male children are engaged jo Islosdtntion in Colombo.
Sri Lanka. Id. at 23 (testimony of Kenneth J, Herrmann, Jr. bekoce for Children
International, USA). See also id. at 17 (testimony of John Kelly, Depoty Asst. Sec. of
State for European Affairs, Dept. of State) ("child pornography is A worldwide problem"
and "there is still a large amount of such material exported front the Hethedands sad
Denmark to the United States.").

la it U.S.C. 1961(00970).

2 65
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hibiting production or distribution of child pornography in inter-
state commerce are not. Since child pornographers frequently
misuse their roles in legitimate youth organization to obtain
access to children,'" child pornography offenses are particularly
appropriate for prosecution under RICO, which was designed
to prevent criminal enterprises from infiltrating legitimate
organizatioos.u2

Congress seems likely to rectify this omission in the near fu-
ture. Several bills currently under consideration propose bringing
the child pornography statutes under RICO,'" and the Senate
Subcommittee on Juvenile Justice has held a hearing to consider
one of them.'s Furthermore, the fact that the last -Congress
brought federal obscenity prohibitions within RICO," suggests
that Congress may be waling to make further additions to the list
of predicate offenses.'" The relatively small step of amending
RICO to inClude child pornography offenses would vastly in-
crease prosecutorial ability to pursue the organized "kiddie porn"
rings that typify the industry.

0, See Belanger. supra note 39, ot 74-73 (38.2% of child Poroopaphers involved with
ses rings had neeen to children by means of their OCCOratiOIN); O'BRIEN. supra note 3,
at 13-14, 7941 (1983). See also Sexual Exploitation of Children: Hearings before the
Nouse Subconte. on Crime of the Comm. on the Judiciary, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 74-75
(1977) (statemest of Robert P. Leonard) (child pornography thrives on the misuse of
resPoPlable toke within kg/timely organizations providing rervice to children; the roster
of Itiddie portr purveyon includes scoutmasters, probation officers, summer camp
operators, otinistets sod priests).

For descriptions 41 some recently uncovered child pornography rings see The Mother
of Riddle Porrt, NoWsweEtc, January 23. 1984, at 70 (on alleged $500,000 per year mail-
order business hi child pornography); Officials Say Moeda Inmate Ran Child Porn Ring,
St. Petersburg runes. July 22, 1983, at I (internation0 child pornography ring allegedly
operated from s Fltuids state prison); United States v. Longford, 688 F.2d 1088, 1097
(7th Cir. 1982),

In addition, becanoe child pornography is often produeed in "syndicated" sex rings, it
my be approptiste for inclusion in RICO. See supra note S.

a' See 5, RAI?. No. 91417, 9Ist Cong., 1st Sess. (1969), cited in Tarlow, The Now
Outline of the Prosecutor's Nurses', 49 Foto:nom L. Rev. 194 n.154 UM/.

0, Severs' bills ctOrendy before Congress include child pornography as a predicate
offense within the meaning of RICO: S. 625, 99th Cong., 10 Sess. (1985) (sponsored hy
gen. Hawkins); 5. 955, 99th Cong., 1st Sess. (1983) (Sen, Orsaoley); H.R. 2539, 99th
Cong., 1st Sess. (1983) (Rep. McCain).

04 Hearing on Cfrlit I Abuse Victims Rights Act of 1540: Tito/hits before the Subcomm.
on Juvenile Justice f the Senate Comm. OR the Judiciary, skit Cong.. 2r1 Sess. I (ots).

01 Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984, Pub, L. No. 95473, 1 1020, 98 n'at.
2143 (adding 10 0461,1463 to the RICO predicate offense list in IR U.S.C. I tord:tt:..

Nonethelese, the expansion of RICO has been criticised. See Quinn & :flagrant,
RICO is Backfiring, IA Bruer 19 (Summer. 1985). Such criticism, however, is not airecod
at the inclusion of child pornography within RICO.
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2. Age Limit of Protection

The Child Protection Act remedied a serious anomaly of the
..;exual 2 ploitation Act by raising Ole age limit of children pro-
tected by its pornography provisionS from sixteen to eighteen,
the same age limit used in its prostittition provisions.'" It is not
clear, however, that even eighteen stronId be the appropriate age
limit under the Child Protection Att and the Mann Act. Although
eighteen-year-olds can votens and he drafted,'" a number of
federal and state laws in a variety of contexts continue to use
twenty-one as \e age of majority. Recent federal statutes require
states to raise drinking age to twenty-one in order to continue
to receive federal highway fundin$,'3° and federal laws use
twenty-one rather than eighteen as thn legal age of adulthood for
Medicaid" and criminal punishrnent,w State laws and courts
often use twenty-one as the age until which parents,"3 public
schools114 and prisonsm are obligated to provide specific services
rm. children."' The Supreme Court hAs implied that there are no
constitutional barriers to using twenty-one as the age frr entry
into adulthood.'"

The risks attending prostitution, Whether on the street or in a
pornographic movie se, itio,'" merit rAising to twenty-ne the age

1" Pub. L. No. 913-292. 5(a)(1) (amending 15 li-S-C. ft 2253 (19113)).
r U.S. Comm amen... XXVI.
11 50 f 466 (1971).
1" 23 U.S.C. 1511i,a) (1984).
1" 42 U.S.C. I 13::.;Ja(aX17)(13) (1982) (relluiring parent's income to be considered as

resource to child thitil age 21).
1" 18 U.S.C. 3575(a) (1970) (youths under 21 ektiuded from increased sentences for

"dangerous speci..: e3enders").
m See, e.g.. N . DOMESTIC ReLynows LAW, 0 P. (Conseil. 1979) (parents liable for

support or ea!;,:. . under 21).
1" See, e.t. EDUCATION LAW, t 320Z. (eOnaol- 1085) (person under 21 who tuts

not receive 1 a school diploma is entitled to sttend public school without paying
tuition).

'" See . CORKE.c LAW, I 71(1)L.; 31APP. 1986).
"6 In acid hr,., sat% with legalized -;.n.biirl bo talons under 21 from casino gam-

bling. NJ. Sus . 9:17 0-1(c) i 4tpp. 1985) and Nay. REV. STAT. *463.5541
(19f f).

1%. 5e,- Stanton v. Shanton, 421 U.S. 7, 12. 113 (10175) (Utah statute mandating pareotal
st, ,til IS for girls and 21 for boys unconstiteltonal as violation of equal protection;
C t leave to Utah the decision whether to lite 111 or 21 as the line of.adulthood
fc% voiu ^zes).

1" rii:d employment of "models.' in making sexiselly non-simulated films has
been found to be c form of promoting prostitution, Itohrotected by the First Amendment.
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limits of federal statutesm criminalizing the use of minors in
commercial sex." Juvenile prostitution is typified by physical
and emotional abuse from pimps"' and customers,"2 drug
abuse," and venereal diseases."' Half ofjuvenile girls involved
in prostitution become pregnant by age twentythirty percent of
them more than once." The severity of these harms suggests
that producers of commercial sex should not be given the oppor-

United States v. Roeder, 526 F.2d 736 (10th Cir. 1975), cert. denied, 462 U.S. 905 (1976):
People v. Mier, 56 CM. App. 3d 321, 128 Cal. Rptr. 363 (1976).

," in addition to protecting youths from the dangers of prostitution, a change jA the
age limits of the Mann Act and the Child Protection Act from 18 to 21 would dramatically
improve the ability of law enforcement officials to enforce these laws. The use of decoys,-
officers masquerading as prostitutes or customersis crucial to police enforcement of
prostitution laws. C. %%rum & P. Kumla, Tun Limy COMMERCE 213-17 (1971); see
Lee, supra note 5, at 299-305. Yet because would be unconscionable to use youths
under age 18 for that purpose, the government is denied that weapon in attacking 'Aiwal
exploitation of children. Cf. Use of Youth as Decoy Shocks Kentuckians, N.Y. TWO,
Sept. 17, 1984, at 5I6, col. 1 (documenting the outraged reaction to one actual case o( a
I6-year-old youth working as a police prostitution decoy). If the age limit under vach
laws were raised la 21. police would have the discretion to use 19 or 20 year old decays
when necessary.

'°) Such a statutory change can be easily justified, however, only in the context of
commercial sex. Once a youth has reached age 18 he or she is free under the law of every
state to engage in consensual sexual activity not involving prostitution. For a partial
description of current statutory rape laws, see Michael M. v. Superior Court of Soll0t0a
County, 450 U.S. 464, 492 n.6 (1981) (Brennan. J., dissenting).

Some would argue that regulations restricting the distribution (but not production) of
pornography using 18-21 year old actors should include an affirmrtive clesnse for warIcs
with serious literary, artistic, political or scientific value. Compare Justice Briennati's
concuning opinion in Ferber, 458 U.S. at 776 (such a defense necessary even for por-
nography using young children) with Justice O'Connor's concurring opinion in that ewe
case, 458 U.S. at 774-75 (such a defense not necessary because unrelated to purpose of
protecting performers).

' , See D. BRACEY, BABY PROS: PRELIMINARY PROFILES OF JUVENILE Pkosurttlfs
37-39 (physical abuse); see also Lee, supra note 5, at 142 (emotional abuse).

"2 See BADOLEY REPORT, supra note 6, at 1027 (60% of girls and 21% a boYs assatdtcd
by tricks; 63% of all in sample had at least once been physically as; '1y tricks,
pimps, other prostitutes, drug dealers or police while working the st.
Inc., supra note 88 at 77 (53% abused or beaten by a customer); Sou &
Victimization of Street Prostitutes, 1 Vtcnstot.00v 122, 127 (1982) (63% -4 street PM'S-
titutes reported being physically abused or beaten by customers an averege 44.3 tittles).

See BADOLEY REPORT, supra note 6, at 1022 (many Canadian juvenile prostitutes
increased their use of illegal drugs as they became more deeply involved in "the life" on
the street); P. GOI.DSTEIN, PROSTITuTION AND Dauos 66 (1979) (4496 of street prostitutes
in New York City survey were heroin addicts).

In addition, prostitutes will likely experience "psychological paralysis," a feeling that
they have lost all sense of control over their lives.. Silbert & Pines. supra note 142, at
131. Victims of child pornography also experience psychic trauma and role confulicas.
See Schoettle, supia note 87, at 96-97.

BADOLF.y Reroar, supra note 6, at 1024 (majority of Canadian juvenile prostitutes
contracted sexually transmitted diseases).

NI ENABLERS, INC., supra note 88, at 87.
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tunity to employ youths under age twenty-one even if the youths
'mascot?' With unemployment rates among young adults Ai stags

geriog levels,'Ao many are not io the position to mac a fully
rational choice about "employment" in prostitutior,. such a
choice should not even be presented to them.

It. Prevemion and Relief Statutes

Most of the recent Congressional attention to the problem of
child sexual abuse has focused on strengthening criminal saw.-
tions, particularly those applicable to production and distribution
of child pornography. Yet criminal prosecutions in and of them-
selves provide no relief to fiktims of sexual exploitation,07 and
criminal prohibitions do not address the social and economic
factorsabove all those causing the annual night or exile cif tens
of thousands of children to a precarious life cm urban streets,
that make the young vulnerable to sexual exploitation-,4 No
governms,nt action against sexual exploitation, however well Corr
ceived and enforced, will succeed without providing Ciellt alter-
natives for youths already exploited aad those likely to become
exploited. Consideration of possible changes ill federal criminal
statutes, therefore, should he accompanied by legislative initia-
tives designed to provide t;i4 help to those children already
victimized and protection for children at risk of falling into pros-
titution or pornography."9

lo 190, 23J% of all male youths awl 21.3% of all female youths in the let& Forte
aged 16 to 19 were unemployed. U.S. btPr. ote Commons, STATInnast. .414144cir
nos Unsvkin Vitas 394 (1983).

10 See moo note V.
10 See Supra flow U.

Iltesnse of increased demands for austerity in federal budget, advocates lot addi'
tional expenditures far children's Prolgtonfa must exbilin where they Onto Congress tro
god the enmity. Onn ponsibk solution ta the erestion of a fetkrul Cltildren's Tea, with
proceed, irrevocsbly reserved to fund children's services. The idea is similar to the
designation of Met nu employees end employers under the Frdaral ltanineota
butiona Act (26 U.S.C. gl 3101, 3111 WA and Supp. 10831) for sole use ki). the Social
Security fYstata- See 42 U.S.C. 11 401(a). 401(b) (19113) (estmafking ectakrYrnetst hoe .
for the Federal ColdAge mid Survivor* !mutants Trust Fund and the Federal Otusbility
rusoranut Trust litotity.

Several es have already begun the momentum toward this relichaie terorrrt by
establishing sPeGion times to fund efforts against child abuse and neglect See,
HAAtAll MAY SArrtt Coln 5 10605(b) (West Supp. 1986); CM.1P. Watilwat AAP 1p4ST,
Coon. § 1066 (Weat Sul*. 1986) ttatt on birth certificates used for Childrea'S IWO
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I. Increased Assistance to Runaway and Homeless Youth

Current federal programs art reaching few of the youths
trapped on the street by homeleasnees or broken family ties,m
The two most critical aspects of assistance to those youths AN
crisis intervention and long-range services,'5' both of which re-
quire shelters.'52 The most ObvinlIS route to establishing such a
combination of emergency and ongoing help is through the federal
Runaway and Homeless Youth Act.' The shelter network es-
tablished under that Act could be substantially expanded, first,
by the addition of outreach and 'open intake" crisis shelters in
areas frequented by street youth,"54 and second, by longer-term
programs, modeled on existing programs specializing in rehabil-
itation of young prostitutes.03 Statutory and regulatory limits on
capacity'36 and duration-of-stayoi would have to be adjusted to
accomodate this continuum of services. In order not tojeopardize
the success of existing programa, however, the expansion of
services must be accomplished With the understanding that the
statutory goal of small, family-like settings must be relinquished
only when necessary. Thus, limits on capacity and duration of
stay could be abandoned at crisis shelters in areas having both
too high a demand for services to be accomodated by the currentle.r
Fund); PIA. STAT. ANN.§ 741.01(2) (West Sttpp. 1985) (tax on marriage licenses used to
fund domestic violence centers); 1st, Rey. StAr.. ch. 120. 5-507 (Supp. 1985) (special
income tax check-off used to support Child Abuse Prevention Fund). A dedicated tax for
children on the federal level could take man) forms, from s smell excise tax on luxury
hotel expenditures (transient houslng for the Mull rich funding crisis shelter (or homeless
young), to dedicated federal text- on Casino gembline. luxury automobiles, or photo.
11":phie equipment.

1° See "pro note 93.
01 See "pro text accompanying notes 101 sod 102.

Ahhough outreach and nonresidential setVices are available forjuvenile Prostitute.,
lee U. Weteaggo, supra note 6, at 240-47, geese youths are most desperate for rood end
0 safe place to sleep. See Hucti.ueenif noose Pncuecr, supra note WI, et 43, 43 (83%
ot male juvenile prostitutes requested crisis housingby far the highest servicerequested).

10 42 U.S.C. ft 5701, 5702, 5711-5716, 5731, 5732. 5751 (19)8) (1983 & Supp. 1983).
See supra text accompanying notes 89 to 108-

04 See M. 8eu2Asen4, Juveume Peostivtrttou. A PORTRAIT or 'IRE Wt." Molts-
Illy OP Costutnory AHD SOCIAL Sealnees, fORON10. CANACIA 121 (1985);
ue, snore note 6. at 243. See supra teXt accompanying notes 113 to 170.l" See D. Weostmeo, supra note 6. at 248-3i.

Is See snorts tem accompanying note 95,
in See Apra text accompanying note 95,
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shelter system, and too low a supply of immediate, appropriate
social service programs to which youths ceEld be referred.

Such an ambitious system of assistance would necessarily be
expensive, at least by the standards of current funding levels.'58
Yet it is important to note !nat federal funding for runaway and
homeless youth programs has actually declined as a percentage
of the gross national product since 1974.'19 Even if quadrupled,
current expenditures on these programs would still amount to
less than ten percent of annual expenditures on public juvenile
correctional facilities.'w An expenditure of one hundred million
dollars, which amounts to one hundred dollars per runaway, does
not seem an unreasonable target.

2. Strengthening Child Abuse Reporting Requirements

According to recent statiktics, approximately sixty percent of
female prostitutes and forty-four percent or male prostitutes were
sexually abused as children.'" Many prostitutes consider tint
sexual abuse they suffered during childhood to have significantly
influenced their decision to enter "the life." Yet one study
showed that only thirty-seven percent of sexually abused children
ever told anyone about the .abuse.10 Furthermore, when a child
does attempt to tell her or his parents, the adults frequently either
do not believe the child, or blame her or him for the abuse."
When suspected child abuse is reported to child protection agen-

" See supra note 96.
'" Although federal runaway expenditures increased 11.6% from 1974 to 1984, see

supra note 96, the gross national product in constant dollars rose 23% from 1974 to 1983.
U.S. DErr. oF CommEne, supra note 146 at 432, 466 (19135).

13° The federal government cutrently authorizes only S23.25 million annually to runaway
and homeless youth programs. See supra note 96. In comparison, during 1982, $1.1 billion
were spent simply on operating costs for public institutions for juveniles, with an annual
per capita operating cost of $21,900. U.S. Darr. OF ColAweRce, supra note 146, at 182
(1985).

" See Silbert & Pines, Early Sexual Exploitation as an Influence in Prostitution,
SOCIAL WORK, July-Aug. 1983, al 285, 286 (female prostitutes); D. WEISBERG,supra note
6. at 48 (male prostitutes).

"3 Silbert & Pines, supra note 161, at 288.
" Id. at 286.
" Id. at 287 (12% showed sympathy to the victim; 45% voiced anger toward the abuser;

32% showed hostility toward the victim; 26% responded in disbelief; and 9% were
ashamed of the victim). '
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cies, however, the agencies must pursue such reports to deter-
mine their vali3ity.00 In additio11, Mese agencies way provide
suPPort servios which are essential tor children to recover from
the effects of the abuse and which may help prevent children
from becorning involved in prostituticni and poroography. Thus,
mecbanisnis tat the reporting of child abuse are an integral corn-
ponent of programs to ensure that victims of child selttlal abuse
receive needed support service&

The federal govOrtIlliet11 has played significant rule in estab-
lishing state mandated reporting systems for incidents of child
abuse. The Child Abuse Prevention atid Treatment and Reform
Moption Act'" requires that states receiving federal funds for
child protective ftrwiCes 0111St establish certain ehild abuse re-
porting procedures, The mandated reporting procedures are lim-
ited, however, because the Act, ois its face, requivs the reporting
of child abuse only when such abuse is perpetrated by the person
who is responsible for the welfare."' As a result, states
have the discretion to exclude from their definition of reportable
child abuse children who are used in pornography or prostitution
by nonfamily members.1" Amending the Child Abuse Prevention
and Treatment arid Adoption Reform Act to include sexual ex-
ploitation of children by anyone would force all states that receive
federal funding to require the reporting of nonAmilial abuse a$
well."' Such all amendment also wou/cl allow researchers and

sif 42 V.S.C. 0 3101(b)M(C) (IM/.
10 42 VAC. ft 5t0I-S011, 301 1-ills (OM ond Sopp. 1985).

44 Melly SitkreS dEStle SekAill OUSE with resottl to wool ot oksiott(sl relationships.
See, e.g., lu.. Atolot. Srat.. 23, I 5033 (SA*. 1955); FIA, SAT. Arr. I 415.503
(West %Pp. 1983/. esti se CAMP, Pew% (tAO I(1654b) (*Pal 1982 tt. Supp. 1986)planing itntitsl it,re re$104 t(1 tartrittil tof cijiititli1 telOthnOhip).

Thh la espectsuy impotiuti for child prostitoskra i1d 0001441 itphy, which often
memo outside the Wily ellsif01101A11. See, e.g., 4. 100%.01,1 It a 1.10.0141A, supra note
7, at 16. 94, 107 (541chthitto pot Immo woe sexosIty alniend bY I, Isantatative in 1919:
11.4 in 1982. Combarable rates tor sexual whose by ill tybel or olt4todera were 9.2 per
100,800 thiklren ht 1919, and 13.8 IA 1981.1; Niskelbor nod 18ofis1no, seswir Abase In the
National hechfeKre Shifty al CliiM 4bAse dad Negleei: 4Po Apleosisal, it CHILD ABUSE
At41, MEOLECT 23. 26 (19841) (probable (1at uontaiwilY nblsac actually fahnliPASs majority
of All abuse).

fit addition. this selleilthheat V/001di require myosin or hOtIfttehilil familial abuse which
stale laws may or?" recgnir.e. Arr. e.g.. Matter of Case, 1111 Misc. M MO, 4155 14.Y.S.2d.
411 (Fern, Ct. Oneida (o. 1983) (court diseliStEd ehild Ortlea thatte Vvdielited on sexualabuse of si girl by her 19-yeamrld brother, Os be wan riot "Acting h, boo mends" and

responsible' (or her).

.
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child protective professionals to collect relevant information con-
cerning non-familial sexual abuse.'"

C. Private Civil Action by Victims

A federal private right of action for children used in pornog-raphy or prostitution would allow at least some victims of sexual
exploitation the opportunity to obtain compensation for their
injuries. Two types of proposals currently before Congress offer
frameworks for private rights of action in federal courts against
the sexual exploitation of children. Both proposals deserve care-
ful attention as they are the reforms under current discussion
with the greatest potential for use by the private bar on behalf of
sexually victimized children.

I. RICO Civil Actions

RICO not only offers criminal sanctions for the predicate of-
fenses it recognizes,'" it also grants a private right of action for
victims of those crimes.'" Under the civil remedies provisions ofRICO, a victim can sue for treble damages plus attorneys' fees
and the cost of the suit.'" Thus, the proposals to amend RICO

Finkelhor and Hots ling. supra note 169, at 26-27 (limitations of defining sexual abuse
as acts commUted by "a parent substitute or other adult caretakers"; such a definitionprecludes accurate restarch). Because the definitions of child abuse vary from state tostate, there is a lack of standardization in data gathering. See, e.s., S. crstuaN, supranote 5. at 17.

" The predicate offenses include kidnapping, murder, arson, and fraud. 18 U.S.C.1961(1) (1970). The criminal sanctions provide for fines of up to $25,000. imprisonment
uplo 20 years, and forfeiture of property or interests acquired in violation of 1 1962. 18U.S.C. 1 I963(a) (1970). See supra text accompanying notes 75-86, 120-26 (discussingRICO and proposed additions to RICO).

'"8 U.S.C. f 1964(c) (1970) ("Any person injured in his business or property byreason of a violution o14 1962 of this subchapter may sue therefore in . . . district court
"Id. In addition, fedefal prosecutors may bc able to obtain equitable relief to bar11her distribution of material obtained through sexual exploitation under 18 U.S.C.
1064(b), although the stat.tte probably would not allow child to bring a suit for suchequitable relief. See Stdima, S.P.R.L. v. lmrex Co., 105 S. Ct. 3275 (1985) (discussion

of it: gislative history of RICO re. wee: indicating that injunctive relief was limited toactions by the Unite:. States). Under 1964(b), in any action brought by the United
States. the court may at any time enter restraining ordets pending Anal determination. 181964(b) (1970).

273
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to includt child pornography offenses174 could offer an effective
means tor granting compensation to victims of child
pornography."'

Including child pornography as a predicate offense under
RICO, hwever, will not provide a viable private right of action
for victints unless the language governing its civil remedies pro-
vision iS slightly modified as well. The current limitation of dam-
ages to those resulting from injury to a person's "business or
property'os effectively precludes lawsuits by children who have
been Wood in a profoundly persona! waythrough sexual ex-
ploitation, Only if the scope of recoverable damages is expanded
to includt personal injuries suffered from sexual exploitation will
those victims he able to receive compensation under this stat-
ute.' ccause personal injury damages often are not available
under gait law rights of action,'" personal injury damages (or
sexually exploited children should be included in RICO's civi!
remedies provisions. Furthermore. both the seriousness of the
injury involved and the importance, recognized by the Supreme

See VOA text accompanying notes 120-26 (discussing proposals).
I" Several pilIs currently before Congress propose including child pornography offenses

in RICO and thus would prcvkle treble damages. See S. 625.99th Cong., I st Sess. 09E5)
(sponsored by Sen. Hawkins); S. 985, 99th Cong., 1st Sess. (1985) (Sen. Orrissfey);
H.R. 1/04. 99th Cong., 1st Sess. (1985) (Rep. Clinger); and H.R. 2539, 99th Cong., 1st
Sess. (1985) (itep. Mc Crin). The idea of including child pornography offenses in RICO
was Orst WI:aloud by Senator Specter in his proposed bill. S. 37, 99th Cong., 1st Sess.
(1983), that became much of the basis for the Child Protection Act of 1984. 18 U.S.C.
II 2251-2,235 (1984). See supra text accompanying notes 6544.

I" 18 U,S.C. I .1964(c) (1970).
" Ooth of Ott Senate bills currently pending on this issue allow recovery of damages

for personal ininry under U.S.C. I I964(c) (1970). See S. 623 ';Nh Cong., 1st Sess. (1985).
at (b); S, 985, 99tb Cong., 1st Sess. (1985), at I 4, 14eithc, these bills, unfortunately,
would redretto personal injuries suffered by children involve,. e., prostitution. This single.
minded emphasis on helping child pornography victims is tr. ....4sguided as the provision
of RICO that makes child prostitution, but not rornography, a predicate offeose. See
supra test Wompanying note, 120-26.

1" Allbotrith state laws on invasion of privacy may provide a rowdy for victims or
semi& exploifritioo, courts, on occasion, have been unwilling to sustain private actions
by children if their parents consented to the activity. See, e.g., Falcons v. 14ustler
Magazine, 60/ P, Supp. 1341 (D.C. Tex. 1983). appeal docketed, Plc. 85-1359 (5th Cir.
1985) (child Whose nude pictures appeared in Hustler had no right to revoke mother's
consent to pahlication of the pictures and to collect damages from Hustler). The District
Court lo A0144,00 denied that the pictures constituted "child pornolhaPhy." see id. at 1343
n.4, althoUgh at least one picture shows the plaintiff-child holding her vagina open for
The camera, art act that certainly constitutes "lewd exhibition of the genitals," one example
of pornography under Ferber. See 458 U.S. at 747 (1982). See also Shields v. Gross, 58
N.Y.2d 334 (1983) (dismissing Brooke Shields' effort to stop publication of nude, highly
eroticiead oiebries taken of her at age 10 with her mother's consent).
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Court in New York v. Ferber,'" of preventing sexual exploitation
and abuse of children suggest that a civil remedy under ItICO is
appropriate)"

2. Special Statutory Right of Asion

While an adaption of 6%r some structure of RICO to fit
the claims of sexually exploitek '-'-'dren could offer these victims
some relief, the magnitude of tt.'a problem also warrants the
establishment of a wholly independent statutory right of action
for victims of federal child-pornography offenses. A bill currently
before Congress adopting this approach" would allow victims
both to recover treble damages for physical injury, emotional
distress, or property damage, and to obtain equitable relief."
Unlike RICO, the bill does not require a showing of a "pattern"
of conduct and the existence of an "enterprise," Instead, the bill
provides for expedition of these civil actions" and, at the court's
discretion, closure of the proceedings to the public" in order to
make prosecution less stressful for victims and their families.
Although Congress may be more willing to amend RICO than to
create an entirely new cause of action, the advantages of this
latter approach make it a political battle worth fighting.'"

rt. 458 U.S. 747, 157 (1982) (prevention of sexual exploitation and abuse of children
conalitUlea "a governmental objective ofsurpassing importance").

" Such remedies would be limited in scope by the nature of RICO, which applies only
to situations in which the defendants had engaged in a "pattern" of sexual exploitation
as part of an "enterprise." 18 U.S.C. SI 1962(a), I964(c) (1970). See generally Prepared
Statement of Gregory A. Loken on Child Abuse Victims Rights Act of 1985 before the
Sultomm. on Juvenile Justice of the Comm. on the Judiciary, at 16-22 (Sept. 24, 1985)(discussing the use of civil RICO to protect and recompense child victims of sexualexploitation) (on tile at HAW/. WOMEN'S U.).

IN S. 1187, 99th Cong.. 1st Sess. (1985) (amending the Child Protection Act to create
remedies (or children and other victims ofpornography).

to See id. at If 4. (amending 18 U.S.C. 8 2255 (1984)). Allowing victims to sue forequitable relief is an advantage this proposal may claim over the similarly motivated
efforts to amend RICO. See supra note 173.

a See id. at 84 (amending 18 U.S.C. 2255 (1984))-
to See Id. at 4. (amending IS U.S.C. 8 2255 (1984)).
os Ste Effect of Pornography on Women andChildren: Hearings Before the Subromm.ni Itreenile Justice of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary. 98th Cong.. 2d Sess. 197 (Sept.25, 1984) (statement of Gregory token) (proposing legislation creating nca4 Civil right ofaction).
Feminists who oppose pornography may support S. 11f7. in part because it creates a

private right of action for persons of all ages who have been coerced into pornography,
and makes such coercion a federal crime. S. 1167. 82. 99th Cong.. 1st Seas. (1985)
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In the last decadz, Congress has made :,ignificant strides in
addressing the problems of sexually exploited children, The Sex-
ual Exploitation t ct,86 and the Child Protection Actl" strength-
ened existing criminal statutes concerning child prostitutkni and
pornography, while the Runaway and Homeless Youth Aces°
created shelter and other relief services for runaway and home-
less youths. In addition, the Missing Children's Assistance Act's'
and the Missing Children Acto° aid the search for missing chil-
drenthe youths vulnerable to s';' ual exploitation. Yet much
remains to be done: child pornography and prostitution continue
to be mnjor industries in this country r'-1 shelter and support
services reach only a small number of the youths who need
them,oi and sexually exploited children lack the means to de-
mand compensation from their abusers.'93

For reasons of political pragmatism, this Mticle has offered
proposals to fortify existing legislation rather than to create en-
tirely new statutory frameworks. Although these ptoposals would

(amending the Child Protection Act of 1984, 18 U.S.C. I 2231 (1984). For example,
feminist anti-pornography activist Catharine MacKinnon indicated her general suPPort
for S. 118/, but urged that it be broadened to include sexual discrimination as consti-
tutional basis for its enactment. Letter from Catharine MacKinnon to Senator Spectre
(July 4, 1985) (on file at HARV. WostErt's L.J.). For discussiona of the fetninist positions
on pornography, see Case Comment, Pornography and the Fire Anteadnient: ArnsriCRII
BOOkselleis v Hudnut, 9 Ham,. Wosates Li. 153 (1986); Boot( Iteliew, 9 HARV.
WOMEN'S Li. 215 (1986). See also Dworkin. Against the Male ?look Codorshits,Pornography and equality. 8 HARV. WOMEN'S Li. 1, 714-28 (1985) (Model anti-pornog-
raphy statute). In its decision overturning the Indiana Ordinance' drolter91 Mackinnon
and Dworkin. the Seventh Circuit specifically declared thi "lwlithotat question a state
may prohibit fraud, trickerY, or the use of force to induct peoplt to Pelona-An porno-
graphic films or in any other Rims," American Booksellers Asa'', v. fiudnut, F,24
323, 332 (Tth Cir. 1985), ciff'd ntent.. 54 U.S.L.W. 3560 (U.S. Feb. 24, 1986), snd that
under the principles of Ferber the stale might be able to "restrict or forbid dissemination
of the Mm on order to reinforce the prohibition of the conduct.'Id. Tim "Indiana Ordi-
nance" Was struck down because its definition of "pornographY" Was tied to s single
"viewpoint"the subordination of womenand so, unlike S. v.14 not content
neutral. Id.

"10 18 U.S.C. if 2231-2253 (1978). See supra text accompanYing notes 41-64,
117 18 U.S.C. if 2231-2255 (1984). See supra text accompanying notes 65-74,
t" 42 U.S.C. ft 5201, 5202, 5711-5716, 5731, 5732, $751 (1983 * $upp. 1985), $ee

supra text accompanYing notes 87-108.
'or 42 U.S.C. Ig 5171-5777 (Supp. 1985). See supra twit acconManying notes 108-12.
No 28 U.S.C. I 534 (Supp. 1985). Ste supra text accompanying note% 113-16,

Ste supra notes 5 and 43.
m1 See supra text accompanying notes 93 and 94.
Nj See supra text accompanying note 147.

-17S
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redress the omissions and shottfalls of the current statutes, they
are necessarily limited by the parameters of those statutes. Con-
gress has yet to legislate in this area to the full extent of its
powers. Because the Commerce Claosen" Rives Congress power
to regulate acts related to child prostitution or pornography when-ever those acts are intertwined with interstate commerce,t0 knd
because many acts associated with juvenile ptvstitution and theproduction of child pornography involve such cormuerce,A Cott-
gress has the ability to move forcefully against the sexual eX,
ploitation of children, if it chooses to do so.'"

Yet even the most forceful legislation will not be able to fully
redress the problems of sexually exploited youths. One counselor
who has worked with street youths involved with prostitutiOn
described their needs in simple terms: 'They came to the Center
in search of food, shelter, medical care, clothing. But, most of
all they were in search of caring."'s Por caring, they must lookelsewherebut legislation must, at least, help to end their search
for bed and board.

1,4 U.S. CONST. an. i, S.
"3 The Supreme Court has acknowledged broad Congressional power to regulate sexualconduct intertwined with interstate commerce. See Cleveland v. United States, 129 U.S.

14 (1946) (upholding conviction of polygamist for transporting one of his wives acrbasstate lines) and Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. 476, 491-93 (1931) (upholding federalstatutes prohibiting the mailing of obscene matter). Moreriver, the federal power to
legislate with regard to the "public health, snots's or welfare" extends not simply 10criminal prohibitions against actual interstate travel or shipment of goods, bat to allyactivity which Congress reasonably concludes

affects interstate commerce. See UnitedStates v. Darby, 312 U.S. 100, 114, 117-26 (1941). See also gatzenbach v. McClung, 179U.S. 294 (1964) (Civil Rights Act of 1964 apPlind to restaurant despise absence ofevidencethat interstate travellers were served. based Merely On the restasnant's purchase of asubstantial amount of food from out of state); Pot Clarets v. San Antonio Metropolitan
Transit Authority, 33 U.S.L.W. 4135 (19a1) (Constitute Clause Perrnits federal regulationof labor conditions even among workers employed PY City mid slate governments).

so For example. juvenile prostitutes often travel gond diStancell to operate in suchconvention capitals as New York and Los Angeles and then attract out-of-town custOta,
ers, see EttAaLERS, Inc., supra twit Id% at 78...81. Sisnilarly, child pornography is Pk,'duced with photographic equipment purchased hi the normal course of interstate com-merce, and is then widely circulated smog different States, &e Itlimous LCOlst.AtiVa
isoesTloaTISO COMO*, Sexum. ExpLotATION OV Clnpnagre A REPO4 fo VIE
ILLInols GENERAL ASattabLY 37-63 (1980) (description of "underground network" Orchild pornography, which consists primarily of tuallsottltr operations).

1" For example, Congress might act to regtOste the iroteratate trmal by pimps :o recruit
prostitutes, or by customers who travel to use their services. Producing "kidat; pont'
movies with equipmetat purchased in the coarie of interstate CORtaseree mit.: also beregulated.

os T. AbLEPETEasorv, Cult.riann ea Tot aV5IdIO II (1481).
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The Prepared Child

For yeeres tbs issue of missing children went largely ignored
by tbe p1Di3.o and the media. This is understandable. The
possibAlity that one's child could disappear is a reality no
parent "Ate to acknowledge.

With the aideepread punlicity given to certain cases of "stranger
abeuctioe" (abduction by someone unknown to the child). a new
interest in Child safety has emerged. Suddenly the faces of
missibg children are staring beck at us from milk cartons,
mal.r.boest, grocery bags, and store windows. Everyone, it seems,
le now prOdUcing child protection pamphlets. I.D. kits. and
public eeecation programs. A case of abduction which might have
attracted little or no media attention a few years ago now makes
front PAW, Wow* for weeks on end.

Clearly, there is a national movesent underway to guarantee the
safety ot onr children. No one will deny the importance of this
goal. NOWever. we must begin by facing a difficult truth: it is
an imposOble goal to achieve.

No advice, eo product, and no precautions can absolutely
guarantee thst a child will not be abducted by a stranger.

But what Ore the chances of it happening in today's world? What
is the OA to your child that while walking home from school he
will be attacked, or lured into it stranger's car? if me think
about theft questions. it becomes clear that our concern about
abductioe ia based more on fear than on common sense. The chance
of a child getting killed in cer-bike accident are much, much
greater then ths chance of being abducted. Why aren't we as
alarmed &Mout bicycle safety?

NothiA0 io more frightening to a parent than the thought of
losing dbild. If we could ignore this fear, we probably would.
esoline it is mo frightening, it is easy to let our emotions take
over when We think about protecting our children from strangers.
If we do 'Oils. however, we run the risk of closing them off
from the WOrld. If we pass our fear onto them, we may make them
afraid of life itself.

in sox* wept', Children are by nature vulnerable people. But they
are net bekplows. They are more trusting and in many cases more
ettriall0 &beet the world than the rest of us. Most are physically
incepeble Of resisting an attack by an adult. And there will
always be tilows when we cannot be with them, looking out for
their Wells.Osing. The best way to protect them from danger.
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then, is to help thea becalm capable and self-reliant. if they
are confideat and prepared for the world and its uncertaiutlea,
ttay cam reepond to dangerous situations without panic.

.4. goal is not to hide our children from danger, or to *dee tme
1. e In torostant fear of it. Car goal la to make our children ea

as poseible in an occasionally unsafe world.

The I. i.'ftp is to see beyond our emotions and look at the
cold, r-lt.a .-Anta about missing children:

Fact: A=- .:t1one by strangers do happen.

Pact. fs-- are extremely rare.

Pact. ,q ,1"flp.it! moot you to think abductions ure cosaen.
7n1-u living exploiting your fear of

Son,

Pact: Ihti cannot be with ?our uhild 24 hours a day. The isOvt
imPortant ?craw:: in protecting a Child from dempot 10
the cblX1 hiustlf.

Pact: All children :Ja.,,a a fear of being eepariited fros (belt'
patents. )iy ieightening year ch;ld further, you May
inhibit hir eh:My to protect himself.

Pact: Tull can proper, you child for the pousibli!ty of clanget
without fright:ening hir or her.

A Pretsrad Child is c Protected Child

The purpose of this booklet is to sLare sith you the ?oast
information Available on missing children and child safetY. 04
will begin with an overview of the problem, then present: Oat
we feel is the most effective way to approach the subject ef
abductiou with your Child. Because it is not an easy thihn to
discues without the emotional response of fear or anger, hey/ yul.
bring the eabject up may be just as important as the worda yoia
say. AlWaya remember that honest eommication with your en110
is yoUr greeteet prevention tool.

Also inoludad are a list of rtandm7 precautions you can telce le
protecting your child, and suggest:4re for community action that
concerned parente can take to help !Aolve the broader problems of

"children-at-riek."
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OVERVIEW

Who's Missing/

Petining a problem is the first step toward its solutioe. But
eimmi people today talk about missing children, it Is net alsaye
clear what childrew they axe talking about. Because csevu of
!granger abduction have captured the aost attention, the uord
1alewing" is often thought oo refer Only to the victiee of
Abdaotioe. This is a dangerous assumption. Wick of 'the torrent
confheloA comes from careless or deliberete mistesee of the *Ord

For %%ample: Using the broadest definition, it t* peseible to
say that each year there cAre 2,00t,000 missing chadreo ix. the
iiele%4 States. But it la nue possible to pay that teerr Arees few es 130: Neither statement is tole*, bet neithee gives
On stcnrate picture of the problem. if we count es siseleg ell
chiltresi who ere gone from their home ecr any lorgth Ce title, the
two N011ion figure is accurate. If we ere talking atrietly about
reported cases of abduction by vtrangere, the eskallef: muter
reaWeeehle.

Before we Accept any statistics on alseing childrer.. we %Agit
!Snot ask what groupe are being inclede4 In rhe eitta

115041mtkas

Your Orme?* of Children ore generally cootted in the evietioo
research on miesing kids. These are:

1. Repawavechildren of all ages who leave boee for ^Aylength of tie*. Most are fleeing from problexe in the hoseor at school. Ia many nese*, the problems ape serious Aed
require professi.mal connet5:.3lug. In cuksers ef physical or
sexual abuse, running atelq--and thus calling attention to
the rrobl2m--cen be the heet thing the cbild coh do for
hieaelf.

2. Tkrowsweve--children who have been kickse out of their hose
or abandoned by their parents.

3. VarentW,i Abdoetienschildren toleu from ono parent by
the other prior to or soon :After a divorce. Seth children
suffer extreme emotional trante, often being used in 4
erlial game of retallatl*o by their parents. Sow% are liedto by the abducting peec.,mt or given new names to keep thee
tree being found. We not know exactly how coaleon thisZS.
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4. StrareictIabdoerchildren kidnapped by strangers either
through force or deception.

it is difficult to know for certain how meny of the children
reported to the police es 0mlesiug" Oolong in each of the above
categories, simply because at the time they were reported to
the police the parent did not know. The parent of a child who
runs away from bone may suspect thst an abduction'bs, occurred.
Likeelse. it le poseible that an id:ducted child could be istaken
for a runaway. All too often, parents who report miesing
children fail to report the safe return of the child. for this
reaeou. few reliable etatistica are available.

Efforts ere now underway to gather precise information about each
of the four groove. However, the research Ive now have strongly
suggests tbet the overwhelming selority of missing cbildren
are ;Zama. Last year. the 21 runaway programs in NichlAn
reported A total of 39.000 contacts with children who had run
away froft hove or were considering it, end their concerned
parents. Hearly nine thousand young people received direct
service fro% runaway programs. There As no way cf knowing how
many additional children rain away witboot contacting an agency.

Nusbere gee%

Doers this Veen that we can all stop worrying about abduction
as a threat to our children? Of course nat. go statistic eau
overshedow the fact that one stranger-abduction is too many if
your child is the victim. Purthermore. the statistice do not
include victims of asexual aesault who are not abducted (and
therefore not "Missing"). even thoOgh this is an equal concern to
wOst parental.

All that the numbers cap really tell %IA is that numbers don't
tell ue enough.

Even worme, number's can be used to deliberately mislead the
public for financial gain. Oecaufke this is sesch an enotione:.
IssUe to parents, a lot of companies have emerged which are
trying to "csah IA" on the national fear of abduction. Most
of the products they sell are useless, offering merelY sYleolic
reassurance that your child ie este. Many others can be
obtained free of charge from law enforcement agenciee or service
organization,. Conaumere should always think twice before buying
any device or kit that promises to protect children from danger.
And they should never trust the numbers used in advertising sucb
products.

ich awe t.K.____,Izt_._"sak_cu___sciUrell

Since efforts to arrive at in accurate profile of America's
missing children are still IA an early phase. the moot reliable
figures wet now have come from studies with a very limited focus.
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The Nichigap State Police Juvenile Vkit and NSW% 3Anool of
Orioginel Justice recently Colipleted illka Ouch OtnnY. neneinihe
caeee of Michigan children sped 10 yeerii or younger liglged CA the

LETO cosputor es unloving" on Pebrusrl, 19, 1980. ThAts were %OA

snob cows ors 111e.

In ortler to focus an tho iglaue of vhdilAtion, the istilny

concentrated op children aged It wore AAA younger. 420 of the

804 fall into this ago gronp. d$rett ooataot Wile Aiwie with
each polio* agency to date,wine eir1506 of the categories each of

these siseing children fol1 into. the breakdown Use ae follows:

83.0% Runaways
15.0* Parental Abduction/tiletody PlepUte
1.8% Throwe~o or Onlentlilti
.8% Stranger AbductiOn

Again, these figures era nAt intik:4406 to downplay the laportatice

of protecting children frog etrangeta. This 40010 nut ;Sean we

should take the issue of %%Auction iv stratigera light1P. Out we

need to look et how best tO prevent %hose Abductions. No must
remember *leo that most child einntAl obUige involves trusted

friend or relative of the ahild, lagit stranger. it we talk only

Shoat strangers with our children. a$11 We sake $t harder for
theft to recognize abuse when it cOAOO from swoon* vhey think of

co ft friend?

IA abort, we east not let reasonable Genstion turn $rito

unreasonable fear.
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III

THE !FOUNDATION

Preparing Your Child

Whenever we hear of the abduction and murder of a child, we feel

helpless inside. The fact that such a horrible thing can happen

in the world makes us anqry at the world for.being so cruel and

unfair. We look tor tt. -1 we can do to get rid of our anger and

maks the world safer. WI,cw this happens, we must be especially
careful not to let our emotions rule our intelligence.

The helplessness we feel at the thought of abduction is very

much like the helplessness all children feel about the world in

general. In fact, whenever we respond to events with just our

emotions, we are ;acting the may children act when they have not

yet learned to accept the limits of their power in the world.

The three-year-old trying to understand why he can't have a

cookie half an hour before dinner feels basically the same
emotion as the adult who demands to know why violence must strike

innocent victims. Beth want to control a situation that Is more
or less beyond their control.

Growing up is itself a process of learning boundaries, and
accepting the limits of one's power in the world. For most

children this is not an easy process. As caring parents, we
have a responsibijity to help our children In this lsportant,

difficult task.

Children Are Not fjel2leag

On the first page of this book we said that children are
vulnerable, becaUee they are innocently curious about the world

and lack the physical strength of an adult. This does not mean

that they are be.Ipless. Nor does it mean that innocence and
curiosity are to De discouraged. On the contrary, we would all
probably be more productive and healthy as adults if we held on

to some of the naive wonder me possessed as children.

One of the most Laportant gifts you can give to your child is the
self-confidence that he can take care of himself In the world.

This does not mean giving the child a false sense of security.

It means that, ir the child finds himself in an unusual or
threatening situation, he will be able to take responsibility for

protecting himself.

With this in mind, me can see the real danger of overstating our

fear of abduction. If we make children believe that every street

corner holda a stranger who wants to abduct them, we reinforce

284
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the negative feeling of helplessness. We make the world
seem like a dangerous place. We discourage cUrioeity. Most
importantly of all a make then feel they cannot_take care of
themselves.

This is why the child mho lives in constant fear of danger
is not prepared to do the best thing in * danqaroOs situation.

'Children must believe they cam take care of themselves.

Among the safety tips you will find in the neat section of this
booklet are things like "Teach your child it is okay to scream
and yell for help if he thinks be is in danger." This is
perfectly sound advice. Bids should know how to attract
attention when they are in trodble. But if you teach your child
to scream and yell without giving him the confidence to decide
when screening end yelling is appropriate, you leave him with
the feeling that screaming and yelling are his oaly means of
self-protection. This tells him he is only sale when someone
else is around to hear him call for help. It is not enough.

More than anything else, you mrst give your child confidence in
his own ability to make decisions about his safety.

As any parent knows, telling is not teaching. You can tell a
child a hundred tines that he shouldn't spoil his appetite, but
he's probably not going to stop snacking before uoper until he
ha* a reason of his own to do so. Similarly. a mechanic may be
able to tell you what's wrong with your car. but you would never
know how to tix it yourself without taking an engine apart with
your own bands.

Because telling is not teaching, making a child safe from danger
MAAS more than applying "safety tips." And it seams sore than
simply telling his be can take care of Maself. The beet way to
inspire self-confidence in ycur child is to guide the child in
finding his own answers to questions about safety.

By the age of four, most children are able to take geners3 rules
and apply them to specific situations. At this age. then, it
is important for parents to begin to engage the child in
problem-solviag activities. This can take the Yore of a game, or
aerely casual conversation with the child while Walking or riding
in the car. It should not be a "special" occasion, and ideally
will continue throughout your child's life. All you are doing,
after all. 10 opening the door to honest communication with your
son or daughter.

Your goal is to present situations to the child and ask what the
child would do in that situation. These should be siaple and
non-threatening. You could ask:

2 6 5
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"Pretend we got ready to have a picnic and it started to rain.
What would we do?"

"What would you do if you missed the schoolbus end Mommy and
Daddy had already left for work?"

"What if your best friend asked to borrow your favorite toy?"

Both you and the child should participate in solving the problems
these questions present. Of course, you want to let the child
develop confideoce in his cwn ability to handle unexpected
situations. When his response is inappropriate, it is important
not to make his feel he has given a "wrong" answer. Instead say,
"Tau could do that, but thsre's probably something better." As
much am possible, your child should feel that you are equals in
this game, and that he docs not have to rely on you to tell him
the best answer.

As the gene becomes sore familisr. yoo should encourage your
child to ask his own questions. Thia will tell you important
information about the things that cause your child the most
concern. The game gives the child a chance to talk about
troubling matters that he may otherwise not feel cosfortable
bringing up. For example, if someone has been bothering him in
some way, it may be easier for a child to bring it up as a "let's
pretend" question than to talk about At openly. By talking
through the "pretend" problem, you cAll make him feel it's okay to
talk about the real problem in his life.

It is vital that yon listen carefully to the questions your child
asks, and help him arrive at satisfying answers.

strangers

Since the main issue of this booklet is child safety. you will
probably want to bring up questions shout dealing with strangers.
Two things suet be stressed at this point:

1. If your child is prepared to handle a had or dangerous
situation 'with a familiar adult, he or she will be able to
handle et similar siZuation with a stranger.

2. If your child goes away thinking strangers ere the moat
dangerous people. he or she may have trouble recognizing
bad situations involving people who are not strangers.
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AA you ploy cps peopporoolving pee Pith 4eetA0ow lovolviog
strangers. yoo will latra wiftt Tout. 4414 440:4 0 stroogor
You say decide yon don't Went to nee Cho 0000. "aocla6aatv 4t all.
Even if we Ulf, ilreat peic"te define thy eArd eccoretely, **Ay
children will istAll 'Wax ot atea4Q4,0 Wag at 000p14 they've
never seen Wore. 40 iS patiplo Who 10010 WaatA Oe 4ANoraRol.
Experience has ehAmn.thet rbe posaht10$ tetploitta ot chlidrao it
very often scosone fesilia,; to the 01114. *Ad theY'look perfectly
normal and triendly Oh tha aurtoov,

Th situations you 0.1.acua0 with yoh* ohiLd 0hotl4 fuvolve
people who do not fe$1 UlUi r the COA000tIOAA$ 440$01A100 of a
stranger":

"What would'you lf you were 44110og 1400w RPOO eeAoul eAd
one of the high 001,001 Wide soke4 you to 0064 co hAe houae to
watch TV?"

"What it yoo %are totaling IA sb* /0ed 40 e JOI drove up io
car and ASIOOd INIIS bow to tied OA 00pereArtetV

"You're ridinq foor take thro004 the parX end 0 jogger running
with hie Irish setter este yoo te ecop fOr A$04t4, What
would you do?"

If, through your pladmott, your Obild iserA0 the Pest action
to take in situation', like these, 44 sill he toegOred to hAtuily
siallar situation* iovoluing any kAAA Ot etren4er, together
you will decide on gentrel rules that Oen he wOhlied to specific
events.

IA presenting gneatione to your child, it Ao wit Aeceeeary tO
bacons specitio ihoosti the poteAtisl 4000er Or the ettnAtion.
As we've already *Aid, *caring the 0114 AA/ only intresee his
natural fears end Sage hie feel wore P01,014400 the0 be is. If
gemeral rules ore 00.1.46atablishod i 'A thd, be ail1
know how to apply tAes to hecifio elteetloCe. A0010040t; Icor"
child's self-contldeoce 10 bia beet pronicOoo,

sut this leas's* We Pith AA ishorcaht peobla0, th0 truly grapared
child mist haver 4400 underetandlOg they there Are penile in the
world who eight try to hers hia--,tother4IA4 Pe Vill bot understand
why rules of motet, ere so ieporcoot. Vo4 00 ea protowic this
information to e V0a00 child withoht cOottl00 t 00er of ell
people, soot of %haa ere temically fechOdY

Expiainina_leeptel,21$010I.X0LA C4114

Although it suet NI hendled vary caref011Y. *At ebilArem ere
reedy to undarattnA tht concept ot nonfat 1314%AS by the ego of
five. Of code... At mutt tio 4iscue4a4 tol. a 1041 thtt cht child
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can understand. One way to do this is to draw on the child's
personal experience of hooesickness.

Reaind the child of the bed feeling he had inside when he spent
night away from home. You can then explain that there arewee people who have this bad feeling all the time. They feelthis way not because they are homesZek but because they are

"friandsick." Theme people think that they can make themselves
feel better by finding someone to be their friend, but this will
not really maks them feel better. The only wey they will ever
really get over their sickness is to see a doctor.

Your child should be taUght that it ha ever meets *mesons who
Is mfristd-sick.w the person may went the child to help his feelbetter. Ile may try to touch the child in a way that doesn't feel
right, or ask the child to do things he doe* not went to dc.
Weassure your child that the best thing he can do to help such

Advises is to stay away from him. Most importantly, he should
learn to trust his own feeling* bout touch, and not be afraid to
exPreSs Chose feelings.

Either through casual conversation or the problem-solving gime.
teach your child that it is perfectly all right to saY hh when
ameone touches them in a way that doesn't feel right. You canus* the example of tickling to talk about good touch and badtouch. %very child knows that a certain amount of tickling can
be fun, but too much tickling can feel very bad. Asaure yourchild that it is okay to yell "Stop," when someone tickles
hie too hard, or touches him in any way that makes him feel
untomfortable.

Laatly, your child must learn that he can tell You whenever a
"bed touch" incident happens. Weny parents make the istake of
tellihg the child he hats a right to say no to bad touch, but then
failihg a back the child up when he tries to assert that right.If, for example, the child feels uncomfortable giving his aunt oruntie a goodbye kiss, his parents should respect those feelings.
Not doing so will only confuse the child, and make him reluctant
to talk about good and bad touch in the future.

rIBMW the Galt

YoU can approach the difficult subjects of strangers, mental
Mimes, and good and bad touch by using the problem-solving gamedescribed above. Begin with a situation like this:

"Suppose you got separated from me at the store, end a m
.Walked up to you and asked if you were lost. What w? Id .11ido?"
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There are many ways a child CoUld respond to this. Since you
want to help him reach his oteb conclusions, it is best to let him
explore as aany options as poselble. In this particular case,
parents themselves sight dleftree as to What is the best course
of action for the child to !eke. If the child decides it would
be okay to talk to the man, ytel could then ask:

"What if he came closer an% tried to take your hand, and said.
'Here, let me help you fled your mommy.'7"

This la where the general roll's you and your child develop about
strangers should come into plaT. On the surface, there is no
reason for the child not to trUst this helpful man. But if you
have helped your child underOtAnd that there are "friend-sick"
people in the world, and have glven him the confidence to take
responsibility for his own sotety. be should be able to recognize
that he does not need to take the man's hand la order to get help
finding you. Once the child Vnderstands this basic rule, take
the situation one step further'

"What if you tell him Yogi don't want to take his hand and he
reaches for your hand anyway?"

Now the child is in a recogniteble "bad touch" situation, and
he should be able to see that it is appropriate to yell "NO" and
walk away from the stranger. Re should be able to see that he is
not helpless in this situation. It is a public place,'and there
are other adults ne Cart turn to for help.

In playing out this situatlop, it is not necessary to make the
danger any aore specific Mao WS. You can even acknowledge
that this man mioht really be trying to help--but that it would
simply be safer to stay away from him, because he tried to touch
the child when the child speelfically told him not to.

It is certainly not necessary to spell out the specifics of an
abduction in order to teach 00 child how to respond safely.
Doing so would only create arotietY end a feeling of helplessness
in the child, and ptrhaps overehadow the confidence you are
trying to give him.

Buildinc on Honesty

As we said at the outset, that.* are no guarantees when it comes
to child safety, and no amount of preparation can absolutely
insure that your child will naver encounter sexual exploitation
or even abduction. Tour goal is to give your child
the skills he needs to recogolte potential danger and take
effective steps to avoid it.

64-575 0 - 87 - 10 283
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in addition to these skill., your child needs to know twat he cen
honestly abate his feelings with you at all tises, fuld that ynn
1,4111 IlOtals Carefully to what he has to say.

One of the !wiriest problem, facing victims of child sexual enuse
AO the feeling that they thessalves were responsible fog the
%Dues. Por this reason. they must overcose a feeling of deep
shafts juat to tell 1002100111, about it. Youg child should always
!eel that no matter what is bothering hift--even if he hos done
something he knows he shouldn't have done--you will always
forgive him snd be grateful for his honesty..

The next section contains specific steps parents can take to
prevent abduction. These are the ',bricks" out of which you can
build an effective safety progres for your child. Such a program:
will be Useless, however, unless you have first created a secure
toundstion to support it. This foundation consists of two
things:

1. Your child's confidence that he can take reeponsibility
for his own safety.

2. An open line of communication between you and your child.
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IV

THE BRICKS

Making Your Child Safe

The goal of the problem-solving gene described in the last
section is to supply your child with rules that will help him
handle potentially dongerous situations. In this section we will
spell out what some of those basic rules should be.

UsincitheTeleohong

As early se possible, teach your child how to use the telephone.
Explain to him what "long distance" and "area code" mean,
and allow the child to practice making calls to stake sure he
understands. Teach your child his phone number, your number at
work, snd the number of a trusted sdult. Explain how to dial the
operator if he needs help makihg a call.

Post emergency phone numbers by the telephone in your home.
Teach your child how to use these numbers in case of an
emergency, using "what If" situations that allow the child to
solve hypothetical problems through the use of these numbers.

Teach your child his full address, including the city and state.
Show hi% bow to find his home state and city on it map.
Also make sure your child knows your full name and the name of
your workplace.

Explain to your child that it is okay to use ggy telephone to
call for help if soaething is wrong.

Teach your child never to give his name over the phone, or tell
anyone on the phone that he Is home alone. Teach him that it is
okay to hang up on any calls that seem strange or VAM him feel -

"funny."

Friends and Stranaere

%now Who your children's frienas are, and their addresses and
phone numbers. Take an active interest in their activities.
%now also what routea your child normally takes to school.
playground, friends' homes, etc.

Advise children to "buddy up" whenever possible.

Teach your child alwaya to let you know where he will be. and
to call boxer it there is ever a change in his plans. Se sure to
praise the child each time he follows this rule.
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If you decide to talk about ertreogera with you child. help his
or her understand that a etratiger I. anyone he does not know
very well. Hoke sure ha uoderstoode that vast strangers ars good
people. hot that we osn't tell very Ruch about a person because
of the we/ he looks. Nor this reason, eons rules *vat be wed in
dealing sith strongerer

1. Streoperm ahonld not want to touch you or get close to you
in A way that feels bad or °funny"--especially if you tell
tnee not to.

2. NOAr 00 saywhere with a straoger without your perent's
peralasion. NeveT approach a oar driven Dye stranger.

3. If a atraugerre oaks for directions or arealetanee, let hie
ask an adult. It is okay for a child to ask a grownup for
help, but gro4rOups should telc other grownups for help. not
children.

4. No one should *irk a thild to keep a secret fros his
parents. Sake eure your child Swim he should tell you if
soAeohe sake his to keep a secret.

6. Strangers should oOt SOAt to mos pictures of kida without
their parent** permission.

6. ir A atraoger everts to hother you. You should not bide.
it is better to stay in the opan and try to get help from
a nearby grownup. if anyone tries to leek* ItOo do screeching
yoU !eel you shouldn't do, get *way fro* the.vereon. it is
okaf to yell, ureola, sod bite if yoU have to, se long es
yolk get WOW.

7. it you are ever hose alone. never tell WIWI* Mho oases;
to the door them you ere alone. Never opera the door to A
stranger. and Vo sure to koow the mother of.* oearby friend
or relative to cell if you need any kind of help.

Or,,,L2L1 _k ljad

yolk Motet touch with your child. Help hie recognize that
sometime* touch *Am' you feel good (a friendly hug, or gentle
tickling), scometisee it sakes you feel bad (a slap, or tickling
too hard), and aosetiwas it tan *aka you feel confused or %funny"
inside (where eoReone touches the private parte of your body).

Make sure your child know% sod belleeoe thAt his body la hie
oec Prollorty, sod oo orte 440 the right to touth hir in a way he
doesn't like. Amour* your child that it's always okay to key NO
to stWOOA Who tries to touch his in a way that sakes his feel bed
or' .rtanzo imada,...even a groom* or o good friend. Isplain that
the child should tell you if ouch en Incident ever occurs.
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In order to be able to talk about Inappropriate touch, your child
must know the words to use to describe the private parts of thebody. In general, you can explain that "private" parte are the
parts of the body covered by a bathing suit, although there is a
chance your chnd will teke this to mean that he or she shouldn't
talk about these parts of the body. Reaember, your goal is to
help your child communicate.

By all means, the words "penis" and "vagina" should be used
instead of "cute" euphemisms for these organs. Euphemisms make
it difficult for the child to be Understood by someone other than
the parent, and also send a confused message to the child that it
really isn't okay to talk about these things. The prepared child
must be made to feel comfortable talking about sexual abuse.
Embarassment or awkwardness en the parent's part will only have
the opposite effect.

Even if you've explained that it'a okay to tell you about a
"bad touch" incidentthe child may hove difficulty doing it,
especially if the person who touched hie is someone he trusts.
Pay attention to indirect signals that something is bothering the
child, and be patient in helping him talk about it. In playing
the problem-solving gams, it might be a good idea to help the
child think of two other people he could tela If someone ever
tried to touch him in a bad way. Above all, do your best to make
sure your child knows you will love hik mo matter what he has to
say.

Believe your child. Children almost never lie about sexual
abuse.

Other Precautions

Here are some additional steps that you, as a "prepared parent,"
can take toward the protection of your child:

I. Maintain an identification !Ile. This should contain
current side and front photography, vital statistics, and
medical information. Fingerprint records can be obtained
from most law enforcement agenCiee and some social service
groups. if You wish to include theme. You can also include
birthmarks, scars, social secutity number, dental records,
strands of hair, copies of x-raya, and handwriting samples.

CAUTION: This file is not a krevention tool. It will only
help in the unlikely event that your child becomes abducted
or lost. Unfortunately, frightened parents often think
of I.D. kits as ways of protecting their child. Do pot
purchase an I.D. kit--you cab easily assembly one on your
own, with the help of your local police department.
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2. Obtain and check out rvrertoces of oil bibitAittera, daycare
centers, or anyone leo charged with the care or your
child.

3. It's not a good idea to have your child'a ASAP hfioted on
clothing, lunchbox, etc. /Wowing Your child's AA00 give. A
stranger an advantage in %truing your child'e confidence.

4. Always keep your child in Aight in a public place.

b. If you have reason to balideve your child IA et risk of
Abduction, establish a code word with yohr child. Wake
sure he knows that anyone who is told to PUS hie 0 fro*
school will know this code mord. As such se poasible, maks
this a game rather thsh a glorious matter InVolting fear of
Abduction.

g. e observant. If you as. A suspicioua taci4v4t inyolvicg a
child, don't be afraid to Sok whethar th* "Ault involved As
the child's parent. It you tee a child Alcoa in a public
place, try to find semitone who can page the child's
parent. Pay attention to Onfamiliar ctre Or people in
your neighborhood, and report suspicioUt 100idAntur to the
police.

$0 tht case of a divorced parent who suspacts AA ekApotsse
eaV attempt to abduct their child, the foil-vying additichal
precautions should be takan:

I. Obtain legal custody of the child.

2. Obtain a passport for the Child. (Tbit mill Prevent malmlAu
else froa obtaining a passport and tbut tieing API. to Iwo,*
the country with the child.)

4. Seep a record of all threat. by ths etaPOOse lAdicating AA
abduction may be attempted.

4. if a court order is obtained limiting vlaitetloil rights.
Wake sure police proce40re ie specified An the Order, so
that action can ba takoul 10 the order AA violtted.

4. Seep a filo of vital itlorsttion on tht ePleDeu00.
lncluding social seccrity mother, driver'e fleetly% lumber,
eredit information, finencitl records. f00$11 Arld friend*.

S. Ss reasonable, fair, and friandly with veer tk^uPowle ekd
Die family. Do not inflate ainor eveutA, suet. es the late
return of a child fret * visitation, Into a* ieditation of
possible abduction.

7. dive a copy of the dr order and photo of your
ox-spouse to your c * school. dAyeASO fscility. camp.
or anyons who bas VI* Wopottibility of certna fur your
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child. NkPlein your concern simply and calmly.

I-WU! 012!-210...0.ti e3-1

On* tinel sat 02 rules for you, the parent, each of which is more
important then all tbe others put together:

1. latkAgtn,V44).1LIA
Natil yoUt child knows that he can share with you anything
that'. bOtheribg him, be Will not be truly prepared.

2. I.JAMEIL.tntjts_rji_ald.
Yelling is pot enough. You must show by the act of careful
liatenine that You truly CATO about what's on your child's
else, ISS1 respect his ability to solve problems.

2. Etx,attutkomp
To your child. . . your child's friends. . . your
neighbothood. . your coamunity.

It hould by Clear bp now that Drotectinv our children ls not
simply a Satter Ot Viking certain precav.tlons or reading certain
hoOln, or OnYika Gerthin products. It is a lifestyle, based
on honeety and Oftmuhicatlon and love. Now that the national
PrOblea ot miseing children hes come to light, concerned parents
:Wet choose hes best to respond to the problem. We can preoccupy
ourselyea with Ater kild danger, buy new, stronger locks for our
doors, *Ad cleee cut laailles off from the world. . .or we can
store the problem 14 the eye, recognize that the safety of our
children iv eearYnne'a Ponatelq responsibility, and work to build
a safer World tor out kids.

?he next section deals with the biggest portion of the "missing
children" Oolnklation. and ln aftly ways the most at rlsk: those
children who find theosolves facing the world without a loving
Parent to talk to. or a secute place to call home.

295
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V

ROWN/101 AWAY

Who Does It. and Why

*opt dust we've looked'at the problem of protecting young children
*roe the possibility of abduction and abuse, 'we need to look at
the kids who are not abducted, but who for One resecn or another
Amcided to leave home for the uncertainty for life on the street.

Although most runaways ere in their teen*, the average age of
rooswmy children gets ybunger every year. This is a dieturning
*act. It indicates that for some reason families are not working
vary well. Either the social prab7,ms affecting the rosily ere
causing stress on the child, or Ulm lines of cosaunication have
%voltam down between the cbild sad the parents. or 'something else
AA the child's life has gotten out of control. Soaetieee running
essay can be a plea for attention. Sometimes, as we said earlier,
At cell be an act of self-preeervation.

No 'matter how great or bow small the problea which causes a yoluag
Damson to run away fros bolo, the solution almost always' involves
the development positive coping skills. This sliglit amen helping
the runaway admit his or her responsibility for the problek. It
eight mean figuring out how to deal with a parent's, alcoholism
Or busive tendencies. Moist often, the solution involves getting
the tastily to talk about the problem and work together to solve
At.

4mat as a young child's "safety sense" is laproved by creating
4 feeling of self-confidence, runaway programa try to Delp older
children build self-reitance. Just as a young child iv the only
nerson who can take tull responsibility for his astety et all
tiaes, a runaway often must learn to find his or her ogu *newer%
to the problems at home.

AA * way, programs that work to prevent child abuse, abductions.
4Ad ranning away are all in the same business. It's the business
Of gsmoweraent. Empowerment Moans giving each parson the power
And confidence to make decisions and take responsibility for hie
Or ner own life.

iers Run

lAis brings us to an Important point about running away. Men
Ne talk about "runaway bebevlor", we usually think ot teenagers
Aeaving hoee, either for attention, adventure, or relief from
Abuse. But there are others ways of running away, and We need to
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look at them in order to understand *not t4Ally AAltee kide ran.
Once we understand this broads* idea oi 4rUAOSAn Stool," we can
sae that teenaners are not the only ogee 'AA do At. be that moot
of ue run away all the time without covet ficAo4 atty00008.

Running away la a natural buman responee ta ftftAAAlty, 'lust
is ILA animal in the wilderness ruus fro* toieed Of A rifle. human
beings run away froze things tbet are scery Or dilfAOCIt to think
about. Running away is a means of aaKitAr troitort Otadier. At leaet
for the moment. Availing away aeons Ave:44114.

The ways we call choose to run away ere end1004, A0100 of them ate
positive. like Imports or recreetional bobt100, Nollenteer work, or
our jobs. Soee are not productive but don't reall9 hUtt AnYons,
like watching tbe TV, sleeping. or brootarta, kook', of 'kilos can be
destructive, either to ourselves or otbyre erohnd ihss, Alcohol
is certainly one thing many haaricanS bee tO help ChM run aWey
from troubles. Drugs, physical violence; aed lyieg ste others.

Secanse it is aosething we all do, children oftAA iveth to
tun away from problems very early in lite. PAY 10,ra At from
watching the way their parents deal wiv4 proOlvo, V Os
%embers of a feelly tend to rUll away fro* !pinta fp poeitive way,
that family is obviously less likely to have tooloo* Otoblems.
in a family where alcoholism le a sericUA problAA, tha children
in the family are more likely to becose alcolholiee too.

Of course, People and families sre more compliaAted tilsn that.
The point we want to sake is that. even If On toke ;AMY from
Problems in positive ways, the problems stay aoOod. 4oa thing
people. The only way problema really get olV441 $0 by not
running away--by facing the pronlem sloe dealLhq 01.rh It.

This helps us understand what runaway ptogrena tfy to do to help
the families of runaways work together, ftwo lApOrrent thing
to resember is that when a child runs eholty frok POW's. no One is
neceesarily to blame for it. In fact, trying te 10444 $200ofte Is
aow of the most common wave we run Awsv fres touplvbS, 10 orderto work out the problem in a lasting *SAT, enta*/00m involved
ueeds to agree set to run away. They need ro *At doan togethet.
fsce the problem head on, and find says to solve yt.

Once again. communication is tne key. Many t4a00, tha first
step in solving family problefts is to tkik sboot sr With the
people involve. Sometimes. this in itself my teks Care of the
problem. When people run away, often tines What rhaV Ate running
away from is communication.

building strong communication lines between OiAl.drvh And parents!'
is the goal of soot counseling agencies who deal 101LA foxing
people and families. With small. chilette. it AO rhe Cermet of
any sound prevention program. With oidAr kide, it WI Oe the
first step toward resolving serious faeily ptenjess,

297
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RnAssigt Procyon* in Mighicren

In 101$, the state of Michigan beosme a pioneer in providing

comprehensive plans for runsway program's. Today there are 27
non-profit agencies throughout the state offering a variety
of services to children and !mollies in crisis.. each of these
progress functions independently. end is funded through both
Public end private sources. each S a member of the Michigan
Network of Runaway end Youth Serviette, which coordinates their
fforte both within the Stat end With the runaway programs of
other states. each operates in %Accedence with state guidelines-

The Untie goal of these programs 10 to provide a teSPorerY haven
for kids while they work out perm/Men solutions to the problems
driving them from hoes. State lee allows runaway programs to
provide up to 14 lays residence in.either a residential program
("shelter") or foster home, during 'Mich time the child receives
extenelVe counseling and approprinte elliotional support. Parental
coalmine is required for admission to a Prograe, and Parents aro
enconteged to receive counseling as Oell.

In addition, each program operate* its own crisis 1ine for
children and parents in need of tftildialate counseling. These
servioes are coordinated with the stetewide, toll-free RAPLINS,
which Can be reached 24 bours a da/ Ulf dialing
1-800^202-4817.

Beam*. the problems these progreee Work to solve have been
steadily increasing for the past decade, tbe need for broader
community support is critical to their continued success.
In meny cases, expanded services have not been net with any
increedie in funding, spreading the resources of the program more
end more thinly over its service area in short, these agencies
fight an escalating crisis with conaistently dwindling funds.

aeltAPlIalaco

Aset as a small child malt ultimetellit become responsible for hie
omen eefotY, we ere all responsible far our own growth as human
being*. The counselors at nichigen'a runaway programs recognize
this. Their goal is never to sane tbe problems within a femilY,
but to kelp the !gaily members wotk out a solution of their
own-stor this is the only kind of so/ution that will last.

Runaway program can be seen as e Iceshion" between the parent
and child, or between a child and hie problems at home. They
offer A chance to work out conflicts in a safe environment.
and thins prevent momentary tensions !roe resulting in permanent
break* in the family relationabip. Tbey do everything possible
to prevent troubled kids from Wens* "sliming children."
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Mr. Chair and Members of the Committee:

We would like to thank you for an opportunity to discuss the

Missing Children's Assistance Act.

Our organization is Children's Rights of New lork, Inc., a

lay group formed in 1977 to aid and counael parents involved in

parental abductions. Hy name is John E. Gill, president of the

group, and I am also the author of Stolen Childre0, a non-fiction

book on parental abduction published in 1981.

The Missing Children's Assistance Act was supposed to aid

groups who help parents find and recover missing children. It

hasn't done so. Instead, most of the federal activity concerned

with this ACT has scared families and wasted tax dollars.

The largest example of this waste haa been the National

Center for Missing and Exploited Children, created hy a

cooperative agreement from the U.S..Justice Department's Office

of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (0.14BP). Begun id

April, 1984, the National Center immediately published a brochure

claiming between 20,000 and 50,000 small children are abducted

annually by strangers.

Those figures are false.

Such statisticot poiht out that the Board of Directors and

top officials of the National Center have tried to distort and

exaggerate this issue in order to raise money to keep the

National Center in business, not to find children. Quickly, since

in 1984, tha National Center's staff has jumped from
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approximately 25 perOollnel to about 52 staff members.

Tot $ttional Center immediately began distributing small,

outdated piothres or mtaying children, the least effective way of

finding YoUngebers. Yet it does not support bills in Congress

which Would ohtlaw PArental child-stealing on the federal level,

thus betngtng federal lay enforcement officials into tho9e

situation6 Moi.e quieKlY. Such bills include B.S. 2201, introduced

by fiep. MieXely Edwarda or Oklahoma.

One or the purpomea of the National Center was to accurately

termioe half many children are actually missing each year. Now,

in 1986, the National Centerts officials concede they have no

ides boll Any COildren ere gone and won't know for another two

years.

Yet they have anent seven million dollars and have created a

National grldotMent roe Ohe Protection of Children, which has

raieed nearly A million dollars more from the private sector.

The National Center does not publish a directory of private

group9 droUnd the conntry which aid parenta of missing children.

It wa9 sepPoaed to do 20.

The Ndtidnal Center's policy of distributing pictures of

missing Children has aade people feel atrangers await every

youngOter *Po Walks VoMe from school. But in its first year the

National center learned of only 142 cases of stranger abductions,

and it did little to Find those children, aome of whom had been

missing for yeers.

301
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Child psychology experts, inelnding Dr. Benjassin Sp4m1G, have

said such publicity scares children. Dr. hock, and manY Others,

also believe that fingerprinting &Sell children in useleae.

No children have been found because of fingerprinting, Yet

the National Center promotea this Activity because of ita

publicity potential. It is dramatim and looks good on teleVision.

Under the Missing Children's Aesiatance Act, the 0.1401/ has

given a.million dollars to the Institute for Non-Profit

Management (MOM) in Denver, Colo. INPOM is aupposed to train

other, smaller non-profit groupa 1410 work in the field ot

children.

Yet, by its own words, WW2 officiale concede they have no

expertise in finding missing children. Their training stAinars

and federal monies are a waste.

Another one million dollars, 4a0 neen given to the National

Center to aid state clearinghouaes to recliner missing children.

But these clearinghouses do not looM for mOildren. They Are part

of a huge and false national Wort, conducted by some publio

officials and aome private groups, to deceive the public into

thinking something in being done about the problem of missAing

children. Maly private growls alhoe 1981 Pave received auCh

publicity and money by sews' they register missing children.

But none of these groupa, inclnding toe National Center. can

actually prove they have found ohildren by ouch registratiOn

programs.
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We thvt ntAte departments of motor vehicle% Alen register

earn, Yet they cloolt prevent people fro0 stealing cars and they

dch't look for motor vehicles after they Are stolen.

Clesrly . lie need stronger laws and tore lov enforcement

Pnl'AOsnel to look for, and recover, missing children, just like

We hove lass And police officers to loos for and renover stolen

ears,

The National Center's publicity And fond-raising campaigns

have made the puplie think that a parent of a Wiseing child is an

suer< in the entire field of Oissing children. This ls wrong. In

the 'std.-19/(1'0 My sis year old child, of whom I Dad Custody, was

AbdOcted and concealed by my ex-wife. fortunately, I found and

renOvered MY child three months later.

Tet my olin personal experience did 'lot make me an expert on

CUnewaY 1,Outhe And soall children abducted by parents or

etrangers. After three years' experience of holding regular

Seetings With parents whose ex-spouses bed abducted their

Children. I Was able to gather enough material for the book,

5t0len Children.

As A concerned citizen and parent, am still not an expert

and learn new facet, of the missing children prohlem every day.

BUt MY work Since 197? as head of Children's Rights of New York

dtd oonlirlooe me we needed a stronger federal las to addrese

pdrental sbdoctions, Parents silo flee sits their ehildren usually

take them aCfsSA state lines. It is easier for an PALI. agent in

303
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New York to contact a similar agent in California to look tor A

stolen child than it is for the New York State Police to dO

130,

nut, here again, the National Center ind 00014 do not faVor

stronger federal laws in this area.

Why is this? Do the directors and executives of the National

Center simply want the problem to continue in order to keeD their

jobs? Do they seek to expand their power and pocketbooks t the

expense of the taxpayer in order to appear on television and la

newspaper and magazine articles?

The National Center does not work cloaely With groups on the

grassroots level. In fact, when I drafted an Article about the

fzderal government's misguided efforts on this problem, I Yes

threatened with a lawsuit from tbe Nation01 Center.

Officials there will not even tell ue hoy they emend their

money, much leas help us find children. We have saked repeatedly

for copies of their federal form 990, which non-profit groups

like the National Center are supposed to tile lath the IRS every

year. Such documenta are open to the public.

Yet the National Center has not even filed a form 990, the

IRS office in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania tells us. What do they

have to hide?

Perhaps the most viaitle peraon ln this field is s man whoae

son was abducted and killed in Florida. Ah MSC movie was made

about his case and his alleged efforts on behalf of missing

3 4 ;(Th
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children. Yet the movie said more then 1.5 million children are

missiog each fear And 50,000 of them are taken Dy strangers. TIA

movie and the gatlonal.Center have paraded this lndividoel aronod

the eountrY as if he were an expert. tat De la not a epild

payohologiOt1 a social worker, a family Lev attorney, a lay

enforcement official. His background to in sales and marketing

for a resort hotel.

Sven he.candtdlY advita now there Are only 28,000 or en

missing children a year.

A reeent report by the General Accounting Offies, done for

Senator Alfonse WAmato of New York, skid the National Crime

Information Center (NC/C) listed juat 36,454 mlOsing juveniles oe

November 1, 1015.

Those children ehould be found.

gut theY 1411 not return home safely if the National Center.

its directors and executives, continoe to exaggerate the problem

vhile doing nothing to find these aboent children.

Clearly, we most quiet victimized parents and WestionehIe

officials Of both public and private groups Who seek to exploit

this problem for tneir ovn advantage. A vietim is ao; an expert.

For three rears, from 1961 until 1964, Y served es 40

infantry officer is the U.S. Marine Corps. My duty stations were

with the Third marine Division on Okinawa and with the first

Marine Air ging in Japan. Ny serviee to our coontry cage at 4

time when it was easy to dodge the draft. Tet % volunteered.
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In 1964 I left active duty and returned to civilian life,

where I worked as a journalist and now as a college professor.

That year was a turning point for me. Many of my closest friends

from officer school in Qaantico, Virginia, stayed in and were

promoted to captain. There was a decision I had to make--to leave

the Marine Corps, which I loved, and pursue my writing and

teaching career, or to stay on, hopefully at the same duty

stations as my buddies.

That decision is with me now becauSe some of my

friends--yes, men whom I loved as brothers--remained in the

Marines and perished in the Vietnam conflict. Their loss is with

me today.

Last week I visited the Vietnam Memorial in Washington here.

It was very emotional, and I felt like a victim. People who had

been close to me many year-a ago, and wto I still think about and

remember today, were listed on that memorial.

Yet my loss does not make me an expert in foreign policy.

My loss does not give me license to operate a false charity

in the name of peace or national defense.

My loss does not peroit me to endorse false activities.

Similarly, we must Sympathize with parents who have lost

their children. We must console them. Out we must separate their

loss from our viewpoint ahd strategy in trying to prevent other

losses of children. We Must assure those parents that people will

look for their missing children, not just register them; that we

306
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will have federal and state law enforce/pent Officers inveetigate

their easels, not juat circulate outdated pictures; that we will

have stronger laws which migbt prevent someone from taking their

child or children, not just OPonsicr Alleged training seminars hY

federal grantees unfamiliar with the problem; that cope, not millt

cartons, Will try to locate and recover their missing loved ones,

Think of it. Suppose someone you Bnew wee missing, WmUld Y00

want the National Center to ay it will place a picture on

network television six months from no07 or Would you Want the

F.B.I. to start investigating right aWaY/

IA 1980 an F.B.I. official testified before Congress about

the Parental gidnapping Prevention Act. Be said the Bureau would

need additional agents to become Wore involved with parental

abductions.

So what has the Justice Department done? It Oafs hired 52

non-law enforcement personnel to run a eivilian agency Which

distributes false, Bloated statietics and hides Ito budget.

Clearly, we don't need the National center. Funds from the

Missing Children's Asestance Act should go to hiring more F.B.I.

agents and mandating they look more actively for Stolen children.

Other monies ahould go to grassroots groups which counsel

parents.

Thank you.
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LmeCences
Witms-rZia, CHADMERLAIN & Bzezr

1747 Parlarrzwal. Aszaruz.
Wass:worm D. C. 20006

tem 1135-eaoo

May 24, 1985

CERTIFIED RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

Mt. Jaw E. Gill
Children's Rights of New York
19 Maple kftaluA
Stony Brook. New York 11790

Dear Dr. 0111:

Our firm is counsel to the National Center on Missing
end Exploited Children ("tbe Center"). Ihe Center has
referred to us the enclosed doument bearing your name,
address end telephone numbers. Unless we are edvised by you
to the coorrary, um will be forced to conclude that you are
irs author.

The purpose of this letter is to inform you of the more
elating of the numerous factual inaccuractes permeating the
text of your paper. When read in context, those inaccuracies
would lead the reasonable reader to the inescapable but
false conclu.sion that both the Center and its Executive
Director, Jay Rowell, are wasting federal taxpayers' money
by operating en enterprise whiCh is inefficient, incompetent
and incapable of assisting in the nationwide effort to
locate missing Children. While you are certainly entitled
to exercise your First Amendment right of free speech, we
would ask on behalf of our client that your exercise of that
tight be bsaed upon fact rather than falsehood.

The following statements made in the enclosed paper are
false:

1. "Now, at the National Center there are appro-
ximately 35 civilians with little or no experience in finding
children ..." (Page 3, paragraph 2).
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Mr. John E. Gill
May 24, 2985
Page two

The clear implication of this statement, that no one at
the Center has relevant experience La finding children, is
absolutely untrue.

2. "The National Center last summer distributed a
brochure which said between 50,000 Children and 20.000
children are abducted aanually by strangers" (Page 3,
paragraph 3).

3. "Its {the Center's] third report. dated January 15.
1985, mentioned that it had learned 'of just 111 stranger
abductions IA 1984" (Page 4, paragraph 4).

4. "The Center's summer brochure pUblished figures
which said between 25,000 children and 500,000 Children are
abducted annually by their parents" (Page 4. paragraph 6).

Statements 2, 3, and 4 are all false in that the Ceater
has never published a brochure or a report making such
statements en behalf of the Center. The brochure stated
that between 20,000 and 50,000 children "disappear" each
year and their cases remain unsolved by the end of the year.
Further, the brochure pointed out the difficulty of defining
the scope of this problem by reporting the widely divergent
claims of others with respect to noncustodial parental
kidnappings. Finally, the Canter's January 15, 1985, report
stated that Caere::: personnel bad provided technical assistance
in 111 stranger abduction cases, not chat it had-"learned
if" 111 cases.

5. "[John] Walsh. a former sales and marketing execu-
tive with a hotel in the Bahamas, is che $49,000-a-year
chief technical advisor to the Center and makes frequent
public appearances" (Page 3, paragraph 4).

Mk. Walsh has not been on the Canter's staff since last
fall. Mbreover, the reasonable reader of this statement is
led to believe, falsely, that the Center wastes substantial
funds employing persons not trained in the field of child
abduction.

6. "Walsh and Nowell serve on Octo's [Find the Children]
advisory board" (Page 7, carryover paragraph at top).

4)41,
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Mr. John E. Gill
May 24, 1985
Page three

7. "Hawell invited five members of Child Find to a
Huntsville, Texas, conference on missing children in December,
1983. All other organizations were permitted just one
representative. Officials at the National Center then
invited Child Find's Founding Director, Gloria Yerkovich. to
a White House reception last June honoring.the Center's
opening" (Page 9, paragraph 1).

Mr. Howell has not been a member of the Find The
Children board since the establishment of the Center.
Further, Mr. Howell did not invite five members of Child
Find to the December 1983 conference. Finally, Mr. Howell
does not invite anyone to a White House function. The
reasonable reader of these statements would conclude, again
falsely, that the Center and Mr. Howell "play favorites" and
have a "connection" with an organization which the author
finds to be unscrupulous. The implication is that, if Child
Find is unscrupulous and not deserving of financial support,
so too is the Center an entity which should not be publicly
funded.

8. "Other questionable items in the Center's budget
include $85,000 to the A.B.A. to update and reprint a booklet
on parental abduction" (Page 10, paragraph 5).

This false statement is, again, calculated to convince
the reasonable reader that the Center is inefficient end
wasteful.

The Center's effectiveness in combatting the national
problem of child abduction is dependent upon its reputation
as an efficiently and fairly operated organization. If
published, the falsehoods contained in the enclosed paper
would seriously undermine the Center's credibility and,
therefore, its ability to accomplish its stated goals. If
the paper is disseminated further following your receipt of
this letter, the Center will be forced to conclude that you
are continuing to act with knowledge of the falsity of the
paper's contents or, at a minimum, with reckless disregard
of the truth or falsity of its contents.
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Mr. John E. Gill
May 24, 1985
Page four

Accordingly, we request that you confirm in writing to
the undersigned, within ten (10) days of receipt of this
letter, your intention not to disseminate further the enclosed
paper. Moreover, you should, in that confirmation, indicate
whether and, if so, to what extent and to what recipients
the paper has already been disseminated.

We apppreciate your attention to this matter and trust
that it may be resolved in an expeditious fashion.

-Very truly yours,

Alan P. Dye

C. Michael Deese

CMD:ip

Enclosure
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acha 785-0500

June 4, 1985

CERTIFIED RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

Mr. John E. Cill
Children's Rights of Bev York
19 Maple Avenue
Story Brook, New York 11790

Dear Mr. Cill:

We understand that you are in receipt of our letter dated May 24,
1985, in which we pointed out a number of false statements contained in a
manuscript bearing your name. Since the writing of that letter, it has
come to the attention of our client, the National Center for Hissing and
Exploited Children ("the Center"), that you have indeed dissesdnated ouch
false and damaging information about the Center to a number of persona
and entities.

Again, you are certainly entitled to express your opinion of the
Center's efforts to address the problem of child abuse line exploitation,
but you are not entitled to advance and bolster that opinion in public by
using false and defamatory statements of purported fact. We have been
asked by the Center to inform' you that the Center will hold you personally
responsible for.any damage suffered as a result of your dissemination of
such false and defamatory material. Further, we have reason to believe
that you have communicated this misinformation to at least the following
entities and persons: The Child Protection Report, The Nation. The
Village Voice, Newsday, members of Congress and their staffs, a journalist
with the ABC network, and journalists with other news organisations.

The Center hereby demands that you cease publishing and otherwise
dissealnating false information of the type outlined in our letter of May
24, 1985. Further, we reiterate our demand that you inform us by June 7,
1985, of your future intentions and of the identities of all recipients
of misinformation. Should you fall to respond, we will be forced to
conclude that your statements were sada, and adll continue to be made,
without regard to their truth or falsity.

31 7;
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Mr. John E. Cill
June 4, 1985
Page 2

Finally, the Center hap reason to believe that you have, in the
course of an interstate telephone conversation, represented falsely that
you are employed hy or otherwise connected with the Center. We are
informed that the apparent purpose of that misrepresentation was to gain
access to information concerning the Center. The Center finds such
conduct, If it occurred, to be both morally reprehensible and potentially
unlawful. We would urge you to give careful consideration, perhaps even
in consultation with your counsel, before making similar attempts In the
future.

We look forward to your response on or before June 7, 1985.

ery truly yours,

e-Alan.P. Dye

141:,4a-am$1--

APD/CMD:ob

C. Michael Deese
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Does The Reagan Administration

Really Want To Find Missing

Children?

by

John E. Gill

While both the Senate and Justice Department oppose lawm

to make the Government find parentally-abducted children, they

voted funds last year to support private missing ohildrens agenciei

with no law enforcerent or investigative powers to look for such

children.

This stance points up a conflict within the conservative,

law-and-brder', domestic budget-cutting Reagan administration.

The White House and various senators have expressed concern for

the problem of Missing children, but appear either to know

notning about finding children or else callously plan to Lgnore

solutions to the problem in order to capitalize on public aware-

ness of it.

Some of the better knownirivate agencies, who are line to

/ receive federal monies, also do not favor stronger laws. Such.

' groups as Child Find, of New Peitz, N. Y., the'Adam Walsh Child

Resource Center in Port Lauderdale, Fla., and the American Bar
federal

Association actively supported/legislation to provide funding

to groups like themselves.

Bills to make child-stealing by parents a federal mis-

demeanor have withered in the House of Representatives for the

320
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peat several years. These bille were noieven introduced ieth the

hehate last year. Nowever, senator* like Paula Seeking' of 2loridat

Arlon 5Dooter or Pennsylvania, Jeremiah Denton of Alsbema, Dill

arOAloy of New Jersey, Paul Sloan of Illinois and others publically

leg the fight ih yastdAs the Wailing Children. Assistance Act

last fall. This Act make', sealable ten million dollars year

tor the next tour years to pricey, non-profit organization.

dPolits with %inning children.

At the Mee tine, the 'Tuttle. Department1Office of Juvenile

4aatioe and Deliquenor Prevention last sprint created anew, Awl-Profit

stency which aill deal with missing children. Bat the National

Canter rot. Kissing and Praploited Children, fUnded with a $3.3-

willion grant from 0.7.770, voloot investigste child abductions,

casInot arrest alleged abductors, cannot apprehend runways end
them .

coustael/te return home. It ha. no subpoena power., cannot enforce

invrtody ordopr, and doesn't support bills to ma. child atealint

by la parent a federal misdemounor.

°If you gamin., on a casebp-case basil., these sitUationo,

foufli find it'is not the have that need to b. stre.gthened,

the law enforcers,'' said Jay Rowell, the $45,000-aeyear

0Xocutive director of the civilian National Center.

Iftetioe'n opposition to tougher laws surfaced during a

0pAste hearing on January 30, 1980, on a proposed lee introduced

then by SenstOr Malcolm gallop or Wyoming. Wallop's bill would

how nede yatestal obild-stealin+ federal aledeseenor.

14141 Colwell, 'executive ameistant director of the P.S.I.,

..V10211*

64-575 0 87 11 321
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said the Janice Depertment opposed Walicp,0 Dili peewee it

would divert tedsesi agents tins inseatidatins Atter AftAiA.

*CUT experience in fugitive-type inveetlgations lesde U4 $t

expect that approsizsately l60 additional agents would reueeded

to inveatipate 5,000 parental kidnarind
setters," Coluell

Wow, et the National Center, instead oi those ex-U.1'160

W.W.I. *glottal there are appronlcaxelp 35 civilian,. eiglx littu

or no experienos in tindind children and no law enforcesen$ powers.

Another oontlint w_this tho Reagan sdainSatrexion is the

Justine Department'. decision to ignore its oven riguree ea

gbducted children. The National Center last Stoker distrOhnteda)

brochnre whieh said between 50,000 children log 20,000 obilaTAA

abdaoted annually by atrengers.

But.otacisla there have winged that flow* veverel

without explanation. 81AOA a 1901 00agreftionsl hearing, John

talObbas, said thst 10,000 children ere sbdusted sigh year by

Strangers. Wallah, a tomer sAles And serreting ~tette* with
4, hotel in the Abase's, ie the 848000-sere

to the Center and linage fredUent lablis apbtarlAcs.o.

That 50,000 figure is in the TIocele *Adele, about his

eix,yearwold son who was hidnisPed and killed tA PIATIAUdAritig

Joly, 1981, Walsh oleo heltAe the Adoe Waleh ChliA hoemsee Center,

*Molt claims in its literature that 30,000 orlldren are taken

Ay strangers annually.

'at John ratan, depot/ direotor ot the Owner, woe spoted

in the.July/Sugust iesue of 0.1.0Afatj.tusza 111001A0 laii

AUMNIAT as saying that trot 5,000 to 10,000 euildren are am's:toted
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issbuallY by wtrangers. Another Satioval 0entee orslossl tolg

.41pAtas in July that between 1,000 004 10,000 ohildren are

dOrfild at ikaisagaly by strangers.

Ibts Past liebrnarylith, !Lovell tad ZIen As:4h, Ipsedtrs
erlovvolsts. *goer, tpst

between 4,000 add 20,000 ohildreo

. ors Niotian ot stranger abdootions sop year.

Ibt the I.A.Z. has fole lover flaures. Oliver

salatant direotcr of the eriminel investuative histaioo or the

ettfied beton, is genets be02146
on 'Shrove': 21, 1984,

that tater, wore 64 children kidnaped durina the first 11 soothe
ot 1903. heyell said there were 49 sbduoted in 1962 and 3S taken

in 1981. these tisane were tor children abducted by etrendere.

A yells ottio101 far the 1. 2. 1. iota reoently there were
201 rft...ma kid:lisped in 1984. EV couldn't break dowo those

tiAtrea into bow stSor %.*f* Od01404fttill elf ehildrfA.

r1V4 sh, National Oftimaos Own quarterly report* of:obtain

1.0W fleareO. 1ts third report, dieted Janoary 15, 1965, pentiooed

tikst it had learned of Just 211 stranger abductions iv 1984. y4t

los all ot theme crldre0 este abdUoted ltitt year. TA ColltotwIt

*Ab4Aoted Children Directory", publiahed to Feb:1par, hod piste:so

and descriptions of 80 ahildren isto hod been taken Df etrassere.

Yet oar 16 of those children were carried Of is 2984, aad

rmA. at tkow 18 were over 14..yeers-o2d. hose ohildreo in ite

directory were taken as long ego as 1974.

the Center's sumer broabure publiahod fisures which %mid

between 20,000 ohildren end 500,000 children aro sbduoted
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by their herwnts. Daring Congressional hearing', in 1980 there

were estimates that between 25,000 and loo" children were

abducted hy tneir parents yearly. The Center doesn't say why it

has raise% those e5titsR4es.

The %Athol number of parentally-abducted children reported

.to both AA Center and 1.LX. also is vim? low. There were 1,182

parental abdnotion ceses reported to ibe Center from April, 1984,

to Decemher 31, 1984, the first nine months of its existence.

Whims pitfall of the F.B.I. compiled his fighres for strnger

abductione, he aLso counted the number ot complaints received

involving parental abecootions in the first nine months of 1983..

Be said tkere sere 791 complaints. There were 608 complaints in

1982 and 743.complaints in 2981.

There were 1,503 complaints on parental abductiona received

from fiscel fear Octoher 1, 1983, to September 30, 1984, an

F.B.I. pre'', official Amid recently.

An ilmilcation of how the Bram againiatratica approaches

miesing a3.34ren come% from a close look at the National Center's

Of.TDP-appeoved budget. One of the Center's first moves was to

award s cootrut to film producer Linda Otto to make a one-

hour docuNOtitery for television on the sexual exploitation of

children. Ihis oontrsot will cost the taxpayers $250400 end.

was eigned without open, competitive public bidding.

Robert O. r.eck, Program manager for the National Center at

0J.TDP, defOndtd such % closed agreenent in *Are, 1984. H. said.

*A competitive bid would likely bring &more inferior product.

It ie unreelittLis to expect en unknown production 'company to be

324
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AAA to develop the years of experieace that Linda Otto and

asoociates have in these Weeks."

Yet there have been at least five other television documentaries

rebOntly about the sexual exploitation of children, some aired

c0 Rational networks like NBC and PB8.

Otto, the wife of TT prodnemer Alen Louisburg, produoed ehe
,

nAele oAdan". The film has been sired twice by ISO and is acheduled

fOy a third shmeing on April 29t.h. gives little mention to

AM/larva abducted and concealed br their parents and ignoree

rorts by lawmakers like Wallop.

Bills similar to hie have been iotroduced in the Heusi or

Poolvseatatives since 1980 by Represeetatives Charles Bennett

a ?lofida, Jams' Beneenbeeoner of Wisconsin and *Lacey rdwerds

a Oklehema. Only 7dwards plane to introduce a federal parental

Oglictlan bill in this sesaiom of CaAgrons.

Itecently Otto, who hoe organized fundraisers for Child fine.

0.14 that "Adam" had found children. "Twenty-tour miasimg children

hAV% been located because their pictures were shown at the

tA.Wie end," ahe said. "There are a thousand more leads that

A004 to followed."

*Pen pressed for details, however, ahe became philosophical.

°3i5ee find The Children was not responsible for manning the '800'

liOes leach handled the inoomiag calla, it is difficult torus to

k5sOW the specific circumstance% eurrounding pooh 'r000veredl

00e," she said.

Otto spent the night at Child tied's headquarters after

0011m" went on the air the first tiee. 71nd the Children is a
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Act -.for-protit charity. organised by Otto ond Solndaburg it Loa

Azigeloa. ?or $ame peginning in asnaOry, 1984, it 'applied

RIA with piotoree of miaoing to be aired on atattona tn mewers1

lotle oitis. riad Ihe Children took Diotorea trom all groups,

bot oar gee* oat Child lind'o photo namPer over the airemen. Walsh

14at summer one of the technicol odetacro at the National

end Nowati serve on Otto's! advisory board.

Conter aid he felt thot massive poblio owaroneoe me the Answer

to the problem ot missing children. And DePoty Directory Naban,

oho nokae 840,000-o-rear, skid, "the root effeertive tool for

lototits missing children is she alio of plaforeo and postern

*hi& the Center will mod to daplicoto foresail' release."

2bacrd1oglY1 the Contorms piton ohowlagt piotaree of only

etromgmr,Abdactod children on Agate "Coca horning, America"

a/try meek,since limit October. Nose piateros ot missing childron

*ill be oirod ogain atter the third showlbs Nasow.

Ouch pi/Maros were /Men after the filet toM airings of

tbe morie.witt little moms*. They* ere ta figareo on how boar

children, it any, Were found otter tho first ohowins on October

10:1983. Dot After the oecond time "Ade," woo sired, on April

30, 1984, approximately ten Child:VI ee2.0 foaa,

-MOre-
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"Adam" cost three million dolliCs to produce and ems toy

years in prodOction. /t oost about $34,000 alone to operate

40 toll-fres phone lines after the second airing to receive

calls sg rvilarted sightings of missing Children.

In ooatritst, throe small private agencies .... in oklahom41

Florida, and California -- have helped find nearly 400 children

over the past 'vivaria years with far less money.

(Alabama Parents Against Child Stealing, headed by 3.0,

and Angela Kiocald of Bartlesville, Oklahoma, for instance)bas

helped fiaA about 60 children with a toe-year budget of around

$7,000.

Children'. Rights of America, run by Rathy Rosenthal in

Largo, Florida, wasted parents in finding and recovering
alone

approximately 75 children last yeamion a $29,000 budget. Rosenthal

said her 1583 budget was around $10,000 and that since the fall, 1982,

sheee help find about 200 children.

Georgia Rilgenan, executive director of the Vanished Childrsn's

Alliance iA Sift Jose, California, has assisted in finding about

150 children since 1980. Re annual budget is around $7,000.

.These agenciea helped find parentally-abducted children

/ through.roUtins detective work tad never enjoyed "massive pablicc

awareness' on national television and in national asdesines.'

In spproftng the National Center's board of directors and

staff, 03.11P evidently ignored the Center's *connection to Child

Find, which sea investigated by Few York State last year end

found to heve misrepresented itself. Child Find had enjoyed

side media cofersge oil:4)01'11y an "Good liornift, Aolerica"
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and in The Iodise Nome_Journal,
iseCelleo, Reader's *gest and

?e0P11.eftissize -- bat found ism, it any, obildren. Rash 60
and Resell, from the Center, pia Senstors glokinn and Simon,
attended a Major fUnd.-raiser for Child Yind thaw Tore City on
lisy 25, 1983. Several members of the Center'', hoard of direatore,
Inolnding oftlaislaWns the Ameriata Bar dasociatton, have
worked olosely in the pest to raise money for Child Yind and got
it on televisian. Alen Louisburg hes given st least 125,000 to
Child rind.

(3)
gow.11s invited five member* of Child Pind to s Rantsville,

Tease, conference on eisoide children 14 December, 101. All
other organisations sere permitted just one repressotativv. Offietal
at the Rational Center then invited Culla Piatits Pounding Direatar, 4
Gloria lerkovich, to s White Souse reception last June honoriog

investication.

Robert Abrams, Vey TOrk'e Attorney General, said Child Pine
had led people to relieve thAt it actually 1,rmaled end rvoovered
missing ohildren Man, in fact, it was only a registry of misfiring

children and a referral service
tor parents looking for their

Youngsters. Child /ind 0hardflo $60 to register A child. No other

Agency does that.

Abrams said Child Yind Also promised to publieb is directory'

of missing children end to distribute it nationally. w Child

Pindts directory is not updated regularly, as the orcentsation

Promises," he maid. "it (the directory) also is not widely dietyy.

bated, se the organisation claim's, but is sold to %however orders it."

328
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Abram's office and Child Find signed a oonsent judgment en

May 29, 1984, in which Child Find agreed to oontaot all parents

who registered their missing children since January, 1982,offering

to give full or partial refunds of that $60 registration fee to

those who did not receive the services theysere promised.

So long was Child Pind's shadow that Walsh, Otto and BIC

agreed to refer callers to Child Find after a public service

announcement at the end of "Adam" when it ems shorn the first

time. A similar public service announcement after the second

showing referred dallers to the Plorida Impartment of Law

lonforcement in Tallahassee, Plorida. The National Center'i number

will be ahown after the third airing of "Adam".

The Justice Department has further oomplioated matters

by agreeing to give the Center about $300,000 more over the

next two years to hire extra telephone opersiors to handle its

"800" tollfree number and to extend phone service to Alaska.

Such additional money will come from that Missing Childrens

Assistance Act and was approvectyHeck in October.-
..

At the same time, however, Heck has told other groups,

like Kincaid's OPACS in Oklahoma, that monies from the Act

will not be available until the Bumper.

.0ther vestionable items in the Center's budget include.

$85,000 to the A.B.A. to update and reprint a booklet on parental

abduction. The ABA had Af200,000 grant from the U. S. Department

of Health and Human Services in 1981 and 102 to research and

produce just such a booklet. It contained child stealing laws

in all states and listed private groups which helped parents.

329
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Child rind WWI among those groups, as was a bogus group on long
Zsland.set up by a single attorney to snare clients.

1* Center hes budgeted1115,000 for a national conference
on missing and exploited

children, but has scheduled and cancelled
=Oh a conference three times. The new dal% is for sometime in 1986.

A number of small
private agencies around the country feel

the National Center's opposition to a stronger federal parental
abduction law, its loase and fluid statistics, its Child loind

connections, and its concern for stringer abductions and publicaty4
will lead it to ignore the far greater problem:of parental
'abductions. Still treated as "family matters" by many law enforce-
ment personnel, such

abductions require mmoh time, patience and
skilI and.are not as sensational as stranger abductions.

Leadprs.of those small groups are pmzzled by the 'notions ofbike
senatorsAawkins and Simon who helped raise money for Child Find
and who helped pass that Missing Children' Assistance Aot. 'hey-

question the commitment of those senators and of the Reagan
whninistration, a commitment personified by the creation of that
Salami Center with its hazy priorities,

vague statistics end
possibly wasteful budget allotments.

-30-

John Gill is the author of Stolen Children, a non-fiction book
about parental child-stealing.
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F.O. DOX 43E2
ALLENTOWN. FA MOS

m3)074971

The lionorable Deist. Illdee
Dabcommittee =Eamon Resources
Committee on education mad Labor
V. I. Meese of Degoesentattres

Flablerten, D.C. zoo
Dear Compossmen tildes:

17 July 1956

E r. Carlymma thank you and the Committee for the opportunity to address
the follosin; issues.

It has bees sena time slams Om passage Of the Missile( Childrea's Assistance
tat. Now hove misile( children been assisted? The hove been assisted by the
formatios al the Eeticool Center for Messing A exploited Children. Coe coeld
argue tbst the Mater itself could do more, and that its services do not begin
to meet the needs of missing end exploited children, but the service they do
provide is valuable mod secessary.

Whet else hes the MesiMeChildrea's Assistance Act dowel Acrons the country
there are several domes orgealmations that hove sprung vp.to deal with the
issue. neve they received any fue61? Do, not one cent. The national Center
does mot. ettively search for missies children. Is the vast majority of cases
law enforcement agemaiss, includiag the F.B.I., do not actively search for
etsslay Obilerfe.

The seattnees are aosdncted, est children ere found, by the perente at these
children and by smell private voluntary orevalsatione that aro completely
anallertuaded and esist primarily on private tostributicas. I an the founder
snd Executive Director at smsh ma orgenimatiam. Va call it Children's Rights
of Pennsylvaala, becamm that im ebet the issue is really about. es are an
sottvist orgenisatios, what people need to call a grass roots orgenisaticm,
sort of libe the folks that; set together when a house catches fire and people
suddenly realize abet the fire department Isn't going to come.

P. are mortise as bard as vs can with ebatever comes te eitE, tot op toe oleo
med as bell. We espected you to be along vtth your fire truck and squirt some
e ster cm this; fire. To don't vied !teatime to save our children, or your
children, from the eight:arse at parental or stranger abduction or mammal
exploitation, but vs espect our lected *Moist', our government, to ald
us is tads endeavor.

Tau just spout a lot ad our marry oelebrating the Fourth at July and the
Status ad Liberty. I know, I matched It os television, it vas very impressive.
I watched It with WI children. It vas their first Fourth of July with ne in
four years. That's hoe long It took ne to find them atter their mother
kidnapped thmn &wise a custody dispute.

3)3
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The Ronorsble Dale 2. Slides
V. S. Reuse of Represeetatives
IT Jaly usC
Page Tao

Beery dAy, OMR on the north a Ally, mir Paloso is ringing eith calls from
parents, and also from children. Many of then say 'I called that Renaud
Center la Washington' or "I wrote to my senator or congreassan and they
told me you could help MD." Tee, by God, I will do what I can and so will
my associates. Pe 'ill look for your child, we will talk to yaw lawyer,
we will put your child's picture on a poster, we will. 0011 willing, find
your child. In the past three year. we have assisted uore then one
hundred and fifty parents recover their stolen childrea. Out, my phoebe
rings every day. I, and hundreds of people like me across the country,
n eed to beve your assietance to continue what we ass doing.

Pe need money to rent office space, to per Phone tills, to leartalh full
time staff, to print and distribute posters and fliers, to conduct training
seminars for volunteers, private attorneys, law enforoemeat officers,
prosecutors and others, to coordinate with police crime prevemtion efforts
end educate children sad the general public, to field investigation and to

assist law enforcement investigators. Pe ars going to beep om doing these things
but vith your help we can do a better job and create greater, more looting
results.

The children of this country ars our most precious resouroe. Tat they ore
threatened Lofty au they have never been before. The fabric of the family
structure, the community and the motion is pallet *Putt. It taboo halo

big JUly 4th bash to bold it together. It is the responsibility of
gcs...mmat to protect the rights od the people. Cbildrem have rights, too.
They hove the right to he secure is their homes. They have a right to have
their custody issues determined is a court of law, and for those Judimsots
to be enforced.

They have a right to be protected from abuse or exploitation by adults, even
ellen those adults are their parents or kin. They have right to expect
that those eho steal then, abuse then or emplott then mill be brought to
jestice and punished for those acts am that they will be protected from
those individuabin the future.

Ilfsvra
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Respectfully,

(41*
Thome Watts
Rxecutive Director
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(201) 5674040

TESTIMONY FOR THE
SUBCOPKITTEE ON HMI RESOURIIS

OVERSIGHT HEARING

IN RE:
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF

THE MISSING CHILDREN'S ASSISTANCE ACT

"Search". the cannon misnomer ey which we have become know. came into being
as an operational organization in the first months of 1980. We were endowed
by the donations of individuals who were concerned with establishing a simple
methodology for distributing information an runaway juveniles to Law Enforce-
ment agencies. Medical Facilities and Selected Social Services throughout the
country. Since there was no active system of uniform information dissemination
of this kind, it was felt that a major void could be filled by incorporating
many photographs and descriptions in a magazine format with wide distribution
to those who could identify, report, assist or detain minors whose whereabouts
were unknown to their families.

Distribution was free to recipients and a modest charge, usually paid by the
family of a missing individual. covered the costs of preparation, printing
and mailing the magazine. From the 9.000 copies sent out in its first mail-
ing to the present circulation of over 31.000 copies. the National Missing
Persons Report has been a useful, effective working tool. Almost at once it
became a vehicle for carrying information on individuals of all ages. from
infants to octogenarians. not just missing juveniles. The Report also con-
tains photographs, finoerprint and other data on unidentified bodies in an
attempt to put a name to an unknown and and family uncertainty, should a
family exist or care. In.both assisting to locate the missing and identify
the unknown. the Report has done a workman-like job and earned the respect
of those who receive it.

Incorporated as non-profit in NeW Jersey. we send our Missing Persons Report
to all 50 states. U.S. Pclsessions and to some locations in Canada.

At no time during its existence has "Search" paid a salary to anyone nor re-
turned any monies to those who initially endowed it. The agency subsists on
modest contributions, the fees charged for publishing and distributing data
nation-wide and on the help of volunteers. N. operate in quarters donated
for our use and on additional "in-kind" contributions of some services or
materials. N. live on a frayed shoe-string.

Exclusive of the fins which cover the entire cost of the Missing Persons Report,
the expenditures of the agency have never exceeded $10.000 per year. And while
the charges for producing and mailing the Missing Persons Report have ecalated
dramatically over the last years, the fees for case inclusion have not.

For a pointed cost comparison, it would be possible for us to prepare, print and
mail four to five complete issues of the Report without charging a cent to anyone
for the amount of money paid by the National Center to two of its in-take phone
personnel for a full year.

In the course of a year. "Search" will deal with some 1.500 individual cases in
correspondence, on the phone or for publication. The situations will involve
people of all ages: runaways, custodial snatchings, unexplained disappearances,
those with physical or mental disauilities and family problems where no custody
has been granted but individuals have gone off. We also receive many inquiries
about locating long-lost relatives, friends, birth-parents and other problems of
people who have lost contact with one another. Requests for information and for
printed material ge about 1.000 contact per year.

We have published material on cases which ended in family retn.1 rs well as
final. tragic answers. In some instances, locations have b,. .

without reconciliation. If nothing else, there were no long-, , ,erful
lingering questions in these instances. Our most striking su.i .s the in-
itial possible identification. subsequent :onfirmation and ultl eunion of
a family with a son who had been missing in View for eleven yew, no cor-
tact of any kind.

31.0'43
0, 41
t:. ts
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We fail. too. Despite the many local, state-wide and national fbllow-ups that
each issue of the Report will generate throughout the country. any cases stay
"open". We certainly do not have a 10e answer to a $100 question. Police end
Sheriff's Departments across the country tell us of receiving phone calls that
relate to published cases in ohich investigation does not result in solutions.
Each issue of the Report does genorate a high level of activity as Enforcement
personnel respond to most of the published cases.

If the word of those who receive the Report and those whose names appear with
individual case histories can be believed, we have done a fair and honest job
with a Mania= Of money. a good deal of sacrifice end no compensation uhatever.
in terms of money.

During our early years of existence, we saw the grouing manipulative and entre-
prmneurial use of unsubstantiated statistics

of all kinds concerning harm to
children. Sparked by a number of real and terrible

tragedies...without question.
devastating and beyond limits of personal recovery...the claims for kidnapping,
child murders and worse were extravagantly escalated to advance the "cause" viamedia attention.

Quite literally given a free forum to prattle endlessly, individuals and agencies
became very hot media items.

Babble-show hosts permitted their new "stars" to
establish SO valid data certain statistics

that rivalrA Viet Nam casualty rates.
This was accomplished through simple repetition. 50.000 children were abducted
by strangers every year. 5.000 murdered and minced children's bodies went intounmarked graves annually.

Parental child-snatching cases numbered increasing
thousands until one "guesstimate" came in at close to three quarters of a ill-
ion episodes per year. BM of all perpetrators

in custodial cases had felonyrecords.

Strangely, no one seemed interested in questioning mzurces or validity of these
terrible totals. If anything, their use was encouraged as victims were billed
as experts and the appalling numbers were drill into public conciousness.

But were these statistics real? During the hew and cry they werecertainly
accepted as facts. Didn't the numbers continually appear in print? Weren't
they constant fodder for television? Wasn't Congress presented with a paradeof witnesses in a well orchestrated

recitation of testimony. much of it from
victims with stories of personal tragedy, all intoning the SOW numbers?

Some of the testimony had a curious side effect. Plany of those who used the
frightening claims in their testimony promptly proceeded to legitimize their
statistics by saying the "facts" could be found in the Congressional Record.
Now much more validity could anyone want?

No one asked for validation. And the public was scared silly.

This was a huge di sssss ice because those claims were no more "facts" then than
now. They were false, a hoax, although pany AO used them undoubtedly believed
them to be true. Some who cited them had to know they were hogwash. A few who
knew the data for what it was helped to mix the hogwash for effect. Others,
with even less conscience, began quoting the cuckoo numbers to enhance the sales
of gizmos, gimmicks. registration plans,

booklets. fingerprinting kits, gamesand other goodies. Some of this unfortunate practice still contiaues.

What. then, was the truth? It certainly was not 50.000 stranger abductions peryear.

In August of 1982 we published
an analysis of this claim in our Missing Persons

Report, breaking down the number to apportion it into easily understood units of
population and giving specific examples of how this would affect individual citycase loads. The analysis was very simple. If 50.000 kids were being scooped uPby strangers aaaaa lly. that boiled down to one child for every 5.000 persons in
the United States. And that was supposed to be happening each year.

We were criticized for publishing this
particular piece because it might have an

adverse impact on pending Federal legislation
concerning missing children.

Truth, it would appear. was inimical to the "cause" and good marketing practice
even though the absurdity of one person in 5.000 vanishing year in and year out
should have been patently obvious.

Did we ever have 5,000 children going into John or Jane Doe g each year as
the victims of abductors mho abused, mutilated and murdered. No. Rost emphatically.nol Even during the peak of activity on the pert of known serial killers and the
tragedies of Atlanta, we did not have this kind of number of unidentifieds of all
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all ages. Now, with firmer data in hand, we know that during the course of a
year somewhere between two to three thousand bodies of all ages will be found
in the United States. Death will be due to a variety of causes. Approximately
102 of this total will be under the age of 18. The overwhelming preponderance
will be in the age bracket of 18 on up to about 27.

Mark this well: you will find tragedy here, not denial. Death by drowning, fire.
vehicle, hunting accident, natural causes and homicide. Many certainly untimely
and some probably avoidable. But hardly a'national landscape bloodied with the
bodies of unknown, murdered children.

Only one number can be accepted in talking about murdered children: Zero. And
no one that we know believes that a single case of harm to a child should be
dismissed. No one.

But a Federal response to 60.000 abductions and 5.000 presumed unknown victims
...the presumed "best estimetes" of the time...was considerably off the mark.
Woe cannot believe that everyone was so wrong in accepting these "best estimates"
without reservations. Now, according to the National Center's own data, the*,
have not been able to come up with so much as 102 of these horrendous totals
even when they incorporate cases that go back many Years and include situations
that investigations have cleerly esttblished as accidents rather than abductions.

When someone points out the disparity between pest claims and current records,
we have seen the National Center respond with an aggressive and specious answer
concerning this country's response to numbers of people vim might be held hostage
in a foreign countty.

It would be equally contrived to ask what the national response hes been to the
death of 4.000 children per year in auto accidents. Or the death by drowning of
300 and injury. some of it permanent, to an additional 3,000 children in home
swimming pools. How about the 79 cases (as of this typing) of children who have
fallen out of windows in New York City this year.

What happened to the comprehensive incidence studies that were mandated (1)?
What prevents some reasonable projections based up years worth of accumulated
data available 4:4ugh a variety of sources? We have a tax-supported, multi-
million dollar project to provide answers yet we don't have them and remain
unclear as to the nature of the problem the country faces. Still they treat
us to complaints about numbers.

Associated Press, in a story published a couple of weeks ago quotes Mr. Nowell
in a splendid double redundancy. "In 1983, the problem suffered fnme over-
exageration and inflated statistics". This was followed by. "In the last 18
months, the issue has suffered from underestimation."

First the sky was felling down but when it reached ihe ground it created so much
fog that we still can't tell Mitch direction to travel in.

Most people, we believe, would determine the nature and extent of a problem prior
to offering up a solution. With the National Center's creation and all that has
ensued from it as well as OJJOP, we have a complete 1 of normal procedure.
The answer was provided before the problem was defined. Now it seems that a pro-
cess of catch-up will be necessary.

The only report that we have seen which might fall under the mandate (2). "An
Evaluation Of The Crime Of Kidnapping As It Is Committed Against Children" (3),
combines statistics of two cities in 1984 (269 cases). the Center's own data
covering 1979 to 1985 (212 cases), with "News Reports and Other Sources from
1979 to 1985 (818 cases). This last item was described by the Center as. "...
not collected in a systematic fashion. Reports were sent by individuals from
all over the country."

This "unsystematic" accumulation was 632 of the data base on the crime of kid-
napping. In the bar graph included in this report to show the age of victims.
approximately 215 of the 1.299 cases were "Unknown Age".

This is research to define a problem?

(1) - MCAA. Sect. 404 (b) (3)
(2) - lbid
(3) - NCMEC Report, March 1986
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The matter of numbers has been the bane and torment in the controversy over
missing children. Certainly the use of widely differing stetistics has con-
fused the issue, muddled public perceptions and given rise to doubts about
the reliability of any data used. We also suggest that the tens. "children".
has blurred meanings considerably. In our own empirical questioning. we have
found that most people think of "children" as little kids, not youngsters in
their teens. As a result, any figure concerning the annual number of "children"
reported missing has been misunderstood. While we do not disagree ulth the @st-
oat* on this total. we believe that its impact has been totally out of touch
ulth the way the public reacts to it.

Another major sticking point in understanding has been the redefining of non-
family abductions and a clear explanation of the nature of this crime as the
Center now applies it to statistics.

NCMEC personnel has said that people do not understand the problem of abduction.We'd agree. Most people uill interpret "abduction" or "kidnapping" as the taking
and holding of a victim over a Period of time that has never been well defined in
duration. When a person has been detained for !meats or minutes. that should be
considered an abduction according to the Center's reading of the law and natureof offense. It should not, as commonly practiced in reporting the episode, be
deemed as some other offense. usually sexual in nature. This, then, constitutes
the NCMEC definition of abduction now being applied to their statistics.

So be it. Vow let this be explained with candor and in detail so that the pub-
lic does not continue to think of abduction as the long-term disappearance.
Particularly in the case of small children.

And if the crime of abduction is to be applied to the holding of an individual.
no matter how briefly, against his or her will. then let us use this standard
in all situations rather than those covered by the MCAA mandate (4). This would
then add the charge of abduction to all cases involving non-neglioent homicide.rape. It and robbery...literally any case involving a period of "captivity"
no matter how brief...applying it equally to all individuals, regardless of age.

As things stand now, the selective and almost exclusively internal definition of
abduction as used by the Center for its statistics can only continue confusion
and indulgence in the numbers gme.

"Inflated" or "underestimated". we Dave
been treated to a comparison of apple,. oranges and some unidentified material
to produce the effect of stewed prunes. Anyone wanting to end the numbers game
had best stop playing games with numbers to meke them match expectations.

Existing data does provide at least a solid foundation to lomination of what
dimension the national problem has. As an example of this we have attached our
own analysis of 1985 date from NCIC statistics. In this material we hove both
the total of national utilization of this computer system and New Jersey's use
for reporting missing people. regardless of age. (5)

It should be noted that New Jersey has a State Commission on Missing Persons in
the Attorney Gentrol's Department. a State Police Missing Persons Unit and active.
investigative Missibg Persons Sections now functioning in most of the State's 21Counties. All Police Departments operate under a directive from the Attorney
Geoeral that makes it manditory for all Departments to accept, on the spot. all
reports of missing minors without respect to cause. No waiting period.

If any state in this country cee be held up as a model Tor efficient use of the
NCIC system on missing persons. it will be Nee Jereey. Ccessequently. the third
item in our,analysis. a projection of potential NCIC totuls ',based upon New Jer-
sey's shere of populatim should be a reesonable basi,, for conparison of the
actual utilization of the system. The projections on tntrios for "All Ages"
and "Juvenile" do indicate under-reporting in the tys!eu. he am familiar with
NCIC usage would dispute that under-utilization exists. But the comparison of
actual national use end the projection ea Nee Jersey's Yodel does not indicate
as large a gap es :cm would have us beliewa.

(4) - !CAA. Sect:403 (1) IA) and (0e
(5) - &Arch Reports. Inc.. Analysis of 1885 NC1C totals
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"Juvenile" in these figures
represents the deduction of anyone uwdor the ageof emancipation from the total of "All Ages".

The sub-catagories of "Endanger-ed". "Disability". "Involuntary"
and "Catastrophic" do not identify other casesbut rather define same of

those cases within the totals. We should cull yearattention to the fact that projections
based on New Jersey's data cannot beregarded as reliable.

To project on very small numbers invites distortion.although only one of the
projected sub-catagories. "Disability". appears to bebadly skewed in cceparison

to actual utilization of the NCIC system.

H. should also point out
that NCIC functions as en Informational tool, not assystem for statistical analysis.

Because of this, the number of "Juvenile"cases in the sub-categories cannot be
broken out of the overall totals.

Imperfect as this analysis may be. it does provide * bench-mark
against whichclaims can be compared.

However, the inclusion of unknown factors such as home-less. "throwaway" or "pushout"
minors can always be used to confabulate and beused to present the ever-conveniet

"As many as..." variety of statistic thathas plagued this entire issue
of missing children (or more precisely. minors).

In our view, the continued
use of irrefutable non-facts such as. "As many as..."."Up to..." and "...estimated

that...", has stampeded the public into believingthat finoerprinting programs.
safety instruction, video taping, registration plansand electronic gizmos would protect children. That these were not essentiallyprotective measures certainly has not registered. The public perceives them asprotective. Witness the use by businesses of

fingerprinting and video tapingprogress as in-store promotions...sales
events...utile trumpeting the virtuesof civic concern.

Tiny children, infants who do not have fingerprints that can be classified.get their digits inked to produce
useless blobs on print cards. Well meaningsocial and civic groups have

do-it-yourself printing programs that producea sense of accowilysteent that
does not match the needs ce intention of welldone efforts. H. have attended sessions like

these and participated in pro-fessionally organtted programs. They alweys sadden when we ask kids whatthey think fingerpPinting will mean. The answer was always the setae: printswould help to find them when (seldom
"if") they were grabbed by a dreadedstranger.

Fear. Xenophobia: the unreasonable fear
or hatred of foreigners or strangers.

We say this intense focus
on stranger-danoer has not just misled the public.it has, in a far more critical

. placed children in an untenable posit-ion.

The overwhelming preponderance
of data concerning all types of offenses againstchildren...information available for years and growing continually...definesthose who commit crimes against
minors as anything but strangers. The grudginguse of the euphemistic "Nonfamily"

offender does not even come close to spec-ifying who does whet to children.

In one of its publications
the National Center says (6):

"The term STRANGER suggests
a concept that children do not under-stand and is one that ignores

what we know about the people whocosedt crimes against children.
It misleads children into believ-ing that they should be

aware of only individuals who hove anunusual or slovenly appearance. Instead it is more appropriate
to teach children to be

on the lookout for certain kinds of SIT-
UATIONS or ACTIONS rather

than certain kinds of individuals."

We will heartily agree that
the term "stranger" ignores *tat we know aboutthe people who commit criams against the kids. Out the folder doesn't evenhint at what "we know". The Center knows. Law Enforcement knows. Socialand Medical Services know. Even "Search" knows.

Does the public know? Do members of this Subcommittee? Not from the liter-ature that has come from the Center
or other sources busily engaged in "pro-tecting" children.

(6) - NCMEC folder. "Child Protection"

347ci,
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Children who cannot grasp the concept of "stranger". who will think in terms
of appearance: can they logically be expected to interpret actions and sit-
uations as the folder suggests? Heaven help the children.

A "stranger" normally means someone unknown. Perhaps in switching from "stranger"
to "Nonfamily member in describing crimes against children. someone was trying
to send a subliminal message about perpetrators that mould not offend. If so.

the deed was accomplished too well. In sementic side-stepping truth was trashed.

The literature on offenses against children is replete with specifics on who does

it. Information appears in material from Federal agencies and services, including
the Department of Justice. It exists in profusion in public libraries and can be
located with no effort at all.

Committee members should examine a major report dating from June of 1982. issued
by the Centers for D Control concerning its findings in a study of four
year's of child murders across the country. (7) This unchallenged and almost
totally ignored study brought some very significant findings into sharp, unhappy
focus. Unfortunately. this study was never called to the attention of Congress
during testimony and work that contributed to the creation and passage of MCAA.
It did not fit the orchestration. Nor has it been used for a resource since.

Among the study's more critical points was the fact that infants under one week
of age were 3% of the national totals of homicide victims Ily. Children in
the age group of over one week to one year of age were 92 of the national share.
122 under one year oldl Those in the age bracket of one year to eighteen were
92 of the national total, bringing the 1 national rate to 212 for all homi-
cide victims for the period studied.

"Strangers". the convenient scapegoat for all harm that befalls children, were
responsible for 102 of these homicides.

The other 902 was apportionad to parents, step-pnrents. acquaintences, extended
family members, neighbors and those whose identy could not be establishs; or
where evidence was insufficient to indict. Dr. Janine Jason heeded the project.

As appalling as this data may be. it has the virtue of clarity in delineating
who was responsible for crimes. The study reports its findings without resort
to obfuscation or euphemistic issue ducking. Overwhelmingly, killer-5 were fam-

ily and non-strangers. Victim and perpetrator knew one another.

Application of the term "Nonfamily" would has skewed the meaning of this study
by a massive 612

In literature from the Center purporting to offer advice on sexual abuse and
exploitetion. (8) the entire matter of perpetrators has been totally avoided.
The omni -present "Nonfamily member" doesn't even merit a cameo appearance.
Good typography, expensive coated paper stock and the extra cost of color print-
ing all combine to produce fine looking, low information level folders intended
to educate and help protect.

Protect against whom?

Data from sources with adequate credentials (9) make the answer to "who done it"
more than clear. As with the study from CDC, the offenders will be found primar-
ily in the victim's family or circle of neighbors and other familiars...all the
nice, safe, usual faces that children will be most likely to trust, with no re-
gard to unusual or slovenly app aaaaa ce:

No less than 252 of all child sex abuse occurs st the hands of house-
hold members. Should kids get into cars driven by people with whom
they live?

No less than 752 of the sexual advances or abuse will be at the h nds
of individuals known to children or family. Should children avoid
candy from strangers and accept it from those they know?

About one third of all this sexual arti%ty takes place in the kid's
homes. Now what? Make a scence, demand the family password and tell
what happened to the nearest adult in the house?

(7) - CDC. "Child Homicide - United States. 7/11/82
(8) - NCMEC. "Child Protection". "Just in case...(a) sexual abuse or exploit-

ation. (b) baby sitter". "For Camp Cnunselors". etc.
(9) - NHS (OHDS) 78-30161. FBI Sex Crime Course, NY Times 7/11/83
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Superficiality under the facade of authority has been the hallmark of these
publications intended to make people mere. "hears". mind you. not "Alarmed".

Awareness through avoidance/ Without substance?

We call the Committee's attention to the enclosed study. "The Paraphilia of Pedo-
philia". an encapsulation of available literature on pedophilia with highliohts
of each source. (10) This paper has the additional virtue of specifying the a
of the subject matter that lacks sufficient study and invites further investigat-
ion by researchers.

N. call the Ccamittes's attention to Page 3. Section F. "Cognitive Abilities".
The author cites two studies to describe pedophile's behavior and background.
the second (Adams). making note that. "Comparing pedophiles with rapists, homo-
sexuals. transsexuals, and a group of normal controls, pedophiles had the most
conservative attitude towards premarital sexual relationships, reported lesi
parental tolerance of nudity in the hams. had had had little or no discussion
of sex in the home. had had less education about sexual matters during their
childhood. exhibited the most discomfort in talking about sex. and hod the
least exposure to pornographic notarial during adolescence."

Interesting. The most depraved, child molesters. were also deprived when it
came to pornography during their teens. That seems to fly in the face of much
of what we have been hearing lately. N. wonder who hes the credentials to
speak with ressonable authority.

Alan Price, the author of "Paraphilie holds a Master's Degree in Psychology
and this paper represents part of his work towards Doctorate. Mr. Price is
also Investigator Price. 2314. Major Crimes Unit, Weld County (Colorado) Sher-
iff's Department, with an extensive background that includes homicide, sex/
pornography investigations, missing persons and other areas of Law Enforcement
that pointedly apply to the work under discussion by this Committee and the
witnesses.

It would be most appropriate for Committee members to contrast this paper with
the Canter's publication on child molestation for Lee Enforcement personnel (10)
which totally eschews the critical Netter of "who" in favor of.expositiOn and
generalization.

In evaluating the material that has emerged since the inception of the Center
we would apply only one word: "Dreary". It has. through careful omission of
much significant information, been a good deal less than informative. In a
vary similar fashion, the public presentation of the Center...its image, if
you will,..in handouts, in reports and in the words of those who have spoken
for it h--e not dealt with effectiveness.

A count of telephone calls. overwhelmingly requests for information, does not
indicate economical use of resources. Another record of called-in "Sightings"
on missing children's cases that may or may not be passed along to the Law
Enforcement agency with jurisdictinn end which, if transmitted to the depart-
ment of record, will not be verified as to value. does not indicate effective
use of funds. Claims for "Of Assistance In Recovery" which can mean anything
from sending epiece of literature to '"Inchnical Assistance" on cases which
have all been "classified" and cannot be described because of confidentiality
leave us wondering how much of a bang we're vetting for the bucks.

From the terrible totals on which the foundation of the Center was built to
the mall numbers accumulated to date, we wonder about the justification of
the goals that were established. Certainly we have seen nothing to indicate
that the intent of Congress in the letA has been met. In a Section by Sect-
ion analysis, we have seen:

Section 403 - Not applicable.
Section 404 (a) 1 - S - Not applicable

6 - Nothing
" (b) 1 - Not.apglicable

2 A. B. C. D - Nothing
" " 3 - Nothing

" 405 - Not applicable
" 406 (all) - Nothing

(10)- "The Paraphilia of Pedophilia". Alan Price, Greeley. Colorado
- Child Mblesters: A Behavioral Analysis. KMIEC
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In short. we have mot been assisted. cooperated with, given technical help.
funded. presented with programs or materials. received facilitation or aided
in any way on anything that we do.

Save for a "thank you" response from Mr. Meredith in answer to our letter of
welcome at the time of his appointment. we have received no reports. summaries
or other communications from the National Center since February of this year.
We have received packets of literature which, with one exception, duplicated
several times over that which we had previously been sent.

Although nothing in MCAA that we can interpret as authorizing this particular
type of program, we have been offered training in non-profit management, fund-
raising, marketing and communications as well as related business setters In
a Cooperative Agreement between OJJDP and the Institute for Nonprofit Management
in conjunction with its subcontractor. the Adam Welsh Child Resource Center.

Nothing in this offering meets current needs or has not been made available to
us through local sources and existing non-profit affiliations.

And while this agency has always dealt with cam involving individuals of all
ages, adults as well as minors, we have never received a single referral for
service or support on any kind of situation from the National Center.

Despite the specific wording of MCAA and without any attempt on our part to
judge the intent of Congress, this legislation has meant absolutely nothing
to us In any way.

Towards the goal of fulfilling the specifics on the MCAA mandate. asking data
more pertinent to the intent. Improving the quality of information made avail-
able to the public. Congress and outside services, to reduce the expenses for
redirectioo of them to other internal matters, for dealing with mandated ares
of MCAA and other related legislation and for generally improving the quality
of service to all missing, exploited and other "at risk" persons, we offer
the following recomendations:

Recommendation 1 - That a general review of all "Nonfamil? abductions be made
on the records of NCMEC for (e) direct checking with local Law Enforcement having
Jurisdiction of each case to determine applicability of that designation. (b)
verificaticm of case status and (c) nature of assistance. If any. rendered.

Recommdation 2 - A specific review of "Nonfmmily" abductions In which NCMEC
wee "Eff Assistance In Recover?' to determine If "Assistance" was participatory
in effecting recovery or was limited to other activity.

Recommendation 3 - Redefinition of "Assistance In Recovery" as currently applied
by the Center to eliminate such designation to any case In which "Assictence"
does not involve participation that directly affects recovery in a substantive
manner.

P.mr-etion 4 - That ell existing data covered by the three previous racoon-
endations be revised to reflect changes resulting from review and redefinition.

Recommendation 5 - That the Subcommittee review existing data from all sources
that relate to the mandate of MCAA for purposes of comparison with NCMEC pub-
lications to determine completeness and "full disclosure" of information on
the basis of preponderance of known. adequately documented studies relating to
kidnapPIng, abduction, abuse and exploitation of children

or

that the Subcommittee designate one member to chair a panel consisting of active
Law Enforcement personnel. Medical and Social Service providers and private cit-
izens with appropriate experience to perform this same function. No individual
on this panel should have past or present affiliations of any kind with OJJDP.
NCMEC or other Federal law enforcement related service In order to avoid any
suggestion of partiality.

Recommendatiom 6 - A request be mode of the Attorney General under the provis-
ions of the Parental Kidnapping Act (HR 8406. 1980.) to report to Congress:

(1) - Data relating to the number of applications for complaints
under Section 1073 of Title 18, U.S. Code. In cases involving
parental kidnapping

(2) - Data relating to the number of complaints issued in such cases:
and

_

j 4 0
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(3) - Such other informati.m
as may sssss t in describing the-eCtiVities

of the Department of Justice in
conformence with such intent.

Recommeedetiom 7 - The immediate
funding and initiation of research to studyand define the nature, frequency
and implications of varying State laws onthe problem of custodial int reference.

abductions and other definitions whichmay be applied to similar acts.
With extant "best esthetes" ranging from25.000 to the area of 750.000

annual incidents of such cases end with thisvariety representing the largest
volume of case-type calls to the NationalCenter. it should be obvious that the subject area represents one of leastinformation and significant activity

appropriate to the MCAA mandate.

Recommeedatiom 8 - The isimediate
implimentation of Section 404 (a) (5) (0) todevelop model programs for "aftercare";

treatment. meson and other appropriateaid to families of the missing and to children victimized by abduction or ex-ploitation.

Reeommendatiom 9 - Thet model
programs be txamined and extended to encompassareas in which re-entry into a family

situation so as to treat the family asa whole, not separate components. in
all situations involving missing minors.abducted and exploited children.

Recommendetiom 10 - Eliwination of the NCMEC 800 Hot Line as a resource forrequesting "information" or literature.
This should reduce the costs of call-ing by 75 to 802. as indicated

by Center records concerning Hot Line utilization.Requests of this type do not need "Hot Line" service.

Recommendation 11 - An evaluation
of "Sighting" calls on the NCMEC Hot Line todetermine (1) the percentage of

such calls considered vlalid and subsequentlytrail:witted for follow-up by the
agency with jurisulcon or Department in thearea of call-in. (2) the percentage

of referrals to tn.% agency with jurisdictionor Department in call-in area considered
valid and worthy of follow-up by therecipients. (3) the average elapsed

ties between call receipt at NCMEC, eval-uation and referral to the appropriate agency.

Recommendation 12 - The immediate
funding and initiation of research .to det-ermine intrafamial sexual abuse

as compared with extrafamial sexual abuSO forrates of incidence, psychological
impact and demographic variations.

Recommendation 13 - The immediate
funding and initiation of research to det-ermine the extent to which sexual abuse in intrafamial situations w01 be thecausal factor in "volunary missing"

cases.

W. have other recommendations
that deal with a variety of problems

concerningthe missing that do not within the mandato of MCAA and would welcome the cep-ortunity to present them.

In summation. "Search" hes seen interest in missing children grow from concernto hysteria beyond dimensions of reality. Similarly, valid programs for careand protection have been tegnified
so as to be regarded by the public as "pre-vention". Hard and documented data, whether

extant or totally lacking, has beenreplaced by telephone call counts and pious piffle. We mould rmeind all thoseconcerned with the problems of
missing, exploited, abused and otherwise harmedchildren of the words of George
Santayana. the American author and teacher:

"Fanaticism consists of redoubling
your efforts when you haveforgotten your abb."

Thank you.

Charles A. Sutherland, Trustee
For the Board of Trustees
Search Reports. Inc.
560 Sylvan Avenue

Englewood Cliffs NJ 07632
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-PEDOPEILIA

Overview

The behavior of padophilia nsists of an adult who repeat-
edly engages in sexual activities ith prepubescent children
(Curran, 1980). This paraphilia i different in psychological
nature than.an.adult's attraction' o older children who Are post -
pubescent (hebephilia). Even fmma within the definition of
podophilia an ambiguity arises. There is'AO concise and clearoperational definition of-what is upant by *sexual activities.*A review of the literature in this area reveals that sexual
activities can range on a continuum\from touching and the fond-
ling of a child's genitals to full sexual intercourse-by the
pedophile with an infant child'. Such overt behavior as exhibi-
tionism and voyeurimm are placed along the same continuum as
fellatio and cunnilingua without a quantifying level of signifi-
cance to the act.

.... -

Theories as to the causes of pedophilic behavior ate
interfaced with theories of incest, homdaexuality, and other
sexual dysfunctions. Existing theories focus-explicitedly on
dynamics of male pedophilic behavior and exclude causations for
the behavior of female peomMrators. Current theoretical frame-
works attempt to examine this disorder frmm an intrafamilial and
extrafamilial abuse perspective simultaneously. Thus many of
the psycho-social dynamics appear to be neglected. Kultivariant
perspectives seem to.be absent from the literature.

for the clinician legal and eihical isilinos seem to clash
with such requirements As mandated reportingkOf all cases of"psdophilia. The management of multiple chil4ren victims of a
single pedophile raises questions of the clinician's ethical
obligations to assist or seek assistance for Te other victims.

futiire research cAn contribute eignific tly to batter
operational definitions, more refined theorati al explanations
as to the causes, more extensive diagnostic in trumentation, and
clarification as to some of the legal and ethi 1 issues arising
from the treatment of tbis disorder.

.
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I. MESTAL STATUS EXAMT1ATION.FOR DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION

A. Typical Presenting PrOblems

1. host kedophiles are referred for evaluation and treat-
ment by the judicial systes. (Finkelhlr, /984).

2. Strong denial on the client's part is likely to be
ethiti.ted as a defense macianism against detection
of his behavior.

a. Agmaar,SerRinch
Th.dre is no material cited in the literature that would
indicate that thare exists any unusual mannerisms cr
irregularities in this category wtich would aid in
identifying this paraphilia.

C. ea:A/Affect.

Acute'depresaion is likely to be exhibited by the pedophile
upon the detection of his behavior. The pedophile, being
cognizant of his action, will generally express shame and
guilt after the initial denial of his behavior (Curran,
1980).

D. Suicidal and Homicidal Ideations

It is commonly stated that only a small percentage of pedb-
philic encounters result in aggravated physical injury or .

death to the victim. It is necessary to say that aggression
and sadism are inhereza in the components of the paraphilia
of pedophilia. In a situation in whieh the sexual partner
is a child and comparatively helpless, injury maw be in-
flicted in cold blood, in Passion, or in Panic (EaPlin,
1985).

E. Drug and Alcohol Use

Meyer (1983) reports that alcohol abuse is a common catalyst
for this behavior.

The association between drug and alcohol usage is minimally
documented in clinical literature describing their relation-
ship to pedophilic behavior. The Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorder_ (1980) does -however lfet alcohol
intoxication as a milfirential diagnosis of pedophilia. A
study by Rada (1976) reported that of 203 pedophiles at
Atascadero State Hospital, 49% had been drinking at the time
of the offense; 34% had been drinking heavily at the time,
and 52% ware classified as alcoholics. According to Rada
(1976), these findings contribute to pedophilic behavior
in two ways: First, alcohol disinhibits the pedophile in
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the offense situation, and the social role of the alco-
holic is suth that it may minimize the accessibility of.
adult sexual partner* and thus make Children more attrac-tive. Walters (1975) and Pinkelhor (1985) also corroborate
that usage of alcohol by pedophiles may be significant
in the lowering of inhibitions and makes Children more
sexually attractive. Nevin Howells (Cook, 1981) provides
a warning when using alcohol intoxication as a contributing
factor LA pedophilic behavior. Ha states that it may be
that situational variable, much as alcohol, life stress,
and marital difficulty provide a more acceptable "vocabu-
lary of motives" for offenses than do intrapersonal vari-
ables, and are consequently overemphasized.

P. Cognitive Abilities

His behavior is most Often calculative, premeditated, and
manipulative in Order to maintain a repetitive pattern of
conduct. Re also found that 70% of the pedophilic inci-
dents studied were premeditated. Sometimes the first
incident was impulsive; however, subsequent incidents
were deliberately sought (Gebbard, 1965).

The majority of pedophiles are moralistic, conservative
individuals who are significantly quilt ridden as a result
of their sexual activities with children. Comparing pedo-
philes with rapists, homosexuals, transsexuals, and a
group of normal controls, pedophiles bad the most conserva-
tive attitude towards premarital sexual relationships,
reported less parental tolerance of nudity in the home,
bad had little or no discussion of sex in the home, had
bad less education about sexusl matters during their
childhood, ekhibited the most discomfort in talking kbout
sax, and had the least exposure to pornograOhic material
during adolescence (Adams, 1984).

G. common Defense Mechanisms

Denial: According to Sanford (1980) pedophiles active
with Children under the age of 9 years old
deny 55% of the time, as compared to the 40%
denial rate of molesters of older thildren.
Aggressive pedophiles deny 68% of the time,
whereas nor:pedophiles deny only 40% of the
time, and twice as many boy molesters deny
as girl molesters.

Projection: The projection of responsibility onto some-
one else--victims or family or society--is
another popular rationalization (Sanford, 1980).

Withdrawal: Pedophiles tend to have an immature, inade-
quate personality type and are likely to be
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isolated from social contacts with adults
(46hr, 1964).

H. Sixtusy of the Disorder

The three editions of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders by the AmeriCan Psyciaatric Association
refIeCk7ta ways in which the sexual behavior of pedophilia
has been conceptualized. In the DSM-1 (1952) pedophile
was categorized as sexual deviation and listed under
"social personality disturbance." According to Mayer (1981),
it categorically included individuals ill primarily.in
terms of lack of conformity with society and prevailing
cultural mileu, not just in terms of individual's relation-
ships and personal discomfort. The sexual deviation diag-
nosis, which at that time included homosexuality, was re-
served for unusual sexuality that was not symptomatic of
what were considered to be more extensive syndromes such
as adhizophrenia and obsessional reactions.

Pedophilia defined in the DSM-II (1968) was listed with
the subgroup of sexual deviations under personality dis-
orders and certain other nonpsychotic mental disorders.
Th:711 modified listing in the DSM-II defined pedophilia in
terms of sexual interests that pisempted normal sexual
activity and that were directed toward objects other than
people of the opposite sex, towards sexual acts not usually
associated with coitus, and toward coitus performed under
bizarre circumstance,. (Meyew, 1981).

Currently in the DSN-II (1980) pedophilia is classified
as a subcategory under paraphiliac disorders and not as-
sociated with sociopathic or personality labels. The
DSM-III (1980) does mention that "paraphiIias may be
multiple or may coexist with other mental disorders such
as Schizophrenia or various Perennality Disorders.°

"The DSM,qii (1980) has paraphilia placed in a.new and
major classification, Psychosexual Disorders, which also
includeS gander identity disorders, psychosexual dys-
functions. and ego-dystonic homosexuality. The classified
subcategories of paraphilia include fetishism, transves-
tism, zoophilia, pedophilis, ekhibitionisme voyeurism,
sexual Masochism, sexual sadism, and a residual category
for other disorders. To be considered paraphilic, the
sexual activity must be dharacterized by preference for
the nonhumen objects in achieving sexual arousal. by im-
posing sexUAl humiliation or suffering, or by sexual
involvement with nonconsenting partners.° (Mayer, 1981).

Specifically, pedophilia is defined as the °act or fantasy
or engaging in sexual activity with prepubertal children
as a repeatedly preferred or exclusive method of achieving

. ,
$
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sexual excitdment.° (DSM-IIIi 1980). Additionally,-the
DSM-III (1980) specifies that °if the individual is an
adult, the prepubertal Children are at least 10 years
younger than the individual.° If the individnal is a late
adolescent, no precise age difference is required, and
clinical judgment must take into account the age differ-
ence as well as the sexual maturity of the child. Ar-
bitrarily, the age difference is'established with the -

age of the victim being 10 years younger than the aggres-sor.

I. Age and Sex Ratio

The age structures in pedophilic behavior were found to
be trimodal in distribution in a study by Mohr (1964).
This study first indicated an adolescent group which was
characterized by a °lag in psycho-sexual maturation and
the decrease reflects a further development toward ob-
ject choices which are longer socially disaprroved.'
Mohr.(1964) found that the adolescent pedophile ranges
from about 6 1/2 years to 11 years. Re states that
although it is difficult to differentiate, in the
adolescent group, between those who will retain their
sexual orientation towards children and those who will
move to age appropriate involvements. . . oN Mohr con-
tinues to explain that statistically most adolescent
pedophiles in fact move to more socially approved sexual
partners.

From within the adolescent age group, Linda Sanford (1980)
defined a specific category of sezmal Abuse involving the
adolescent pedophile. She states that °the adolescent
offender usually has not had enough Varied sexual experi-
ence to choose childrmolesting as the preferred sexual
expression.° She continues by explaining that 'because
the offender and the Child most frequently know clads
other, the sexual Abuse is often carried out during the
course of a *game.'° At this age the adolescent is
described as being curious but ignorant of the consequen-
ces of sexual exploitation upon a Child. Be or she may
be only marginally adjusted socially as be social isolates.

The mean age for the second group of pedophiles identified
by Mohr (1964) were 35 to 39 years old. According to Mohr
(1964) it is therefore not surprising to find that in
the middle-aged group, where most of the adults are or
have been married at the time of the pedophilic incidents,
the relationship to their wives has become problematic
and not only along the dimension of sexuality. Whereas
the adolescent group could be characterized by a lack of
psycho-sexual progression, the middle-aged group can be
seen in terns of regression or substitution where adult
relations have been problematic.
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For the third group the mean ages were 55 to 59 years.
According to Mbhr (1964), several possible explanations
might be attributed to sexual abuse by males in the older
age group. Withdrawal from social interaction could be
more easily observed in this group and that most sexual
activity had ceased. The child victim's association with
the pedophile adult in this group reflected that the
adult took on the °grand-parental role.° Abuse by the
older age group ofted arose from play activities with the
victim child. It is postulated by Mohr that the number
of sexual encounters between children and adults after
the age of 65 could simply indicate that °play° at later
ages no longer becomes sexualized.

J. Sex of Pedophiles

The paraphilias of pedophilia has been perceived as a be-
havioral deviation exclusively acted out by males. A study
by the National Center for Child Abuse and Neglect (1981)
indicated that.of 44,700 cases of sexual abuse reported
by professionals in 1979, 17% of the child victims were
boy, and that female adults had committed 13% of the
abuse in the case of female victinm and 24% in the case
of males. Pinkelhor (1984) reports that female pedophiles
more frequently sexually abuse girls than boys.

R. Interpersonal Relationships

Interpersonal relationships between the pedophile and other
adults is believed to be a significant variable. Donald
Tasto (1980) classified these relationships into three
types: These include:

Type I pedophiles. These individuals are unable to
interact socially with women because of anxiety or
social deficits, or both. These individuals are
sexually aroused by both normal objects and children.

Type II pedophiles. These individuals can interact
socially with adult women but are unable to become
sexually aroused by them. They are sexually aroused
only by children.

Type III pedophiles. They cannot interact socially with
women and are unable to become sexually aroused by
them. They are sexually aroused only by children.

Tasto's typing of pedophiles does not account for the in-
terpersonal relationships of female adults who exhibit
pedophilic behavior. Clinicians agree tnat pedophiles
have difficulty forming and maintaining social relation-
ships. Additionally, pedophiles are generally perceived
to behave unassertive and inadequate fashion. Mohr found
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in his case stadies.that the
pedophile tends to have animmature, inadequate personality type and is likely to'be isOlated from social contacts vith adults. In a studyby Gibbons (1973), be found pedophiles as being usually

regarded as inhibited, moralistic' and guilt ridden. Befurther dew:vibes pedophiles as b.:4mq timid, retiring,and also nnessertive.

L. Associated Axis III Features

There are no generally reported
neuropathological findingsin the paraphilias. A few studies have reported an associ-ation between paraphilia and a mixed group of conditions

with histories of head injury, grand mal seisures, mild
mental retardation, mild vemtriculomegaly, and Ilinefelt-er's syndrome. Those reports come from a skewed sample ofimpulsive, sociopathic individuals who wore identified
through the legal system and who are not representative
of the total group of the sexually deviant (Kaplan, 1985).

M. Colmon Differential Diagnosis

Paraphilia shares much common ground with borderline
character disorders (Kaolin, 1985).

One important characteristic of ego strength is psycholog-
ical 'flexibility.' The usual sequence is relative flexi-bility (health), some inflexibility (neurosis), rigiaty
(borderline character), and brittleness with fragmentation
(Psychosis) (Kaplin, 1985).

N. Parental and Familial Pattern

According to Mohr et al. (1964), a substantial number ofpedophiles marry. They report that 65% of heterosexualand 47% of homosexual male pedophiles were married. .The
heterosexual marriages tended to last longer than the
homosexuals' did. Both groups tended to marry late com-pared to the general population.

For the adolescent pedophile, the family environment most
frequently shows that the father io absent. The pedo-
phile's father may be dead, separated, or divorced fromthe mother. If, in fact, he does live in the home, he inlikely to be emotionally aloof from the client. For the
adolescent pedophile, the sense of self that could be
deriVed from a close relationship with an adult male is
missing (Sanford, 1980).

A high incidence of physical and sexual abuse was also
prevalent in a large percentage of adolescent pedophiles
in the Seattle study by Sanford (1980).
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Finkelhor (1985) cites a study by Nicholas Grath that found
that 511 of a sample of sex offenders had beet victimised
when they were young and of these 25% had been victimised
by at female. Finkelbor (1985) concludes by speculating
that sexual abuse by women does occur in some fraction of
cases with a probability of 51 in the case of girls and
201 in the case of /Mrs-

O. Adolescent Pedophile

Se or she is a person in teen years who molests children.
The adolescent molester has usually not had enough varied
sexual experience to choose as the preferred sexual ex*
pression. Rather the sexual contacts are reflections of
a disturbed state of life for the adolescent at that time
(Sanford, 1980). The majority of adolescent pedophiles
are bays. This level of peaphile is basically nonviolent
in the commission of his crimes, and his victims axe
strangers in-only 201 of the cases (Shear, 1966). Very
freguestly the teenage pedbphile has little or no associ-
ation with his peers. For the adolescent offender two
thirds of his victims are girls and the sexual activity
is basically nonorgasmic, including exhibition, mutual
masturbation, and sometimes oral-genital contact. The
adolescent pedophile has the same &minas, needs, and/or
fantasies as any other teenagers: however, they lack the
social skills to fulfill their desires. The elements of
ignorance and curiosity are significant variables contribut-
ing to the behavior of the adolescent podbphile. Any
adolescent offender has the potential of becoming a °fix-
ate'? pedophile (Sanford, 1980).

P. Fixated Pedophile

The fixated pedophile has from adolescence, been sexually
attracted primarily or exclusively to significantly young-
er individuals, and this attraction persisted throughout
his life regardless of what other sexual experiences ha
has had. Essentially, the sexual molester has grown older,
but the objects of his sexual arousal have not. In the
fixated pedophile's mind, if the emotional involvement is
there, then sex will follow naturally. Sex is his way of
experiencing the child's love. Sex with the child is just
one aspect of the emotional involvement the fixated of-
fender wants with his victim. Se wants the most warmth
and comfort with the least demands upon himself: therefore,
adult relationships are too threatening. With a child,
the sexual involvement is the pedophile's testing ground
for the depth of the child's commitment to him. The
fantasy for the fixated pedophile is that not only does
the child initiate the sexual relationship, but even en-
couxagea it to continue (Sanford, 1980).
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Twelve percent of fixated offenders are married at the timeof their offenses. The 88% of the fixated offenders who
are not married at the time of their offenses will find
someone to fill the role of caretaker. The fixated child
molester's self-perceived helplessness has been with him
throughout his life and perhaps started in his childhood.
Almost half of fixated pedophiles were victims of child
sexual abuse, usually victimised by a nonfamily member in
a violent manner. Por the fixated pedophile the message
is: The world a cruel and demanding place, void of
love from adults (Sanford, 1980).

The fixated pedkophile shows little remorse for his crimes.
He may be genuinely sorry he was caught and has to stop
his molesting behavior, but he thinks little of the po-
tential harm he has done to the victim, and may not recog-
nize the relationship as harmful. He may describe his
need for sex with children as an addiction or a compulsion.
Consequently, his recidivism rata is high; he will follow
his drive again and again with little thought of the con-
sequences to the victim (Groth, 1978).

The fixated offender takes on the values and interests of
the victim child in ordeelto be "one of the kids" (San-
ford, 1980).

Q. Apgressed Pedophile

In contrast to the 'fixated pedophile,' the regressed
pedophile has not demonstrated much interest in children
until the time of his sexual contact. Groth (1978)
describes this individual as one who preferred peers or
adults for sexual gratification. However when these adult
relationships became conflictual in some important aspect,
the adult became replaced by the child as the focus of
this person's sexual interest and desires. The regressed
pedophile has a strong adult sexual preference and often
initiates sexual activity with both children and adults
(Sanford, 1980). In a study byth (1978) he reported
that among a large group of regressed pedophiles, their
adult preference wms 83% exclusively heterosexual and 17%
bisexual, with the bisexuals stating a preference for
women. In this study 71% of the regressed pedophile's
victims were girls, 16% chose male victims, and the re-
maining 13% victimized both boys and girls.

Throughout his life the regressed pedophile has been some-
what successful in his peer relationships. For him, life
is going along as it should when a crisis, stress, or a
major challenge is presented. Coping is beyond his capa-
bilities, frustration and self-doubt.result, and ha becomes
attached to children for safety and refuge. During this
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difficult time in'his life there ismOre psychological
safety to be found. in sexual relationships with.children
simply because tIley are less demanding.than adults (San-
ford, 1980). 4

For the regressed pedophile feelings oi guilt and remorse
do follow,, but the subsequent further loss of self-esteem
diminishes this individual's ability to cope. The origi-
nal prOblems now seem mere insurmountable, and once again
.the client seeks relief in safety of children. The re-
gressed pedophile uses his life circUmstances as an excuse
or justification for'his actions toward his.victims. Often
his justification is stated, "If it weren't for . . . I
would never have molested thst child." Still he ia totally
responsible for his behavior regardless of his life cir-
cumstances (Sanford, 1980).

Three-fourths of these Pedophiles are narxied, and since
they need an accessible child as an outlet for their
chronic dissatisfactica and solf-doubt, their own children
are likely to become victims (Sanford, 1980). This in-
dividual is as likely to molest a familiar child as he is
an unknown child. During the sexual contact he maintains
his status of adult and elevates the child to a psychololt
ical age closer to his own to romanticize the relationship.
The regressed pedophile attributes very adult characteris-
tics to the child to gain equality. He convinces himself
into thinking that the child is his °date," a girlfriend,
or steady lover. With the child he will not become an
authoritarian adult unless the victim child resists or
wants to terminate the relationship. At this point the
.ecourtinge stops and the exploitation becomes blatant.
For the most part, the adult offender and the child vic-
tim are counterparts in an old-fashioned, romantic fantasy
where the adult remains basically an adult (Sanford, 1980).

R. Aggressive Pedophile

Less than 10% of all child sexual molestators exhibit overt-
ly aggressive behavior. The pedophile in general is seek-
ing affection and control by "persuading° the child to
enter into a sexual relationship. Se must believe the
child is a willing, giving, enthusiastic participant. If
the child resints or cries, most offenders will stop the
sexual advance and move on to another potential victim
(Sanford, 1980). Groth (1978) contrasts between the other
pedophiles and the aggressive pedophile by stating that
most of the molesters desire the child as a love object
and typically describe the victim as innocent, loving,
open, affectionate, clean attractive, and undemanding.
They feel safer and more Camfortable with children. in
contrast, the aggressive pedophiles describe their victims

35e:
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as weak, defenseless helpless, unable to resist, easily
controlled, and maniPulated. The aggressive molester
feels stronger and more in charge with children.

Groth'(1978) has further classified aggressive pedophiles
into.two categories.

1. First is the aggressive pedophile with a low tolerance
for resistance. He has very little impulse control.
If the child does not resist, then the molester will
not utilize any type of violence for control over his
victim.

2. Second is the aggressive pedophile who is a sadist.
Re intentionally uses violence in the commission of
his offense. His sexual arousal is based on the suf-
fering and humiliation of the child. Frequently he
uses more force than necessary to overpower the child.
self-hatred is at the bottom of the sadistic offender's
methodically-planned offense. Hurting the child is
an almost ritualistic purging of his own inadequacies.
The child symbolizes everything tbe offender hates
about himself, thereby becoming an object of punish-
ment. the victim's fear, torment, distress and suf-
fering are important and exciting to the sadistic
pedophile, since only in this context is sexual grati-
fication experienced. This aggressive pedophile has
most likely fantasized and masturbated to this scene
of violence prior to the actual crime. Aggressive acts
of behavior are more often premeditated, and the in-
dividual may have a lost history of fantasizing about
strength and power with sexual overtones, perhaps begin-
ning with the torturing of animals.

The aggressive pedophile is most likely to choose a
stranger as a victim. They perceive their victim as
an expendable item that exists as a means to their
emotional need. He delights in defying numerous taboos
and thinks of himself as a "desperado. He gains his
only sense of identity from acting in a way that alie-
nates and repulses the larger part of society. AA-
ditionally, the aggressive offender is older than the
average, and those who choose female victims over 12
years old have strong ideas about the "rightness" of
what they are doing.

S. Extent of Sexual Involvement between the Pedophile and
Victim

In terms of the nature of the sexual act, actual penile
penetration of heterosexual pedophiles is rare--less than

64-575 0 - 87 - 12
3 3
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20% of the cases of incarcerated pedophiles.. Commonly.
the act consists of fondling, exposing, and mesturbatioa.
Masturbation is also the most common act in hcmosexual
pedophilia--approximately 45% of the cases,witile fellatio
occurs in 38%-of the cases, and anal intercouxse in only
about 4% (Gebhard, et al., 1965). Exposing and voyeurism.
axe also very mammon (Adams, 1984),

.

T. Victimologt

Female children are the common victims with their age
range being 8 and 12 years. Girls from households with
incomes of less than $10,000 are more susceptible to being
molested. Lover-income girls are two-thirds more likely
to be victimized than the average girl. Girls* who gree
up in rural areas or socially isolated are 44% more likely
to be sexually victimized. A stepfather is five tines
more likely to sexually victimize a daughter than was A
natural father. Girls with stepfathers are also five times
more likely to be victimized by a "friend° of their par-
ents. A father that has particularly conservative family
values, believing strongly in children's obedience and in
the subordination, place the daughters in a high risk
category. Girls living without their natural mother are
three times more vulnerable to sexuel abuse than the
average girl. A girl whose mother was rexually punitive
is 750" more vulnerable to sexual abuse. Educational in-
feriority of a wife compared with her husband also relates
to the daughter's victimization (Finkelhor, 1986).

Male children are most often sexually abused 32% of the
time under the age of 6. Boys are victimized by nonfamily
members 23% of the time compared to girls only 141. The
sexual abuse of boys most frequently occurs ift lower
socio-economic backgrounda than girls. Boys *rho are
abused also more often cone from single-parent households.
boys are less likely to be abused alone. If a girl is
abused by a parent, in 65% of the reports she will be the
only reported victim. If a boy is abused, 60% of the time
there will be another victim. The second victim is usually
a sister (Vinkelhor, 1985).

II. PSYCRODIAGNOSTIC FEATURES

A. Intelligence Testing

No significant difference between pedophiles and the gen-
eral population in terms of intelligence, occupation, and
education was found by the research conducted by Mohr
(1964). In a study by Gabbard (1965), he noted that
heterosexual pedophiles range in intellis.nce over the

354
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full spectrum, but with a higher percentage than nornal
control in the subavezege groups (11% feeble ninded and
34% with an /Q between 70 and 90). A study by Swanson
(1968) indicated that most pedophiles tested in his
research were of average or above average intelligence,
with 33% low average or subnormal.

B. SHP/ Profiles

Personality evaluation by Toobert et al. (1959) using
pedophiles whose sex object of choice was children 12
years of age or under were comparedwith prisoners in
general. Both groups showed only clinically significant
T scores over 70 on the psychopathic deviate scale which
measures rebelliousness and nonconformity. The average
scores of the pedophiles on feminity (4f scale) and para-
noia (Pa scale) were significantly higher than those of
controls. However, all average scores wre within normal
limits. -

A more recent study by Langevin et al. (1983) compared
homosexual and heterosexual pedophiles with normal homo-
sexuals and heterosexuals. Their results disclosed that

r: heterosexual pedophiles were tense, reserved, and among
the shyest of all the groups. They also tended to be
shrewder, less emotionally stable, and less group depen-
dent. The homosexual pedophiles measured much more
emotionally disturbed with significant depression, schizo-
phrenia,.psychopathic deviate, paranoia, and social in-
troversion scores on the MBP/. The measured pedophiles in
these groups were mixed outpatients and incarcerated men
awaiting trials.

McCreary (1975) compared BHP/ profiles of first offenders
and recidivist pedophiles in prison. Repeated offenders
scored higheroon Psychopathic Deviate (Pd), Hypochondri-
asis, Hysteria and Schizophrenia (Sc) scales, thus indicat-
ing greater pathology. Only the Ped and Sc scales were
in the range considered clinically significant (T score
greater than 70).

Lengevin (1983) states that it is important to note that
pedophilia has been linKed to homosexuality, femininity,
and feminine gender identity. He cites that a comparison
of heterosexual and honosexual pedophiles to correspond-
ing control groups who preferred mature partners on the
Feminine Gender Identity Scale. They found that both
pedophilic groups did not score significantly different
from heterosexual controls and that all groups scored
lower in feminine gender identity than homosexual ando-
Philes. MP/ results noted earlier also failed to support
the femininity hypothesis, and even the homosexual

4
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pedophilic group did now Show the Characteristic high femi-
ninity scores typical androphilic homosexuals. If any..
thing, pedophile:0 are strongly MASCUline identified.

C. Pedophile Aggreelion Index (Pal)
. .

This index seaseSOS the client's arousal to pedophilic
aggressive acts divided by a peolophilic consenting cue.This is a measured erectile response to a 2-minute audio-
taped stimulus cues. The mean PAS value for less dangerous
clients was 0.67, and the mean PAS value for sadistic
Child molesters Mes 2.16 (Travin,.et al., 1966). (Refer
to Teble 1.)

V. The Derogatis Sesual FunctioningLInventory

This inventory provides information on a number of poten-
tially relevant factors including s..xual knowledge, atti-
tudes toward sexuality, body image. sex drive. aed fantasy
(Travin, 1986).

E. The Sesnal Orientation Method (SOM)

This inventory consists of several scales which'weasure
sexuAl arousal. Developed by Feldman, MacCullocb, Mellor,
and Finsdhoff (1966), this series of scales are used to
detect change in arousal patterns to homosexuel and hetero-
sexual stimuli during treatment.

P. Sexual Interaction Inventory

This instrument wee designed to measure sexual functioning
and levels of satisfaction. This inventory consists of 17
iteme ranging froth the °male seeing the female linen she is
nude" to *the male and female having intercourse with both
of them having orgasms.° The patient is then instructed
to rate each item on the frequency with Which the actieity
usually occurs, the desired frequency, the degree to which
the patient enjoys the activities, and en estimate of the
degree to which his or her partner enjoys the activity.
Although this scale was intended for individuals who have
sexual dysfunctions, it can be adapted to sexual deviants
(Adams, 1984).

G. 16PF

Responses on the 16PF reflect low scores on scales for the
emotional disturbance, impulsivity, and deviant mores.
These are C, G, end 03 respectively. Anxiety and insecur-
ity possibly indiced by the potential of being apprehended .
elevate scores on scales 0 and 04 . The deviant fantasy
end the isolation from society, because of the renulsiveness
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TABLE I.

Common Features in Paraphilias

Essential Futures Associated features Other Features

The nuclear perversion grows out of

a blurring of sexual and generationel

differences and a poor infant-mother

demarcation, particularly in'the

realm of the genitalia.

Mere is impairsent in gander and

reality sense.

The paraphilis serves to cover over

flaws in the sense of bodily integ-

rity and in the sense of reality.

The paraphilia protects against both

castration anxiety and separation

anxiety.

The paraphilia provides an outlet

for aggressive drives, As Well AS

sexual drives.

The perverse fantasy end behavior

are sysptcmatic compromise forma-

tions growing out of developeental

conflict and distress.

**There are persistent, repetitive,

or intrusive sexual fantasies of

an unusual nature.

The fantasies are for the most

part ego-syntonic, althoolh they

are recognized as unusual.

',Sexual arousal and orgasm are de-

pendent in an obligete way OA the

fantasies.

The perverse fintiey is a powerful

organizing motif in the patient's

life.

There is general psychopathology

characteristic of the spectrum

of borderline disorders.

CANOGA Features of Pedophilie

"There may be preferential use of

nonhuman objects for sexual

arousel.

**There may be repetitive aexual

activity involving real or simu-

lated suffering or hueiliation.

',There may be repetitive sexual

, activity with nonconsentil

po \ Ars.

**The sexual interest La tamed

on substitutive acts or degraded

and distanced objects.

IlmNINVNA.MMN=0,*

Identification with and narcissis-

tic investment in imeature sexual

object. serve to compensate for

operation or deprivation.

Control, dosinatica, and seduction

of the child compensate for a sense

of powsrleseness.

**The central and preemptive fantasy

focuses on children as sexual

objects.

**Sexual activity with children is

preferential and may occur re-

peetedly.

The object choice may be how.

sexual or hetuosexuel, but

ueually it will be exclusively .

one or the other.

**Featureo contidered epeential in rea

Sources Kaplan, H. If, 6 Sadock, B. 1. (1985). CvreheneivellespokofPhia. Baltimore! Williams

And Wilkins.
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of the acts, will result in high scores on scales L and M.
Homosexual pedophile-5 are moderately high on scales E and
H and moderately low I. The reverse is true for hetero-
sexual pedophiles. Scores on the H scale way consider-
ably, although on the average they are moderately low
(Meyer, 1983).

U. Linda Sanford (1980) has identified four essential elements
which have to exist in order that the pedophile is capable
to achieve sexual arousal and also be able to maintain a
repeative behavioral pattern. These include:

1. Fantasy: Since the victim child is a substitute ser
object for the pedophilP, fantasy is extremely
significant. According to Sanfrd (1980), Mastur-
batory conditioning is a key factor in the Motivation
of the child molester. The process of masturbatory
conditioning begins as the offender fantasizes about
sexual activity with a child. He does this repeat-
edly, achieving orgasm many times through the fantasy.
The orgasm is a powerful reinforcer and he is in-
clined to use the fantasy again. As tLme nes on,
the fantAsy becomes v-satisfying. The novelty of
the fantasy wears off, and the offender needs actual

Zo.:

sexual contact with the child. (Refer to Table 2.:

2. Power ovwr the victim child: Power by the pedophile
is exhibited in two distinct forms:

a. Exp1oitat.fen ancipmanulati:Jn: The aggressor
does not wav-ti,61,R1-15iEEa-Ela--iiii his actics
are covertly disguised as being a ugame,4 or
other inticements and rewards are subtlely pro-
vided the child. The withdrawal of these re-
wards and the use of intimidation aanifest when
the Child is rncooperative or weincs to discon-,
tinue the seAual encounters or advancemec.ts
(Sanford, 1980).

b. Aggresslye behavior: For the pedophile, children
serve as on niternative to frightening adult part-
ners, and they present the opportunity te terrify,
rather than be terrified. Dominance over children
by the pedophiles provides the opportunity for
them to experience the erotically tinged aggres-
sion that is so important in arousal. The
aggression may be under control or may be out of
awareness, but it is never far away. Zn a nitu-
ation in which the sexual partner is a Child and
comparatively helpless, injury may be inflicted
in cold blood, in passion, or in panic. Although
it is commonly stated that only a mall percentage
of pedophilic encounters result in injury or

3518,
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TABLE 2

Common Sexual Fantasies

17.

Men Women

Heterosexual

A. Replacement of established
partner

B. Forced sexual encounters
with a woman

C. Observing sexual activities

D. Sexual encounters with men

Z. Group sex

A. Images of male anatomy

A. Replacement of established
partner

B. Forced sexual encounters
with a woman

C. Observing sexual activities

D. Idillic encounters with an
unknown man

E. Sexual encounters with a
woman

Homosexual

A. Forced sexual encounters
with a woman

B. Forced sexual encounters
with men

C. Sexual encounters with
MOMen

D. Idyllic encounters with
unknown men .

H. Group sex

B. Idyllic encounters with
established partner

C. Sexual encounters with a
man

D. Memories of past sexual
experiences

E. Sadistic imagery

Most frequent limted in order of occurrence.
Adapted from W. Masters and 3. Schwartz, The Masters and Johnson
treatment program for dissatisfied homosexual men. American
Journal for Psychiatry, 4, 173, 1984.
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death, nonetheless, it is necessary to say that
aggression and sadism are inherent components of
the paraphilia. Pedophilia does involve narcis-
sistically restitutive identifications with the
Children, but the perversion also involves domi-
nance and power over the dhildren. (Kaplin, 1985).

3. Resources enabling or facilitatiOtthe behavior:
The peaophile seeks out and places himself-in an en-
vironment and situations where there exists a dhild
to fulfill his fantasy. This manipulation and control
over the environmental milieu may take considerable
time. However, the desired consequences of the of-
fender's fantasies are repeatious (Sanford, 1980).

4. Knowledge of the consequences of his actions:
For the most part, the pedophile 'knows that the actions
he is performing with the child are wrong. Re is aware
of to what extent and to what degree he can sexually
manipulate and exploit the victim child to minimize
the detection of his behavior (Sanford, 1980).

I. THEORETICAL EXPLANATION OP ETIOLOGY

A. Psychoanalytic: Heterosexual

Since the pedophile prefers to engage in sex with children,
it has been postulated that he is fixated at an infantile
stage of development: This fixation results from castration
anxiety. Every normal boy wishes to possess mother and
replace father, but is afraid to do so because of the fear
that he will be castrated. Re therefore develops an
aversion to mother as the incest taboo. The pedophile's
anxiety, however, is so general that he fears to possess
any mature female since they all symbolize mother. There-
fore, the heterosexual pedophile settles for an immature
female who is prepublescent in development (Langevin, 1983).

Nicholas Groth (1982) has defined this individual as a
person who has, from adolescence, been sexually attracted
primarily or exclusively to significantly younger people,
and this attraction persisted throughout his life, regard-
less of what other sexual experiences he han had. Groth
(1982) has termed this individual as being a "fixated"
pedophile. Groth (1982) further defines a "regressed pedo-
phile" as bealg a person who preferred peers or adults for
sexual gratification; however, when these adult relation-
ships became conflictual in acme important aspect, the
adult became replaced by the child as the focus of this
person's sexual interest and desires. For the pedophile,
when conflictual issued manifest in the adult stage of
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life, there is psychological safety to be found in sexual
relationships with a child.

PsychoanalyVz: Homosexual

Pedophilia as homosexuality is described by Noyes and Kolb
(1958) as both anomalies developing from a disturbed
mother relationship which results in a substitute sex ob-
ject choice, either in the child or in the adult male.
Both the homosexual pedophile and androphile who prefers
mature men can be described as narcissistic because they
identify more with mother than father. Thus homosexual
pedophiles should show greater femininity and feminine
gender identity like their androphilic counterparts. The
homosexual pedophile wants to act towards the male child
in the way he desires his mother to act towards him.

Psychoanalytic Comparison between Heterosexual and
Homosexual Pedophilia

Literature is scant on explaining the differences between
homosexual and heterosexual pedophilia. The most frequent
clinical cases are heterosexual pedophiles which outnumber
homosexual cases with a ratio of about 2 to 1 (Cook, 1981,
Langevin, 1983, Pinkelhor, 1984). Psychoanalytic theory
suggests homosexual cases are narcissistic whereas hetero-
sexual pedophiles seek a mother surrogate in the female
child. The ages of the victims appear to also differ
in the groups with homosexual pedophiles engaging slightly
older children and preferring inner crural (between the
legs) or anal intercourse. Whereas the heterosexual pedo-
philes prefer to fondle and expose themselves to their
younger victims (Mohr, 1964).

A further difference between the two types of pedophilic
behavior may occur in the parent-child relations. Accord-
ing to Langevin (1983), heterosexual pedophiles do not
identify with father and/or with mother who did not meet
her son's immature dependency needs. The homosexual pedo-
phile, on the other hand, was closer to mother and distant
from his father, so that the son later assumes a pseudo-
paternal role with his victims to compensate for the lack
in his own father. In almost all cases of pedophilia,
exclusively, the mother is stronger and more competent
than the father. Hartman (1978) reports that all pedo-
philia is a sign of serious neurotic conflict in which
the father is feared and identification with him is inade-
quate, so that the son is later unable to cope with the
adult female. The pedophile also seeks out the child as
revenge on his mother who rejected him.

3 61
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B. Feminist Theory

Researchers Herman (1981) and Rush (1980) have postulated
a feminist theory for sexual abuse of Children. Even
though their perspectives are sociological and environmental
in nature, they are noteworthy in citing the causation of
pedophilia. .The theoretical approach by Berman (1981) and
Rush (1980) essentially cite three contributors to sexual
abuse of Children. First, they 'suggest that the large
disparities of power between men and women in American
society contribute to the occurrence of sexual abuse.
Secondly, they state that feminists have suggested the
notion that the different ways in whiCh men and women Are
socialized contribute to the problem. Finally, they state
that feminists have recently turned a large amount of
attention and concern to the effects of pornography and
its role in the promotion of sexual exploitation and sexual
abuse of children.

C. Family Systems Theory

Family systems theory concentrates on intrafamial incest
as one form of sexual abuse, because that is the form of
sexual Abuse that this theory best explains:: In father-
daughter incest, according to this theory, the marital
relationship has broken down, the mother is alienated
from the roles of wife and mother, and the father makes
an alliance with the oldest daughter that substitutes
for the marital relationship which becomes sexual (Finkel-
hor, 1984). Studies indicate that father-daughter incest
is a common form of sexual Abuse: however, it accounts
for less than one-third of all Child sexual abuse (Finkel-
hor, 1984, Langevin, 1983). The family systems theoreti-
cal approach makes an implicit distinction between family
sexual abuse and nonfamily or extrafamilia sexual Abuse.
Finkelhor (1984) summarizes the family systems theory
approach by stating that family abuse can utilize family
dynamics and family systems theory to explain abuse,
while extrafamilia abuse haa to look elsewhere for an
explanation.

IV. TREATMENT

A. Techniques for idle treatment of pt.lophiles can be divided
into three general groups which include: (1) physiological
techniques, (2) traditional psychotherapy, and (3) behavior-
al approaches (Tasto, cited in Curran, 1980). Both the
expression of clinical features and the ultimate treats -
bility of paraphilias are materially influenced by the
individual's ego strengths and the extent of flexibility
(Kaplin, 1985).
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1. Psychoanalysis: This psychotherapy bee received widecriticism. It has not reliably shown to be an effec-tive therePe. Psychoanalysis is time-consuming and
expensive and basically only provides insights into
the behavior for the client (Cook, 1981). Curran
(1980) expresses that psychoanalysis may nimply give
the pedophile different.justifications for their be-
havior.

2. individual Psychotherapy: Sex oftenders are generally
regarded-is a popUlation unlikely to be responsive to
psychotherapy for reasons such as their denial of
guilt, lack of motivatioe to change, and failure to
cocperate with voluntary treatment. Social, cultural,
and educational differences between the therapist and
the pedophile do not encourage rapport. Reports of
psychotherapy being uned with pedophiles are rare
(Cook, 1981).

3. Group Ps -chothera Group psychotherapy is the
we e y used treatment for pedophiles. The group en-
vironment is seen as a bridge between the sociocul-
tural gap between the client and the therapist and
thus facilitating the discussion of problems by bring-'e
ing together individuals who have experienced similar
difficulties (Cook, 1981).

B. Behavioral Treatment Techniques

1. S statuette Desensitization: Systematic desensitization
38 commtaTEar65-FRUE1 anxiety. 'it effort is made
to redece the anxiety ariming in edult heteresexual
behavfer and thus is likely to reselt in social inter-
actie% and sexual dysfunctions (Cook, 1981 znd Curran,
198().

2, Ceeert Sensitization: This is an imaginary aversive
t_.:ERIFIE-friErarthe unpleasant stimulus is a de-
scription of an extremely noxious and most often
nauseous scene. The treatment pairs the unpleasant
scenes with descriptions of the deviant behavior with
the aim of rendering the deviant behavior aversive.
Imaged retreat from the object is paired with relief
from the unpleasant consequences (Cook, 1981 and Cur-
ran, 1980).

Fantasy Modification: Shifting of fantasies involves
the condit on ng of masturbation fantasiea. it is
euggested that A pedophile's fantasies be zhaped and
tlurt appropriew ..4...sAes be reinforced he orgasms.

tnis technigee tee client may be instructed to
svitch to a.. eperopriate fantasy immediately before
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orgasm (CUrren, 1980). Ceolc (1981) slightly modified
the fantasy-switching technique. He states that pedoe
philes often report considerable difficulty witching
from deviant to nondeviant fantasy material just prior
to orgasm, and so a fantasy-shaping peocedure has been
adopted instead.. The sane fantasy is employed through-
out masturbation, with no lest-second switthing, but
over a period of months the age limit is gradually in-
creased by sequentially elteinating the youngest fantasy
currently used by the patient.

4, cillsSociSialandAssertivenessTrainin: Once the
appropriateseixuabrousalmocatons are mastered,
it is necessary to teach the patient sufficient social
skills and the appropriate mannerisms to implement his
new sexual orientation. Communication skills, asser-
tive behavior Management, family interaction skills,
and coping with aggressive feelings should be taught.
Gender role behavior and sex education should also be
incorporated into the management and development of
social skills (Cook, 1981 and Ctitran, 1980).

V. PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY Is;

The administration of hormones and antilibidinal drugs are
not commonly practiced in the United States for pedophilic
behavior. Sueh drugs as oestrogen, benparidol, and cypro-
terone acetate are antilibidinal. However, they are mainly
utilized in European countries where the clients are incarce-
rated.

in PROGNOSIS

Tasto (1980) cites that the recidivism rate for homosexual
pedophilia is twice that of heterosexual pedophilia. Accord-
ing to Mohr (1964), studies indicate that recidivism rates
for heterosexual pedophiles as being SS to In who are first-
tine offenders and 20% for those with previous offenses. He
expresses the belief that only 3% of all molesters are
chronic offenders who will persist in the deviant behavior
for a long time. Consequently, the fixated offender's re-
cidivism rate is high; he will drive again and
again with little thought of the COO tACOS to the victim
(Groth, 1978).

/II. RESEARCH: PROBLEMATIC ISSUES

A. Existing research is skewed statistically because cited
examples are either incarcerated or a nonrepresentative
sample has been identified by the criminal justice system.

364
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B. Most of the data collection has been in urban areas which
obviously overlook the rural aspect of victimization.

C. Utilization of college students in self-reporting is in
and of itself, not representative of total populations.

D. Segregation of theories explaining intrafamilial sexual
abuse as compared with extrafamilial sexual abuse.

64-575 0 - 87 - 13
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Child Homicide Halted States;
NomickSe is am of the 5 leading cones of deeth hi the United States for ail persons 1-17

OMB Of flOO (1). in tem 11.1% old deeds Pagan* emen0 fiemem 1-17 Teem of BOO%ewe dm homidde, as nompred widi 1.0% of ell deaths ofPamirs 301,Yeare el NMSilos 1925. homicide ago hem OOP isv e-mso to/Venom 1-4 Sono old end ow 2-hIld
for persons 5-14 yews aid 111.In 1979. homicides./ children Perms <II yaws oI st>
MAW fer wmf110.000 Person yews of papas life mat. -

From 1975 through 1979. 9% of homicide victims molted to the Federal &nen of
kwesepolomUnIforal Crime Ilmorling System weri <II yaws old 121. Thies puma of
these clad homicide *Ins ware oil week old and 9% wws >1 week bol < 1 yaw of ass.
In 1979. child-homidde rens for males ware 3.31100,000 mons and for fauns.
2.0/100.000 fermies. For chins, 412 yews of ens. homicide lofts Offf MOW end folneles
wee simbic bra for darken over 12 yews of sp. homicide see reodomilerdr * mole vie-
linilmois offender phenomenon. Age.spedfic fricklence rates for child homicide in1979
shown inflows I. Rates puked for infants endsensors.

The rshotioniMps behresn Seems and offenders varied with Me vlcdms sp. rsganiless
of Nam solt Ix race Wipes 11. Wank 296 of chad homicides ware nominated by the
**Vs mentor stapporsat 311% wore penetrated by an acquaintance. sed 10% woe Oer-

bY swentsni. The offender could not W dalsnninsd in 26% of dild horaiddes. As
dm ape of the victim increased; the relationships shifted hem being knefarilie to ortratami-
FIGURE 1. Child Immidde, United States. 1979 victlin-onetific rstse. by ap of victim
and by Medea of offender tu victimt

°Total number of Wakes I XX
filmed on the needoesIdo betrosn Oneeeeelfled /assent

end Ofstepeelfind offender fof incidentsI. which she flestepodfled Olsson victim ass eked.
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Child Homicide Continued
Id in nature. The majority of homicides of 3-yeer-old children WOOD not committed by rela-
dyes. and for victims over 12 years of age. hornicides by scqueintences consistently
predominated.

For most child homicides. the event pieciptatim the homickle was poorly described. and
the description varied with the relationship between the victim end the °Medea The majority
PVC of intrafamillel homicides had undefined precipitadim circumstances; 1 OS Waived an
tegument and the remaining wets due to mismileneous causes. Forty-four percent ste homi-
cides by an acquaintance involved an argument 5% involved a gang fight and 51% had unde-
fined Or miscellaneous Preatsitating ckasnstences. Twenty-two percent of haniddee by a
stranger involved arguments; 37% occurred during the offends!. perpetration of another
aims; end 41% had misfired Of miscellaneous precipitating cksanstances. Overall. 25% of
all child homicide incidents accused durieg winsomely: 3% during gang fights: fifi. durIng
sexual alma by the offender; and 10%. during the offender's pemeteation of away aims.
Arty-eight percent had undefined or naseeltoneone preelpitatina ain:urnetenees.

As with the relationship between victim and offender, the weapon used in homidde sided
with the age of the victim.. This variation wee independers of the child's sex, mai. Or Madan-
ship to the otrendet The use of bodily force or. a bkot object predominated for victims rG9
years of age. Guns or knives were used in over one-thkd of the homicides invohing victims
over 3 years of age and in over one-half of those Waiving victims more than 9 wars of age.
Overall. mos were used in 40% of child homicides; knives, in 15%; strangulation. in fili; end
other specified means. in 31%. The weapon was not specified in 7% of cam.
Ifeponed by the Mica ell the Cents rOisectec Crow lo *Oh Promotion otrl Education, CDC.

Editorial Note: Interest in the problem of violence toward children has grown in association
with the public's increasing awareness of the issue of child abuse. Data on child abuse ere
Smitsd by variations in definition end in surveillance methods; howevec a recent national
study estimated the incidence of chald abuse at 34/1.000 (3). Although child abuse is not
specifically a paree/child phenomenon. authors frequently concentrate on this aspect of the
problem. Simile*, studios of child homicide have concentrated upon cases of child homicide
by parents 144). The informstion pmeented in these studies inifestes that homicides com-
mitted by persons constitute a minority of el child homicides end reisesest only one end of
the child homicide specters In fact. there aPPear to be 2 patterns of child homicide. The fist
predominates when victims are less than 3 yews of age. This type of child hank:ids is char-
acterized by famal violence. II-defined drcurnstarces, and the use of bodily force slither
than guns or knives. It could be defined as heel child abuse. The second type of child hand-
Ode. predominantly irwolving victims over 12 years of age. is cherecterized by extrafarellial
violenc e. association with aniuments or the offender's criminal bithwilla and the uso of gOrrl
or knives. This pattern msy represent a child thrust into an adult envkonment or Se-style for
urnish hrs/she is not dose's:Mere" prepared and in which Ise/she is not prosody supervised.
As a major end increasing cause Of deal'. this type of child homicide and violence is now
generally ignored, but merits public health attention and might be defined se fatal parental/so-
cietal neglect Homicides irsolving vicdms 3-12 yews of .949 sower to be mixture of these
2 homicide mums Preventive meesures based upon Were educalion. family Planning.
neighborhood networking. end stress reduction may have an impost on fats: child abuse. Re-
starch is needed to determine whether such measures will also have an IMPCt anon fatal
pareetti/societal neglect and whether this second pattern of child homicide represents extra-
famirsal duphcation of intrafamNal violence.

Rewencde
I. National Canter for Health Stsdadm. Advanced /Wort final Nottelitt Sasses, 1515. Mont* Vital

Statistics Newt. 19110;29 ilupplonant 21:23 ell and unpublished data.
2. Faassel &mu of Insetiesion. Uniform Criss Regions: Cam A tee UMW Stets 157e. WesNn11-

144. D.t. Paid Stets. Deosnmens of Asses I NO.
3. National study of Ma incidence end setwity of child abuse and neglect study endings. DON Publ.

mat -30325 WADS, Siishkstal, D.C.. I Alt.
4. Adelson I. SlemOdfc of the Ireoo..5a a study of farty-six homicides intvhich the victims wore child-

roc N Engl J Me. 1991:2641345-11.
5. Myers. SA. Mammal AUX& AmerJ Ms Child 1970:120134435.
O. Scott PD. fess battered baby came. Mod Sci Law 1973:13:19140e,
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R.C.I.C. Entri'les -for 1985 - National

All ages 386,143

Juveniles .32.9.50 (85.3%)

Endangered 13,398

Disability 28,209

Involuntary 14,816

Catastrophic.... .......213

N.C.I.C. - New JerseY

All ages ...... :2,972

Juveniles 11,591 (82.95%)

Endangered 4/3

Disability 1,484

Involuntary 416

Catastrophic

Potential N.C.I.C. Entries for 1985 - National - with NJ as "model" for usage
of system

All Ages 440,118

Juveniles 365.117

Endangered 14,900

Disabiiity 46.746

Involuntary 13,104

Catastrophic 252

Search Reports, Inc.
560 Sylvan Avenue
Englewomd Cltffs .NJ 07632

Coemarison of NCIC entries for 1985, Nationwide. State of New Jersey ind the national
projection of potential.entries based upon NJ's utilization of the system and its
percentage of U. S. population.
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CHILD MOLESTATION

Definitions

The child molester is a significantly older individual whose
comic's* sexual desires and responses are directed, either paxlially
or exclusively, toward prepubertal children (pedophilia) and/or
pubescent children (hebephilia) to whom he or she may be related
lincest) or not.

General Natures

- less than 10% of cases involve violence.
- Most cases (701) victim and offender know each other at least
casually.

- Victim and offender are often related (25%). ,

- Molestation often occurs in victia's home (33 1/3%).
- Female is tuice as likely to be victimised.
- Most cases involve fondling and exposure only.
- Prom offender's viewpoint, children are ideal victims.
- Psychological trauma to victim more likely ifs

a) Close relationship between offender and victim.
b) Prolonged contact.
c) Violence used.

- Psychological trauma tO victim often occurs after the offense.
- Typical molester is a relatively young hetrosexual male.
- Child molester is generally an inadequate personality with low
self esteem who acts alone.

- Child molester's behavior is highly repetitive.
- Child molester* have age preference for victims.
- Motivational intents

Identification with children (inhibited aggression).
b power and control (channelized aggression).
c Sadism (eroticized aggression)

- Investigation of child molester is often resisted by segments
of community.
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Fixated

- PrimarilY attracted to children
since adolescence.

- As a teenager be avoids most
.

socialization.
- Usually does not marry but may
date and marry for appearsnezs.
Will molest own children as few
of many victims.

- Behavior characterizes entire
life style.

- Sexually addicted to children.
- Sees nothing wrong with what
he does.

- Knows and understands children.
- Occupation or vocation with access
to children.

- Premeditated offense.
-More likely to select a male
victim but not interested in
adult males.

- Often seduces victim by recog-
nizing need in victim and ful-
filling it.

- Difficult to cure.
- Usually non-violent but can and
does kill.

- Often organized to exchange material
and change laws.

- Prior arrests for child molestation
or indecent exposure.

lemmErl
- "Normal development.
- Usually married with children

(hetrosexual)
- Socially regresses due to some

stress in life.
- Sees children as opportunity
to reestablish power and control.

- Adult sexual encounters continue.
- May ask adult sex partner to
appear childlike.

- Temporarily suspends moral.
social beliefs.

- Suffers much remorse and guilt
after act.

- Impulsive and opportunist offense.
- Wore likely to know victim.
- Risk of inadvertent injury to

victim.
- Better chance of rehabilitation.
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You don't bare to ail wry youeg dildren abod sat when yco discus theft rolet if you .toe't ima- to. Simply milts that
some adults may ay to take off diktats% clotbes or toads than in a way Mu makes Men frAuttom'aouable.

Se sum to use words your children eadersimaL Massa questions fully. sod lot your Medea= know that they am mew to yea
at aem time te &elk about anything that is maim or apetuks. Your MIIM sumo rigacc manna tril rousse your Mildren
that they an share Weir concave with yos in the ham.

WON'T WY CHILDREN orcoutsusrsctous AND MISTIOSVINC OF ALL ^MUMS

Children know dui sone alas mina owed themuivesthey may *Mk too nisch ar lose tbeir taboos. far mample
and thr know thst mare edam melte asistakes. Yoga children tea uederstestl Me sed oflecia this mutat. You cm help
them remember that molesters are the acepdon other due the rtit by providing ograo :asides to be Md adults oho are mina
sari understanding. Shoo your:Mikes safe smut° relate to anima while yoo ate there to maim Mon.

HOW DO CHILDILW4 'LAC'. TO SERIAL AIME?

Children's tractions to somal obese differ with their one and prossioCity end Ma du MM. of tbe offasse. Sometimes
children ere no upset emu by Hoes Mids seem very rains to Web panes. Ohm. *lam are ftiebtened ot confused by
sexual abate.

Many children a t sfrad to oil toyone about the indica for feso aleus biamul or podded. la other cues. childrea
remain lknt becalm :hey &et runt so °make troubW' for We offemtee. Oka cladree may be too aohmessed to deuribe
die incident. These proJems are enxtially mamas when thcoffeetbe le miaow door a the family.

Even If your chid dmiet WI rot tbcgt the steue. yea awe be nfraa that eometir.di b wrong. Otsego in Wake or dolt
patients may be a due. or Nor chid aspects immelly aneldlawn. SAM Ivy b vvy upset *Meow you Mae cg who: the
of fender is nearby. IhrearsiCve to domes in roar clillert behavior nod cwt. find Oat wtles belied them.

HOW $HOULD I =SKIM ar MY CHILD IYUS 112.01 &CUD?

Be enure olArrot feeling s ebotatee land on.
You may tie sweet yourself by Mud happroed to your eltSd. Yon may ha pita. miry. or decked. If you fed angry, mak*

sure your son or daughter andastand Ises IOU arie mgr.. with Me offender. not the add.
You flat maks may be disbelief. Children tic tell mks. but they t.ry rarely men itsagiasef sexual Modena with adults.

Take ycar Mild's story seriously osis If tbroffergler b smarm you ttaleko par could oust.
Many mans feel completely heipless aka: the chill Irdostad. ha renly can do a lot to help. ls fact. Poor word= will

oe the most *son factor In Iwo/your tkild readiest.
Vo metrator gas ex lean& raw r ilso yourcidloA. wafers rum Om comas.
If you Ire ve.7 Wad. Wet shook: pain ter a wham mutat you thoughts Wore talking to your child &boat the incident.

Evian to you7 Mel or &whim Mil yell teMensy ties impaled ood that you usitsuaid tbas sIbe may be apes, too.
f assure the child of pow ammo sad ask IdevIrot te- tell pow shout the lecident. Dort mama your eon at deughter to

talk, hur do make yourself available Eed gam atgal I eke mama an pors abort the espailoce. Answer any got:Moused
cienfr misundosausdinp. Ernetushe that tie egfeeder. Wel Medan, i to bleat. Tell the child that you will Wotan Idediber
Po= hewitiha *ant Medium bathe fume.

Other dildran le your funny ooy akai be wet by the Wawa Somme Wink needs lot maim and understanding.
Madre° ar rarely =body MN eci ity arst ftoultua he. oou sassy went to seek medical este. Internal Wakes may be

difficult to reeneare. Your rtAid ow ovisreati4 without durhe crCenteal Emselliacy MOW Deer. arra may woo*
arty family doom

IFTWX OFFENDEE IL Hi aivIMMIEDIATZFAMLIT

This shook% would be muemdp difulcalt fos' your child eta 5.st cella family leashat. You zee have MCC& catilkdril
feelines about as offender: kot Motoctotse el Ins AIM most / 'molts Paw first fidatity. decodes listed en Page h ces offer
assisumem mg die Child Saud Abase Treatmeet Premise it pa:dada* eoncerned oith helping families with this problem.
(Santa Clara County Jamas Probados Depertmat. IMO (3tadelum Parkway, Sus Jose, California93110. Telephone: (408)
2994475).

WILL IWY CHILD Si ALL EIGHTY

7errisanent physical dower as a met of Usual east* Is vay rare. Your Physician can discuss any injuries with you. Your
dilid's artodortal rectum *A depend, in large part. am your response to the incident.
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The American Camping Association is an organization of 2,200
organised children's summer camps located in all 50 states. Our
camps are both non-profit and for-profit, and our membership
serves million of children throughout the United States annually.
As a National organization, we have occasion to work in
Washington with other many organizations with whom we share
similar objectives. I as writing to inform you of our
Association's experience with the National CenLer for Missing and
Exploited Children.

In late 1985 we contacted the Center to ascertain if they
would be willing to assist us in implementing a child abuse
prevention program for use by children's camps in the United
States. Our inquicies were met with sincere interest, as the
concept wag deemed an innovative approach to prevention. With
the help of the Center, special "Just in case ... brochures,
targeted at summer camp counselors, were prepared for
distribution. Over the last six week period, requests from camps,
both within and without our membership, have reaulted in
distribution of 35,000 brochures. The Center, in owinaction with
the ACA, is now working on a more comprehensive guic.book for use
by camp owners and directors. We will also be working with the
Center in seeking private fund donations for publication and
distribution of the guidebook.

We are extremely pleasee with the assistance we have
received from the Center. There is no doubt in our minds that the
above project would have been impossible without their
assistance. We are extremely grateful to all the people who have
made the Center a reality, as we are convinced it is an
invaluable National asset.

Inderd Meeils.30005ume ItcoN7 Mak Malawi*. IN 46ISI-7102 (317) 342401
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The Honorable Dale E. Kildee
Page 2

Knowing of your interest in the Center, I wanted to let you
know of this just one ssmIl effort which has made a significant
positive impayl, on millions of our children.

Win warm -c.agards,

Armand B. Hall
Executive Vice-President
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1966 Imlay City Road
Lapeer, MI 48446-3218
1313) 667-9766
July 17, 1986

Th Mon. John D. Dingell
Nouse of Representatives
Washington, D.C.

Congressman Dingell:

I am writing this letter to your attention since I have followed your career for
many years. Although I am not in th 16th Congressional District, I grew up in
Dearborn and have known you to be a very well-respected and influential member
of Congress.

I as urging you to take action on the atrocity of the publicity campaigns
concerning the missing and xploited children. The enclosure reaches an all-time
low in my ooinion. :f you cut the coupon for the chicken pieces, you have the
smiling face of an innocent child on the back side. I do not feel that this in
any way will help to locate the poor child. Instead, millions of other children
are forced to ask difficult questions at an taorly age. Happy children are
looking face-to-face with these victims every morning at the breakfast table on
their milk carton. I have even heard of some neighbor children collecting
missing kid cards, much like we collected baseball cards (tnrowing away all
duplicates).

It seems obvious that reform needs to take place in the courts. Since most of
the abductions are custodial camas, mass advertising is not the solution to the
',Melee. It is a way for society to wash its hands of it.

Congressman Dingell, as a mother of two young children and a public school
teacher. I am urging you.to help remove the sad faces from the grocery bags,
milkcartons and mass advertising campaigns. SupPort legislation that calls for
custody reform and strengthening the rights of individuals involved in
divorce-related incidents.

Very sincerely yours,

Barbara Durfew
President-Elect
Lapeer Business II Professional Newton's Club

Encl.

3"go

JUL 291966
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SEIS:TclCES

MOSSONG...
P.O. Box 28

Gibbsboro, NJ 08028

Nikolette Thomen (009) 783-3101
Executive Director

FOLLOW UP

TO THE

OVERSIGHT HEARING

OF THE

SUSCOMMITTEE ON

HUMAN RESOURCES

IN REt

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF

THE

MISSING CHILDREN'S ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1984

SUBMITTED t AUGUST 18, 1986
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S E Igyip E S

MOZZONG
P.a Box 26

Gfteboro. NJ 08028

luzietbe Thomen

Executive Director

Dear Chairman Slides and dashers of the Committee:

(809) 783-3101

This brief follow up ad d ints which were not significantly

during the Nearing on August 4; I9d6. lie hope that you will
allow inclusion of this additional

information tnto the Nearing Record.

During the Nearing dr. Jay Nowell of the National Center stated for
the record that the National Center

cannot handle the intakes they do as
a 'casteload. It is important to note that the National Center's
Policies and Procedures do not allow 'case referrals' to private
agencies, only to law enforcement and existing

state clearinghouses. The
private organizations were once the

only 'investigative agencies' in
existence; we worked often and well with law enf t in the
'investigation' of cases. diren the Center's non-referral policy,
already overburdened law enforcement

agencies are further burdened and
thy well developed expertise of the private agencies again goes
untapped. This non-referral policy

has stymied the searches of many
parents of missing children and iS

a policy io desperate need of change.

Ne would also like to reiterate that
the National Center's labeling of

their closed cases as 'of assistance
in recovery' runs a very wide gaeut

by way of definition. Typically,
this means that the case is marked

closed when the Center receives
information that the child has returned

home. This does not in any way peon that the Center has successfully

d or located these children. Ne have asked various Center
personnel how eany of these children I

the significant majority of whom
were 'voluntarily missing') were located as a direct result of their own
activity photograph projects or finberprinte; to date we have not
received an &never.

In reference to the Center's actual
case activity, I have attached

a letter written to the Committe, which
is submitted by a client of our

3 83
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MOSSONG
P.O. Box 28

Gibbsboro, NJ 08028

Namieltim Thaman (5cs) 7834101
ENIKUWID Director

agency.. Renee /larger is the mother of two misting children who are

believed to be in Israel. At no time has Renee been assigned a

'Technical Advisor by the Center; she mas given absolutely no guidance

by the Center at any time. Renee has not been advised or provided with

any ieormation other tnan the Parental Kidnapping Handbook, which me

provide information about en our written testimony. Renee Ilermr'c cam

typifies the action of the Center in the vast ajority of casec re have

handled at Services for the Missing. She is an example of the 'real

people' that the representatives of the Center do not talk about.

The 'Endowment Fund' was not aft ssssss at the Hearing but d

attention by the Committee. The actual amount in the Fund has not been

disclosed; mhen the Fund was created, the press was given the ispression

that the minim were being collected to aid in the issue. lie now find

that the Endowment is housed in the National Center's offices; the

literature from the Fund states plainly that the monies are to

perpetuate the Center. The collection 0 these funds was supported by

Hissing Children's Assistance Act appropriations; coepanim Pere given

to understand that the funds would assist the issue. This Endowment Fund

o ust be opened for competitive hid; ail 501 (c)(31 agencies, including

the National Center, should cospete for these dollars. Under no

circumstances should the National Center control funds whizli were

collected using f ddddd 1 dollars.

There was a great deal of di ion at the Hearing regarding

' education' programs and the Center's 'Campaign to Protect Children'. Ile

briefly a dddddddd the various psychologists end pediatricians who have

spoken out against such programs. A statement was made that requires

corrections Dr. SenJamin Stock is indeed a psychologist as well as a

renowned pediatrician. Dr. Salk was at first a proponent of th2

' stranger danger' pr4gram, but after ddddddd h me though'. chem,ed Ms

2
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8 E E S

MOSSING
P.O. Box 26

Gibbsbero, NJ 08026

Nikolais %%omen
Executive Director (0081783-3101

stand on the issue. On August 5, 1986 the American Academy of Poliatrics

released a stateant (attached) which strongly states 'Fingerprinting

and photography won't help a missing child -- education is needed

instead.' It is widely agreed among profsss i o nals that fingerprinting

and photograph projects are unnec 00000 ily frightening for safe children,

when weighed with the likelihood that either will help to locate a

missing child, or protect a safe child. The reality of the numbers of

children actually criminally kiCnapped by an 'unknown proves

dramatically that we aro already providing adequate information in the

hose. The 'Campaign to Protect Our Children', photograph projects and

related programs serve as wonderful vehicles for advertisement for the

Center and the other agencies who use theel their lack of validit7

should serve to remove them from the general public.

Much was said at the Hearing regarding the National Center's

Hotline. One point that was not made ass that of the 181,201 calls taken

on the Hotline b4twoen October 19, 1984 and June 30, 1986 78.23 t of the

calls were requests for inforation, in spite of the mandate of the

%CAA. (Although the National Center's written testimony states that the
' information' calls are far "Assistance and tniorsation" their

Quarterly Report summaries have historically stated 'information' as the

Primary category of Hotline calls) Of the remainder, about 14 2 were

' Citizen's Leads' or 'Sightings'. Less than 8 2 of the total calls

related specifically to a 'possibly assingchild.
Obviously, there has

been a great deal of waste in the usage of the Hotline. Glynn tho

statistics reflected in the Center's Quarterly Report, which states that
almost 60 % of the "actual cases' are 'voluntarily eissing", it

safe to assume that' a large number of the 'reports on actual cases' are

children over the age of 13. Ss you know, the kissing Children's

Assistance at specificelly states that the Hotline is to be used for

reports of children 13 years of age Ana younger.

3
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SERVICES

MOSSMO
P.O. Box 26 I"`

Gibbsboro, NJ 08026

lactate Thomism
(809) 783-3101Executive Director

Of the Center's 'actual' caseload, the numbers bear scrutiny. As

previously mentioned, about 57 2 of the total are consideied to be

'voluntary missings'. The number of children considered to be

'parentally kidnapped was approximately 34 % of the total. Of the

remainder, about 3 % were considered 'abducted by unknown individuals'

and a little less than 6 % were considered 'other gassings." The Center

w as created an the basis of the overstated 'stranger abduction'

statistic of 50,000 per year. Since it's inception it has provided the

bulk of it's services, including technical assistance and education, to

the cases considered to be 'stranger abductions..

Given these numbers it is safe to assume that the National Center's

budget is in serious need of evaluation and de-escalation. If only 82

of the calls on the Hotline related to 'possible missing children' then

the 'information regarding procedures for search and location' as

mandated by the Act should have been provided to this 82. The

' sightings' calls amounted to 142 of the total; these are also valid

under the Act. Almost 792 of the Ratline calls, under the mandate of the

Act, should be handled by a regular business phone. Of the actual

'caseload', the fact that 572 of these are 'vomuntarily missings leads

to the probablity that these minors are aver the age of 131 again,

invol t with this age group, under the MCAA, is prohibited. If the
32 who are considered criminally kidnapped were handled by tho F81, this

402, of the 'actual cases', less than 4,000 children, that arm

allowable and reasonable. For 222 of the Hotline calls and 4,000

' actually missing' children, the Center's $400,000 monthly budget, with

more than $20,000 being paid to caseworkers and Hotline operators and

salaries much higher than $50,000 being paid tc upper management, is

certainly a gross waste of increasingly scarce federal resources.

4
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for the

MOSSING
P.O. Box 26

Gibbsboro, NJ 08026

Nikohitte Thomen
(809) 783-9101Executive Director

Me National Center states that it is a 'nonprofit corporation

chartered for the purpose of operating a national resource and technical

assistance center to deal mith issues of issing or xploited children.'

In truth, the National Center,for Missing and Exploited Children is a

very expensive re-invention of the wheel. Private agencies have been

here for many years, alaost all of us supported the creation of the

Center and the Missing Children's Assistance Act; me are 00000 off in

terse of funds and public support than aver before. No are confident

that the Coaaittee sill see quite clearly the need to re-evaluate the

services of the National Center and to saltine the proper changes in

these services. Until this is done, we mho are serving families in nqad

m111 not have the Clearinghouse that is vital to our ability to aid the
visaing. As me are all the 4 o 1 resources available for

children and youth are quite aaaaaa . The masts and inefficiency the hal

been a by product of the National Center's groeth is a t aaaaa ty in the

face of our country's deficit budget. We are sure that this Coamittee
will move to check the growth of this bureaucracy.

lf we can continue to help the Coamittee in any lay, Pleawe do not
hesitate to contact us. Thank yOu again for your attention and action in
this vitally iaportant issue.

Sincerely yours,

Nikolette Thoman

for

Services for the Hissing, Inc.

'387
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Contact:
Michele Weber
Susan Hess
312/981-7872
312/981-7945
8001433-9016
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American Academy of Pediatrics

News Release

FOR RELEASE: August S, 1986

FINGERPRINTING AND PHOTOGRAPHY
WON'T HELP LOCATE A MISSING CHILD --
ENCAlION IS NEEDED INSTEAD, SAYS AAP

CHICAGO -- The perceived epidemic of missing children'has become a

focus of media attention and a source of parental anxiety. The American

Acadeay of Pediatrics (AAP) believes that the problem mar be ouch smaller

than the public has been led ta believe, and urges its member pediatricians

to educate perents and children in preventjve safetY techniques, and not

scare them with fingerprinting and other identification programs.

'Child identification programs are of limited value,' the AAP's

Committee on Early Childhood, Adoption and Dependent Care says in a policy

statement published in the August issue of Pediatrics: 'In some cases, these

programs may unnecessarily raise parental anxiety.' Fingerprinting, the

Committee writes, 'will rarely be of help in locating a missiag child.'

Identification programs may falsely reassure parents of a child's

safety and sucn programs, tne Committee continues, should not replace

education of tne child.

The Committee urges pediatricians to:

* teach parents how to keep their children safe. Young children should
not be left unattended, and sitters should be responsible and known
by the parents. Children should learn the full name, address and
phone number of the person taking care of them, and they should be
taught they have the right to say 'no' to adults who touch them or
make them feel uncomfortable.

46/8A -more-
141Nortmes1PolnlIked
P.O.Eloc927

EktlampVila0e.L60007
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Missing Children
2-2-2

raise parents awareness of theie responsiblity to protect children.
Action should be taken to detect unsafe parenting procedures and
children's behaviors that allow abduction.

learn to detect family situations that may predispose children to a
higher risk of abduction. One example is a divorce with disagreement
over child custody and visitation.

Abduction of a child is most often perpetrated by a parent or relative

who does not have custody of the child, and is most likely an.attack on the

parent who does have custodY.

Contrary to public opinion, abduction of a child by a stranger is the

least frequent c.Jtegory of mdssing children. In 1984, the Federal Bureau of

Investigation (FBI) had nearly 350,000 reported cases of issing children,

but only 67 of them were kidnapped by strangers. The vast majority of

reported missing children -- perhaps as high a, 95 percent -- are runawaYs.

The American Academy of Pediatrics is in organization of 29,000

pediatricians dedicated to the health, safety and well-being of infants,

children and adolescents in North, Central and South America.

-30-
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AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS

Committee on Early Childhood, Adoption, and Dependent Care

Missing Children

The perceived epidemic of missing children has
become a topic of much media attention and a
serious source of parental anxiety. The true,mag-
nitude of the problem is uncertain, but it may be
much less than the public has been led to believe.
Local municipalities and state and federal agencies
apply varying detinitions and reporting criteria to
cases of children reported to be .missing from their
home or family. As consequence. accurate statis-
tics are not available. Statistics cited to describe
this problem are often inflated by conjecture or
inapprnpriate extrapolation from limited daut. The
hlissing Chikiren's Act of 10112 provides moms to
the'National Crime Information Canter computer

and enables local law enforcement agencies to track
cases of miming children. The resultant data, al-
tl gh incomplete, offer the opportunity for partial
quimL tatinn or the problem.

CATEGORIES OF MISSING CHILDREN

There are three categories uf miming children:
(1) those who have run awaY, (2) thom who have
been abducted by noprilitindifil pnretila or relative%
and (3) those who have been abducted by a stranger.
Child.-en in each of these categories are at risk for
physical and emotional ahuse and expkaation.

Children Who Run Away

In the vast majority of cases, perhaps 05%, miss-
ing children have run away from home. Most of
these children and adolescents are found or return
home within several days. Runaway children, es-
pecially those for whom the behavior becomes re-
current or chronic. may he seeking to escape un-
happy home situations. which often involve physi-
cal. entittintlat.nr ;.exual a'oose.

PEDIATRICS !ISSN 0031 4005). Copyright S 191113 by the
Morton Acarirmy ',Pediatrics.
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Children Abducted by n Family Member

Abduction df children is most often perpetrated
by noncustodial patents or relatives. The abduction
usually occurs during the process of aftermath of a
hostile separation and divorce. Such abductions are
rarel Initiated with concern for the child's best
interesta but, rather, are subversive attacks on the
custodial parent. Children thus used as pawns in
the battle between their parents are potentially
subject to abuse and neglect by their abductor. In
cases in which divorce nnd child custody Wove not
finalised in court, law enforcement agencies are not
able to intervene when there is nonabusive parental
abduction of children. Once custody has been as-
signed. that custody extends across suite lines, and
abduction may warrant involvement by federal of-
ricer&

Children Abducted by a Stranger

Abduction of a child by a stranger is the least
frequent, although must udiuus, category of miming
children. In 1984. the Federal I3ureau of Investign-
tine bad nearly 340,000 reported cases of missing
children, but only 67 of these missing children were
kidnapped by strangers. Despite the relatively small
number of children involved in such abductions.
these cases have spawned increased public aware-
ness and legislative response to the problem of
missing children, perhaps due to the presumed re-
lationshiiof these eases to black markeeadoption,
child PcnthograPhy, sexual abuse, and homicide.

ROLE OF THE PEDIATRICIAN

The pediatrician's role is twofold. Primarily, the
pediatrician ..lhould stress prevention in counseling
families perceived to be at high risk. The pediatri-
c'an should provide guidance rerarding specific ac-
tivities that might protect children. For those fam-
ilies whose children are missing. the pediatrician
should provide support.
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Teenagers. especially those who have emotional
disorders, are delinquent, or are involved in sub-
stance abuse, are at risk of becoming `runaways.'
Observation of teenagers exhibiting such behaviors
should alert the pediatrician to the possibility of
family dysfunction. Converge ly, the pediatrician
should focus on signs of personal and social stress
in children who have run away and come to medical
attention. It is incumbent upon pediatricians caring
for children who have run away to explore the
possibility that the children have suffered from
some form of abuse in their home and that such
abuse precipitated their running away.

1 During the time that they are without parental

1
supervision, these children (most of whom are ad-

: elements) may become involved with prostitution,
drugs, sexual abuse, and crime. Their health care
should address the medical and emotional prohlems: that may arise from such circumstances. Although
few pediatricians are likely to see runaway children
visiting their offices, pro fesaional support for health
programs for so rect children enn be a valuable me-

,munity service.
Pediatricians may be in a position to detect fam-

ily siturrions that predispose children to a higa risk
of abduction. One example is Martha dissolution in

4

1

1

which a prominent feature is disagreement about
child custody and visitation. Recognition of this
risk should lead the pediatrician to warn the cus-
todial parent and to review in a positive fuhion the
steps that may be taken to enhance child supervi-
sion. Preventive education should be handled in a
matter.a. fact manner lei an to reduce tbe ponsilail.
ity of unduly restricting the life f the child.

Pediatricians should offer practical precautions
as a part of their routine anticipatory guidance.
Young children should not he left unattended, and
substitute caretakers should be responsible and
known by the parents. Children should learn the
full name, address, and telephone number of the
person taking care of them. The children should be
taught that they have the right to say -r4o to
adults who touch them or make thus feel uncom-
fortable. Parents should know the whereabouts of
their children snd should know their children's
friends. Clothing that displays the child's name
should be avoided. Such 'child-proofing" education
can be effective in reducing the risk of both abduc-
tion and abuse, and thus it can be appropriately
reassuring. Because the process of making these

; recommendations will inherently place additional
stress on a parent alreadnatempting to cope with
numerous life changes, a supportive mature is et-

: sential.
Pediatricians are most effective when they focus

. on the prevention of abductions by raising parents'
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awareness of their responsibilities in protecting
their children from this hatard. Just as efforts have
been made to create accident.fres environments for
children, so must action be taken to defect (1)
unsafe patenting practices and (2) and children's
behaviors that allow abduction. Of great concern
are the 'latchkey" children who are left to fend for
themselves In unsupervised settings such as school
yards, shoPiring malls, and emPtY houses and those
who receive undependable child care.

In their regular encounters with the parents,
pediatricians should review day-to-day aspects of
child supirvision and should offer anticipatory
guidance including specific safety methods and
techniques.

in their communities, poi Striaians should work
With law enforcement officers, school personnel,
and other concerned individuals to increase public
awareness ' and attention to this problem. They
should sup; . rt resources such as aRerschaol pro-
grams and day-care centers that recognise the needs
of children and working pnrents.

Accurate medical records documenting Physical
findings may assist in the later identification of
abducted children. Child identification programs
are of limited value, and in same cases these pro-
grams may unnecessarily raise parental anxiety.
For example, fingerprinting, though a "scientific*
method of identification, will rarely be of help in
locating a missing child. Such "after-the.fact*
measures should be voluntary on the part of parents
and children. If fingerprints are taken, to allay the
pnoighility of misuse, parents should retain the only
copy of the fingerprints uranium!. Identification
programs sueh as fingerprinting and retaining se-
quential photographs of children may falsely mea-
sure parents of their child's safety, and such pro-
grams should not in any way replace education of
the child.

Pediatricians may play an important role in the
recognition of children who have been abducted.
For example, when seeing children who do not have
medical and irmitunization records, who have not
been brought for health care when obviously in
need, who have been abused or neglected, or who
are brought to the office by someone other than a
knowledgeable parent, pediatricians should be sen-
sitive to the possibility that they may be encoun.
tering an alxiceted child.

SUMMARY

Changes within our society are contributing to
the apparent increase in the number of missing
children. The risks associated with child care in
single-parent households and the hureed, inappro-
priate expectations of children's social maturity are

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS 371
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two areas in which pediatricians can legitimately
become involved. Pediatricians must be sensitiveto
the family and social circumstances that place chil-
dren at high risk. Pediatricians should addrcu the
issue of missing children by concentrating on (II
enhancing public awareness of the problem and (21
integrating specific preventive strategies such as
saratming and parental education into their prac-
tice&
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Congressman Dale Kildee, Chairman,
Human Resources Subcommittee,
Room 402 Cannon House Office Building,
Washington, DC 20515

September 5, 1986

Dear Congressman Kildee,

While on a business trip to South Carolina earlier this week I, by chance,
saw the last 20 minutes or so of your subcomnittee hearing on MISSING CHILDREN
on August 4 or 5. An invitation to respond bY September 12 was made at the end
of the program, That is why I am so late in responding (only learning of it a
couple days ago).

I am the founder (in 1980) of a "PYOu. I am also a Director in the National
Center for Missing and Exploited Children. Therefore I should be qualified to
make ccmvnents from both points of view. I do not know Mr. Treanor's background
nor the real reason why he has taken the stand that he has. But it appeared that
he has some kind of personal vendetta against the Justice Departnent and the
National Center.

His advocating the taking of the appropriation to the National Center and
basically giving it to the various PIM shows his apparent complete lack of
knowledge of what is really going on. Whatever good that is being done by the
various PliOs can in no way fulfill the need for a National organization. It would
be similar to trying to irrigate a vast arid ranch with a series of garden hoses.
As good as a garden hose is, it could in no way fill that need.

Would you be willing to switch the Federal Government's educational appro-
priations to a group of educational PliOs? You may say that there are no such
PliOs - but there would be if the government was not fulfilling its obligation
in the field of education. Missing children PY0s sprang up because the govern-
ment (Federal, state, and local) was not fulfilling its obligation. (Missing
children PliOs are in no way comparable to private schools and colleges)....Or
would you be willing to switch the appropriations for the FBI and other similar
law enforcement grouPs (Federal, state, and local) to law enforcement PY0s7....
when he had them he called them vigilante groups.

Whether or not PliOs are appropriated any operating funds from the Federal
government is a different issue and should be considered on its own merits. The
PliOs should never be considered anything but a supplement to a national center
or to various law enforcement groups - and not ever, ever be considered as a
replacement for either.

a$ ke.. cAllotfl
If there are any umnise spending of Federal funds by the Justice Department

or the National Center, it should be handled in an appropriate manner. One never
kills the patient just because hisarm is broken - rather the broken arm is treated.

I had the above views of the roles of PI/Os vs a national center long before
the National Center was set up and I became a Director.

64-575 (396)

0
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Res2fily..4

?kriohn Clinkscales, President,
FIND-NE, INC.,
LaGrange, GA 30241
4041884-7419


